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SCHEME OF TRANSLITERATION 

The following transliteration system is adopted in the thesis. 

Arabic English 
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Arabic 

L5 

--A 

J 

cc 

The vowels are mitten in flic following way: 

Long Vowels 

English 

q 

k 

t 

Short Vowels 

a 

Oanima u 

Kasra 
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ABSTRACT 

The attention of scholars towards the protection of the Sunna, as a second primary 

source in Islamic law, started from the early centuries. Among those scholars was Abi7 

Da7vvad, who was concerned in collecting the ffadffhs that discussed the Prophet's 

Sunan, in a book which he named Synan AT Da7vvi7d. The value of this book among 

tIadj7h books led scholars such as Al-ý'AynFto write commentaries on it, to create a body 

of in-depth organised discussions of Fiqh rules. 

This thesis discusses part of Al-Aynrs Sharp on Sunan Abl" A&W regarding the rules 

on specific kinds of voluntary prayers, namely, voluntary prayers after obligatory 

prayer, Dubl§ prayer, Tasbi-b prayer, and night prayer. A detailed discussion of the 

different opinions of the scholars, especially the four main Islamic schools of law, is 

presented, with each school's evidences, and the scholars' attempts to reconcile 

conflicting gadj7hs are also considered. 

Explanatory notes are given on the scholars and places mentioned in the manuscript, as 

well as difficult vocabulary. A full account is given of the documentation of each 

gadffh in the manuscript. Al-Aynrs manuscript is set in its historical and cultural 

context in an introductory section on the author's life and the era in which he lives, the 

MamhlTepoch. 

Al-'Ayni'lived at the time of the Mamh7kf rule over Egypt, in which scholars were 

respected and honoured. The Mamh7kf facilitated scholarship by offering endowments, 

and building institutes of learning, so that cultural life flourished. Set against this, 
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however, was a political background of widespread corruption, in which bribery was 

commonplace. Al-Aynis life and the effect of the characteristics of his epoch on his 

writings are discussed with an analysis of the style he adopted in writing his 

commentary, and the academic value of his manuscript. 

Devotion to a single school of law was common in the Mamh7klepoch. Al-. 4ynr 

followed the Hanaj. -t school of law and in his SharA his fanatical adherence to the 

opinions of his school are evident. Nevertheless, his thorough, systematic approach to 

his commentary, and comprehensive coverage of historical, biographical, linguistic and 

juristic matters, make this work an important contribution to the Fiqh literature, which 

had a profound effect on subsequent scholarship. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Prayer is one of the most fundamental pillars of Islam. Therefore, scholars from the 

early years of Islam attempted to collect the narrations that discussed all its dimensions, 

to follow the Prophet's approach in his practice of this form of worship. Voluntary 

prayer is one kind of prayer that worshippers are called upon to perform to compensate 

for any shortcoming in their obligatory prayer and as a means of earning more reward 

from Allah. 

Owing to the importance of this kind of prayer, the scholars of ffadj7h and Fiqh 

branches of knowledge devoted sections in their books to discussing all the relevant 

rules. One of the important manuscripts, in which these rules are discussed is Sharb 

Sunan Abj'Djwi7d by Badr Al-Din Al-Ayn! 

His book is a commentary on Sunan AbFDAw which is regarded as one of the most 

important and essential references on Hadj7h and Fiqh. This book is characterised by 

comprehensive coverage of various juristic issues. It is considered to be the first book 

that collected only the Vadiths discussing the Sunan. It is also notable for its good 

organisation, classification and division of sections. These qualities have led scholars 

to attach great importance to the book, as evidenced by the numerous commentaries 

on it. 
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1. Aims of the Studv 

This work is an attempt to produce a critical edition of Al-"Aynrs Sharb Synan Abl' 

D.; w! Ld, which examines the impact of the author's life and times on his work, and 

explores in detail his interpretation of the rules related to voluntary prayer. Al-"Aynrs 

commentary on the Sunan reveals 41-". 4ynrs expertise in tladlh, Arabic language, and 

Fiqh knowledge. However, in terms of juristic rules, it seems that his fanatical 

adherence to the opinions of the ganaj, -tschool are reflected in his commentary, and that 

he concentrated on proving the truth of these opinions and defending them against any 

accusation. 

This thesis attempts to expand on the research conducted by the author, by viewing the 

rules discussed in this part of the manuscript from all dimensions, concentrating on the 

opinions of the four main Fiqh schools: the ganafi-, MgikZ Sh, 37'F, and Vanbalr Their 

different opinions, and the evidences they cite, are explored, to allow a better 

understanding of the issues discussed, from an objective perspective. Reference to the 

opinions of gadith scholars such as Ibn Uajar and Al-Nawaw. T is also made for their 

valuable comments on these narrations and their continual attempts to reconcile 

conflicting narrations. This deep discussion will present a more clear image to the 

reader of the rules on volutary prayer. 

2. Description of the Manuscript 

This study focuses on a manuscript in Yadj7h called Sharh Sunan Ab 17 Dfw ad Li Badr 

Al-Dih Al-Avnr It is a unique manuscript in the author's handwriting, which exists in 
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D& AI-Kutub AI-Miýriyya under the number (286). This Sharh is in two volumes. The 

first volume is in 280 pages, but it is incomplete,; the beginning is missing, the 

manuscript starting with KitgAI-Tah&a. Al-Aynrcompleted this volume on the third 

of RabicAl-Awwal 805 A. H. and it took him two months to write it. The second volume 

is in 269 pages. This volume starts with Kita-b 41-. FaI& and ends with Kita-b AI-Zak&, 

but it is also incomplete at the end. ' 

The width of the original manuscript is 18cm and the length is 20cm with thirty-one 

lines on each page and seventeen words or fewer on each line. It is written in a small, 

clear hand, in a script similar to Persian. The paper is normal kittan. The manuscript 

has been photocopied onto microfilm. This copy was considered to be copy A. 

There are many missing words and sentences. Many marginal comments in Al-Ayn. T 's 

handwriting were observed in the margin of the copy. Some corrections are observed in 

the margins of the folios in the manuscript. 

There is a copy in six volumes duplicated or transcribed from the original in the 

handwriting of Al-Shaykh Ma, ýBnCd "Abd al-Laff who was a scribe in D& Al-Kutub Al- 

Misriyya. This copy was written on the fourth of $afar 1356 A. H. The number of the 

lines on each page is twenty one. The width of the paper is 18cm and the length is 

25cm. 2 All the marginal comments of the original copy were inserted in the text. 

1 Salih Mdtflq, Badr Al-DTn Al-'Ayn p. 184. 
2 At-Fihras Al-Shamil, Li Al-Turath, Al-MaimaAl-MalakT, vol. 2, p. 42. 
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However, there are some errors in transcription in some words which could be a result 

of speed. If there are any missing paragraphs, the scribe indicates it in the margins. 

After each volume, he provides an index which consists of titles of sections and 

numbers of pages in the same copy. 

The researcher has chosen part of the second volume of Kit. §b Al-$alg which starts with 

Tafrf Abwa-b Al-Ta&nmu' wa Raka'. fft AI-Sunna and ends at Ba-b Al-Hath 'Aff Oiv&n 

Al-Layl, a total of 161 pages. This Kita-b consists of the following sections: 

1. Bajb RakaatAl-Sunna. 

2. Abwg QiyTin Al-Layl. 

3. B9 Tafrf Abwa-b Shahar Rama&i. 

4. Abwa-b Qlrj'tAI-Quran. 

5. TafrTc Abwa-b Al-Witr. 

The researcher has chosen to edit the first two sections. The reason for choosing these 

sections is that they, and the rules they offer, especially the first section, are widely used 

in practice in Muslim life, in their daily prayers. Furthermore, the sections form a 

related group as they are all concerned with voluntary prayers and the discussions in 

these sections are very useful and deserve to be known and understood by all Muslims. 

3. Research Methodolo2v 

The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part comprises an Introduction and six 

chapters. The first chapter describes the socio-cultural context of the work. Chapter 

Two highlights different aspects of Al-Aynr's life, and presents background information 
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on the lives of Abi7gamya and AbiMawad. Al-AynFs approach in writing his book is 

explained and the shortcomings of Sharb AI-Sunq and the academic value of the 

manuscript are evaluated. The third chapter is a commentary, which discusses the 

sections of the manuscript in more detail. The different opinions of the scholars and 

their evidences are clarified in this chapter. Chapter Four contains notes dealing with 

difficult words in the text and identifications of places and people mentioned in it. 

Chapter Five provides documentation of the ftadlhs in the six main ftadffh books and 

the place of the hadj7h in the Sunna, either Sahi-h or Rfr- Chapter Six is the 

conclusion. 

In the second part, concerned with the editing of the Arabic text, the researcher has 

adopted the following methodology. 

1. Two copies of the manuscript were obtained from Dffr 41-Kutub Al-Misriyya in 

Egypt. 

2. For editing the manuscript, the original copy which"was written by A1-'Aynj' 

himself, was treated as the base. This is denoted with the letter 'A'( and the 

second copy with the letter '13' ). The text is presented by adopting approved 

methods of presentation in modem literary Arabic. 

3. The first and second copy were compared in order to establish the main differences 

between them. Any words or phrases added from B to A are placed between square 

brackets [ ]. 

4. Any unclear words in copy A were clarified from copy B. 
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5. The original text of Sunan Abj D. 7wi7d was compared with another copy of the 

Sunan. Any differences found are clarified in the notes. Any additions in copy A in 

the original text from the other copy of the Sunan are placed in square brackets [ ], 

and any unclear words or sentences in copy A from the original text of the Sunan 

are clarified from the other copy of the Sunan. 

6. The biographies of the narrators were checked in trusted biography books and any 

differences in genealogy or date of death recorded in the notes. 

7. The main text of Sunan AbTDAv5d is presented in bold characters in order to 

distinguish the comentary from the main text. 

8. The sections and the bad-iths are numbered according to their order in Synan AbF 

DAvi7d. 

9. Up-to-date punctuation marks have been added to clarify the meaning and remove 

ambiguity and confusion in the text. 

10. Missing parts are pointed out in the notes. 

11. Both the SCras of the verses and the numbers of the verses are mentioned. 

12. Some linguistic errors that appeared in copy A have been corrected. 

13. Some phrases or words have been inserted to clarify the sentences. These are placed 

in square brackets [ ]. Also, words or sentences that were in the margins were 

recorded in their places in copy A according to their order in copy B and are also 

placed in square brackets. 

14. The names of places and books are placed between parentheses ( ). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXT 

1.1. Introduction 

In order to have a full appreciation of Al-Aynrs writings, it is helpful to have some 

background knowledge of the political and cultural setting in which he lived, and which 

influenced his work. Accordingly, in this chapter, a descriptive and analytical survey is 

presented of the context of Al-ý'Aynjs writing. 

1. Al-Aynilived during the epoch of the MamMl (648 AR/1250 A. D. - 922 

A. H. /1516 A. D. ) Sulftu in Egypt, and what is now the Fertile Crescent. Basically, the 

Mamlilf were of mixed Turkish, Circassion, Rumanian, Russian and Kurdish3 origins. 

They were slaves 4 who were deeply engaged in the slave trade which thrived at that 

3 Kurd'AIT, Khitat Al-Sham, vol. 2, p. 203. 
4 The origin of the term Mawla goes back to pre-Islamic Arabia. Shaban argued that the term Mawld had 
different connotations at different times and that at the time of the Abbasids, especially Al-ManýGr, it did 
not refer to a freed slave, a client or a non Arab member of the army related to a certain individual, or an 
Arab clan. When Al-Manýur wanted to establish new relations between himself and the members of his 
administration, he named them Mawla, which meant confidant of the ruler. Shaban, Islamic Histoly, vol. 
2, pp. 10- 11. This opinion is built on the assumption that the expressions Mawla and Mamlaks had the 
same meaning, a view which is supported by the fact that the most common name for the Mamluks from 
the time of the reign of Al-Mdtaýirn was MawalL David Ayalon. 

-1slam and the Abode of War ' p. 2. 
However, Irwin indicated that the word Mamlak was normally used to refer to a military slave, as its 
meaning, which denoted a free client or devoted follower, was extended throughout the medieval period. 
Robert Irwin, The Middle East in the Middle Ages, p. 3. The name of the Mamlaks, Al-MawalT, seems 
to be a reference to their deep loyalty and strong adherence to their masters. 



time to organize military troops in peace time and use them in the army in war time. 5 

The outbreak of hostility and sedition throughout Middle and East Asia contributed to 

the slave trade, as it created a large number of orphan children, who were sold in the 

markets. 6 It is commonly believed that the 'Abbasid Caliph, Al-MdtasiM (d. 228 

A. H. /842 A. D. ) was the first who organized military troops composed mainly of 

Mamh7k Turks 7 but their influence remained unfelt or practically marginal until their 

emergence during the reign of 41-$gib Najm Al-DTn Ayyi7b (d. 647 A. H. /1249 A. D. ) 

who is considered to have conferred power on the Mamh7kis'to, win their support for his 

8 
reign. It is also reported that Ayy5b rounded up MamIC& Turks in an unprecedented 

way, and that they made up most of the AmTrs of his army. 9 He also inculcated in them 

military values and they showed loyalty to him, defending his Kingdom against foreign 

invasions. They had a reputation as tough warriors. 10 The Maml5b rose to power in 

Egypt in the aftermath of Al-$alib's death when his wife Shajarat Al-Dur married the 

army leader Aybak AI-Turkum5d(one of the Mamh7k leaders)". Shajarat AI-Durr 

abdicated her throne to Aybak, who took over as Egypt's ruler under the pressure of 

5 Ijusayn 'A$T Al-MaqrTzT. p. 17. Karl R. Schaefer, Jerusalem in the Ayygbid and Mamlak Eras, p. 258. 
6 Muhammad Rizq, 'Asr Salatin Al-MamaITk, vol., p. 18 1. 
7 David Ayalon, Islam and the Abode of War, p. 22. Karl R. Schaefer, Jerusalem in the Ayygbid and 
Mamlilk Eras, p. 259. 
8 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, vol. 7, part 2, p. 340. Mubammad Kamal Al-DTn, Al-MagrTzT. pp. 13-14. Carl 
F. Petry, Protectors or Praetorians 

' p. 72. John Glubb, Soldiers of Fortune 
' p. 37. 

9 Al-JabartT, 'Aia'ib Al-Athar, vol. 1. pp. 22-23. Ahmad b. Ibr9bTm, Shifa' Al-QuIub FT Managib BanT 
Ayvtub, p. 340. Ibn Diqmaq, Al-Natha Al-Miskiyy 

, p. 37. Mubammad Kurd, Khitat Al-Sham, p. 10 1. 
10 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, vol. 7, part 2, p. 341. MahmadRizq, . Asr Salatin Al-Mamallk, vol. 7, p. 177. 
11 William Muir, The Mamlukes, p. 8. Ibn KathTr, Al-Bidava Wa'l Nihaya, vol. 13, pp. 177-180. Al- 
MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, pp. 368-369. 
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circumstances. 12 The reason was that the rule of a woman was without precedent in the 

Muslim near east, and Shajar AI-Durr's Sultanate was not acceptable to the Abbasid 

Caliph at Baghdgd AI-Mdtagm. 13 The Mamh7ks A4 statehood extended beyond the 

Egyptian borders, spilling over to Syrian territory and the ffly&, and they had great 

influence in Yemen and Nubia. 15 Their hegemony over the Syrian region coincided 

with the laxity of its rulers, the Ayyi7b. Fds, in defending its boundaries in the face of the 

Mongol invasion; indeed, some of the Ayyi7b. Td rulers even supported the Mongols in 

their aggression against the Muslims. The Mamh7k leaders, on the other hand, 

courageously and honourably sought to repel Mongol aggression 16 in the Battle of 

cAyn JAIC9 in 659 A. H. /1260 A. D. when they defeated the Mongols, 17 under the 

12 Ibn TaghrT Bardl Al-Nuilim AI-Zahira, vol. 6, p. 368. At-MaqrTzT, Al-Sula , vol. 7, p. 384. Ibn 
Diqmaq, Al-Nafha Al-Miskiyya, pp. 39-42. Al-JabartT cAjalib Al-Athar , vol. 1, p. 23. Al-ýcAym LAqd 

ALI-Juman, vol. 1, p. 29,34,53. eAlT lbrahTm, Misr FT Al-Usnr Alwusta, pp. 305-308. Stanley Lane- 
Poole, A History of EMt, pp. 255-257. 
13 Robert Irwin, The Middle East in the Middle Ages, p. 26. 
14 Those Mamlaks were called "The Babrr Mamlaks" as they were stationed on garrisons prepared for 

them on AI-Rawda Island on the Nile river, they rallied together forming the first generation of these 
Mamluks. They are from the Turkish Mamlaks who ruled 784 A. H. Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, vol. 1, part 2, 

p. 384. Kurd 'AIT, Khitat Al-Sham, vol. 2. p. 10 1. $alibYasif, Badr Al-DTn AVAyn p. 11. William 
Muir, The Mamelu , p. 5. John Glubb, Soldiers of Fortune, p. 39. 
15 Ibn KathTr, Al-Bidaya Wa'l Nihaya, vol. 13, pp. 220-223. Mubammad MWtr, Dirasa Watha'giyya Li 
At-Tarikh A]-IslamT. p. 385. 
16 Carl F. Petry, Protectors or Praetorians, p. 30. Stanley Lane-Poole, A Histoa of Egypt, p. 262. 
17 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak , vol. 1, part 2, pp. 430-431. Ibn Diqmaq, Al-Natha Al-Miskiyya, p. 50. Ibn 
KathTr, Al-Bidaya Wa'I Nihay , vol. 13, pp. 220-223. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuillm AI-Zahira, vol. 7, pp. 
78-79. Al-ýAya 'Agd Al-Juman, vol. 1, pp. 243-245. Sa`Td 'Abd al-Fattab, Al-cAsr Al-Mamal&T. p. 
195. C. E. Bosworth and others, Encyclopaedia of Islaml Misr, vol. VII, pp. 166-167. Ibn Diqmaq, Al- 
Ilmam, vol. 2, p. 280. Karl R. Schaefer, Jerusalem in the Ayy2bid and Mamlak Eras, p. 260. 
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leadership of AI-ZAir Baybars, 18 with troops under the command of QuAtz. The defeat 

of the Mongols signalled the safety of Egypt and Syria again. 

The above chronicle depicts the first era of Mamh7kF rule, showing their ascent to 

power. The second era started at the time of Sulf, §n QalAvi7n who is considered the 

most powerful among the Ba, ýrfMamh7b - Qal5wi7n, having usurped the throne from 

, 41-ZAir Baybar's son in 678 A. H. /1279 A. D, made up his mind to build a new division 

of Mamla troops with strict loyalty to him. 19 Members of the new force were selected 

from the Armenians and Circassians, 20 and this group of Mamh7ks were called the Burj. T 

Mamlab. 21 On the other hand, in the Encyclopaedia of Islam Sulf, §n Barqi7q is 

considered as the founding father of the Circassian Sulýýs. 22 To reconcile these two 

opinions, it seems that the first person to organise the Circassians as a new, separate 

division was Sultin Qala7wi7n and the first Sulfffn from among them was Barqu-q. 

18 AI-Zahir Baybars is considered as one of the most prominent rulers of the B*I Mamlaks and the 
actual founder of Mamlaks as he wiped out challenges to his authority, reviving the 'Abbasid Caliphate in 
Cairo after having been removed from Baghdad. He also stood up to the crusade campaigns and managed 
to recover QTsariyya, Yafa, Arsaf and $afad provinces from their hold. Thanks to him, Egypt and Syria 

were reunited under the Mamlaks' banner, with no limit to the Mamlak's rule. Shafi' b. 'AIT, Husn Al- 
Managib Al-Sariyy , pp. 88-90. Jjusayn'AsT, Al-MagrTzT pp. 4849. Ibn TaghrT BardT, AI-Nujam, vol. 
7, pp. 186-180. 
19 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak , vol. 1, part 2, p. 658. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuilim, vol. 7, pp. 286-288. Al- 
r'AynT, 'Aqd Al-juman, vol. 3, p. 16. 
20 The Cirassians were famous for bravery, horse-riding and beauty, and the slave trade thrived among 
them as they sold their sons. lbrahTin "AIT, Misr Fr'Asr Al-MamaITk Al-Jarakisa ' P. 109. 
21 Ibn Diqmaq, Al-Naflia Al-Miskiyy , p. 79. At-MaqrTzT, Al-Khitat Al-MaqrTzivva, vol. 2, p. 214. rAIT 
IbrahTm, Misr FT Al-cUser At-Wusta. pp. 227-228. 
22 Ibn lyas, Bada'? At-Zuhqr, vol. 1, p. 312. C. E. Bosworth and others. Encyclopaedia of Islam, Mig, 
C. E. Bosworth, vol. VII, p. 172. AI-Jabart, 'Aia'ib Al-khk, vol. 1, Al-MaqrTzT, Khitat. vol. 2, p. 241. 
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The predominance of the Circassian Mambiks did not mean they were the only race; 

there were ethnic Kurds, Turks and Greek. In total, there were twenty-five Circassian 

MamICA Sulf&zsý whose rule spanned one hundred and thirty-four years. The most 

prominent among them were: Barqi7q, Shaykh Barsab, §y, Jaqmaq, Ing, Khashqadam, 

and TConinbay. 23 This group were also called the Burj! 'MambAy as they took the 

citadel towers as their residence. 24 From the aforementioned information it seems that 

the motivation for bringing the Mamh2ks to Egypt was that the Caliphs' mistrust of the 

people surrounding them, and the belief that the Mamh7ks had sufficient military power 

to protect them. 

The author Al-ý'AynF lived in Egypt during the second MamIC& era, which was that of 

the Circassian MamhXs. Therefore, particular attention will be focused on that period. 

1.2. General Political situation during the Mamh7k reign 

The Circassian MamICA state was characterised by the weakness of its rulers, many of 

whom were overthrown or even killed by mutineers. 2S The overthrow of kings was 

routine practice, thus making reigns relatively short. 26 This chaos and disorder which 

23 IbrahTm'AIT, Misr FT'Asr Al-Mama]Tk Al-Jarakisa ' P. 10. 
24 William Muir, The Mamelu , p. 5. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuitim, vol. 7, p. 330. Al-MaqrTzT, A]-Khita 
Al-MaqrTziyya, vol. 2, p. 214. 
25 Amalia Levanoni, A Turning Point in Marnlak Histo pp. 114-115. 
26 Mubarnmad Kurd, Khitat Al-Sham, vol. 2, p. 153. "Abd al-Basit KhalTI, Nuzhat A]-AsatTn, pp. 130-134. 
Stanley Lane-Poole, A History of Egypt, p. 244. 
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marked this epoch, as a result of the prevalence of sedition and insurgencies, can be 

blamed on the Mambiky' temperament and political machinations as, although they 

were tough and courageous, they embraced a divide and conquer policy, which 
27 

encouraged conspiracy, treachery and bribery as means of attaining power. Nor, 

indeed, were conniving and plotting confined to the throne, but they also characterized 

the relationship between the King and the regents. Internal conflict was rife and the 

victors would wage campaigns of persecution and terror, to avenge the losses incurred 

in the struggle for power. Al-Maqr, &, T confirmed that the practice of bribery to control 

the important positions was one of the reasons for the country's decline. 28 

However, this internal division did not affect the image of the Mamlaks as a distinct 

faction in the eyes of world . 
29 There was a constant quest to curb the violence and quell 

the revolts, in order to give no foreign power an excuse to interfere under the pretext of 

restoring calm. Thus, such disturbances were not allowed to detract from the 

sovereignty of state. 30 

1.3. The Caliphate 

Al-'Ayn, T witnessed the 'Abbasid Caliphate in Cairo after removal of their rule from 

Baghd&lby the Mongols. The "Abbasids were virtually in decline during AI-Mdtagm's 

27 Al-JabartT, cAia'ib Al-Athar, vol. 1, p. 3 I. Mahmad Rizq, 'Asr Salagn Al-MamaITk, pp. 208-209. 
Uusayn 'Ag, Al-MagrTzT. p. 5 1. Al-SakhawT, AI-Dhayl Al-Tam, p. 67. 
28 Al-MaqrTzT, Ighathat Al-Umma , p. 43. 
29 'AIT IbrAhTm, Misr FT Al--'Ustir Al-Wusta, pp. 203,388. 
30 SaTd 'Abd al-Fattab, Al--ýAsr Al-MamallkT. pp. 154,225. William Muir, The Mamiuke, p. 22 1. 
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rule, as a result of terrible divisions over sectarian issues and factional fighting which 

seemed to grip the state. As a result, their rule crumbled in the face of the Mongolian 

invasion of BaghdV in 656 A. H. /1257 AD ., 
3 1 at a time when all efforts by Al- 

MdtasiM to unite the Ayyi7b. Tds in Syria and Mamlab in Egypt to fight off the 

Mongols, were in ruin. The Mongols, therefore, seized the opportunity to capture 

BaghdV after committing numerous atrocities and massacres. For a period of forty 

days they overran the city, killing eight hundred thousand of the Baghdg population, 

and setting the entire city ablaze, thus devastating an invaluable Islamic heritage. 32 

The 'Abbasid Caliphate then witnessed a new era that moved to Egypt, and the Mamh7ks 

had the upper hand in restoring it. In particular it was AI-ZAir Baybars who wanted to 

play the role of guardian angel of the Caliphate to justify his leadership over Egypt, and 

earn legitimacy. 33 The transfer of the Caliphate to Egypt took place when, 41-ZAir sent 

for AIRnad b. Al-Im&n, one of the 'Abbasid statesmen, to visit Cairo and asked him to 

endorse him as the Caliph, and took the pledge from the people to him. 34 Therefore, 

31 Ibn Dimaq, Nuzhat Al-AnaM, pp. 234-239. David Ayalon, outsiders in the Lands of Islam, p. 33. 
32 Al-MaqrTzT, A]-Sula , vol. 1, part 2, pp. 409-4 10. Al-JabartT, 'Aia'ib Al-Athar, vol. 1, p. 23. Al-AynT, 
'Aqd Allman, vol. 1, pp. 167-178. 
33 Robert Irwin, The Middle East in the Middle Ages, p. 43. Stanley Lane-Poole, A History of Egypt, p. 
246. Karl R. Schaefer, Jerusalem in the Ayyubid and Mamlak Eras, p. 267. 
34 Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuiam, vol. 7, pp. 109-111. Al-YanTnT, Dhayl Mir'at Al-Zarnan , vol. 2, pp. 96- 
98. Ibn Diqmaq, Nuzhat Al-Anam, pp. 276-277. 
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A, Pnad was the first 'Abbasid Caliph in Cairo, and he gave Baybars in return the 

convenant of the Salpna as a legal ruler by virtue of this covenant. 35 

Nevertheless, the Caliph's power was purely nominal as the Mamlaks were the real 

controllers. 36 The Caliphs were subject to the Sulf. §n, who could decide to remove the 

Caliph anytime he wished to, so the Caliph was simply a figurehead. 37 For example, 

Al-Mutawakkil was removed and restored to office by the SuItJn on no less than three 

occasi n. 38 

The nomination of the Caliph usually took place during a council meeting with the 

Sulfin, Jurors and Amks, and the money they received from the Sulpi was not stable 

and was dependent on their relations with the Sulf5h. 39 The Sulf. §n might ask the Caliph 

to accompany him on a trip or journey, or the Caliph might be called to listen to 

pronouncements on tributes imposed or war decisions. The summons, however, was 

only to attend and listen to opinions, not to participate in making decisions. 40 There 

were some Caliphs who managed to make their sons their successors, as did Caliph Al- 

Mdtaod, who named his son Al-Mutawakkil in 763 A. H. /1361 A. D. Far from 

signalling the strength of the Caliph, however, this rather indicated the unimportancc of 

35 Ibn Kathir, At-Bidaya Wa'l Nihay vol. 13, pp. 231-232. Al-cAynT, "Agd Al-juman, vol. 1, pp. 293- 
296. Al-JabartT, "Aia'ib Al-Athar, vol. 1, p. 24. 
36 Ibn KathTr, Al-Bidaya Wa'l Nihgya, vol. 14, p. 293. 
37 Mubammad Mahir, Dirasa Watha'igiyy . p. 371. Donald P. Little, History and Histograph , pp. 172- 
173. 
38 Ibn Iyas, Bada'ic AI-ZuhQr vol. 1, p. 399. 
39 IbrahTm 'AIL Misr FT cAsr 

ýIjarakisa, 
pp. 54-5 5 

40 William Muir, The Mamiuke, p. 34. Mabmad Rizq, 'Asr SalatTn Al-MamaiTk. vol. 7, p. 302. Hayat 
Nasser, The Internal Affairs in. E=t, p. 34. 
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this position, as it was a matter of indifference to the SulflPi who would be the Caliph. 41 

This is an indication of the weakness of the Abbasid Caliphate. The Caliphs were no 

more than figureheads and they did not play any important role in the country's affairs, 

which were controlled by the Mamlaks. 

1.4. Key Events 

The Mamh7k era may be classified into two main phases: 

1. The period of power. progress and civilization 

The era began with the MamlWu in a position of power and was characterised by 

numerous military victories. This was a period of wide-ranging war activities against 

Mongols and Crusaders in Syria, in addition to the transfer of 'Abbasid reign to Cairo. 42 

The Mamlaks in this age acted in the public interest. 43 Thus, domestic and foreign trade 

thrived, which led to the emergence of a scientific renaissance, and scholars travelled 

from various places to Egypt. 44 

The most prominent events marking this age were the Mamlils' combat of Islkn's 

enemies and their defence of Egypt and Syria. In other words, the Mamlils were keen 

41 Mubammad Mahir, Dirasa Watha'igiyya, p. 371. 
42 Shaf? b. "AIT Husn Al-Managib Al-Sariyya, pp. 37-38. Aba Al-Fida', Al-Mukhtasar Fr Akhbar Al- 
Basha , vol. 2, pp. 332-360. 
43 Examples of Sultans who cared for people's interests are Al-Ashraf Barsbay, Al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh Al- 
MahmadT and Mubammad b. Qalawan. A]SakhawTAI-DhaviAl-Tam, p. 55,87,152. IbnTaghrTBardT 
Al-Nuiam, vol. 16, p. 249, vol. 14, pp. 3942. Al-JabartT, cA_ia'ib Al-Athar, vol. 1, p. 27. 
" Ibid. pp. 360-361. 
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to preserve Egypt's independence, as they considered it as their country. Moreover, they 

considered Aleppo and Syria inseparable and integral to their statehood. As a result,, 41- 

ZAir Baybars organized a campaign to annex Syria and wipe out rebels. His troops 

fought the Mongols and invaded Tripoli and Him*, achieving a convincing victory over 

45 
the Mongols at 'Ayn Jallit, 658 A. H. /1259 AD . They also fought the Crusaders and 

the fall of Acre and the coastal area into the hands of the Mamh7k SuWns in 690 

A. H. /1290 A. D. marked the end of the Crusaders' war during the rule of 41-Ashraf 

I- - 46 Khalil b. A I-Mans Cr Qa aw 6n. The Mamh7ks also engaged in battle with the 

Ottomans who ruled the Armenian territory and north of Euphrates and even scored 

important victories over them, but the Ottomans managed to defeat the Mamlilks in the 

battle of Marj Dgiq 922 A. H. /I 516 A. D. and captured Syria and Egypt. 47 

2. The period of weakness and decline 

This age began after T. TmCr-i Lang 48 invaded Syria. Most kings of this period are 

described in the history books as being weak. They were careless about peoples' needs, 

and neglected trade and industry. The Army was allowed to repress the populus, while 

illiteracy prevailed and economic, political and military conditions were never worse. 

45 Donald P. Little, Histoly and Historiograph , p. 165. William Muir, The Mameluke, pp. 10-11. Ibn 
Diqmaq, Nuzhat Al-Anam, pp. 263-264. 
46 Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuiam, vol. 8, pp. 5-10. Al-"AynT , 

'Agd Al-Juman, vol. 3, pp. 54-55. Ibn 
Diqmaq, Nuzhat Al-Anam ' pp. 137-138. 
47 AI-JabartT, 'Aja'ib Al-Athffr, vol. 1, p. 29. Mabmad Rizq, 'Asr SalatTn AI-Marnaftk, vol. 7, pp. 178- 
179,199-200. 
49 '11mar-i Lang was the son of Targhay b. Abghay, founder of the second Mongol Kingdom. He was 
born in Khawaja Aylaghar village, one of the cities of Transoxania in 787 A. H. /1336 A. D., and died in 
807 A. H. /1405 A. D. Mahmad Kurd, Khitat Al-Sham. 
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The country plunged into chaos and disorder. 49 An example of the SulfTns' lack of 

concern for the people is Sulfj-n Barqi7qs distribution of endowments among his 

soldiers in defiance of the judges' refusal. Ibn Iy& indicated that this was only the first 

of many abuses of his power. 50 

Among the notable events at that time, was the attack launched by T. Fm&-i Lang on 

Aleppo, killing innocent civilians, setting mosques and houses ablaze, capturing men 

and raping women. The death toll came to twenty thousand. In Damascus, Timur-i 

Lang stayed for nineteen days committing terrible atrocities and massacres, raping all 

the women and shackling men and children. Damascus remained on fire for three 

consecutive nights. This invasion had a devastating effect on Islamic civilisation as the 

Mongols destroyed the libraries. Also, people's confidence in the Mamlaýs was 

weakened, since they had been unable to defeat the Mongols as they had done 

previously. 51 

Another event which disturbed the Mamlaks was the revolt by Bedouins on the eastern 

and western outskirts and in Syria desert. The Bedouins used harassment tactics, and 

their constant raids and attacks led to heavy casualties among the Mamh7b. However, 

the Mamlab managed to restore order and quell the rebels. 52 

49 Mu4ammad Mahir, Dirasa Watha'igiyy , pp. 363-364. William Muir, The Mameluke, p. 220. Shai 
Har-El, Strujzp-le for Domination, pp. 54-55. 
50 Al-JabartT, cAia'ib Al-Athar, vol. 1, p. 23. 
51 Ibn lyas, Bada'i' AI-Zuhar, vol. 1, pp. 236-237. 
52 Mabinad Rizq, 'Asr SalatTn Al-MamaITk, vol. 7, p. 180. Al-cAynT, 'Agd Al-Juman, vol. 4, pp. 139- 
140. Karl R. Schaefer, Jerusalem in the Ayyobid and Mamlok Eras, p. 262. 
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The cause of the Bedouin's revolt was the racial discrimination exercised by the 

Mamh! 4, as the Bedouins perceived themselves to be a more distinguished lineage and 

thought they should have ruled the province. 53 

C , 41-. 4yn. T referred in his book Aqd, 41-Jym& to certain battles that erupted between the 

Bedouins and Mamh7ks such as the confrontation in 828 A. H. /1424 A. D., leading to the 

defeat of the Egyptian and Aleppan soldiers, while looting was carried out extensively 

by the Bedouins. 54 41-Maqrkj'also described the conquest of Cyprus by AI-Ashraf 

Barsbay, recounting how the Cypriot people used to conduct blanket raids on ships 

lying at harbour after voyaging from the countries of the Roman Empire to Pmyg and 

Alexandria. The Cypriot inhabitants declared immunity; thus, the Sulfan ordered his 

men to fight them and invaded the city in 829 A. H. /1425 A. D. 55 

Another of the major events afflicting the country and recorded by Al--Ayn. T was the 

great plague in Aleppo and Syria in 833 A. H. /1429 A. D., in which countless numbers of 

children were killed. The death toll on one day came to five hundred persons. Al-"Aynr 

remained several months then passed over to Damascus until RamaVin, when the 

plague broke out and the death toll rose to over five hundred persons a day. According 

to A! AynZ he lost seventeen members of his household, including four of his sons, 

53 Ibrahim 'AIT, Misr FT fAsr Al-Jarakisa p. 267. Hayat Nasser, The Intemal Affairs in Egyp , pp. 152- 
155. 
54 Al-ýAynT, 'Agd Al-Juman, p. 378. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-NuiQm, vol. 15, p. 828. 
35 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulok. vol. 4, part 2, pp. 721-723. 
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who died in the same week, two on the same night; the rest of the casualties were some 

of his slaves. 
56 

1.5. The Political Re2ime 

The Mamlas were not the original people of Egypt, but they were not invaders as the 

rulers of Egypt brought them into the country. The Mamh7k era can be classified into 

two main layers. 

1. The first refers to the Mamblks who settled in the country and dominated the elite 

positions in the Army and land ownership, the key posts throughout the state. 

2. The other class of society was composed of the traders, sellers, farmers, workmen, 

students. This class took care of the land and when the harvest came, landlords 

appeared to gather tributes. This feudalism continued unabated as farmers were 

not allowed to own the land, but only to work and cultivate for the Sulfin or his 

followers. 

Returning to the first class, the Sulfin was named either by the exercise of force on 

behalf of a favoured candidate or by inheritance. 57 In practice, however, power was 

nonnally the deciding factor, as when one of the Sul0is narned one of his sons as his 

successor, another more powerful AmTr could take the position from him. No account 

56 Al-AynT, Agd Al-juman, p. 380. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuillm, vol. 15, pp. 337-339. 
57 Mahmild Rizq, "Asr SalatTn Al-MamaITk, vol. 7, pp. 174-185. 
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was taken of popular opinion when selecting the SuItAn. 58 The Sulfbi was the head of 

the cabinet, with the supreme authority over the entire country. He was the Amk who 

had the greatest following and the strongest personality. The ruler then distributed 

power and wealth. Although there existed a Shika council comprised of the head of the 

army, the 'Abbasid Caliph, the minister, the four Muslim religious sects, along with 

twenty four AmPs, in practice the ShCra council's decisions were purely advisory, as 

final authority rested with the Sulf&; who maintained a despotic rule. He and his 

household were resident at the citadel called Qafat Al-Khayl, with members of the 

family, and theAmks close by. A Ministry, numerous houses and the army DJýv, §n were 

also located in the Citadel. 59 

The second post was that of the SuIPI's deputy whose presence was important as he 

ruled in the Sultin's absence, for example when he went into battle at the head of his 

army, 60 Next to him in the chain of power was the army chief, called AI-Atalbik; who had 

huge influence due to his control over the army. Next came the minister, but he had 

only slight influence, as he was overshadowed by the continuing presence of the deputy. 

Finally carne the rulers or governors, 41-Wulg, whose task was to protect the cities 

against thieves and corrupt officials. 61 

58 Husayn 'A$T, Al-MagrTzT. p. 53. lbrahTrn 'AIT, Misr R cAsr A]-Jarakisa, p. 13. Amalia Levanoni, 
A 

ýumingz 
Point in Mamluk Histo , p. 109. 

59 SaTdAbd al-Fattab, Al--ýAsr Al-MamaITkT. pp. 351-353. 
60 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Khitat Al-MaqrTzTiyya, vol. 2, pp. 214-215. Mubammad Mahir, Dirasa Watha'igiyy 

, 
p. 380. Ibn AI-Furaý TarTkh Ibn Al-Furn vol. 7, pp. 196-200. 
61 Sa'rd'Abd al-Fattah, Al-ý'Asr Al-MamaiTkT. pp. 354-356. 
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Egypt was practically a fiefdom of the Sultin, along with his Amks and soldiers. The 

Sulf&7 and. 4mks took the finest lands, while the lower quality lands were seized by the 

soldiers. The SuIpYn distributed the land, but retained permanent ownership of it 

himself. 62 

There were several D. Twiybis for n=ing state affairs: 

1. The Army Drwffn was where important documents of the Amks and army soldiers 

were kept, along with the register of fiefdoms granted by the Sult.,! Di. The Drvv, §n 

superintendent was also the army administrator, who kept track of salaries paid to 

soldiers. 
63 

2. The DAv, ýTn of 41-Insh, §': Its assigrunent was to keep track of the fonnal 

correspondence to and from the SuýOi and prepare answers to such letters, 

addressed to different countries. The individual responsible was called the 

"honorable construction superintendenf 9.64 

3. DLvAm of endowment (Waqfs): The administrator was responsible for supervising 

religious institutions like mosques and schools, as well as monitoring real estate 

endowments. 

62 Ibid. p. 349 Mahmad Rizq, "Asr Salatm Al-Marnall. vol. 7, p. 308. John Glubb, Soldiers of Fortune, 
p. 140. 
63 Al-MaqrTzT, AI-Khitat Al-MaqrTziyy 

, vol. 2, p. 215. 
64 Ibid., pp. 225-227. 
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4. Comptroller D. Twin: This examined state accounts and revenues along with 

expenses and payroll checking. The superintendent here was very influential, as 

he conducted all the financial affairs of the state. Another Dfwim- was derived 

from this DAvgn, called the DAv§n AI-Kh, 5sj.. s which kept an eye on the Sulf§n's 

treasury and the Sult5i's financial affairs. There were other DJývJns but they 

were less important. 65 

These DAvffns show that the country's affairs were well organised at the time of the 

Mamlab. During the period of decline of Mamh7k rule, prestigious jobs were sold for 

soaring prices, thus permitting incompetent officials to assume important positions. 

Moreover, bribery and corruption were widespread, and incompetent officials sought to 

compensate themselves for the huge sums they paid to secure highly placed positions by 

imposing new taxes on traders and craftsmen. They, in turn raised prices in a vicious 

circle that led to starvation and impoverishment. 66 

As for the judicial system, it was totally different from that which existed during the 

Ayyi7bid reign (prior to the Mamhiks), as at that time the judges were only of the Sh. 37, T 

school, but at the time of A I-ZAir Baybars, the judges were distributed among the four 

65 SaTdAbd al-Fattab, Al-Asr Al-MamatTkT. pp. 359-365. 
66 Al-o'Aya, cAgd Al-Juman, vol. 4, pp. 38-39. Ijayat Al-ljajT, Ahwal Al-ý'Amma FT Hukm AI-Mamallk. 

p. 346, Husayn'A*T, Al-MagrTzT. pp. 55-57. 
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Muslim schools of laW67 to ensure faimesS. 68 However two different opinions have been 

expressed on this point. The first one, expressed in the Encyclovaedia of Islam, is that 

the Hana - school was more supported than the others by the Mamhiks . 
69 The other 

opinion argues that the Sh, 37, T school maintained a higher position than the other three 

factions. 70 This could be because the Sh, 37'. T faction controlled the judiciary in Egypt 

for a long time, and the people were accustomed to its rules, and it seems that this 

school was the most followed in Egypt as Ibn Khaldi7n indicated in his introduction. 71 

Therefore, it would be difficult for the followers and the scholars of this school if their 

privileges were withdrawn from them. 

There was also a supreme court during the MamhIk era that convened under the 

presidency of the Sulf, 7m on Mondays and Thursdays to look into complaints by the 

public. 72 The judicial system during the Mamh7ks was effective, with judges seeking to 

administer justice and refrain from bribes or gifts. 73 

67 Amalia Levanoni, A Tuming Point in Mamlak HiqM, p. 6. Al-AynT, 'Agd Al-Juman, vol. 2, p. 176. 
68 Ibn KathTr, Al-Bidaya Wa'I Nihay , vol. 13, p. 245. Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, vol. 1, part 1, pp. 538-539. 
Ibn Diqmaq, Al-Nafha At-Miskiyya, p. 56. 'AIT Ibrahim, Misr FT AVUstir At-Wusta, p. 403. Little tried 
to explain the reasons for this situation. He gives two reasons: the first one was to accommodate the 
increasingly large and cosmopolitan population of Cairo, the second was to benefit from the gratitude and 
loyalty of an expanded judiciary, both in rendering legal decisions that favoured state interests, and in 
reconciling the Muslim public to being ruled by foreign slave soldiers. However, another opinion is that 
Sultan Baybars expanded the judiciary because he wanted to destroy the power of the judicial system by 

playing off the four judges against each other, leaving the Sultan as the only person with power to control 
the country. Donald P. Little, History and Histograph , p. 174. FawzT AmTn, Adab Al-Asr Al- 
MamlQkT, pp. 48-5 1. John Glubb, Soldiers of Fortune, p. 93. 
69 C. F. Bosworth, and others, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, MiF, C. E. Bosworth, vol. VII, p. 171. 
70 SaTd'Abd al-Fattab, Al-Asr Al-MamallkT. pp. 367-368. Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Khitat. vol. 4, p. 161. 
71 Ibn Khaldan ' Al-Muqaddim , p. 430. 
72 Ibid. Stanley Lane-Poole, A History of Egyp , p. 246. 
73 'AIT lbrahTm, Misr FT Al-ýUsllr Al-Wusta, p. 404. 
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Social Conditions 

The population of the Egyptian territories during the Mamh7k reign comprised mainly 

Egyptians, in addition to other elements such as Mongols, who came during the rule of 

. 41-ZAir Baybars and converted to Isl&n, along with the Kurds who were mainly 

traders. None of these elements, however, enjoyed special status or influence in society, 

except for the Mamlas, who dominated the army and took care to consolidate their 

hold on the throne. 74 They prohibited others from carrying arms or riding on horseback. 

They also avoided intermarriage with Egyptians, in order to sustain their identity. 75 It 

was Al-Muta#m who first started to keep the Mamlab apart from the rest of the people 

and even prevented their marrying members of other population groups. 76 

A strict social hierarchy prevailed, with the features of a caste system. AI-Maqr. Tzj' 

divided Egyptian Society into seven classes: 

1. The elite class (Sulf&7, Amks, and senior army commander). 

2. Traders and the well off. 

3. Sellers and middle class merchants. 

4. Peasants or farmers and villagers. 

5. The poor, including jurors and scholars. 

Craftsmen and labourers. 

7. The needy, and beggars. 77 

74 Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Mamluk Households, Chapter 13, p. 174, Mamiuks in Egyptian Politic , in Thomas Phillip and Ulrich Haarman, The Mamluks in Egyptian Politics. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuium, 
vol. 15, p. 41 S. 
75 lbid, pp. 537-538. William Muir, The Mamiukes, pp. 216-217. 
76 David Ayalon, Islam and the Abode of War, p. 29. 
77 Al-MaqrTzT, Ighathat Al-Umma, pp. 73-76. 
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From this division it is noteworthy that army commanders were classified in the first 

class, which reflects the military basis of the Mamh7k's power, by which they 

maintained their rule. Farmers are ranked quite low in the hierarchy, even though Egypt 

had fertile arable land. This is because the farmers did not have the right to own the 

land; this right was reserved for the Suýpins. 

Scholars are classified among the fifth class, being poor in material terms; however, 

scholars were accorded great respect by the Sulf, §ns, and some of them were close to 

them, as was . 41-'. 4ynT to more than one of them. The SulfinS also assigned them to 

important positions in the country. The identification of a needy class reflects the 

difficult conditions the country was suffering, and the inequity that prevailed. 

The elite class of Sulfin and Amks enjoyed a life of great luxury. They would saturate 

their clothes with perfume, equip their homes with expensive furniture, and use 

tableware made of gold. Some of their tableware and utensils were astounding. 78 

Manifestations of the vast wealth amassed by the Mamhiks can be found in museums 

throughout the world . 
79 As for the traders, they were close to the Sulfins, and received 

money from them when they needed it. Scholars, on the other hand, were approached 

by the Mamlfik, who saw in them a means to win the support of the public. The 

peasants, however, were held in great contempt by the Mamlaks, who neglected them. 80 

Those peasants suffered from the burden of taxes imposed on them, and farmers also 

78 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Khitat A]-MagrTziyya, vol. 2, p. 2 1. 'AIT Ibrahim, Misr Fr Al. -Tsur Al-Wusta. p. 552. 
Stanley Lane-Poole, A History of Egypt, pp. 249-251. 
79 Donald P. Little, Histo[y and Historiography of the Mamiuks. 
so Ulrich Haarmann, The Late Triumph of the Persian Bow, Chapter 11, p. 167-187, in Thomas Philipp 
and Ulrich Haarman, The Marnluks in Egyptian Politics. 
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were in constant danger of raids by Bedouins who looted their crops. The commoners 

lived in abject conditions. They could not afford even basic necessities and thus lived 

on the street as paupers. 81 

Not surprisingly, these conditions bred hatred and resentment toward the ruling elite, 

and periodic revolts took place. Nevertheless, in general, the people remained docile 

and taxes grew larger, though they were collected in a haphazard fashion. Some 

Muslim Scholars such as Al-Im&n Al-Nawawrand Al-Im&n 'Iz AI-D. Tn 'Abd AI-SaI&n 

urged the Suftffns to lower taxes. People used to hold rallies demanding tax reductions 

and pleading for mercy from the Am7irs. 82 Among the reasons that led to revolution 

was the soaring prices, but other causes of people's anger, were totally natural, such as 

the drought caused by the low level of the river Nile. 83 Plagues also afflicted the 

citizens, but rulers were indifferent to the suffering of the public. 84 Other actions that 

increased the tensions between the Mamldýs and the public were the closure of the 

markets, roads and the gates between the city areas, at the time of the conflicts between 

the Mamlujl, -s themselves, so people suffered from panic, chaos, and hunger. 85 The 

81 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, vol. 4, p. 2, pp. 705-707. SaTdAbd al-Fattab, Al-'Asr Al-MamalikT. pp. 312- 
313. Carl F. Petry, Protectors or Praetorians, p. 74. 
82 Mabinad Rizq, 'Asr SalatTn Al-Mamahk, vol. 7, pp. 216-220 
83 Al-SakhawT, Al-Dhayl Al-Tam, pp. 40,54-55,95. Ibn Diqmaq, At-Ilmam, vol. 3, pp. 253-254. 
Inability to control the water levels of the river Nile brought a lot of trouble causing famine, as it was 
mentioned that in 852 A. H. /1448 A. D. prices of wheat and barley rose remarkably and cattle died, to the 
point that people went into the streets on a rampage, killing abundant rulers and senior officials. Sa'Td 
'Abd al-Fattah, Al-'Asr Al-MamalTkT. p. 326. Mahmad Rizq, 'Asr SalatTn Al-MamaITk, vol. 7, p. 320. 

ljayat Naý*er, The Internal Affairs in Egyp 
, pp. 186-187. 

94 lbrabTm rAIT, Misr FTAsr Al-Mamalik Al-Jarakisa pp. 254-256. 
83 SacTd'Abd al-Fattab, Al-Asr Al-MamalikT. p. 325. Stanley Lane-Poole, History of Egypt, p. 245. Ibn 

TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuilim, vol. 16, pp. 130-137. 
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people stood apart from such conflicts, as they had no interest in the triumph of one 

party over the other. Another opinion mentioned that these conflicts were an 

opportunity for the public to benefit from the winner, they also robbed the loser, 86 but 

this was only if the Mamlaks allowed them to participate. Bedouin revoltS, 87 though 

from within, drew the wrath of the citizens, who perceived those Bedouins as thieves, 

from whose constant raids they incurred heavy casualties. 88 

1.6.1. Traits of Social Life 

Private ceremonies and celebrations were abundant during the Mamh7k era, such as 

wedding ceremonies, circumcision, rituals for special occasions such as the birth of 

Prophet Mupammad, and the new Hyra year where food and alms were distributed to 

the needy. 89 Other ceremonies such as receptions, endorsements and support rallies 

were held upon arrival of the Sulfgn from Cairo or to see him off. These parties were 

famous for singing and extravagant amusement. In the holy month of RamaV, ý! n, the 

Sulf, §n would order the release of prisoners and have food distributed to the needy. As 

for ". 1d AI-Fip- people used to make sweets while during 'Id AI-AOj they used to 

slaughter sheep, and go out to the cemetery or graveyards. During the tIajj season, 90 

people would take to the street with gifts for distribution to the needy and houses were 

86 Arnalia Levanoni, A Turning Point in Mamluk Histo , pp. 109-114. 
87 The reason for these revolts that the Bedouins did not accept to be ruled by slaves. Robert Irwin, The 
Middle East in the Middle Ages, p. 27 
8' lbrabTm 'AIT, Misr Fr'Asr Al-Jarakis , pp. 260-261. Mabmild Rizq, "Asr SalatTn Al-Mama]Tk, vol. 1, 
pp. 213-214. 
89 SacTd rAbd al-Fattab, AVAsr Al-MamalTkT. p. 32 1. 
90 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Sulak, vol. 4, pp. 2,705,707. 
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decorated and famous songs played. 91 However, it was noted that there was also a 

gloomy side to the gajj season, in that people suffered a great deal when the Sulpi 

decided to perform ffqjj, for the money for the trip was taken from the people. 92 In 

regard to funerals, special ceremonies were held. Women would bewail the dead, a 

Qur, 7*2 recitor was asked to preach, and attendants, all in black, served food to well 

93 
wishers. Generally, it seems that the people suffered from internal struggles, the 

Bedouins' revolts, taxes, and high prices. Bribery was rife and positions were given in 

an unfair way. 

1.7. Scientific and Intellectual Conditions 

Egypt became the legitimate heir of IrAq in terms of religious and political leadership. 94 

The standing of Egypt became more prominent when the 'Abbasid Caliphs moved to 

Cairo from Baghd&l. Thus, 95 the Sulans in Egypt tried to protect Isl&n through the 

establishment of religious institutions and schools, and by encouraging scholars. 96 

Many of the Mamh7k Sulf, §ns, such as Barqi7q, Shaykh Jaqmaq and Qait Bay used to 

hold meetings with the scholars in Egypt. 97 The Mamldks also wanted to win the 

91 Mabmad Rizq, cAsr SalatTn Al-MamAlTk, vol. 7, p. 234. 
92 klayat Al-UajiT, Ahwal AVAmma 

' p. 253. 
93 Mabmad Rizq, rAsr Salatfn At-Mam3lTk, vol. 7, p. 234. 
94 Ibn Khaldan, Mugaddim 

, p. 417. 
95 Ibid. p. 220, Mubammad Zaghlol, Al-Adab FT Al-ý'Asr At-MamlakT. p. 153. Al-Suyng, TarTkh Al 
Khula 

, pp. 477478. 
96 Johnathan P. Berkery, The Mamluks as Muslims, Chapter 10, pp. 163-164. Thomas Philipp and Ulrich 
Haarman, The Mamluks in Egyptian Politics, Ibn Khaldan, Mugaddim 

, p. 417. 
97 Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Mamlak Households, Chapter 13, p. 197, in Thomas Philipp and Ulrich 

Haarman, The Mamluks in Egyptian Politics. Mubammad Kamal, Al-MagrTzT. pp. 19-20. Wrd "Abd al- 
Fattah, Al-'Asr Al-Mamal&T. p. 153. 
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support of the public by constructing religious institutions, because they wanted to be 

seen as the custodians of the faith . 
98 They established several schools such as AI-ZAir 

Baybars'school, ", 41-ZAiriyya" in 660 A. H. /1261 A. D,, 41-Sulf5? Naýir's school ", 41- 

N, f§iriyya" in 703 A. H. /1303 AD, and Sult, §n Barqi7qs school. After the opening of 

the schools, the Sulýft Amks, and scientists used to celebrate. The Sulfan himself 

hired the teachers, 99 and a monthly allowance was granted to the schools from 

endowment resources. 100 

Regarding libraries, the Mamlaýs took great interest in building public libraries as 

extensions to schools and mosques. '01 Book curators usually supervised such libraries. 

These libraries continued to purchase ftirther acquisitions, or received new issues as 

gifts. In some libraries, books could not be borrowed, but reading within the premises 

was permitted during certain periods. The MamIfib were also interested in owning 

private libraries. 102 

Another place of education was the offices "Al-MakRib " which targeted orphans of 

Muslims to educate and instruct them. The educational curriculum of education centred 

on subjects including Qurffnic recitation, ffadi-th, basics of IslAm, mathematical 

98 Amalia Levanoni, A Turniniz Point in Mamluk Histo , p. 5. 
" Al-MaqrTzT, Kh: iLat, vol. 2, pp. 378-3 82. Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuipm, vol. 14, pp. 90-9 1. 
100 Donald P. Little, History and Historiography, pp. 169-170. 
101 Al-Sayyed Al-Nashshar, TarTkh Al-Maktabat, pp. 87-94. 
102 Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Mamluk Households, Chapter 13, p. 197, in Thomas Philipp and Ulrich 
Haarman, The Mamluks in Egyptian Politics. Al-Sayyid Al-Nashshar, TarTkh Al-Maktabat, pp. 72-80. 
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principles, Arabic and some poetry. 103 People's interest in knowledge was not just 

confined to schools and mosques, but book-selling thrived and there was a book market, 

Si7q AI-Katabiyyk, very close to . 41-Azhar, 104 which dealt in works on religion, 

literature, physics and astronomy. 105 

In the Mamh7k period, ýadilh scholarship developed in all its branches, as there existed 

a great number of memorisers of badlhwho, memorised them to the same extent as the 

Qurin. The scholars at that time stipulated that before anyone could be a badith 

narrator, he should have a licence, called Ij&a, from a famous scholar, gained after a 

long period of study with him, and the Shaykh must confirm his memorisation. HadAh 

scholarship included the different knowledge of different narrations, chain of authorities 

and their status, AI-Jarý Wa 'I-Tddj1. However, attention was not only focused on 

memorising the badiths but also on writing them, and in this period scholars wrote great 

books on Padl7h, for example, 41-IlmAp-n by Ibn Daq. Tq Al-ýId, d. 720 A. D. /1320 A. H. 

Kashf. 41-Mu, zhatt. ýTFT Sharb Al-Muwatt, §'by AI-Suyiýtl, Mukhtasar Sunan. 41-BeEhag 

by Burh&i Al-DFn b. 'AIT, Sharb Hadl7h Al-Nuzi7l by Ibn Taymiyya, Takhrý Ab&ljth 

Al-aff'by Al-tIeiz Al-ý'Ir. §qZ d. 806 A. H. /1403 A. D. and many others. 106 

103 SaTd'Abd al-Fattab, Al-Asr Al-MamaiTkT. pp. 332-336. 
104 Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Mamlak Households, Chapter 13, p. 197, in Thomas Philipp and Ulrich 
Haarman, The Mamluks in Egyptian Politics. Al-MaqrTzT, Al-Khitat A]-MagrTziyy , vol. 2, p. 102. 
'05 Muhammad Zaghlal, Al-Adab R Al-'Asr Al-MamlQkT. 
106 Mabmild Rjzq, 'Asr SalatTn At-Mamaftk, vol. 3, pp. 142-144. 
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1.7.1. Important Sciences during the Mamli7k era 

Foremost among the sciences during this epoch were: religious sciences, Jurisprudence, 

Hadffh, Qurjnic interpretation, literature, and Arabic grammar. After that came 

medicine, astronomy, and there was a special interest in history which included the 

history of Egypt, and the biography of prominent thinkers and others. 107 Uusayn cAýT 

describes the rapid growth of historical study at that time, saying that "History during 

the Mamlaýs reached high levels that matched the highest ever attained in Arab Islamic 

development. " 108 However, the historical work at that time was not as prolific as it had 

been in the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. 109 The reason for such attention is 

attributed to attempts to recover the Muslim history books destroyed by the Mongols in 

BaghdV, as history books include the nation's history which is the main pillar of its 

identity. 110 

The attention of scholars centered on Arabic Language as a prerequisite to 

understanding the Prophet Mupammad's teachings and Qunffnic interpretation. 

However, creativity in this area was scarce as scholars who desired to publish religious 

science works used to obtain encouragement from the Sulfins, who appreciated them 

more than poets or thinkers, and because the key positions in the state were held by 

107 lbrabTm 'AIT, Misr Fr eAsr At-Jarakisa ' p. 363. Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Marnluk Households, 
Chapter 13, pp. 199-201, in Thomas Philipp and Ulrich Haarman, The Mamluks in Egyptian Politics. 
'08 lbid, pp. 155,157. Ijusayn 'A*T, Al-MagrTzT, pp. 3-4. 
109 Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Mamiuk Households, Chapter 13, pp. 199-201, in Thomas Philipp and 
Ulrich Haarman, The Marnluks in Egyptian Politics. 
110 Mabmad Rizq, cAsr Salgan. Al-MamatTk, vol. 7, p. 256. 
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religious scientists. "' On the other hand, the wide variety of books and different 

branches of knowledge at that time contradicts the view that the only kind of knowledge 

available to society was religious knowledge. 112 

One of the branches of Arabic language was grammar, on which many valuable books 

were written, but as was mentioned before regarding religious knowledge, the scholars 

did not produce original books, but focused on explaining or abridging previous 

books. However, this does not reduce the high status of some language scholars at 

that time, such as Ibn Hish, ýn, 41-Mi§rf(d. 761 A. H. /1359 A. D. ) the author of My-ghn 

Al-Labi-b and Oatr AI-Nqd. ý Mupammad b Mgik (d. 672 A. H. /1273 A. D. ), the writer 

of Al-Tashil and Al-Alti , and Abi7 tlayy,, Yn Al-Andalusi'(d. 745 A. H. /1344 A. D. ). 

Among the scholars that wrote in this field was JaIJI AI-Din AI-Suyiýtj' (d. 

91 IA. H. /1505 A. D. ), the author of AI-AshbA Wa'l Nazj'ir and Al-Bahia Al-Mud)ya 

FT Sharb Al-AlCivva. 113 In regard to rhetoric, another of the branches of Arabic 

language, scholars followed the sarne approach of explaining or abridging previous 

books, as the basic rules of the discipline had been established by scholars such as cAbd 

al-Qjhir. 41-Jurjjnj'(d. 471 or 474 A. H. /1078 A. D. ), in, 4srt- AI-Bahýzh and QalJ'il 

Al-fjaz -Sikg. F (d. 626 A. H. /1228 A. D. ) in A-Ylt 
_, and Al L-AbAl-'Ulan. In the Mamh7k 

era, JaIA1 AI-D. Tn Al-Qazw. TnT (d. 739 A. H. /I 338 A. D. ) abridged the latter book 

1'1 Mubammad Zaghlal, AI-Adab FT Al-ý'Asr AI-MamlakT. pp. 148-149, Mabmad Rizq, 'Asr. SalatTn Alý 

MamaITk vol. 7, p. 259. 
112 Nelly'ýanna, Cultural Life in Mamluk Households, Chapter 13, p. 201, in Thomas Philipp and Ulrich 
Haarman, The Marnluks in the Egyptian Politics. 
113 Ibid, pp. 152-154. 
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under the title TalkhTs Al-Mift. §A Most of the books written subsequently, such as Al- 

Ifs5b by AI-SuyiýtZ Mulakhhas Talk-his AL-MiLt by Zayn Al-Drn ZakariyyjAI-Any&l- 

were commentaries or abridgements of this book. 

There was a moderate attention paid to medical science, as Sulf, ýTn Qala'Wi7n built a great 

hospital and spent enormous stuns of money on it. It had various sections, including a 

pharmacy section. There was also a study room for lectures on medicine, and a 

valuable library. 114 

A notable point is that the student of religious sciences had to choose one of the four 

main schools of jurisprudence, and that the student of any other branch of learning had 

first to study religious sciences, then specialize in his chosen subject. ' 15 

A criticism has been levied at the academics of that era that they only explained the 

books of the scholars before them, but there was no scholar like AI-Shaji'j* (d. 204 

A. H. /819 A. D. ). Also, in history, there were great historians like 41-Maqr&. T (d. 845 

AR/1441 A. D. ) and An Taghrl Bardf (d. 879 A. H. /1469 A. D. ), but they were 

following the style of AI-Tabarr and Ibn 41-. 4thk. 116 However, as a response to this 

criticism, it can be said that it is natural for a period of wide scholarship and expansion 

of knowledge to be followed by a period of consolidation of that knowledge, in which 

learning is summarised in forms that can easily be memorised, and commentaries are 

written to clarify misunderstandings. Examples of such books in Iladffh are: Nukhbat 

114 Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Nuiam, vol. 7, pp. 326-327. Ibn Diqmaq, AI-Nafha Al-Miskiyy , p. 97. Al- 
MaqrTzT, Al-Khitat Al-MagrTziyya. vol. 2, pp. 406-407. 
115 Zaghul, A]-Adab', pp. 155,157. 
116 Mubammad Mahir, Dirasa Watha'igiyya, Nelly Hanna, Cultural Life in Mamluk Households, Chapter 
3, p. 204. Thomas Philipp and Ulrich Haarman, The MamIuks in Egyptian Politics. 
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Al-Fi by Ibn gajar Al-ý'Asplinr, and Fath Al-BffrTby the same author, 'Umadat Al- 

Qakr by A 1-ý'Aynj, ' and Irshfid A I-Sgrj' by A I-Qasplffnf. 1 17 

1.7.2. The reasons for the intellectual boom during this epoch 

Several factors contributed to the flourishing of scholarship in the Mamh7k era: 

1. The Mongol occupation of IrTq having wiped out scholars and destroyed the 

scientific legacy or heritage besides extenninating 'Abbasid civilization, 118 

scholars believed that Egypt should participate in rebuilding the Islamic heritage 

in that region. 119 

2. The crusades and occupation of Syria coasts prompted Muslim scientists to record 

Islamic sciences and history, for fear of similar destruction by the crusaders. 

3. The SuIpPis and AmIrs encouraged religious thinking and supported scientists. 

4. Muslim scientists were accorded prestige and held key positions; their complaints 

met with positive responses. 

S. Religious institutions and endowments were built to support them financially, as 

these institutions served as memorials to remind the public of the Sulj&z's 

achievements. Therefore, Sulfffns and Amrrs competed to establish mosques or 

religious schools and to make donations and endowments for spending on them. 

117 Mabmad Rizq, 'Asr Salatm Al-MamAITk, p. 263. 
118 AI-Suytij, TarTidi Al-Khulafa' pp. 467472. 
119 Ibn Khaldan, Mugaddima, p. 417. 
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6. Education at schools was free, no age limits were set for students to attend 

schools, and students were not required to attend certain classes with designated 

teachers but could choose whichever Shaikh or 'Im&n they preferred. 

7. Mutual love and respect prevailed arnong Shaikhs and students. Thus, the torch 

of scholarship continued to be passed down from one generation to another. 

8. Arab delegates were warmly welcomed no matter where they came from, as Egypt 

was hospitable to guests. 

9. Attention was centered on the Arabic language, as it is the language of the Qur. §n, 

and the Turkish or Circassian languages were unfamiliar and unacceptable to 

Egyptians, whereas the Arabic language is the chief religious language of the 

whole Islamic world. 

10. Scholars were selected carefully from among experts, to become teachers. 120 

11. The people of Egypt and Syria had no chance of pursuing political ambitions, so it 

was natural that they focused on learning and spreading it to the public. 121 

In spite of the corruption and injustice of the MamIC&, which caused much suffering, 

they focused great attention on Islamic scholarship and respected scholars. They 

endowed many schools and mosques, which contributed in developing knowledge 

during the Mamh7k era. 

120 Mabmad Rizq, 'Asr Salatin Al-Mamalik. vol. 7, pp. 229-239, vol. 2, pp. 63-70. 
121 $alib Mahaq, Badr Al-DTn Al-'AynL p. 14. Al-Sayyid Al-Nashshar, Tarlkh At-Maktabat. p. 56. 
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Conclusion 

In regard to the era in which Al-Aynr lived, which was the Mamh7kfera, it seems that 

because of their military power, as they were among the most powerful rulers in the 

Islamic world at that time, the MamlWa were able to restore the countries around them. 

Their defence of the Islamic countries, and extermination of their enemies induced the 

people to accept them as their rulers, even though they were not of Arabic origin and 

had been slaves. There were various holders of official positions who had power in the 

country, but because military power was the most important force in the country, the 

leader of the army had more influence than others. From the places where the Mamlab 

lived in Egypt, the Ba, ý, f Mambly in AI-Raw(fa Island, and Burjl* in the towers of the 

citadel, it seems that they were isolated from the rest of the people. This may have been 

a deliberate policy in order to maintain their identity. 

The main bond that connected the Suýp! n with his MamhIs was allegiance. The 

Mamh7ks' loyalty to the Sulf,; Fns was more important to him in his rule than the kinship 

of his fwnily. Indeed, the reason for the rise of the BalrlMamlCk was because they 

were more loyal to Al-&10 than his family, and he depended on military power to 

maintain his position; while for the Burjj'Mamlaýs, it was because Sulfin QalAvi7n was 

looking for those among the MamlWu who were especially loyal to him. 

In the MamlC& epoch, the corruption, treachery and bribery were widespread among 

people, reflecting the stratagies by which the Mamlilks ruled over Egypt and these 

attitudes continued until the end of their epoch. However, in the first part of the Mamlak 
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epoch the situation was more settled. The rulers were interested in people's needs. 

Military victories were the most prominent features of that period. In the second period, 

the Mamh7k's power started to weaken and their abuses increased. Their decline was 

reflected in their inability to defeat the Mongols' invasion under the leadership of 

TjýnCr-i Lang. 

The Mamh7ks established the Caliphate in Egypt and this gave them the legitimacy they 

needed in the people's eyes. However, after the rise of the Mamh7k dynasty and the 

Mongol invasion of BaghdW, the Caliphate in Egypt did not have a significant political 

role, and the Caliphs were mere figureheads to confer legitimacy, because only one 

authority could rule and the Mamh7k was the more powerful. 

The Mamh2ks controlled all the sources of wealth in the country. All the Egyptian land 

was reserved for the Sulfin and his soldiers, and the people did not have any rights of 

ownership. Furthennore, the expenses of the army, and the Sulfins Hajj expenses, 

were paid by the people. These costs, and the taxes imposed, were a heavy burden on 

the people. This harsh treatment of the people could have been a result of the MamlaU' 

origins as slaves commanded by their masters. They were used to this treatent, 

therefore they treated the people in the same way that they used to be treated. 

As regards the judicial system, the Mamh7ks tried to satisfy all the groups of people by 

appointing judges from the four Muslim factions. In regard to Egyptian society, the 

powerful class was the MamlWu and the rest of the people were only workmen for this 

class. However, scholars provided a link between the MamIdU and the people. They 
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were close to the MamhXy and the latter respected them. Therefore, if the people 

wanted taxes and prices to be lowered, they would ask the scholars to appeal to the 

Sulfffn, and convey the people's needs to him. This place for the scholars in the rule of 

the Mamh7ks gives the impression that the latter were interested in Islamic knowledge. 

This interest was also shown in their concern for building schools and owning private 

libraries. They made endowments to schools and architecture also developed during that 

period. 

In terms of education, religious education was a basic requirement for all students but 

there was also a boom in other branches of knowledge. The general conditions of 

scholarship in Egypt prove that the people at that time were interested in knowledge and 

culture in its different branches. It seems that the Mamiga exploited this interest as a 

source of legitimacy for their rule, and it is notable that their decline coincided with 

their misappropriation of endowments. 

This, then, is the social and cultural background against which Al-Aynis work was 

produced. In the next chapter, biographical infonnation on A1-'AynT will be presented, 

and his career as a scholar outlined, with special reference to the Shart with which this 

work is concemed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE AUTHOR'S LIFE AND WORK 

2.1. Introduction 

The present chapter deals with the life of the author Badr Al-Din AI-YAynT, including his 

early years, teachers, disciples, and his contemporaries. A brief biography of Aba 

#a, whose school of law AI-Aynj* followed, and whose opinions are clearly Ham, 

expressed in the manuscript, is presented. This is followed by a section on Abi7DAWad 

and the characteristics of his Sunan. The usage of the Sharp genre, Al-"Aynrs approach 

in producing his Sharb Synan AbF D. 7wi7d and the academic value of AI-AynTs Sharp 

are discussed. 

2.2. The Author 

2.2.1. His name 

His principal first narnes were MajBnCd b. A! Bnad b. Mds. § b. Almad b. gusayn b. 

Yi7suf b. MajBnad. 122 His nickname was Abu Mutammad 123 and AbfiAl-Thang. and his 

surname was Badr AI-Drn. 124 He was the son of the judge Shihg Al-D. Tn, and he 

122 Jalal Al-DTn Al-Suyaq, Bughyat Al-Wucat, vol. 2, p. 375. 
123 In another source it was mentioned his nickname was Abfi Matmi7d, see Mutammad Al-Tabbakh, 
I'lam Al-Nubala', vol 5, p. 243. 
124 Jamal Al-DTn b. TaghrT BardT, Al-DalTI M-Shaff, vol. 2, pp. 722. 
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became known as Al-Aynr One of the possibilities is that it is an abbreviation of 

'Aynt9Z derived from the name of the village in which he was bom, 'AyntZ, 125 though 

he lived most of his life and died in Egypt. He was born on the seventeenth of 

Rama(l&z, in the year 762 A. H. /1360 A. D. 126 (or according to some sources, the twenty 

127 - 12 
seventh or twenty-sixth of Ramao: Tn) in an area called Darb Kaykan. 8 He died on 

the night of Tuesday, the fourth of MMI-tFYja 855 A. H. /1460 A. D. in Cairo, and was 

buried in the school that he built. 129 

2.2.2. His familv and places of residence 

His father was the judge, Shiha-b Al-D. Tn AMAI-v'Abbas, the son of the judge SharafAl- 

Din AT Al-Barakg, the son of Shaykh Shitalb Al-DTn Al-"AyntgrAl-ganajL- Al-Aynr 

recorded that his father died on Monday the twenty-sixth of Rajab in 784 A. H. /1382 

A. D. and was buried in 'Ayntalb. 130 He was a jurisprudent, and was a judge for thirty 

years, after which he was elected as a ruler in cAyntab, but by the time of his death he 

had retired from his position. 131 Of AgAynrs wife, named Umm Al-Khayr, nothing is 

123 Jalal Al-DTn Al-SuyntT, Nazrn Al-'Ugvan, p. 174. 
126 Mubammad b. 'AIT Al-ShawkanT, AI-Badr Al-Talf, vol. 2, p. 294. 
127 'Abd al-Rabman, Al-Sakhawr, AI-Dawc Al-Lam?, vol. 9, p. 13 1. 
128 "Abd a]-Ijay b. Al-Imad Shadharat A]-Dhahab 

, vol. 7, p. 287. 
129'Abd al-Rabman, Al-SakhawT, AI-Dhayl 'A a Raf' Al-Isr, p. 435. 
130 Yosuf b. TaghrT BardT, Al-Manhal AI-Sa vol. 2, p. 23 1. 
131 Ibid. 
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known except that she died in Rabr" Al-Awwal in 819 A. H. /1416 A. D. and was buried 

in her husband's school. 
132 

Al-'Ayn! ' had several sons, six of whom are reported to have died in the plague in 828 

A. H. /1424 A. D., although their names are not given. However, AI-SakhJW'mentioned 

three of Al-ý'Aynrs sons: "Abd al-Ra4w, §n who died of the plague in Rabf AI-Akhir in 

822 A. H. /1419 A. D., "Abd al-'Az. & who died in Muparram in 818 A. H. /1415 A. D. 133 

and 'Abd al-Rithm, who is mentioned in the biography of his son, AlBnad, though he 

does not appear to be the subject of a biography in his own right. This grandson of Al- 

', 4ynj*was a famous Amk in Egypt and was well known for his good manners. He died 

in 908 A. H. /1502 A. D. 134 

AI-Sakh5wf also refers to the death in 864 A. H. /1459 A. D. of Abmad, the son of Al- 

c 135 
Aynj, ' of the plague, at the age of nine years. 

11 
136 

2.2.3. His travels in search of knowled e 

XJ'Ayn! ''s thirst for knowledge was such that he did not confine himself to studying 

only with the Shaykhs of his own town, but he also travelled widely with the aim of 

132 Shams Al-DTn Al-SakhawT, Al-Daw' Al-Lam i', vol. 12, p. 146. 
33 Ibid., p. 234. 
34 [bid., vol. 1, p. 345. 
135 Shams Al-DTn Al-SakhawT, AJ-Dhayl 'Ala Duwal A]-Islam, p. 14 1. 
136 Ibn Khaldan, in his introduction, indicates that travelling to seek knowledge and meeting scholars 
leads to a higher quality of education, because the student learns directly from his teacher, which 
confirms the knowledge in his mind. Ibn Khaldan, Mugaddim , p. 559. 
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learning more from the scholars of other cities. 137 During his father's lifetime, in 783 

A. H. /1381 A. D. he travelled to Aleppo, where he met Shaykh AI-Jamg Yi7suf b. Masff 

AI-MalfT(d. 803 A. H. /1401 A. D. ) and tIaydar A145nf(d. 830 A. H. /1428A. D. ), with 

whom he studied for a time, then returned home. Later, his father died and he travelled 

to Bahasna to study with Al-Walj, Al-Bahasnf, to Kakhta to study with "ALVAI-Drn, and 

to Malfiyya to study with Badr, 41-DTn, 41-Kashsh#. l-, then he returned back to '. Ayntalb. 138 

After that he went to perform the pilgrimage in 788 A. H. /1386 A. D. He also visited 

Jerusalem, where he met the famous Shaykh cAIj'AI-DIn AI-Skamj'(d. 790 A. H. /1388 

A. D. ), who was also visiting the city at that time. Al-"Aynfand AI-Sirami'shared a 

residence there, then when Barqi7q (d. 748 AR/1382 A. D. ) the Sultan of Egypt, sent 

for, 41-Skam. Tto hire him as a teacher in his school, Al-AynT accompanied him to Egypt 

and worked alongside him in the same school, as AI-Skamrs assistant. 139 His last 

recorded journey was 794 A. H. /1391 A. D., to Damascus, in order to meet Shaykh 

, 4! zwad b. Kushk in Al-NCriyya school. 140 After that he settled down in Egypt. 

2.2.4. His writings 

Al-'Ayn. r was famous for his various writings on a range of subjects. Al-Im&n Al- 

Sakh,, 5vI* mentioned in his biography of Al-o'Aynlthat 

137 Badr Al-DTn AVAynT, AI-Sayf A]-Muhannad , the introduction. 
138 'Abdal-RabmanAl-SakhawTAl-Dhayl"AI RafAl-Isr. p. 430. 
139 Badr Al-DTn Al-cAynT, cUmdat Al-OarT. p. 2. 
140 'Abd al-Rabman AI-SakhawT, At-Dhayl 'Ala' Raf Al-Isr, p. 432. 
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"he was a leading scholar very well known for Arabic 
language and history, never bored of reading or writing, 
and that he did not know anyone who had written more 
than him, after Ibn Hajar. " 

He also mentioned that AI-Ayni was a prolific writer, and commented on the benefit of 

his learning to intellectuals from all disciplines. 141 

This opinion is supported by that of Al--Aynrs student, Ibn Taghr. TbardZ who said, 

"AP'Aynr was skitrull in jurisprudence, grammar and 
language, a miracle in history, and his writings are very 
USefUL,, 142 

Nevertheless, some criticisms have been made of him, such as that he omitted some 

names as a result of his hurried writing, but in his defence it has been said that this was 

a minor fault, in comparison with the extent of his output, and one which any scholar 

could commit. 
143 

It is noticeable that despite the huge number of Al-'Ayn! ' 's writings, there are 

similarities between them in the content of their introductions. In some, he complains 

about the times he is living in, and the problems he is facing; in others, he explains the 

reason for writing the books, which is usually that one of his students asked him to 

explain or summarise a book for him. 144 In most of these introductions he asks the 

reader to correct any error in the book. Al--'Ayn! took great care with the organisation 

of his books and the provision of illustration, so that the reader does not need to refer to 

141 Ibid., p. 434. 
142 Badr Al-DTn Al-ýAynT, 'Agd Al-Juma , p. 9 from Ibn TaghrT BardT, Al-Manhal Al-Saft. 
143 Badr Al-DTn AVAynT, Al-Sayf Al-Muhannad, Introduction. 
144 $Alib Mahaq, Al--ýAyjjT FT 'Ilm Al-Hadiih, p. 88. 
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any other book in the field. His strong adherence to Vanaft- opinions is evident in his 

writings, when he discusses Fiqh rules. 145 From 41-. ', 4ynr's various books on different 

topics, some of his writings have been selected to be discussed in detail. 

1. 'Aqd AI-Jumffn FT T&. t-kh AN AI-Zam. §n; this is a book about history, which 

established 41-"Aynr 's reputation as a famous Islamic historian. The book is 

divided into nineteen volumes discussing the events in the period from the 

beginning of the creation until the end of 850 A. H. /1446 A. D. From the first year 

of Hyra, Al--Aynj' started to organise the events according to the HUr. Tcalendar. 

Another feature introduced into the work from the same date was the 

incorporation of biographies of famous people, presented according to the year of 

their death. His most important writing, however, concerned his own era, which 

he discussed from social and economic perspectives, as well as analysing the 

political situation. In this regard, he drew attention to the corruption and injustice 

of the Mamh7ks, and the use of bribery as a means of securing high office, 146 a 

topic to which he referred to in his exegesis of Sunan A bi7 Da"m7d. 

2. fUmdat Al-Q,, k. T Sharb Sahi-h Al-Bukhjrr- a book on ýadlh in 25 volumes. He 

began writing it in 820 A. H. /1417 A. D. and completed it in 847 A. H. /1443 A. D. 

The book is a commentary on Sahl-h Al-Bukhffr. T, which is considered the most 

important book in ýadffh. 

145 Ibid., p. 89. 
146 Al-AynT, 'Agd Al-Juman, Introduction, pp. 4249. 
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Al-'. 4yn. T, in his introduction to this book, explained that among his reasons for 

writing it, were the frequent requests made by his friends and students that he 

write a tafsk of this particular work. He was also impelled to demonstrate his 

knowledge in this field, he said, as an act of gratitude to God for this blessing, 

Al-. 'Ayn. T in this book adopted an accurate, comprehensive scientific style. For 

each Padlh, he first gives a general idea of the Padffh, and its relationship to the 

previous one, and to the section in which it appears. Then he starts to explain the 

badTth in a systematic manner, indicating its documentation, noting different 

narrations, explaining the grammar, and the meaning of any difficult words, and 

highlighting the lessons and rules derived from it. He also explains the places and 

people mentioned in the badAh. 147 

3. Mab. §nFAI-AkhbAr FF Sharb Md. §n. TAI-Ath&, in eleven volumes: Mac§nTAI- 

Ath. §r was a book written by Al- Taba; W*(d. 321 A. H. /933 A. D. ), which discussed 

the controversial badiths and the reasons behind the conflict of opinions among 

scholars as to the Islamic rules. It is organised according to Fiqh sections. Al- 

'Aynj' 's approach in this book was to translate the narrations, indicate the 

documentation of the ýadPh in other ýadfth books, mention other badffhs that 

147 Al-'AynL 'Umdat Al-Qa[T, Introduction, pp. 3-4,2 1. 
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discuss the same issue, and explain the opinions of the scholars of the four Fiqh 

schools on the badj7h rules, focusing especially onAbi7 ganfa's opinion. 148 

4. A L- S_a 'rat Al-Mgik Al-Mu'aaa a biography of one of the DýfAl-Muhannad FT ST 

Mamlil Suýtans, Al-Muayyad, (d. 801 A. H. /I 399 A. D. ). From reading about the 

life of, 41-'. 4ynr, it is obvious that he enjoyed high status in Egypt at the time of Al- 

Mu'ayyad, and that he was very close to him. Al-Ayni, in the introduction to this 

book, claimed that his motivation in writing it was to entertain the Sulf,, 7m- and to 

eliminate sadness and distress. The book discussed the Sultan's origins, name and 

age, and then elaborated on his virtues, such as power, courage, and 

horsemanship, as well as describing all the events of the Sultan's life. 149 

5. Al-Bin&a FT Sharh Al- A book on Fiqh. The name of the original book 

was, 41-Hid&a Sharh BL&at, 41-Mubtad, ý and it was written by "Air b. Abr Bakr 

Al-Marghfn. §n. T (d. 593 A. H. /I 196 A. D. ). Al-"Aynr in his introduction to this book 

explained his reason for writing his Shart of this book. He noted that it was a 

valuable book, on which many other scholars had written commentaries, but none 

of these commentaries covered all its dimensions, and those scholars seemed not to 

refer to the evidence from the Qur, 75? or the Sunna, as much as to their own 

opinions. Therefore, his friends had asked him to contribute his own commentary 

148 $Alib Ma! tllq, Badr Al-DTn APAyny, pp. 194-195. 
149 Al-'AynT, AI-Sayf AI-Muhannad, p. 6. 
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on this book, and he had done so, basing his opinions on evidence from the QurJoi 

and the authentic PadRhs. 150 

It is notable from the aforementioned information that most of Al-Aynrs writings are 

explanations of other authors' works or abridgements of them; there is little original 

writing in his work. However, this fact does not detract from the importance and value 

of these writings. 

2.2.5. His teachers 

Ic - AynI, * throughout his life, studied various branches of knowledge and so studied 

under many teachers. His teachers were foremost scholars in their fields at that time, 

whether they were scholars of Tafs1r, Hadith, language, Fiqh or literature. 151 

It is noted that AgAynT first studied under the scholars of his town, 'Ayntg, then after 

he travelled to Egypt, he started to leam from the scholars there. Al-ýAynj' stayed Nvith 

one of his teachers, AI-"AIff'AI-Skamj, ' until he died; such loyalty and determination to 

learn as much as possible from a revered teacher is a common theme in the lives of 

many of the great scholars of Islam. 

Although 41-'. 4ynT was from the tianafl- school, and he is known for his fanatical 

devotion to it, he studied under scholars from the Sh, ýVF school, such as A1-'Irfqj, 'A1- 

HaythamZ and 41-BulqfnT. He learned various disciplines from those teachers'Such as 

150 At-Aynr, Al-Binaya Fr Sharh Al-Hidaya, vol. 1, pp. 3-11. 
151 $alib Mdtaq, Badr Al-DTn Al: ýAynj, p. 125. 
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badilth, Fiqh and the different branches of Arabic language. A short account of some of 

his teachers is given here. 

1. ', 4bd al-RaMm b. 41-tlusayn Al-Irffql* He was born in 725 A. H. /1324 A. D. in 

Egypt. He was a great memoriser of Uadi7h and it is said that in a single day he 

could memorise four hundred lines. He also studied Fiqh and Qurin. He travelled 

to various countries to seek Islamic knowledge, visiting Jerusalem, Mecca and 

Syria. He started to teach Uadffh during his own teachers' lifetime, and acquired 

great renown in Egypt. His students included Ibn ffajar and Al-Aynr, who studied 

badith under him. He died in 806 A. H. /1403 A. D. 152 

2. "Umar b. Raslffn 41-Sirg, 41-Bulqjýif He was born in 724 A. H. /1323 A. D. in 

Bulq, Tna He came to Cairo, settled there and started to leam from the scholars, 

eaming the respect of his teachers. He worked as a judge, as well as a teacher of 

Sh, 37'! ' Fiqh, whose lessons attracted scholars from all four main Fiqh schools. 

He died in Cairo in 805 153 A. H. /1402 A. D. or 855.154 

3. MuPammad b. 'Abd al-Ratvan Al-Dajawr He was born in 737 A. H. /I 336 A. D. 

He studied various disciplines: Arabic language, history, Fiqh and others. He was 

an adherent of the Shrl I school. Al-ý'Aynr learned badilth from him, and Ibn gajar 

also was one of his students. He was highly respected by the scholars of his time, 

152 Al- ShawkAnT, AI-Badr Al-Talf. vol. 1, pp. 354-356. 
153 Al-SakhawT, A]-Daw* Al-Lami', vol. 5, pp. 85-89. 
154 Al-SuylitT, Nazm AVIgyan, p. 150. 
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and he earned a reputation for his outstanding memory. He died in 780 A. H. /1406 

A. D. 155 

4. ". 411 b. Al' Bakr b. Sulaym&i . 41-Haythaml* He was born in 735 A. H. /I 334 A. D. 

He started to study the Qur&z from his youth and attached himself to Al-ý'Iraqr, 

with whom he travelled on all his journeys until the latter's death. He also 

transcribed many of the 'Irifqfbooks and studied ("dffh from him. He was the 

author of many important works; his most famous work on hadj7h is M4Lmd Al- 

Zawg'ld. He died in 807 A. H. /1404 A. D. in Cairo. 156 

5. Alffnad b. Ismfil b. $gip b. AT Al-ýiz became known as Ibn Al-Kushk. He was 

bom in 720 A. H. /1320 A. D. He followed the t1anafl- school, and worked as a 

judge of this school in Egypt and Syria. He was a famous jurisprudent of his time. 

In the latter years of his life he stayed confined to his house and was killed in Syria 

at the age of 80 in 799 A. H. /1396 A. D. 157 

6. Msuf b. Mdsg b. Mutammad, known as, 41-Jama-1.41-Malfi'. He was bom in 725 

A. H. /1325 A. D. in Malfiyya . In his youth, he travelled to Aleppo, where he 

memorised the Qurgn. Then he travelled to Egypt and studied with the scholars 

there, before returning to Aleppo. He becarne one of the leading scholars of the 

155 Al-SakhawT, Al-Daw' Al-Lami', vol. 9, p. 9 1. 
156 [bid., vol. 5, pp. 200-202. 
157 Ibn Ijajar, M-Durar Al-Kamina, p. 107. Ibn TaghrT BardT, AI-Nuiam AI-Zahira, vol. 11, pp. 160-16 1. 
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ganaf. -I school, of which he worked as ajudge. Al-ýAynr named him as one of his 

teachers. He died in 803 A. H. /1400 A. D. 158 

7. Almad b. MuPammad 'Ali' Al-Din Al-Sk&nE One of the great scholars of his 

time, in Tm 41-Bay. 5-n W47 Mdffn!, Fiqh and Uýfii Al-Fiqh. He travelled to 

Aleppo, where he taught, until he was invited to teach in the new school built by 

, 41-ZAir Barqaq, one of the Mamh7k Sulfins. He followed the ganaf. 1- school. His 

death, due to illness, took place in 790 AR/ 13 88A. D. 159 

2.2.6. His disciples 

Al-ý'Aynl's knowledge covered several disciplines; he taught gadlh in Al-Muayyadiyya 

school, and Fiqh in AI-MajBni7diyya. He also was the QMýTal-QuffAt of the tlanafiyya 

in Egypt, 160 a leading historian and an expert in language. His reputation attracted 

many students to study various disciplines under him. It is noteable that even though 

Ibn ýIqjar is considered as a contemporary with AI-AynT and there was a rivalry 

between them, he referred to Al-Ayn. F as one of his Shaykhs from whom he had learned 

some ffadAhs. 161 Al-Sakh&! ' also stated that he learned from him and was one of his 

students. 162 Ibn Taghrl* Bardfalso indicated in his transmission of Al-Aynrs work that 

158 Al-SakhawT, Al- Daw' Al-Lami', vol. 9, pp. 335-336. 
"9 Ibn Ijajar, Al-Durar Al-Kamina, vol. 1, pp. 307-308. Ibn Al-clmad, Shadharat Al-Dhahab, vol. 5, p. 
313-314. 
160 Al-SakhawT, Al-Daw' Al-Lami', vol. 9, p. 132. 
161 Al-SakhawT, Al-Dhayl 'Ala Raf Al-Isr, p. 434. 
162 Ibid., p. 435. 
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he learned knowledge and benefitted from him. 163 There follows a short account of 

some of his students. 

1. Yaýuf b. Al-Amk SayfAl-Din Taghr. FBardr Abi7AI-Map&in. He was born in 

812 A. H. /1409 A. D. He was raised by his sister's husband, the famous scholar, 

JaIJI AI-D. Tn AI-BuIqTnZ who taught him the Qur. §n, and when he grew older he 

started to study ganafl- doctrine from ganafi- scholars such as AI-cAynF and 

MuPammad Al-RCBnj. ' He also studied grammar and Arabic Language, then he 

became interested in history. He started to follow the historians of his time, such 

as 41-MaqrL-. T and Al-AynT, until he himself became an acknowledged expert in 

this field. His famous books on history include Al-Manhal, AL-SCI Wa 7 Mustawfg 

Bdd Al- in six volumes, and AI-Nyj&n AI-ZAira FT Muh7k Misr Wa7 

QAira. He died in 879 A. H. /1469 A. D. 164 

2 Mubammad b. 'Abd al-Rabnan Al-SakkfvvT. He was born in 831 A. H. /1427 A. D. 

He studied badj7h with Ibn AI-Hamm&n and Ibn Vajar and he remained close to 

the latter. He travelled to various countries, such as Mecca, Medina, Alexandria, 

Jerusalem, and Syria, to study with the scholars of those regions. Among his 

books are Al-Daw'Al-Lkni' LI AN AI-Qarn AI-T&f in four volumes, AI-Dha 

'Al, ff' Tiri-kh Ibn HýeLar in one volume, and others. The first of these is highly 

regarded for its detailed biographies of all the individuals featured. He also had a 

163 Mubammad Al-Tabbakh, I'lam A]-Nubala' vol. 5, p. 246. 
164 Ibn Al-Imad4 Shadharat AI-Dhahab, vol. 7, pp. 317-318. 
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deep knowledge of the badith narrators and their reputations (AI-Jarb Wa'I- 

Tddll). He died in 902 A. H. /1496 A. D. 165 In his book Al-QhjUl "Alff 'Duwal Al- 

Isl&n he acknowledged the academic supervision of Al-Aynj*, whom he described 

as a great scholar whom no-one had surpassed. 166 

3. Aftmad b. IbrAfm Al-ý'AsqalJnjAbi7 Al-Barakg. His father and grandfather 

worked as judges. He was bom in 819 A. H. /1416A. D. He studied under famous 

scholars such as AI--FIrffq. T, and became one of the main scholars of the &nbalr 

school. He taught in famous schools including Al-Jtnf AI-TMWand worked as 

a judge. He was the author of several books on grammar, Arabic Language and 

poetry. He died in 876 A. H. /1471 A. D. 167 

4. 'Allb. . 4br Bakr Al-BalbTsl His family originated in Balb. Tsa, which was one of 

the villages of Aleppo, but he was bom and lived in Cairo. He was bom in 782 

A. H. /1380 A. D. He learned the Qurffn and studied under numerous scholars and 

learned various branches of knowledge such as grammar, Padlh, Fiqh and he also 

studied history. He stayed with Al-ý'Irjqf for ten years and earned a reputation as 

one whose scholarship could be trusted. He died in 859 A. H. /1454 A. D. 168 

165 Al-ShawkanL AI-Badr Al-Talf, vol. 2, pp. 184-187. 
166 Al-SakhawT, AI-Dahyl 'Ali' Duwal Al-IslaM, vol. 2, p. 70. 
167 Al-SuyatT, Nam Al-'Iqyan, pp. 31-33. 
168 Al-SakhawT, Aj-Daw' Al-Lami', vol. 5, p. 204. 
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5. Mutammad b. "Abdullah b. "Abd al-RalBnfin Ibn Q5ý1iAjh7n. He was known by 

this name because one of his grandfathers was a judge in this area in Syria. He 

was bom in 831 A. H. /1437 A. D. in Syria and grew up there. He memorised 

various books on different branches of scholarship. He began his studies under his 

father, then he travelled to Cairo and studied under Ibn Vajar, Al-Aynrand others. 

Among the disciplines he studied were Arabic Language and grammar. He taught 

Fiqh in JlPnf Ibn TWi7n in Cairo and in various schools in Syria. Among his 

valuable books was AI-Mu-ghn. TFT Tashi-h AI-Minh& Al-Tahrk FT Zawg'. Td Al- 

Rawda. He died in 876 AR/1471 A. D. 169 

2.2.7. His contemporaries 

The most famous contemporary of Al-Imkn Al-w'Aynr was Al-gelz Ibn gajar Al- 

'Asqal. ffnr His full name was A! Bnad b. 'AIT b. Mubammad Shibg Al-Din Ibn ffaiar 

. 41-', 4sqalffn, l He was bom in 773 A. H. /1371 A. D. He began by studying poetry and 

literature, then turned his attention to badlh, becoming proficient in all its divisions, 

and acquiring a reputation as the leading scholar in this field in his time. He followed 

the Sh. ýVif school, and was the author of many valuable books, which have become 

essential references for all students of Padiths. These books include Fath Al-B,, kr 

169 Al-ShawkanT, AI-Badr Al-Talf, vol. 2, p. 197, Al-SuyatT Nam Al-cigyan, p. 150, Al-SakhawT, Al- 

Daw' Al-Lami', vol. 7, pp. 96-97. 
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Sharb Sahl-h Al-Bukhqrr Tahdhi-b Al-Tahdhib, and Al-Is J-ba FT Tamv& Al-Saba-ba 

He died in 852 A. H. /1448 A. D. 170 

The two men were keen rivals, and critics of each others' works. Despite that, they 

travelled together with the company of the Sul! &z Baybars to Aleppo and from there to 

'Ayntalb, AgAynrs home town. 171 In addition, each benefited from the other's gadj7h 

knowledge. The main points of contention between them were: 

I. Each of them criticised the other's poetry. 

2. Al-. Aynrin his illustration of . 41-Bukh&rtried to clarify Ibn g4jar's mistakes and 

weaknesses, which prompted Ibn gajar to compose two books as retorts to Al- 

c Aynis cnticisms: Al-Istinsk "Alif Al-Tiffin Al-Micth, -k and IntLq. §dAl-IctirffdFr 

Al-Rad'Alif AI-ý'AvnTFISharh AI-Bukh&I'. 172 In the latter, Ibn Vajar stated that 

he started writing Fath Al-&P-T in 813 A. H. and completed it in 842 A. H. He 

also pointed out that, 41-"Aynr did not start his Shart until 820 A. H. and the latter 

gave as his reason that he could not find an acceptable explanation for it. Ibn 

. 
Uajar also accused, 4gAynrof borrowing copies of Fath, 41-Bjrrfrom Ibn tlajar's 

students and incorporating material from it into his own explanation without 

mentioning the source. 
173 

170 AI-Suyng, Husn AI-Muhadara , vol. 1, pp. 363-364. 
171 Badr Al-DTn AVAynT, cAg Al-juman, pp. 43043 1. 
172 Mubammad Kamal Al-DTn, Ibn Haiar Al-AsgalanL pp. 95-96. 
173 Ibn ljajar Al 'AsqalanT, Intigad AI-Ictirad 

. vol. 1, pp. 23-24. 
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3. As a result, Ibn Yajar followed . 41-c, 4ynrs mistakes in his book on Sulfan 

Mu'ayyad and wrote a book called Oqdhj Al-fAvn "An Nazm Ghura-b AI-Layn 

containing these mistakes. 174 

4. AgAynr, in his book of history, stated that in the case of AI-Amk Yakhshibgy, Ibn 

gajar changed his judgement to satisfy the Sultan. 175 A similar situation is that 

Al-"AynZ in his transmission of AI-AmTr Mubammad, pointed out that Ibn ffajar 

and SddAl-D. Tn Al-Dayrfused to visit the Amir in order to gain rewards from him. 

However, Al-ShakUW'defended his Shaykh, Ibn Uajar, against this accusation, 

claiming that Al-ýAynj'hirnself used to seek the Sultan Al-Ashrafs favour. 176 

5. Ibn Vajar also met with criticism when he stopped the preaching in a mosque at 

which Al-ýAynf used to preach when the latter was removed from his judicial 

post. 177 Furthermore, Al-"Ayni* himself mentioned that the Sultan removed both 

himself and Ibn t1ajar from office because of their endless disagreement. 178 

Nevertheless, Al-ýAynl* visited Ibn ýffqjar during his fatal illness and asked him 

about A I-Zayn A I-"Iriqrs ffadfths. 179 

174 Shakir Mahmad, Ibn Haiar Al-As allany, p. 177. gL- 
173 Badr Al-DTn Al-AynT, 'Agd AI-Juman, p. 534. 
176 BadrAl-DTnAl-AynT, 'UmdatAl-Oa p. 6. 
177 Ibid. 
178 Al-eAynT, 'Agd Al-Juman, p. 372. 
179 Shakir Mabmild, Ibn Haia , p. 178. 
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Another person who was contemporatry with Al-Ayniand with whom he had some 

disputes, was the famous historian Al-MaqrlzF AlBnad b. 'Ali' b. "Abd al-Q&Iir b. Al- 

Maqr, &, r derived his name from a district in Bdalbak called 41-Maqgriza. His father 

travelled to Egypt and worked there, and AI-Maqr&j'was bom and lived there. He was 

born in 766 A. H. /1369 A. D. ' 80 He studied under famous scholars such as Al-Bulqjnr, 

, 41-Haytham. T, and Al-ý'Infqj'who were also teachers of AI-yAyn. T He first followed the 

t1anaf, tt school, then changed to the Sh, 37r school. He held a number of different posts. 

In Egypt he worked as a MuPtasib and a teacher in several schools. Then he became 

interested in history, and he wrote famous books on this subject, such as Al-KhitatAl- 

.., 
Al-Suhl Bi Marfifat Duwal AI-Muhl and many other books. He died in MaqrTzilya 

845 A. H. /1441 A. D. after a long illness. 181 

However, the reason for their rivalry was not academic, as it was with Ibn gajar, but 

functional. Ibn Tagharj'BardT confirmed this when he indicated that "since Al-ý'Aynr 

was hired as Mufttasib instead of AI-Maqr&j* in 801 A. H., hostility grew up between 

them which lasted until they die ". 182 

"0 Al-SuyatT, Husn At-Muhadara, vol. 1, pp. 363-364. Al-SakhawT, AI-Dhavl e'Ala' TarTkh Al-Islam, 

vol. 1, p. 633. 
181 AI-SakhawL Al-Daw'Al-Lami' , vol. 1, pp. 21-25. 
182 Ibn TaghrT BardT, At-Nujam AI-Zahira, vol. 16, p. 9. 
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This hostility appeared in Al-Maqrkrs history when he described an incident that 

happened to AgAynl*when he was Mubtasib of Cairo. There was a shortage of bread in 

the markets, so the people followed him and complained to the Amk. Fearing them, he 

reported them to the Sulfan, who subsequently ordered the soldiers to arrest the people 

concerned and punish them. 183 This event seems to be a normal one and does not 

indicate any hostility to Al-. 'AynZ as Maqrk! "was stating facts, but Ibn TaghrrBardrs 

comment on this event sheds more light on it. He reports, "Al-MaqrL,. There neglected to 

mention that the people stoned AVAynT, which increased the horror of his situation". 184 

Ibn TaghrrBard. F mentioned in his biography of Al-Maqr&. T that he was fanatically 

Yfj- scholars. Al-Aynf also criticised AI-MaqrL-F in his book 'Aqd opposed to the Hana 

AI-Jum9n when he referred to his biography, and this illustrates the general hostility 

between them. 185 

From accounts of Al-Aynj"s life, it can be concluded that he was raised in a religious 

academic environment. He had a long life filled with study, teaching and writing. The 

subjects he studied and taught covered various disciplines. He also had a high place in 

Egypt because of his good relations with the Sultans. However, as a result of his 

intellectual reputation, he had some disputes with other intellectuals, though that did not 

undermine his academic status. 

183 Al-MaqrTzT, Al-SuIll , vol. 4, p. 698. 
'" Ibn TaghrT BardT, AI-Nujam AI-Zahira, vol. 13, p. 282. 
185 Al-'AynT, 'Agd Al-Juman, p. 574. 
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Al-'Aynr followed the t1anafl- school of Law, and is known for his fanatical loyalty to 

this school, whose opinions are reflected in this manuscript. It therefore seems 

necessary to give a short introduction to Abi7 ganfa's life, his Fiqh sources and the 

most famous students who participated in spreading this opinion, as it seems that his 

opinions affected Al-Aynrs Fiqh style. 

2.3. BiographyofAbi7HaniTa 

2.3.1. General background 

His main name was Al-Numin b. Thalbit Al-F&isTwhich means that his origin can be 

traced to Persia. His grandfather was captured by the Arabs when they invaded that 

country and he was a slave of the Taym b. Th'alaba tribe. 186 He was bom in AI-Kqf, § in 

80 A. H., 699 A. D. and spent most of his life there. It appears that his father was a 

wealthy man. At the beginning of his life,. 4bagan#a was interested in trade until one 

of the famous scholars at that time, Al-Shib. T, advised him to attend scholars' circles as 

he noticed the intelligence in his face. 187 -Aba. Uanfa studied Fiqh and the scholar by 

whom he was most influenced was 9amm9d b. Salama, who was one of the most 

186 This narration is indicated by 'Umar, the grandson of Abu IjanTfa. Another narration indicated by 
Ismat the brother of 'Umar, says that they were never under slavery. See Mubammad Abo Zahra, Abn 
Han , p. 15. Shilbi Nu'manT, Imam AbIl HanTfa pp. 1-2. Ibn lqbal, Oalalid rUgad Al-Durar Wal 
aqyan, p. 7. Manuscript, Mubammad b. Yasuf , 

Tgod Al-Juman, pp. II- 12, manuscript. 
117 lbid, p. 4 1. Ibn Ijajar, Al Khayrat Al-Hisan, p. 16, manuscript. 
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famous scholars in, 41-KCyA. 188 He continued studying Fiqh with. UammW for 18 years 

until the latter died, then he made his own circle, and started teaching, 189 but he also met 

other jurisprudents as he travelled to Mecca and Al-Madina and leamed from them. It is 

notable that AbO tlanfa's teachers were from different branches of scholarship; some 

specialised in gadl7h and some in Fiqh, others in the Fiqh of the Qurim-. He also 

concentrated on learning the Fata77w. § of the SaMba. 190 In regard to his meetings with 

the Prophet's companions, Ibn tlajar indicated that Abi7 Uanfa met Anas b. Malik and 

other authors that he met other companions. Most scholars agreed on that, but they 

differ as to the reliability of his narrations from them. 191 He also leamed from the 

"followers" (AI-TA-Vin) such as Al-Shib. T, "Arima, Nei' and 'Afj' b. AbrRabo. 192 

In regard to the writings of Aba ganfa, in his epoch, writing books was not common 

practice among scholars, and he himself spent all his time in teaching and discussing 

Fiqh questions with his students, but the latter wrote down his opinions, and sometimes 

'as There were other Shayks of Abu IjanTfa, for example: 
a) IbrahTm b. Muhammad b. Al-Muntashir. A trusted scholar from the fifth century. 
b) lbrahTm b. YazTd AI-Nikht A trusted scholar, known for his peity. 
C) Ismat b. Ijammad b. AbT Sulayman. A famous follower. 
d) Ayyub Al-SikhtyanT, one of the greatest scholars ofjurisprudence in the fifth century. 
e) Salim b. Abdullah b. cUmar. One of the famous jurisprudents. See WahbT Sulayman, Abil HanTfa , 

pp. 48,50. Some old books numbered his Shayks as four thousand. Muhammad b. Y(Isuf, ! Uqnd 
Al-Juman, p. 19, manuscript. 

189 Al-Khatib Al-BaghdadT, Tarlkh Baghdad, vol. 13, p. 333. Muhammad b. Yosuf, 'Uqnd Al-JumAnI p. 
44, manuscript. 
'90 Muhammad Abli Zahara, Hayat Abn HanTfa, pp. 58-60. 
191 Ibn Ijajar, TahdhTb Al-TahdhTb, vol. 10, p. 449. See also Muwaffaq Al-MakkT, Managib Al-Tmam 

vol. 1, p. 24. Ibn ljajar, Al-Kh yrat Al-Hisan 
, p. 17, manuscript. 

192 Muhammad b. Yasuf, 'Ugn Al-Juman, pp. 15-19, manuscript. 
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he would ask them to do so. 193 There is a book called Musnad. 4b 17 Haniry in Padj7h and 

Athar, organised according to Fiqh sections, which is attributed to him. However, Ibn 

. Uaiar believes that Ab 17 Uanfa did not write this book, and that the &dBhs narrated by 

Aba, ffanifa were collected by his student Mupammad b. Al-gasan in a book called A/- 

Ath, 5-r, 194 which clarifies the fact that Aba ganfa did not collect or organise these 

badPhs, but his students did. The most reliable ones are said to be the narrations of Abi7 

195 
Yi7suf and MubamMad b. Al-ffasan, the most famous students of Abi7, ffan#a. Abi7 

gan#a also was the first of the scholars to classify the Fiqh into different sections, 

starting with purity, then prayer, then the other forms of worship, 196 and this is clearly 

evident in his students' books. 

2.3.2. Abi7Hanirals Disciples 

1. One of the most famous students of Abi7 ganya was Aba Yi7suf (113 A. H., 

731A. D., 182 A. H., 798 A. D. ), whose full name was Ydqi7b Ibn IbrAjýn. He was 

a poor man who needed to work for a living, so Abi7 t1anfa supplied him with 

money to enable him to attend the scholars' circles. He was a judge in the 

succession of AI-MahdI, Al-, ffjdi*and Al-Rashid, and this occupation was useful to 

the ganafi- school in that Abi7 Yi7suf mixed with the people and knew their 

193 WahbT Sulayman. Abu HanTfa, pp. 281-284. 
194 Ibn Ijajar, WiTI al-Manfah, p. 2 
195 Mubammad Ab(l Zahra, Aba HanTfa, p. 170. 
196 Muwaffaq Al-MakkT Managib At-Imam, vol. 2, pp. 131-133. 
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problems, so his opinions were derived not just from theoretical hypotheses, but 

from practical life. He also supported his opinions with badRh evidence and is 

considered the foremost of Abfi tlanfa's students in memorising the Padiths. 197 

Aba Yi7suf wrote many books in which he explained his and Aba Uanfa's 

opinions. One of the most valuable ones is Kita-b Al-Khar which is a letter to Al- 

Rash, Td explaining the financial resources of Muslims' country. 198 

2. Another notable student was Muýammad b. 41-gasan Al-Shayb, §nF (132 A. H., 

799 A. D., 189 A. H., 804 A. D. ). He was eighteen years old when Aba ganifa 

died, so he did not accompany AM Hanfa for a long time, but he continued to 

study and learn the style of Abfiganya in Fiqh from Aba Yi7sqf. Healsotravelled 

to Im&n M9ik and studied badj7h from him. Wammad favoured writing down 

the knowledge he learned, so he is considered the transmitter of "IrqqTRqh to the 

following generations. His books are considered the first reference in the ganafl- 

school. Some of these books were named AI-U$N. These are Al-Mabsi74 Al- 

Ziv&l, ý Al-Jknf AI-Saghk, Al-JknaiAl-Kabrr, Al-Sivar Al-SaghTr, and AI-Siva 

, 41-Kabk. These four books were collected by Mupammad b. Atmad AI-Mirwizf 

into a single book called Al- with all the repeated matters excised. Al- 

197 Mubammad Aba Zahra, Aba Han , pp. 173-174. Shibli Nu'mani's, Imam Abo HanTfa . pp. 210- 
214. 
19' Ibid. 
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then was explained by Al-Sar, *hisr (483 A. H., 1090 A. D. ) in a book called Al- 

Mabsi7t 199 

3. Zufar b. Hudhayl was another student of Abi7 Hanfa. His association with the 

latter was longer than that of Abi7 Yi7suf and Mubammad as he died in 158 A. H., 

774 A. D. He had a strong reputation for argument, but no books written by him 

have been found, perhaps because he did not live long after Abi7 ganra - only 

eight years - whereas Aba Yi7sufand Mupammad lived more than thirty years after 

their Shaykh. Zufar also was the successor of Aba t1anaf. 1- in his circle and after 

yl7SUf200 Zufar came Ab fi 

2.3.3. Abi7Hanifa's Fiqh Sources 

Abi7tlanlfa specified his Fiqh sources. He said that he first referred to the Qur, 7m- and if 

he could not find any evidence on it in a specific matter, then he would refer to the 

Prophet's Sunna. If he could not find evidence there, he would look in the companions' 

sayings. After that, if he still could not find evidence, he would formulate his own 

independent decision . 
201 The students of Abfi ýIanfa agreed that in making such 

decisions he considered AI_IjMgc2O2 (consensus) as one of the sources he depended on in 

199 Ibid., pp. 182-191. Abd al-Rahman, Doi Sharfah the Islamic Law, pp. 92-93. 
200 Ibid, pp. 192-193. Shibli Nu'ma's and HadT Husain, Imam Abil HanTfa, pp. 218-219. 
201 Al-Khatib Al-BaghdadT, TarTkh Baphdad, vol. 3, p. 368. Ibn lqbal, Oa lalid Tgod AVIgyan, p. 33, 

manuscript. 
202 A]-ljme is the scholars' agreement on a matter, i. e. consensus among scholars. See Bassarn 
Abughosh, Glossary of Islamic Terminology, p. 67. 
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answering Fiqh questions or deriving evidences. He also used AI_Qiy&, 203 as fewer 

ýadlh were available in Iraq, so Abi7 ganra concluded general reasons (flao for the 

rules from the Quran and the badlh, and then he would consider these reasons as bases, 

and whenever a matter came to him he would look at these bases and give his 

judgement accordingly. However, if there was a Padffh against the rule he was 

considering, relating to the specific matter in question, he would leave the base and 

stick to the hadj7h. A 17 Hanifa also referred to Aj_jStj&, §n204 as another source when he 

believed that Al-Qiy& was not appropriate in a particular matter. The last source of 

AbiLffamya's jurisprudence was Al-"Urfcustomary law. In other words, if there was no 

evidence from the QuMn, the Sunna or any of his other sources, he would refer to what 

people customarily did in such a situation. 205 

One of the criticisms raised at Abi7 t1anfa is that he used Al-tfiyal to help people be 

released from juristic rules. However, there are different types of Al-tfiya P06 and the 

one Aba ganifa used was legal and resulted in legitimate outcomes, but he used 

reasoning which was not obvious or was not commonly used in the matter in question. 

Therefore it is clear that the reason for using such an approach was not to undermine the 

203 Al-Qiyas is a type ofjudgement reached by making analogy when a judgement cannot be found in the 
Quran or the Sunna or from the ljma. The scholars compared the matter being considered to a similar 
case judged by the Prophet, thereby arriving at a similar decision. Ibid., p. 140. 
204 Al-Istibsan is: the situation where a jurisprudent gives a different judgement in one case, from those he 
has given in other, similar cases, because of some special feature in the case which makes the previous 
ruling inappropriate. Mubammad Abu Zahra, Abu HanTfa, p. 302. 
205 Ibid., pp. 271-308. 
206 Ibid., pp. 364-377. 
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authority of the Fiqh rules or condone laxity, but to facilitate the search for an 

appropriate solution, should a difficulty arise. 

2.3.4. AbiYHanifa's death 

At the last days of Abi7 tlanifa's life, he faced tribulation with the KhaRya AI-Mansik 

when the latter asked A0 tIanfa to be a judge and he refused, then again AI-Mamyar 

asked that the judges refer to him when they faced a difficulty, but he refused that 

request also; therefore AI-Manýlir ordered that he should be placed in jail. Aba. Uanfa 

remained imprisoned for a while, then some people close to. AI-Man$Cr interceded with 

him for AbManjfa's release. He was released from prison, but he was not allowed to 

leave the house, or to sit and answer people's questions. Abi7 ganfa remained in this 

situation until he died 207 in 150 A. H., 767 A. D. in Baghdad, where he was buried. 208 

Al-ýcAynl followed the Vanafi- school of law, and was fanatically loyal to the opinions 

of AM ganra, who was the founder of this school. Aba ganifa had studied under the 

first "followers" (Kibar Al-Tjbfrn). He did not start teaching in his own circle until his 

Shaykh gamm&l b. Salama died, which is an indication of Aba tlanya's great respect 

for him. His students were faithful to his knowledge in that they registered his opinions 

in their books and disseminated them widely. A key role in this respect was played by 

207 Ibn Al-BazzazT, Al-Managib, vol. 2, p. 15. Abdur Rahman, Sharfah the Islamic Law, p. 92. 
209 Muhammad AbIl Zahra, Abo Han 

, pp. 4849. Ibn Iqbal, Oa La'id cUq d AVIgyan, pp. 105-107, 

manuscript. 
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MOammad b. Alffasan who wrote the main books in the ganafit school. Abi7 Yi7suf 

was a close student of Ab 17 ganya , although he disagreed with some of his opinions. 

Aba ganfa 's clýssification of Fiqh into sections made it easier for the students to refer 

to Fiqh issues, and was one of his notable achievements. 

AI-Mansik's request that Abi7 Hanlya become a judge and the fact that judges referred 

to him indicate the high status he enjoyed. His school of law spread among Muslims all 

over the world and he had followers everywhere. 

2.4. Abi7DAwW and the Sunan 

2.4.1. Brief biography 

AbaDJWW's name has been variously given as Sulymffn b. Ashath b. Shaddffd b. 'Amr 

bc- 
. Amir, or cUmrimi and Sulayman b. AI-Ashcath b. IspAq b. Bash. Tr b. Shaddll. He was 

bom in 202 A. H., 817A. D. 209 in the third Hyr. Tcentury which is regarded as the golden 

age of learning because at that time there were famous scholars in various branches in 

parts of knowledge, for example, Im&nAl-Bukh&I, Im&n Muslim, Abmad b. Uanbal in 

tladlh, DaliviVAI-ZAirland Al-Muzn. Fin Fiqh, Al-BuPtUrland Ibn AI-R&nrin poetry, 

and a144iz in literature. 210 

209 Ibn Ijaiar, TahdhTb Al-Tahdhib. 
2 10 Muhammad Al-$abbagh, Maiallat Al-Buhath, 1394 A. H. /1973 A. D., pp. 264-265. 
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AaD.; 7wi7d originated from a tribe called AI-Azd which is a famous tribe in Yemen, 211 

although his nickname was AI-SyistffnT, which refers to Syist&i, which is now part of 

Af aniS=. 
212 

gh 

Abi7 DjWW travelled to various countries to search for knowledge and to hear ýadjlh 

from their authorities, as was common practice among scholars at that time. He 

travelled to Egypt, Mecca, IrAq, and Khur&, ffn. 213 

Aba Afvv Dd was considered as one of the great Muslim scholars, and he had a wide and 

deep knowledge of the different aspects of Padith science. Moreover, he was 

considered one of the companions of Im&n Aonad b. tlanbal (d. 241 A. H., 855 

AD . )214 His status can be inferred from scholars' sayings about him. Aba Bakr Al- 

Khallal pointed out that, 

"Ab 17 Dawi7d was a leader in knowledge at his time, and 
no-one before him had this depth of knowledge, and this 
was the opinion of. 41-, Valim also. " 215 

Another opinion is that of Al-Haraw. T, that, 

"Abi7 Dawi7d was one of the ffuff& of Islkn in badi7h 
knowledge, and he exhibited a high degree ofpiety and 
devotion. " 216 

211 Kurd 'AIL Umara' Al-Bayan, p. 503. 
212 Al-HaythamT, Mawarid AI-Zam'an, p. 18. 
213 Al-BaghdadT, TarTkh MadTnat al-Salam, vol. 9, pp. 55. 
214 See Al-$abbagh, Majallat Al-Buhath, 1394 A. H. /1973 A. D., p. 269, and Abil Yacla, Tabagat Al- 

Hanabila, vol. 1, p. 162. 
215 Al-BaghdadT, Tarlkh Madmat Al-Salam, vol. 10, p. 79. 
216 Ibid., p. 80. 
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Moreover, as it is widely known in the history of the scholars' lives, the more virtuous a 

scholar was, the more the ruler respected and appreciated him. Abz7 Da7wad received 

such respect from his ruler Prince Abz7 Atmad Al-Muwajfiq, as demonstrated when he 

came to him when he was in Baghdffd and asked him to move to AI-Baýra so that 

students would travel to see him and the city would come alive again (which shows the 

great reputation Aba RAWW had in his time), and to teach his sons the book of Al- 

Sunan. 217 

2.4.2. His teachers and disciples 

Since Abi7 DAWad had such a high reputation in different branches of knowledge, he 

must have received such knowledge from various professional scholars. Among his 

Shaykhs was Im,, 'vn Atmad b. tlanbal for whom Abi7 D, &W had great respect. He 

presented his book JI-Sunan to him for his opinion. He also repeatedly asked him 

about hadiith matters, and he even wrote a book called Masjil A IBnad dealing with the 

questions that Im&n AlBnad was asked and his answers to them. 218 Other teachers of 

Aba Da7iv ad were numerous and difficult to count; Ibn ffajar indicated that there were 

around three hundred 219 of them. In regard to his students, among the most notable ones 

were Muýammad b. 'hgAl-TirmiAl, and AjWnad b. Shuayb Al-Nisq,, [220 

217 AI-KhattabT, Walim Al-Sunan ' Vol. 1, P. 10. 
219 Muhammad Al-$abbagh, M jallat Al-Buhath, 1394 A. HJ1973 A. D., p. 273. 
219 Ibn Hajar, TahdhTh Al-TahdhThl Vol. 4, p. 172. From his other teachers Sulayman b. Uarb, AbT Al- 
WalTd Al-TayalisT, ls4aq b. Rahawayh, and Ya4Ya b. MacTn. 
220 Mubammad Al-KhAldT, Sun n AbT Dawad. Vol. 1, p. 4. 
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It was also mentioned that Im, ýPn APnad narrated one badBh from Aa Daývad, and the 

latter was very proud of the fact. 221 Among his students were the narrators of his 

Sunan, of whom there were seven: 

1. MutammadbAfirnadAl-LuU7 

2. Mubammad b. Bakr b. D&a 

3. A! Bnadb. ZiyWAI-Arab. T 

4. "Allb. 41-9asan, 41-. An$&L- 

5. MuPammadb. AbdAl-MalikAl-Ru&f 

6. Mubammadb. SdrdAl-Jalfid! 

7. A&adb. 'Ali b. Al-gasanAI-BaFf 222 

His death was on the fourteenth of Shawwal, two hundred and fifty seven, 257 A. H. /870 

A. D. 223 

2.4.3. His writimis 

The most well known of Aba DAWW's works is his book AI-Sunan. He also wrote other 

books about badilh: 

1. Al-Mar&jl. 

2. Tasmiyat Al-Ikhwa (he indicated in this book the names of the sources from whom 

he naffated the badj? hS). 

221 Al-DhahabT, Siyar A'Iam Al-Nubala, vol. 13, p. 60. 
222 AI-SubkT, Tabagat Al-ShKj?: jM, vol. 2, p. 293. 
223 Ibn liajar, Tahdhlb Al-TahdhTh, vol. 4, p. 172. 
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On the sub ect of Fiqh, he wrote Masj'il 41-Im&n Abnad, which discusses the 

questions presented to Im&n Almad and his answers. 

Other books he wrote covered various aspects of religion: 

1. Al-N&ikhwa'I-Mansakh. 

2.41-Zuhd. 

3. AI_Qadar. 224 

2.4.4. An overview of Abi7DJWW's bookAl-Sunan 

Synan AbIDJ77vvQjdis a very valuable book, according to the scholars. AI-. UqTIzAbi7Bakr 

. 41-Khattgf (d. 388 A. H., 998 A. D. ) described the Sunan saying, 

"Sunan AbiDffwfjd is an honourable book, such that none 
like it has been written before in the field of religious 
knowledge, and it was accepted by the whole people and 
jurisprudentsfrom different sects. " 

After that, . 41-Khatta-b. Texplains the reason, saying, 

"the work in badj7h before Sunan AbiD. &W was in the 
form of Musnad or Jkni' which consists of stories, 
literature and sermons, besides the rules and Sunan, but 
never before had the Sunan been collected on its own as 
Abi7 Dawaddid in his Sunan. " 225 

224 Muhammad Al-KhaldT, Sunan AbT Dawad, vol. 1, pp. 13-14. 
225 Al-KhattabL Ma'alim AI-Sunan, vol. 1, pp. 10.11. 
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AbiMKvi7d wrote his book the Sunan in the early period of his life. 226 

According to Ibn Kathk (d. 774 A. H. /1354 A. D. ), there are numerous narrations in 

Sunan Ab 17 DAW W and some badiths are in one but not in others. 227 

In regard to the classification of A I-Synan, Ab 17 DJJ'W W did not write an introduction for 

it, but he wrote a separate letter describing the Sunan. The Sunan is divided into thirty- 

six sections and the sections are divided into sub-sections, most of which contain only a 

few badlh, as Ab fi R&W explained that by saying that it would be more usefUl, 228 as it 

would be much easier to search for the badith in the Sunan. 

In regard to the types of badlhs of the Sunan, they can be divided into five types. 

1. Authentic, $apffiLiDh&ih. 

2. Similar to authentic, $afflp Li Ghayrihf 

3. Close to authentic, Al-, ffasan Li DhRih. 

4. The Padj7h that is weak but not extremely so, and if it is supported by other 

. 
T229 naffations then it is Vasan Li Ghayrih . 

S. The badj7h that has extreme weakness (which Aba D&w W pointed out in the Synan). 

226 The books of Al-Sunan in badTih literature are the books organised according to Fiqh classification, 
such as $alat, Zakat etc. See Azami, Studies in hadith methodolo , p. 100. 
227 Ibn KathTr, AI-133'ith Al-Hathyth, p. 41. 
228 Aba Dawlid, Risalat Aba Dawild, pp. 1-2, manuscript. 
229 IjajT KUM, Kashf Al-Zun(In, vol. 2, p. 1005. 
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It is clear from this classification that there are weak badAs in the Sunan. In the case 

of some of these l2adIhs, Ab 17 DA& W pointed out their weakness, but in others he did 

not, either because the weakness was not great or because he had explained the 

weakness in his other books. 230 However, AI-Mundhirf explained that Aba Da& ad did 

not write any badffh that people had agreed to disregard. 231 Some scholars have tried to 

analyse the reasons for Abi7 DAvi7d including weak ýadjlhs in the Synan. One of the 

best explanations is thatAbaDawad believed that a ýadAh, if it is not very weak, should 

be given more weight than scholars' opinions on any matter, and so should be included 

if no authentic hadRh on the topic can be found. 232 Another possibility is that it was his 

style to collect all the ýadlhs that discussed jurisprudence rules, or that in the case of 

the very weak PadPh he would mention it, explaining its weakness to make clear that he 

did not agree with it and that it could not be used as evidence on any matter. 233 

2.4.4.1. Abi7DJ5vi7d's methodology in writing the Sunan 

Abi7 D&vi7d adopted a special style of writing in the Sunan. He used to point out the 

different narrations of the ýadjlh, for some narrations might have a new addition that 

230 Ibn AI-Salah, Al-Bacith Al-HathTth ' p. 29. 
23 1 AI-MundhirT, Mukhtasar Sunan AbT Dawild, vol. 1, p. 8. 
232 A]-Suy(ItT, TadrTb Al-Ra p. 97. 
233 Muhammad Al-$abbagh, Maiallat Al-Buhtith, 1394 A. H. / 1973 A. D., p. 299. 
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was missing from the others. 234 He also repeated the same badith in different sections, 

for some Padl7hs contained more than one rule. 235 

Accuracy was also one of the characteristics in the Sunan, in that if Aba Dawad 

referred to the narrators of different versions of the ýadlh, he would point out the 

difference in their pronunciation. Also, if he indicated that there was a number of 

versions by different narrators but he wrote only one, he would clearly specify which 

narrator's version he was using, which shows AbflDJ&Dd's honesty and reliability. 
236 

Abfi Dgwi7d used the abbreviation approach and it seems that it was to enable him to 

collect as many badiths as he could in the Sunan. He abbreviated his material in various 

ways. Sometimes he shortened a long badAh so that the phrase from which the rule was 

taken would stand out more clearly. 237 Another way was that if he mentioned one 

hadj7h and there was another narration of it, he would not repeat it, but he would only 

indicate the chain of authorities and point out that the narration carried the same 

meaning as the first. Also, if there was an addition in the second narration, he would 

only mention the chain of authorities and the addition. 238 

In regard to A 17 DAW lid's headings of the sections, it is notable that each one of them 

refers to a rule of jurisprudence and most of them are shortened. Some of these 

headings were surrounded with mystery to encourage the researcher to read the section, 

234 Abu Dawad, Risalat Abo Dawad ' pp. 1-2, manuscript. 
235 Mubammad Al-$abbagh, Maiallat Al-Buhath, 1394 A. D. /1973 A. H., p. 301. 
236 Ibid., pp. 302-303. 
237 Aba Dawid, Risalat Abu DavAld ' pp. 1-2, manuscript. 
239 Mubammad Al-$abbagh, Maiallat Al-Buhath, 1394 A. D. /1973 A. H., p. 303. 
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but there was no sequence in the headings as some sections had no heading or several 

sections might come under one heading, as in the case of the work studied here. 

Sometimes the headings were in the form of questions, and sometimes the badj1h is 

negative and its heading is positive. Also, in the sections covered by this research, 

some headings were not appropriate to the hadffhs but matched the previous or the 

following one, which was explained by as an error from the narrators of the Sunan. 239 

AbaD,, Yvvad made some comments on the badiths he indicated in the Sunan. Someof 

these comments were given in the place where the information was needed, or after the 

badj7h. These comments were of various kinds. Some concerned the chain of authority. 

He sometimes gives identifications of those narrators or corrects some of their names or 

comments on the different opinions on the name of one of the narrators. Furthermore, 

he would make some judgements explaining that a certain person was a weak authority, 

or unknown. 240 He also gave attention to the identification of some places, and he 

would indicate the occasion of the hadffh, if it conflicted with other ýadPhs. Aba 

DaývW was also interested in clarifying some difficult words in the Padr7h and 

mentioning some opinions of famous scholars with regard to some rules. 241 

Abi7 D, -nvCd's book was one of the first books to specialise in jurisprudence. He also 

helped the reader to understand the rules of jurisprudence in the Padfths with his 

219 Ibid., pp. 306-307. 
240 Ibid., pp. 310-312. 
241 Ibid., pp. 312,322. 
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accurate classification and his valuable comments. Although the Synan contained weak 

badlhs, Abi7 DAWCd did not refer to very weak ones. Because it was such a valuable 

work, many scholars over the years have been interested in writing on it, explaining and 

abridging it, 242 and it was indeed one of the books that made a significant contribution 

to development of the Sunna. 

AbaD, ffwadlivcd at the time of the famous scholars in different branches of knowledge. 

He had numerous teachers and his students included great scholars in gadAh such as Al- 

Nis, §7 and AI-Tirmidhl His book AI-Sunan has been considered one of the most 

valuable books in ffadlh, ever since the time of Ad Afwi7d; Al-Khalya Al-Muwaffaq 

asked him to teach it to his sons. The Sunan AT DAWi7d derives its importance from its 

being the first book to collect the Sunan in one book. Also the large number of 

narrations of Al-Synan shows its interest to students. Abi7DJWW's work had a number 

242 Several books were written explaining Sunan AbIl Dawad, clarified by Muhammad Al-KhaldT, Sunan 
AbT Dawad, vol. 1, pp. 15-16. These books are as follows. 
I. Aba Bakr AI-KhattabT(d. 388 A. H., 998 A. D. ), Ma'alim Al-Sunan. 
2. "Abd Al-AzTm Al-Mundhirr (d. 656 A. H., 1258 A. D. ), AVAd Al-Mawrad FT HawashT AbT Dawad. 
3. MahmOd AVAynT (d. 855 A. H., 1451 A. D. ), Sharh Al-ý'Aya 
4. 'Umar Al-BulqTnTn (d. 805 A. H., 1402 A. D. ), Sharh Zawa'Td Al-Sunan 'Ala Al-SahThayn. 
5. Abmad Al-RamIT (d. 844 A. H., 1440 A. D. ), Sharh. 
6. AbT Zara (d. 826 A. H., 1422 A. D. ), Sharh. 
7. AI-Suyiýff (d. 911 A. H., 1505 A. D. ), Mirgat Al-Sucad OlIa Sunan AbT Dawa . 
8. cAla' Al-DTn Maghlatay (d. 762 A. H., 13 60 A. D. ), Sharh , but he did not complete it. 
9. Al-SindT (d. 1138 A. H., 1736A. D. ), Fath Al-Wadad Wa Sunan. AbT Dawad. 
10. Muhammad Al-HazrawT, Hashiyat rAwn Al-Wadad. 
11. Fakhr Al-KanjahT, Ta'liqat Al-Mahmad. 
12. Muhammad 'AbadT, 'Awn Al-Macbad, and Ghavat Al-Magsad. 
13. Al-MundhirT, Mukhtasar Sunan AbT Dawad. 
14. Muhammad Al-BalkhT, Mukhtasar. 
15. Ma4mad At-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod. 
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of characteristic features which distinguished it, including organisation, accuracy, 

conciseness, the harmony between the headings and the t1adiths, and his useful 

comments on some t1adiths, and these seem to be among the reasons that led 41-", 4yni, 

to write a Sharb on it. 

2.5. Al-Avnis Sharb of Sunan Abf DJwi7d 

In this section, general points about the Sharp genre are followed by a discussion of Al- 

'Ayn. T's commentary and its academic value. 

2.5.1. The usage of the Sharb genre 

At the time of Al-Aynj' the Sharp genre was widespread among scholars in all the 

branches of Islamic and Arabic Language knowledge. The view among scholars was 

that the essential knowledge in these disciplines had been fully developed by previous 

generations, and all that was needed was further clarification to facilitate understanding 

or abridgement to aid memorisation. 

In Arabic language, most scholars wrote shur5h on AUiyyat Ibn M9ik In gadilh, the 

most common books for which scholars were interested in writing shuri7h were the six 

main hadith books: Sahi-h Al-Bukh. §r SahM Muslim, Sunan Abl' DJ7vv Sunan 41- 

Tirmidhf Sunan AI-Nisiff Sunan Ibn Mia. Each of these books contains a section of 

$aIR in which all the related issues are discussed. Among the shuri7h on Sahj-h Al- 

Bukh&, F is Fath Al-Bir written by Ibn gajar. In his Sharp on this part of $alg Al- 
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Tapm, d, Ibn gaiar first refers to all the tladPhs in the section, then gives Sharb for 

them all together. He explains the meaning of the difficult words. He points out the 

opinions of other scholars regarding the rule discussed in the gadlh, then if there is a 

conflict, he attempts to reconcile the opinions. He also cites other narrations that 

discussed the same issue. If there are lessons to be learned from the VadBh, he 

indicates them. He also expresses his own opinion and supports it with other scholars' 

sayings. He devotes more attention to some gadBhs than others, according to the 

arnount of clarification required. Al-Aynr also wrote a Sharb on Sabi-bAl-Bukhari-, 

titled "Umdat Al-Qffrl'. His style is similar to that adopted in his Sharb of Sunan AT 

DJ7W W but with more illustration. However, Fath A 1-BArF has certain advantages over 

'UmdqtAI-QIJ : r, r as follows: 

1. Ibn gajar adopts a consistent style in all the section, whereas Al-Aynf's style 

changes from one section to another. 

2. Ibn gajar's book is notable for its faithfullness in transcription, accuracy in 

expression, concise summary of opinions, and strong declaration of the author's 

own opinion. 243 

On the other hand, there are features in which 'Umdat AI-Q&F outshines FatpA I-BArf 

1. It contains ample illustration and analysis. 

243 $Alib Wtaq, Badr At-DTn Al-: cAynT. p. 238. 
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2.41-'Ayn. T mentions each gadffh with its Sharp, whereas Ibn. Uajar mentions all the 

Hadiths in the section and then their Sharb. 

3. Al-"AynT indicates the documentation of the t1adith under a separate title which 

makes it easy to find, while in Fath AI-Bgrr the documentation is mentioned 

throughout the Sharp of the gadith. 244 

Another example of a Sharp that Al-Aynj' referred to frequently in Sharb Sunan 4b! 

D.! M7d is Sharh Sabih Muslim written by AI-Nawawf. In his section on voluntary 

prayers, he first draws attention to other narrations in the same issue. He reconciles 

conflicting narrations. He explains the ambiguous or less-known terms and refers to the 

Arabic language to identify the meanings of difficult words. He derives rules from the 

, ffadi7h terms. He reviews the opinion of his school (Sh. ýVff) first, then he surveys the 

opinions of other scholars. He strongly expresses his own opinion, even if it is contrary 

to that of renowned scholars. 

These three Shuri7h of tladffh are very valuable and useful for students of ffadi7h and 

for Muslims in general. However, the Sharp of Al-Nawawj' seems to be more simple 

and easy to understand than the others. 

244 Ibid., pp. 225-228. 
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2.5.2. AP'Avnj"s approach in writing his Sharb 

A careful study of Sharb Sunan A bF D5w Cd by Im&n A I-Aynf reveals the methodology 

he used in his book. He did not, however, apply exactly the same approach to all the 

ýadRhs, as some points are not needed, depending on the nature of the ýadjlh. 

The following observations are made on the style adopted in his commentary. 

1. He starts by explaining the title of each section, and if there are differences in the 

way the sections are headed in the various copies of Sunan Aba D&W, he points 

them out. For example, in section two on Fajr voluntary prayer on page 5, he 

indicates that the word ba-b is not mentioned in most of the copies of the Sunan. 

Also, he sometimes refers to the general meaning of some words in the name of the 

section, such as in section twelve, page 5 1, where he explains the meaning of Puh, § 

in the Arabic language. 

2. He uses the letter U4 to refer to the original text and L. )4 to refer to his 

commentary. 

3. He continues his commentary by giving a brief (or in some cases extended) 

bibliography of the chain of authorities, and the opinions of the ýadffh scholars in 

them, and he also expresses his opinion on them, as on page 17, in the last line, 

when he points out that AbfiAl-Fa(ff is not a famous man, and on page 145 when he 

points out that Zur&a could not have heard the, ýadj7h from "A'isha, which indicates 

his expertise in this aspect of the ýadlh scholarship. If one of the sources has been 

mentioned before he confines himself to referring to the previous comment. He also 
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sometimes refers to sources by their title, without the name of the author, where the 

work is especially well-known. Also, if the narrator has a well-known nickname, 

he explains the reason for his being called by that name. For example, on page 57, 

he explains that Al-, Vamr&v. T refers to a place in Egypt. This sort of note appears 

frequently in his commentary. He also expresses his opinion as to the correct 

pronunciation of the narne. 

4. If there is an inconsistency or unusual feature in the chain of authorities, he indicates 

it, for example on page 102, he points out that AI-Sjaib b. Yaz. Td is $apgfnarrated 

from "Abd al-Raýw, §n b. cAbd who is considered Tgi', T, whereas more usually 

TAW'! * narrates from the $40bf. 

5. He explains any difficult words in the badffh, both the general sense and 

terminological meaning. An example is found on page 52 when he explains the 

meaning of Sul&na. Also, he gives more details about the origins of tribes 

mentioned in the badlh. For example, on page 34, he gives more details about 

Ban fi ffarPn. He quotes famous language scholars' opinions on the meaning of the 

word he is explaining, such as on page 121, he cites Ibn "Arafa's and AI-Mqfa(ýdal's 

opinions on the meaning of the word AI-Sina However, sometimes he indicates an 

opinion without mentioning the name of the scholar, as on page 151, when he 

explains the meaning of Al-Khatit 

6. Then he deals vvith juristic issues. He refers to the opinions of jurists from different 

schools, concentrating on the opinions of the four main jurisprudence schools, and 

sometimes mentioning the book in which these opinions are set out. He often only 
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refers to either the book or the author, perhaps because they were famous in his 

time. For example, on page 1, he cites the book Al-Hida-- a without referring to its 

author, and on page 10 he refers to Ibn Al-Qafflo-i's book, without mentioning the 

name of the book. He clearly expresses his opinions which are similar to those of 

Abi7 ganya, especially in the last section, 27, when he defends the opinion of Abi7 

. ffanfa that the Witr prayer is three connected rakas, and rejects all other opinions, 

trying to interpret the badffh contrary to their obvious meaning, in a way that suits 

his opinion, and he sometimes uses the term A. ýPalbunff meaning the t1anafl- school, 

as on pages 9 and 26. He also considers the critiques of other scholars, showing his 

juristic experience, as on page 5, when he discusses the opinion of, 41-JumhCr on, 41- 

t1asan X-Ba§rl's opinion. He supports and clarifies his coniments by citing poetry, 

such as on page 71, or verses of the Qur, 7m- on p. 70, badAs such as on p. 20, 

proverbs as on page 36, and linguistic usage as on page 134 in relation to the 

meaning of Kffna in Arabic language usage. Sometimes he combines contradictory 

narrations as on page 63, when he reconciles 'A'isha's different narrations on the 

PuhJ prayer. AP'AynT, in expressing his opinion, often refers to A I- TaM&, rs 

opinion or narrations for support, as they were from the same school. He also often 

notes AI-Khatta-br's beliefs, and this could be because the latter bad discussed the 

same issue in his book Mdgim AI-Sunan. Also, 41-: AynT frequently points to the 

opinions of AI-Nawawl 's whom he sometimeo refers to as kluh. ff Al-DFn. 
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Regarding the last two scholars, sometimes he agrees with them and sometimes he 

disagees. 

7. After AgAynr has completed the juristic discussion, he draws conclusions as to the 

lessons to be learned from the tadj7h, and it is an indication of his accuracy and 

elaboration in that from each part of the Pad1h he derives a lesson, although he does 

not often explicitly use the term in his commentary. 

8. Finally, Al-ý'Aynj' notes the documentation of the Pad1h. Generally, he refers to the 

five main ýadlh books (SqbJ-h. 41-Bukh,; P--. T Sahih Muslim Sunan, 41-TirmidN'Sunan 

AI-Nisff and Synan AL MYka), but in relation to a few badffhs, he refers to other 

, ftadith books. For example, in his commentary on the first ýadl7h, page 2, ýadffh 

27, page 44, and badBh 40 page 62. If the badith is not in the main With books he 

leaves out the documentation. Sometimes he indicates the judgement of AI-Tirmidhr 

on the hadj1h, as in the case of ýadlh 20, when he indicates that Al-Tirmidhr 

mentioned that this badiith is gasan Gharilb. If the narration of the &djlh in these 

books has been abridged or only part of it is mentioned, or there is a similar 

narration with the same meaning, he points it out. For example, in badith 26 he 

states that the narration is abridged in Sunan Al-Tirmidh and in Sahk Muslim only 

part of it is mentioned. He also uses the term Al-Jamda if the badTth is documented 

in all the five main, ýadRh books mentioned previously, as in badRh 87 on page 132. 
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From the aforementioned information, it can be seen that AI-. 'Aynjs general 

methodology in his commentary on A bi7 DAWO Sunan, reflects a thorough, systematic 

approach and his own deep knowledge of badffh and Fiqh literature. Moreover, other 

observations can be made on his commentary. 

1. It is noticeable that Al-ýAynr is concerned with explaining aspects of rhetoric 

mentioned in the narration of the badiths. For example, on page 126, he explains 

the likening of the reader of the Qurffn in a loud voice and the alms giving in 

public. Also, on page 59, he clarifies the metaphor in the phrase L, §tdjiznT 

2. Al-c, 4ynT pays attention to gramatical issues. This interest can be seen in the large 

number of grammar books on which he commented. An example of this concern is 

found on page 42, where he parses the sentence Jawf al-Layl Al-Akhir and the 

syntactic style is commonly used throughout his commentary. 

3. If there are differences in the copies of Synan AT DAvi7d regarding the inclusion 

or omission of some paragraphs, he indicates it as he does on page 149 when he 

states that some paragraphs are not found in some copies of the Sunan. This 

demonstrates that he referred to more than one copy of the Sunan. 

4. An important point is that when Al-ý'AynT comments on a certain issue, whether 

gramatical, linguistic, or juristic, he quotes the views of different scholars and refers 

to various famous books which strengthen his commentary and increase its depth. 
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For example, on page 90 he refers to language and Tafsk scholars such as AI-Zajjq 

and Al-Kalb. T, in explaining the meaning of the verse (IIIJ QaIJIan Nisfahu). 

2.5.2.1. The shortcominjzsofSharbSunanAbFDfwi7d 

Some of the shortcomings of AgAyar's Sharh Synan AT DJ7w5d may be outlined as 

follows: 

1. When Al-Ayn. T indicates that he has mentioned the biography of one of the 

naffators, he does not state the exact place, which makes it difficult to find. 

2. Some of the information about the narrators is incorrect as on page 6, when he 

states that MubamMad b. 'Abd al-RaPn&i was the brother of "Umra, whereas the 

correct relationship was the nephew of 'Umra. 

3. At times when Al-ý', 4ynj' refers to the views of scholars regarding various issues, he 

mentions certain opinions without ascribing them to their appropriate sources and 

simply states "a group said", as on page 45. 

4. Sometimes he points out that he has discussed some juristic issues previously, 

without indicating their place in his commentary. 

5. It is interesting to note from Al-Ayni"s commentary his strong bias towards &nafi- 

opinions, so that he disagrees with all other opinions, and defends Aba ganifa's 

belief. This is a common feature throughout his commentary. 
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2.5.3. The academic value of the manuscript 

The importance of . 41-', 4ynr's commentary is highlighted through several principal 

characteristics which distinguish his work from other commentaries and which also give 

it a high academic value, making it worthy of study and editing. 

1. It is a commentary on the most important and comprehensive book that collected 

only the Padffhs related to the juristic rules and organised them in a systematic 

juristic sequence. This is supported by 41-Khattgr's opinion that Aba ATwad 

collected the main juristic rules badith in a way that had never been done before, 245 

which made his work a prime source of juristic rules. Undoubtedly, Al-ýAynr's 

commentary derives much of its merit and significance from Sunan Abj'Dffwi7d. 

2. Al-ý'Aynj' occupies a pre-eminent position as an important and famous scholar in 

Padffh, and his commentary on $ablý AI-Bukhffrj'proves his expertise in this field, 

as an approved trusted commentary. 

3. The commentary is detailed, accurate and well-organised.. 41-'Aynj* discusses all the 

details of the ýadjlhs starting from their narrators and ending with the lessons 

detived from the badiths, and in his discussion of different issues, whether 

linguistic, juristic or in literature, reveals his deep and wide knowledge. 

245AI-KhattabT, Mdalim AI-Sunan, vol. 1, p. 11. 
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4. The commentary is rich in terms of information and important issues relating to the 

science of Fiqh. These issues are discussed by Al-Aynr with reference to famous 

Fiqh scholars. He explains their opinions and discusses their proofs. He also offers 

his own independent opinions, which clearlY explains and defends. It thus becomes 

clear that Sharb Sunqn, 4bj'Dffwi7d is written by Al-. 'Aynr. The following evidences 

can be provided to substantiate this claim. 

Sharb Sunan AbF Da7wi7d was indicated as one of the books written by Al. -ýAynr in the 

historical biographical sources. For example, in his biography of Al-Ayn! " in Al-Badr 

Al- Tgf, AI-Shawkhr points out that Al-Ayn. T wrote a commentary on part of Sunan 

AT Daw-ad . 
246 In his biography of Al--ý'Aynf, AI-Sakh&wr also confirms that Al-ý'Ayn! 

explained part of Synan AbFDgw&1247 in two volumes. The attribution of Sharh Synan 

248 Abf Dgwi7d to, 41-", 4ynr is indicated by Ibn TaghrTBardl, and Ibn, 41-'Imgd. 

In editing Sharh Sunan AbIDAv5d by Al-ý'Aynf, owing to the extensive text and 

limitation of this research, the text is edited from BZ Tafrf Abwg Al-Tap7wWu' 

Warak'& AI-Sunna up to Ba-b FT &IN AI-Layl, since these sections and the rules they 

offer, especially the first sections, are widely used in practice in Muslim life. They refer 

to a related group of prayers, all of which are voluntary prayers, and the discussion in 

these sections are very useful. 

246 Al-ShawkanT, At-Badr Al-Talf 
' vol. 2, p. 295. 

247 A]-SakhawT, At-Daw' Al-Lami', vol. 9, p. 134, Idem. AI-Dhayl 'Ala' Raf' Al-Isr, p. 436. 
248 Ibn AVImad 

, 
Shadharat Al-Dhahab, vol. 7, p. 287, Al. -'AynT, 'A_qd Al-Juman, introduction, p. 10. 
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2.6. Conclusion 

From accounts of AgAynr's life it can be concluded that he was raised in a religious 

academic environment, as his father and grandfather were judges, and his father was 

also a ruler of his town, therefore he followed in his father's footsteps and was a judge 

in the Hana rfl- school, who attained high office. 

He suffered from the problems and calamities that faced the Egyptian society in his time 

such as the plague, in which he lost six of his sons, and the practice of bribery to secure 

key positions. Consequently, he was removed from his office several times. As a 

historian, in his book "Agd Al-JumAn he gave an accurate description of the 

characteristics of life in his society. 

Typically, the greatest scholars start their quest for knowledge from an early age, and 

Al-", 4ynf was no exception. He started to travel to seek knowledge when he was 

twenty-one years old and settled in Egypt, which shows his desire for knowledge, 

because at that time Egypt was the centre of learning in the Islamic world. 

Al-ý'Aynf had a long life, dying at the age of 93. His life was filled with study, teaching 

and writing. Among his great books were 'Umdat Al-Qjrj' Sharb Sahi-h Al-Bukh§rf, in 

which his style seems to be similar to that in Sharh Sunan AhýJj DAWEd, although the 

first is more detailed. These two books reflect Al-Ayn. T's personality as a great Uadj7h 

yfAI scholar. His book AL-Sa -Mahannad shows that Al-AynF was on good terms with 

the SulpDis, Al-Muayyad in particular, and that good relations prevailed between 

scholars and the Sulf&is in general. In Al-Bin&a FT Sharh Al- A1-AynT cites 
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evidence from the Qurffn and Sunna to refute the accusation that ganaji- scholars 

referred more to their own opinions than to these sources. 

AI-SAynrdesired to leam from the most knowledgable scholars of his time and they were 

often the same as those who taught Ibn ýIqjar, as he and Al-Aynj' worked in the same 

field. As a result of the great learning Al-. 4ynr obtained, his students in turn became 

great scholars in different branches of knowledge such as AI-Sakha&lin t1adj1h and Ibn 

Taghr. TBardf in history. Although Al-Sakh47vv. T was from the Sh, ýVf school and he was 

close to Ibn gajar, who had disputes with Al-ý'Ayn!, he praised AI-AynT, treated him 

fairly, expressed the view that Al-ý'Aynjs standing as a scholar was unsurpassed, which 

emphasises the high status of Abw'Aynj' among scholars. It is notable also that Al-ýAynr 

and Ibn tlajar shared many students, who tried to benefit from them both, despite their 

disagreement. 

, 41-'Aynf lived in an em in which scholars were encouraged and respected. He was 

close to some Sulpa and was appointed to high positions in the country. He followed 

in his father's and grandfather's footsteps as a judge. He studied under great scholars 

and his students were famous scholars of their time, who in their own books referred to 

him as an honoured scholar. He spent his life in learning, teaching and writing valuable 

books on different branches of knowledge. 

A comparison between. 4gAynf's life with that of IbnUajar reveals that, although their 

childhoods differed, they had several features in common. As for Ibn Vajar, he was 
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raised as an orphan, because his father died when he was four, whereas Al-"Aynr was 

raised by his father who encouraged him to study religious knowledge. 

Ibn tlajar's family were traders, which could explain his own interest in trade and 

involvement in it from an early age. Al-Aynj*'s family, by contrast, were judges and the 

family milieu was characterised by the pursuit of knowledge. In these respects, then, 

the two scholars came from very different backgrounds. In regard to their similarities, 

they both lost some of their sons in the plague, they shared some teachers and students, 

they both travelled to acquire learning in various countries, and they wrote Sharb of the 

same book, SaI21-h A I-Bukhffrj. However, Ibn gajar's book, Fath A I-B&T, is considered 

more popular and more valuable, and the best Sharp on aahTh Al-BukhIrT. Also, his 

other books were definitive texts on Hadj1h. 

Al--ýAynj' and Ibn Vajar adopted different approaches in their Shuri7h of Sahl-h At- 

Bukhik in that the former focused on linguistic interpretation, while the latter gave 

particular attention to explanation and reconciliation of conflicting gadiths. The 

intense rivalry between these two scholars was a source of tension, even aggression, 

between them, but it also enriched Islamic culture with the most detailed, lucid and 

valuable Shuri7h of Sahih Al-Bukhffri. 

Al--ýAynr followed the tlanafi- school of law and Ibn t1ajar followed the ShVi T school 

and this could be the reason for their dispute. Al-ý'AynF himself recorded that the Sulfin 

removed both of them from their positions as judges because of their continuous 
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disagreement. 249 However, this does not detract from their leading place among the 

scholars of Islam. 

. 49,4yn. T was an adherent of the ganaf. 1- school of Islamic law, and was intensely loyal 

to the opinions of its founder, Abi7Hanfa, who had studied under the first "followers". 

Ab 17 Hanfa's notable contribution to Fiqh scholarship in his classification of Fiqh into 

sections is reflected in subsequent scholarly works, including those of Aba DAW ad and 

, 41-ý'AynF 

The manuscript with which this work is concerned is a commentary on a text by Aba 

Dawad, one of the great gadj7h scholars, whose Sunan is noted for its clear 

organisation, accuracy, and the author's objectivity in acknowledging conflicting 

interpretations. 

AgAynj's manuscript is an example of the Sharb genre, which was popular among 

Islamic scholars of his day. Its purpose was to consolidate and clarify existing 

knowledge. In his SharbSunan. 4bFD, 7nv 41-'Ayniadopts a consistent and systematic 

approach to his explication, which covers bibliographical, linguistic and juristic issues, 

and demonstrates a deep knowledge of tladBh and Fiqh. There are some shortcomings, 

notably his bias towards the ganafi- interpretations. Nevertheless, the importance of 

Abi7 D., Twad's work, and the comprehensiveness of 41-ý'Aynls commentary make the 

manuscript an import and influential to the Fiqh literature. A detailed commentary on 

the manuscript follows. 

219 Al-. FAynT, eAgd AI-Juman. p. 372. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

COMMENTARY ON THE CONTENT OF THE MANUSCRIPT 

3.1. Section One : Detailed iniunctions about supererogatorv praver 

(Tatawwu') and the rakas of the Sunan-prayers 

3.1.1. Introduction 

Al-Tapwwu', AI-Sunna, Al-Nafl, and Al-Mandflb are terms almost similar in meaning, 

which refer to what God desired to be done. The acts for which there is most support in 

the badith are widely termed Sunna; other terms are used for unconfirmed acts, and A I- 

Tapwwd (voluntary) is a general term for all of them. Therefore, in the title of the 

section, the specific terin "Sunna" is given after the general one 250 t4TwaWUcq,. 

Furthermore, 41-Nafl in the Arabic language means "addition", and here it means 

additional to what is Far(f (obligatory). In jurisprudence, it means something the 

Prophet Moammad did, but not continuouSly. 251 

The term Sunna in Arabic means "method", and in jurisprudence it means those actions 

which the Prophet performed publicly and habitually, though there is no evidence that 

they are obligatory. Those actions which are attested in the Sunna bring more reward 

for their performance. 252 Therefore, AI-Nawifll is more general than Sunna and the 

250 Mahmad Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 133. 
251 Mubammad Al-KhurashT, AL-KhurashT, vol. 2, pp. 2-3. 
232 Ibid. 
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rules of the Sunna have stronger support in the &dlh. This interpretation is based on 

the view that Nafl and Tapwwu' have the same meaning. 253 

In this section, here the Sunna refers to a voluntary prayer which may be performed 

together with an obligatory one. The confirmed actions among the Sunna are called 

, 41-Rawgib, derived from a root having connotations of continuation, steadiness and 

Stability. 254 

Each kind of AI-FarTda (obligatory) worship has its TatawWu' (voluntary counterpart). 

There are obligatory and voluntary prayers. Zak& has a Tapwwu' dimension, which is 

alms. Fasting and gajj are other examples. The reason for performing these Tapwwu' 

is to gain a greater reward from Allah, and compensate for any shortcoming in 

perfonnance, of the obligatory observances. 255 

To understand the importance of the Nafl prayer in Islkn, the Hanbal! *School believes 

that, 41-Nafl prayer is the most valuable kind of voluntary worship in Islam because the 

form of obligatory worship to which it relates, prayer, is the one which is most 

important in Islam and includes various other kinds of worship, such as bowing, 

prostration, and glorification of Allah. Another opinion in the same school is that Jihffd 

256 has higher status, then comes Al-"Ilm knowledge and after that, prayer. The Sh. §ft'! ' 

253 Mahmod Al-AynT, Al-Binaya Fr Sharh Al-Hiday , vol. 2, pp. 604-605. 
254 'Ubayd Allah Al-Mubarakf(IrT, Mishkat Al-Masab , vol. 2, p. 140. 
255 Muhammad Al-Uthaymrn, Figh Al-clbada , p. 178. 
256 lbrahTm b. Muflib, Al-Mubdi' FT Sharh At-MugniC, vol. 2, p. 1. 
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School is similarly divided on what is the best kind of voluntary worship in IsIran, but 

one of their scholars has explained that this matter cannot be specified, for it depends on 

the circumstances and the person performing the worship. He said, by way of example, 

that almsgiving by a rich miser is better than his Praying all night, because in this case 

he is giving up what he loves most for the sake of God. 257 

There are some differences between the rules for obligatory and voluntary prayer: 

1. Someone who starts an obligatory prayer is not allowed to cut it short except for an 

exceptionally urgent need, but a voluntary prayer may be cut short for a reasonable 

causes and, even if there is no reason, the individual will not be punished, although 

his act is considered hateful (Makri7h). 

2. The obligatory prayer is performed in public with the congregation of Muslims, but 

only certain kinds of Nafl prayer, such as the "Id prayer, are performed in public. 

3. A person is punished for not perfonning an obligatory prayer but there is no 

punishment for not performing a Nafl 258 prayer. 

The Sh, ýVf School classifies the Nafl prayers into two categories: 

1. Those performed in public with the congregation of Muslims; this category is 

considered better than the second; 

2. Those not performed in public, because the Prophet used to perform them in 

private. 259 

257 Zakariyya AI-Anga, Asna Al-Matalib, vol. I, p. 200. 
259 Muhammad Al-ý'UthaymTn, Figh Al-clbada, pp. 178-180. 
259 Zakariyya AI-Angn, Asna Al-Matalib, vol. 1, p. 201. 
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3.1.2. The wisdom undefl-ving the exhortation to voluntary praye 

Al-Subk. r (d. 1352 A. H. /1933 A. D. ) explains in general terms the wisdom underlying 

the institution of the Nafl prayer, as being to raise people's place in heaven, to expiate 

sins, and to make up for any shortcoming in performing the Far(tprayer. 260 

Ibn Daqrq . 41-'Id has a more detailed elaboration of the reason for performing some 

voluntary prayers before and after the obligatory ones. With regard to Nafl before the 

prayer, he explains when someone is busy with his life and thinks about his own affairs, 

his heart is distracted from worship. Therefore, these Nafl will prepare him for the 

Far(I The Nafl after prayer, on the other hand, will make up for any shortcoming in 

performing the Far(i 261 

The Mgikl* School's view of this matter is that a person should not pray with the 

intention that the Nafl prayer will make up for the shortcoming of his Fard, because a 

Nafl performed with this intention will be detested. 262 A related point made in 

jurisprudence is that even if the obligatory prayers were not complete, this does not 

affect the rightness and acceptability to God of the voluntary prayer, 263 which seems 

sensible because each prayer is separate from the other. Moreover, Allah's mercy 

towards His followers is demonstrated by His acceptance of the voluntary prayer, even 

if there was a shortcoming in the obligatory prayer. 

260 Mahmild AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 133. 
261 Ibn DaqTq Al-'Td, Sharh Al-ý'Umda, vol. 1, p. 20, from 'Ubayd Allah Al-MubarakfarT, Mishkat Al- 
MasabTh, vol. 2, pp. 142-199. 
262 cAlT AVAdawT, Al-Khurashi, vol. 2, pp. 21-22. 
263 MuhyyT Al-DTn Al-NawawT, Al-Maima , vol. 3, p. 550. 
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3.1.3. The legitimacy of AI-Sunan Al-Rawgib and their timin 

Jurisprudents had different opinions on the legitimacy of such voluntary prayer. 

1. The majority of scholars agreed on their legitimacy, that there are specific times 

for them, and that they deserve to be performed continually. 
z 

2. Al-ImAin Mdik's opinion was that there was no specific time for these prayers. 264 

His reason for that was to avoid their impinging on the time of the Far(fprayers; 

therefore he argued that only those who have fulfilled their obligation in this 

respect should pray the Naj7.265 

Scholars of the M9ikj' School also have two different opinions in regard to the 

Al-Nawafil Al-Qabliyya (a voluntary prayer performed before the obligatory one): 

1. That this kind of Nafl is only required when the person is waiting for the Jamda 

prayer, and there is plenty of time before the Far(I prayer; if that is not the case, 

then it is not allowed. 
266 

2. That it should be performed by every Muslim, whether he is waiting for the 

Jamda prayer or not, when there is plenty of time, and it is better that this prayer 

be performed at the beginning of the time of the Far(I prayer. 267 

264 MaU b. Anas, AI-Mudawwana Al-Kubra , vol. 1, p. 97. 
265 Mubammad "Abd AI-Salam Al-MubarakfarT, Mishkat Al-MasabTh, vol. 2, pp. 142-149. 
266 'AIT Al-'AdawT, Al-Khurashl, vol. 2, pp. 2-3. 
267 Muhammad Al-DusclqT, Hashiyat AJ-Dusogj, vol. 1, p. 313. 
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On the issue of setting a specific time for these prayers, the ganbalr opinion is that the 

time of each NqjI before the Fard starts from the starting time of the Fara until the 

latter is performed, and the time of every Nafl performed after the FarV starts from the 

time the latter is performed until its designated period finishes. 268 

. 41-. 'Irgqf (d. 806 A. H. /1403 A. D. ) from the ShVi r School rejects this opinion, saying 

that in "Aisha's narration of the Prophet's tladj7h, it is said that when he missed the 

four Nafl raka before the Zuhur prayer he performed them after the two Nqjl rakas 

after Zuhur, which means that the Nafl before prayer could be performed any time until 

the end of the Far(I time. 269 This opinion was shared by another scholar in the same 

school, who said that the after-FarVNafl cannot be prayed before the Fard 
., 

because it 

belongs specifically to the time after the Far(I is performed, but the preceding Nafl can 

be prayed after the Faraf 
., 

because the time during which it is applicable lasts until the 

Far(itime is finished. 270 

3.1.4. The number of AI-Sunan AI-RawNib 

Because of the different narrations that indicated different numbers of AI-Sunan 

Al-Rawgib, scholars have expressed different opinions as to their number. 

269 'Abd al-Rabman b. Qasim, Hashiyat Al-Rawd Al-Murbi'. vol. 2, pp. 211-212. 
269 Ibid. 
270 Zakariyya Al-Anýarr, Asna M-Matalib, vol. 1, p. 202. 
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1. The 9anaj. -I School: 

AI-SubkT in his explanation of Synan AT Da2wi7d concluded that the number of Al- 

Sunan AI-Rawgib is twelve rakas, and that in the &dRhs there is clear evidence 

against Al-gasan 41-Baýr! 's (d. I 10 A. D. /728 A. D. ) view that the two rakas before 

Fajr prayer are obligatory (as they were mentioned in Al-TirmiArs version as one of 

AI-Sunan Al-Raw&ib). 271 He also agreed with Al-AynT (d. 855, AR/1451 A. D. ) as 

they are from the same t1anafl- School that, since the different narrations indicate 

different numbers of these Sunan, which in total amount to fourteen raeas, they should 

all be considered, even if the reward in the ffadj7h was given for twelve of them. 272 

Therefore, according to the t1anafit School there are twelve AI-Sunan AI-Raw. Rib: in 

two rakas before Fajr, four before Zuhur and two after it, two after Maghrib, and two 

after 'Ishj'. 

On the other hand, they consider some Sunan as favourable, such as four rakas before 

"Ag, four before 'Ishj', two after the two RRiba of Zuhur, two after the RRiba of 

'Ishj', and six after the Maghrib prayer. 273 

271 Al-TirmidhT, Sunan, Kitab Al-$alat. Section on who prays twelve rak! as, no. 415. 
272 Mabmad Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawr(id, vol. 7, p. 134. Al-. 'AynT, Minhat Al-Sulak, manuscript, 
pp. 52-53. 
273 Ibid. Zayn Al 'AbidTn, Al-AshbAh wa'l Naza'ir, p. 33. 
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2. The t1anbal! School: 

In the opinion of the Hanbal. F School there are ten AI-Sunan Al-RawRib: two raeas 

before Zuhur and two after it, two after Maghrib, two after "Ishg', and two after Fajr. 

They took this number from Ibn 'Umar's Hadilh that the Prophet prayed two rakas 

before Zuhur and two after it, two after Maghrib, two after "Ishff', and two before Fajr. 

However, there is another opinion in the school which is Ibn Taymiyya's (d. 728 

A. H. /1372 A. D. ) opinion that, 41-Sunan. 41-Rawgib are twelve rakas. This opinion was 

based on 41-Tirmidhrs narration of this tladl7h and "Aisha's tladj1h that the Prophet 

never omitted to pray four rakas before Zuhur. 274 

In regard to the favourable Sunan after Al-RawRib, there are also two different 

opinions, as is a characteristic of this school. The first is that there are twenty: four 

before Zuhur and four after, four before 'A §r, four after Maghrib and four after 'Ishj' 275 

The other opinion adds two more rakas after the Maghrib prayer, bringing the number 

to SiX. 
276 Ibn Qudkna (d. 620 AR/1223 A. D. ) criticised that view, on the ground that 

the tladlh that mentions the four rakas after the Maghrib prayer is very weak. 277 

3. The Sh. ý'I T School: 

The ShqýV. Ts have five different opinions in regard to AI-Sunan AI-Rawfftib: 

274 Mubammad AVUthaymm, AI-Sharh Al-Mumtani', vol. 4, pp. 94-96. 
275 'Abd al-Rabman b. Qasim, Hashiyat AI-R wd AI-Murbi', vol. 2, pp. 216-218. 
276 'Abdullah b. Qudama, A]-Kaft FT Figh Ahmad, vol. 1, pp. 192-193. 
277 'Abdullah b. Qudama, AU-MughnL vol. 1, pp. 765,766. 
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1. that there are ten rakas, as inIbn 'Umar'sffadl7h; this is the majority view; 

2. that there are eight rakas, two after 'IshX being left out; 

3. that there are twelve; this view is reached by adding two more rakas before the 

Zuhur prayer, to bring the number to four; 

4. that there are fourteen; this view adds two more rakas after Zuhur, which makes 

four; 

5. that there are eighteen; this is based on the addition of four rakas before the 'Aýr 

prayer. 278 

Some Sh, 37'! scholars tried to reconcile these opinions, pointing out that the minimum 

number of AI-Sunan Al-Rawgib rakas is ten and the maximum is eighteen. 279 

AI-Subk, T (756 A. H. /1355 A. D. ) explained that every authentic tladffh indicating a 

number for these Nawqý711 should be accepted and followed; the degree to which they are 

desirable depends on how often the Prophet continued to pray them, or whether there 

are other tladAh supporting the same Nafl. 280 Furthennore, Al-MawawT (d. 261 

A. H. /1277 A. D. ) indicated that the same applies to the different numbers of the rakas 

in the forenoon and Witr prayer, i. e. that praying the lesser number achieves the lowest 

level of the Sunna and the greatest number achieves the more perfect Sunna. 281 

However, the Witr is a single prayer and the variation is in the number of the rakas, 

279 c Abd al-RabTm Al-'IraqT, Tarh Al-Tathrlb, vol. 3, p. 33. 
279 Ibid. 
280 Ibid., p. 34. 
219 1 Al-NawawT, Sharh SahTh Muslim, vol. 6, p 9. 
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whereas the position in regard to AI-Sunan AI-Rawgib seems to be more complicated, 

because opinions vary on how many rakas there are for each prayer of Al-Rawilib. 

4. The Mgiki* School 

The MgikiSchool has a totally different opinion concerning the number of these 

Rawgib. They take the view that there is no set limit to their number, and argue that the 

numbers indicated in the t1adiths are not intended for limitation (which seems to be a 

strange opinion); therefore, whether a Muslim adds more rakas or confines himself to 

the number indicated, he will still have the same reward, but if he reduces them, then it 

will incur God's displeasure. 282 

Regarding the tladj7h evidence for the sequence of the importance of AI-Sunan Al- 

Rawgib, in spite of the conflicting opinions on the numbers of Al-Rawgib in the four 

main schools, they seem generally to agree that the rakas before Fajr are the most 

confirmed. An exception is the Malik! School, who believe that the Nafl is favourable 

at any time, but it is confirmed after Maghrib, before and after Zuhur, and before 'A F 

prayer. 283 For the t1anafl- School, after the Sunna of Fajr comes the Sunna ofMaghrib, 

the Sunna after 'Ish §,, 284 the Sunna before Zuhur, after Zuhur, before '. 4§r and then 

before 'Ishj' Another opinion in the school is that the Sunna before and after Zuhur 

282 'Air Al-. 'AdawT, 
_AI-Khurashl, vol. 2, pp. 2-3. 

283 Ibid. 
294 Ma4M(ld AVAynT, AI-Binaya FT Sharh AI-Hidaya, vol. 2, pp. 604-605. 
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and after Maghrib are of the same level, and others say that the Sunna before Zuhur is 

more confirmed. 
285 

The ganbalf School agrees with the first opinion of the tlanqfi-s. 286 No discussion of 

the sequence of, 41-Sunan, 41-Rawatib could be found in the Sh, 37r books, but they have 

two opinions on which is more favourable, the Rawgib before or after the Faro prayer. 

The first opinion is that the after-Far(l prayer is more favourable because the preceding 

ones are just an introduction to the prayer, but the prayer after FarV has the honour of 

following it. The other opinion is that they are equally worthy. 287 This view appears to 

be more reliable for there is no evidence from the Sunna that one is preferred over the 

other. This section consists of fourbadiths. In the first badj1h (1250-1), the meaning of 

the phrase (who prayed in a day) means every day and night; it is a general condition 

derived from Al-Nisff'? 88 and Ibn Mga Ps 289 narration reported from 'Aisha (who 

continued performing twelve rakas). 

"A house in heaven will be built for him" refers to the situation where the worshipper's 

obligatory prayers were perfect and complete, but if they were incomplete then the 

shortfall will be made up from his voluntary prayer. 290 

2115 'Uthman AI-Zaylaor, TabyyTn At-HagLiq, vol. 1, pp. 171-172. 
216 lbrahm b. Mubammad, Manar Al-SabTl, vol. 1, pp. 109-110. 
287 Muhammad Al-MubarakfilrT, Mishkat Al-Masabih, vol. 2, pp. 140-144. See also Zakariyya Al-Anýaff, 
Asna Al-Matalib, vol. 1, pp. 200-202. 
289 In Kitab Al-Qiyam, the Section on the reward for those who pray twelve rakas, badTth number (1799), 
page (2206). 
299 In Kitab Iqamat Al-$alat, the Section on the twelve raka, badith number (114 1), page (2543). 
290 Mahmad Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrild, vol. 7, p. 134. See also Mubammad 'Abd al-Salam, Al- 
MubarakfarT, Mishkat At-MasabTh, vol. 2, p. 14 1. 
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In Sahj-h Muslim 291 Umm Habir-ba said, 

"I never left them, " 

referring to the twelve raka and the same point is made by "Amr b. Aws, and Al-Ntfm&? 

b. Salim, which means that the reward is for who continues praying them. Scholars 

concluded from this that it is better for scholars to do likewise, with the purpose of 

encouraging people to continue performing these rakas. 292 

In. Uad, ffh (1251-2) there is no mention of the 'A§r prayer, which confirms that there is 

no RRiba for it. 

In regard to the first lesson from this Padffh (praying AI-Sunan Al-RawRib at home): 

Some scholars disapproved of the performance of these prayers in the mosque, in the 

light of this ýadffh, but the majority agree that these prayers can be performed in the 

mosque, although it is better that they are prayed at home. They supported their opinion 

with the following Padlh: 

"The best of man's prayer is the one in his house, unless it 
is an obligatory prayer"293 

291 In Kitab $a1at Al-MusafirTn, under the Section on Al-Sunan Al-Rawatib, badTth number (728), page 
(792). 
292 Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 6, p. 9. 

293 Muslim, SahTh, Kitab $alat Al-MusafirTn: the Section on the favourable voluntary prayer being the 

prayer in the house, badTth number (1825), page (80 1). 
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Moreover, they argue, the Prophet used to perform his voluntary prayers in his house, 

even if he sometimes performed them in the mosque. The reason for the second opinion 

mentioned by Al-Ayni, that praying these prayers in public is better, is so that people 

know them, and do not think that they represent an innovation in Islam. 

Al-MubffrayikF(d. 1353 A. H. /1943 A. D. ) agrees with this opinion, and argues that 

these prayers should be prayed in the mosque, especially by scholars, because people 

follow their example, so if scholars stopped praying them in the mosques, then other 

people would do the same and even stop perfon-ning them in their homes. 294 However, 

it seems that these rakas are widely known among the Muslims. According to Ibn 

t1ajar (d. 852 A. H. /1448 A. D. ), Malik (d. 179 A. H. /795 A. D. ) and. 41-Thawri"(D. 161 

A. H. /777 A. D. ), based their opinion (that the daytime RawRib should be performed in 

the mosque and night-time ones should be prayed at home), on the gadlh which 

indicated that the Prophet prayed two raka's before Zuhur, two after it, and two after 

Jum'a in the mosque, and that the two raeas after Maghrib and "Ishg' were in his 

295 house, but Ibn ffajar (852 A. H. /1448 A. D. ) rejected this opinion, arguing that this 

was not a deliberate decision by the Prophet, but a matter of circumstance because he 

was usually busy with people during the day and he was usually at home at night. 296 

294 Mubammad AI-Mubarakftia, Mishkat Al-MasabTh, vol. 2, pp. 143-144. 
295 Al-BukharT, SahTh, KitAb Al-Tahajjud, the Section on the voluntary prayer after the obligatory one, 
badTth number (1172), page (9 1). 
2% Ibn Ijajar, Eath Al-BaLT, vol. 3, p. 50. 
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Another tladlh, which supports the view of the majority of scholars that AI-Sunan Al- 

Rawgib should be performed at home, is narrated by Ibn "Umar: 297 

"perform some of your prayers in your houses, and don't 

make them as graves 19298 

As for the ffanafl- School, they prefer that these prayers should be perfonned in 

people's houses, but they believe that the most important matter is the faithful intention 

with which the prayers are performed, in the hope of God's reward. 299 

On the opinion of Mgik and Al-ThawrT indicated before, Al-Nawawj, ' (d. 676 

A. D. /1277A. H. ) who is from the Sh, ý'Fj' School, contradicts them by pointing out that 

the Prophet prayed the Rgiba of the dawn and Friday prayers, which are daytime 

prayers, at home. 300 Al-cIrjqi'mentioned that the wisdom of praying Al-Raw&ib at 

home is that it is done in private, so in performing the prayers, the worshipper will be 

seeking to please God, not to impress other people. Another reason is that the house 

will be blessed by these prayers and Satan kept away from it. "' According to Ibn 

'Umar's narration, mentioned before, the ganbalj' School concluded that AI-Rgiba of 

AI-Maghrib, Fajr and "Ishg' should be performed at home and the rest in the mosque. 

297 Ibid., p. 62. 
298 Al-Bukhart SahTh, Kitab Al-Tahajud, Section on the voluntary prayer in the house, badTth number 
(1187), page (92). 
299 Fakhr Al-DTn AI-Zayla'r, TabyyTn Al-HaqLiq, vol. 1, p. 172. 
300 Zayn Al-DTn Al-lraq, Tarh Al-TathrTh, vol. 3, p. 36. 
301 Ibid., p. 37. See also 'Abd al-Rabman At-NajdT, Hashiyat A]-Rawd Al-Murbi', vol. 2, p. 212. 
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Another opinion in the school is that it makes no difference whether they are prayed at 

home or in the mosque. 
302 

The Mgikj' School had different opinions from the other main schools regarding 

Al-Rawgib. They believed that it was better for strangers who visit the Prophet's 

mosque to pray AI-RawWb in it, but the people of Al-Mad. Tna should perform these 

prayers at home. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, some believed that AI-Rawglib in the 

daytime should be performed in the mosque. Ibn Rushd (d. 595 A. H. /I 198 A. D. ), one of 

the famous scholars of the school, explained that if a person did not perform them in the 

mosque, he might become busy with his family at home and forget to perform them. 303 

The fifth lesson that Al-ýAynr concluded from the second badlh was not narrated as one 

of the observances the Prophet used to perform, but it is one of the possible ways in 

which a person may pray. 304 Al-"Aynralso pointed out that this state in praying is 

allowed by Abi7 &Wfa. AI-SubkZ however, mentioned that although it is allowed by 

AM ffanifa, he considers it undesirable. 305 For the other three main schools, this 

condition is allowed. 306 

302 Burhan Al-DTn b. Muflih, Al-Mubdi', vol. 2, p. 15. 
303 cAlT Al-AdawT, AI-_KhurashT, vol. 1, p. 6. See Also Mubammad Al-DusaqT, Hashiyat Al-Duscig vol. 
1, p. 314. 
304 Mubammad Al-MubarakparT, Mishkat Al-MasabTh, vol. 2, p. 145. 
303 Mabmad Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 136. 
306 KhalTl Al-SahamafarT, Badhl Al-Ma_ihcid, vol. 6, p. 373. 
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The scholars who allow this condition take the view that the Prophet referred in the 

t1adith to voluntary prayer, and the people who prohibit it consider the prayer referred 

to in the Uadffh to be obligatory. 

Al-Nawaw. r believed that this badWh refers to voluntary prayer and whoever sits during 

the prayer, if he has the valid excuse of not being able to stand, has the same reward as 

one who stands for the prayer, but anyone who sits without an excuse has only half of 

the reward. He also explained that this badj7h cannot be considered as referring to 

obligatory prayer, for whoever sits during it without an excuse is not accepted, but one 
307 

who has an excuse still earns a full reward. This is because standing during the 

prayer is one of the conditions that must be fulfilled for it to be considered to be 

performed correctly. 

The Sunna of the Juma prayer is mentioned in Hadlh (1252-3), which states that the 

Prophet performed two rakas after the Juma prayer. Other gadl7hs indicate that the 

Prophet performed four rakas after it. Therefore, jurisprudents varied in their opinions 

regarding the Sunna after Jum"a. Im&n Atmad favoured the two rakas, while Abi7 

Hanfa favoured the four. Aba Yasqf, who was from theAbaýlanfa School, suggested 

six ragas, in an attempt to combine the two narrations. 308 This is not for the Sunna after 

Jum'a, but for the Sunna before it. The ganball do not favour any Sunna before 

307 Al-NawawT, Sharh SahTh Musliml vol. 3, pp. 14-15. 
308 KhalTI AI-Saharnafaff, Badhl AI-Maihod, vol. 6, p. 374. Al-ý'AynT, Minhat AI-Sulok . manuscript, p. 
52. 
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Jum'a '309 but Al-Sh, 37'1* considered the Sunna of the Juma prayer to be the same as the 

Sunna of the Zuhur prayer. 310 

In regard to the Sunna before the Zuhur prayer in Hadilh (1253-4), the Sunna before the 

Zuhur prayer is four rakas, whereas the previous gadffh indicated that it is two raeas. 

Jurisprudents have discussed this conflict and tried to reconcile the two narrations. Al- 

D,; Twudj'(d. 945 A. H. /538 A. D. ) explained that Ibn "Umar and 'Aisha (the narrators of 

the two gadlhs) had each described what they had seen, or that Ibn "Umar had 

forgotten the other two rakas and mentioned only 311 two. Ibn gajar believed that this 

was unlikely and his interpretation was that the Prophet sometimes performed two and 

other times four. Another possibility is that he performed two when he was in the 

mosque, and four when he was at home, or that he prayed two rakas at his house, then 

a further two when he reached the mosque, he prayed another two. Therefore, Ibn 

312 'Umar saw only the two in the mosque, and 'Aisha knew about the four. Al- Tabarl 

(d. 3 10 A. H. /922 A. D. ) pointed out that the Prophet was accustomed to praying four 

rak'as before the Zuhur prayer in most situations, and that most of the Prophet's 

companions also did So. 313 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya (d. 751 AR/1350 A. D. ) had a 

309 Sharaf Al-DTn Al-IjajawT, Al-Igna' FT Figh Ahmad, vol. 1, p. 146. 
310 Zakariyya AI-AnWT, Asna Al-Matalib, vol. 1, p. 202. 
311 Ibid. 
312 Ibid. 
313 MabMad Al-Subkr, Al-Manhal M-Mawrud, vol. 7, pp. 136-137. See also Mubammad Al-BantirT, 
Ma'arif Al-Sunjjn, vol. 4, pp. 56-57. 
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different opinion, that these four rakas are separate prayers that the Prophet performed 

in the middle of the day, and not the Sunna of the Zuhur prayer. 314 

3.2. Section Two: On performance of two rakfas before the dawn 

praye 

Ab 17 DJw W first started with general badfths referring to A I-Sunan A I-Rawffib, then he 

documented the Padlhs related to each kind in turn, starting with gadRh (1254-4). 

In this tladl7h Al-Subkr considers Al-ffasan's opinion that the Sunna of Al-Fajr is 

compulsory as an odd one, and explains that the Prophet's continuing to practise this 

Sunna does not mean that it is compulsory, unless there is other evidence (Qarrna). 315 

This opinion that these rakas are compulsory, was ascribed to Abi7 Vanfa. 316 

Mupammad AbWf (d. 1329 A. H. /1919 A. D. ) explains the reason for the scholars' 

belief that these rakas are compulsory. He argues that, since they were confirmed in 

more than one Padift they are valued more than the ordinary voluntary prayer, but they 

are not obligatory (Fard 
. 
), so they must be compulsory ffqib). Others, who consider 

them voluntary, base their opinion on the fact that they were mentioned in the ýadjlh as 

such, though they acknowledge that the fact that they are confirmed makes them more 

favourable than any other voluntary prayer. 317 

314 'Abd al-Rahman Al-NajdT, Al-Rawd AI-Murbi', vol. 2, p. 217. 
315 Mabmad AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal AI-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 140. 
316 Maýimtld Al-'AynT, Al-Binaya Sharh Al-Hiday 

, vol. 2, p. 605. 
317 Mubammad AbadT, Iclam Ahl Alcsr bi Ahkam Rakatay Al-Fai 

, pp. 21-22. 
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In contrast, it seems that this badt7h indicates that Al-Fajr RRiba is not obligatory, in 

the phrase: 

"from the voluntary prayer. 019 

It also points out the importance of these rakas and that the Prophet was accustomed to 

performing them more than any other voluntary prayer. 3 19 Another ýadjlh which 

confirms the high status of this prayer is found in &Pffi Muslim: 

"The rakas of AI-Fqjr is better than the whole universe with 
all that is in it" (Khayrun min Al-Dunyjwa m, §Fjh, § 320). 

For this reason, a Muslim who does not perform these rakas is losing a great reward 

from Allah and his omission reflects a weak faith. 321 

3.3. Section Three: On observinz the Sunan prayer of dawn shortly 

The main point discussed in this section is that the Prophet used to pray the Fajr prayer 

in a short form, and that there were specific verses he used to recite which were also 

short. However, tladlh (1258-8) is concerned with the importance of praying the Fajr 

prayer, and thus differs in emphasis from the rest of this section. 

From the first gadffh (1255-5) various rules have been derived by the main schools of 

jurisprudence. Im&n Mdik's opinion was that only SCrat Al-FRipa should be recited in 

3 'a Al-NawawT, Sharh SahTh Muslim, vol. 3, p. 5. 
319 Mubammad Al-MubarakporT, Mishkat Al-MasabTh, vol. 2, p. 1345. 
320 MUSIiM' SahTh, Kitab $alat Al-Musafirm, section on the Sunna of Fajr prayer, no. 725, p. 792. 
321 'Abdullah Al-Bassam, TaysTr Al. -Wigm, vol. 1, p. 195. 
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322 
these rakas. The other schools interpreted them as indicating another SCra after 

AI-F&iba. However, Im&nAbi7tIanJfa believed that along Si7ra could be recited after 

the FRipa, whereas the other schools argue that the Si7ra should be short, as this was the 

way the Prophet performed it, as indicated in this PadA and the following one. 323 Abd 

tianfa based his opinion on other general hadBhs which indicate that long prayers are 

324 
preferable. Zayn . 41-ýAbidhn (d. 94 A. H. /712 A. D. ) mentioned another opinion of 

Im, ýPn Abi7 &mfa, that it is better for the recitation in these raeas to be short. 325 The 

opinion of the majority of the scholars is that it is better that these rakas be short, 

because that is what is specified in this badl7h and in others. 326 Ibn ffajar pointed to the 

wisdom of this prayer being short, so the dawn prayer can be performed at the 

beginning of its allotted time, or to start the day's prayer with a short raea. 327 

In regard to the second. Uadj1h (1256-6), another Padj1h which refers to these two SCras 

was mentioned in Sahi-h Muslim, narrated by Ibn 'Umar, 

I saw the Prophet for a month reciting in the two rakas 
before Fajr (QuI Yff Ayyuha AI-Kelri7n and QuI Huwa 

WhMu 'Apad , )328 
(Say: 0 ye that reject faith, and say: He is Allah The 
One). 

322 MAI& b. Anas, Al-Mudawwana Al-Kubra, vol. 1, p. 118, see also Mubarnmad b. Rushd, Bidayat Al- 
Muitahid, vol. 1, p. 463. 
323 'Abd al-RabTm Al-'IraqT, Tarh A]-TathrTh, vol. 3, p. 46. See also lbrahTm b. MuM, Al-Mubdi' 

Sharh Al-Mugni', vol. 2, p. 14. 
324 Mubarnmad Al-ShawkanT, Nayl Al-Awta , vol. 3, p. 2 1. 
325 Zayn Al-e', kbidm, Al-Ashbah wa'l Naza'ir p. 169. 
326 MubammadkbadL I'larn hl AVAsr, p. 

; 
2. 

327 Ibn Ijajar, Lath Al-Bag, vol. 3, p. 46. 
328 MUSliM' SahTh, Kitab $alat Al-Musaf irm, section on the Sunna of Fajr prayer, no. 726, p. 792. 
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These S&as are recited after Al-FRiba, but this is not stated explicitly, because it is 

very well known AI-F&Lba that it should be recited in every prayer, and there is no 

evidence in this ýadjlh that AI-Faifta should not be recited in these rakas. 329 

This badj7h disproves Im&n Mgik's opinion that AI-FRiPa should only be recited in 

these rakas. Another lesson from this badffh is that reciting these SCras, in particular 

in these raeas, is favourable. 330 

In &dlh (1257-7), A1-SubkT offers an interesting explanation of the last word in the 

badj7h, which clarifies the relationship between the badRh and the title of the section. 

He said that this word, Ajmaltuhum4 means that the Prophet performed the two rakas 

very briefly, 331 and this meaning is different from that indicated by Al-"Ayni. " which is 

consistent with the title of the section. 

, yadj7h (125 8-8) does not fit in with the title of the section, 332 because the ýadjlhs in this 

section are concerned with the recitation in these rakas, while this hadRh discusses its 

importance. 

This With is considered as Ddif. On the other hand, . 41-'. 4ynrs commentary on the 

chain of authority implies that it is not, and it seems that his commentary on "Abd Al- 

329 MaWad AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 140. 
330 Mubammad Al-BancirT, Ma'arif AI-Sunan, vol. 4, p. 60. 
331 Mabmad AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal M-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 140. 
332 lbid, p. 14 1. 
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RalBn,, 'm b. Isp5q is the same one mentioned by Al-Mundhirr in his explanation of this 

Hadith. 333 

There are two explanations for the meaning of the badj1h. The first one is that even if 

the enemy is chasing you on horseback and you are trying to escape, you should not 

neglect to perform these rakas, but should try to perform them, even on horseback. 

The second explanation is that if your army are leaving their place, even in this limited 

time, if you are afraid that you will miss them, you should not omit to perform them. 334 

Al-Subk. rpointed out that this ýadj7h is clear evidence in support of the view that these 

rak'as are compulsory, but the majority of scholars hold that this badilh is weak and 

even if it is not,, they suggest that it exaggerates their importance, because these rakas 

are mentioned in other badiths as voluntary prayers. 

, 41-$ad&? T(d. 1182 A. D. 1672 A. H. ) indicated that from ýadRh (1259-9) it can be 

concluded that it is permitted to recite a verse from the middle of a SCra. 335 

The lesson that Al-"Aynr derived from badBh (1260-10), that it is permissible to recite 

the Qur, 7m- aloud during the night prayer, was based on the opinion that the Prophet 

recited the Qurffn aloud in these raeas and the companions heard these exact 

333 Al-Ijafiz Al-MundhirT, Mukhtasar Sunan AbT Dawad, vol. 2, p. 75. 
334 Mubammad AbadT, Irlam Ahl Al--ýAs 

, p. 9. 
335 Mubammad Al-$ananT, Subul Al-SaIAM, vol. 1, p. 384. 
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Si7ras. Other hadiths support the opinion, but other scholars believed that the Prophet 

was not reading aloud, and that the Si7ras were known from the fact that the companions 

heard some words of the verse and knew them. 336 There are also otherhadiths which 

indicate that the Prophet was not reading aloud, and it is believed that to say the Prophet 

was reciting aloud is more correct, according to the proofs from the badNhS. 337 

3.4. Section Four: On lying down after praying the two rakfas before 

the dawn praye 

The three Withs in this section (1261-11,1262-12,1264-13) are related, in that they 

discuss lying down after the Fajr Sunna. The first hadi7h suggests that one should lie 

down after the Fajr Sunna, the second one explains that the lying down should be 

before the Sunna, and the third one indicates that the Prophet woke the worshippers in 

the mosque to pray the Fajr prayer, which means that they were lying down before it 

and after the Fajr Sunna. 338 In other copies of the SunanAbf D&W, there is another 

Padith between Padj7h (1262-12 and 1264-13), which should be (1263), which confirms 

that it is correct to lie down after the Fajr Sunna. 339 As Ab%nr indicated, there are 

different opinions as to whether such action is permissible and whether it takes place 

before or after the Fajr Sunna. 

336 Mubarnmad AbadT, I'larn Ahl AVAs 
, p. 42. 

337 Ibid. 
338 Mabmad Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 150. 
339 The badTth is Wisha's narration that the Prophet, after he had prayed Fajr Sunna, if she was asleep 
lay down, and if she was awake, talked to her. Aba Dawad, Sunan AbT Dawad, vol. 2, p. 2 1. 
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On the first Point, 41-$an", ýYnT points out thatbadj7h (1260-11) clearly commands lying 

down after the Fajr Sunna, but because other badPhs make no mention of it after the 

Sunna, it is considered favourable. 340 

There is a conflict between the first and the second Padj7h in this section, regarding 

whether one should lie down before or after the Fajr Sunna (Ibn t-Iajar reconciles the 

two opinions, and explains that "lying down before Fajr Sunna " in the tadRh, refers to 

the Prophet's sleep between his prayer in the night and the Fajr prayer, and there is no 

mention of lying down after the Fajr Sunna in this tadffh, which means that it is not 

obligatory. 341 ) He suggested that the reason An Mas"W rejected lying down (as 

mentioned by Al-Ayni) was that he was not aware of the badlh that ordered it. He also 

said that Ibn 'Umar's calling it an innovation is odd. 342 Some scholars are of the 

opinion that the Prophet lay down between the Fajr Sunna and Fajr prayer to separate 

them so that they would not appear to be one prayer. Those scholars who hold this 

opinion believe that any action may be performed between the Fajr Sunna and the Fajr 

prayer, to separate them. 343 41-Subkrs comment on the first ýudjih (when Marwj*n b. 

Al-. Uakam asked Abd Hurayra if walking to the mosque was sufficient action to 

separate the Fajr prayer from its Sunna) is that the walking to the mosque is an act of 

340 Mubammad Al-$an'anT, Subul Al-Salarn, vol. 1, p. 386. 
341 Ibn Ijajar, Fath 

_AI-BarT, vol. 3, pp. 43-44. Ibn Battal, Sharh SahTh al-Bukh manuscript, vol. 1, 

chapter on praying at night, section on who talks after and not lay down (no page numbers). 
342 Ibid. 
343 Mubammad AbadT, I'lam AM AVAs , p. 72. 
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worship and lying down after Fajr Sunna is another act of worship, because the Prophet 

ordered it, and neither of them could replace the other. 344 

3.5. Section Five: On praviniz the two rakas of the Sunan praye 

while the Im, -Tin is leadint! the people in the oblizatorv dawn prave 

This section (1265-14 - 1266-15) is related to the case of a worshipper who enters the 

mosque and finds that the Imain has started the Fajr prayer, though the worshipper has 

not performed the Fajr Sunna. The question is, whether he should pray with the Im&n 

or whether he should perform the Fajr Sunna first, and then continue the Fajr prayer 

with the Im&n. 

, 41.. ', 4yn, r believed that the Fajr Sunna should be performed in this situation. He argued 

that in badffh (1265-14) the Prophet rebuked the worshipper, not for the perfonnance of 

the Sunna, but because he did not separate the Fajr prayer from its Sunna by any action 

or speech. However, AI-SubkT indicated that Muslim's narration explains that the 

worshipper prayed the Fajr Sunna in the comer of the mosque then came forward to 

perform the Fajr prayer with the Prophet, which invalidates 41-%nrs explanation. 345 

As evidence for his view, 41-'AynF cited another narration of the ýadRh (1266-15) 

including the words, "except for the Fqjr Sunna", but this addition is not authenticated, 

according to Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, 346 (in the biography of "Abbad's, one of the 

344 Mabmad Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Maurcld, vol. 7, pp. 145-146. 
345 Ibid., vol. 7, p. 153. 
346 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Aclam Al-MuwnaiýLn, vol. 2, pp. 339-340. 
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, ftadPh narrators, it is indicated that most scholars criticised him). 347 Ibn Qayyim 

, 41-Ja%, ziyya also pointed out that the reward of the Fajr Sunna can be achieved by 

praying it after the Fajr prayer, and that there were situations in the companions lives 

when they prohibited the Fajr Sunna from being performed after the Im&n had started 

the Fajr prayer. 348 As a summary of scholars' opinions on this matter, 4b fi tlan#a and 

Mdik agreed that this Sunna can be prayed after the Im&n has started the Fajr prayer. 

Al-Shqjl'rand. 4jBnad (d. 241 A. H. 855 A. D. ) agreed that it WaS Makrah. 349 

AI-Nawawr tried to explain the wisdom of not performing any prayer other than the one 

that the Im&n was performing, arguing that it was in order that the worshipper might 

concentrate on the obligatory prayer, which is more important than the voluntary one. 350 

Another explanation, offered by AI-Q,! ýW* Cly - 
.. 

(. 533 A. H. /I 134 A. D. ) was that it is in 

order to prevent the Sunna being mistaken for the obligatory prayer. 351 

Ibn, Vajar suggested that the reason for the Hanajj-opinion was that there was a conflict 

in their point of view, between badlhs that ordered these voluntary prayers to be prayed 

and PadAs that prohibited them from being prayed after the Im&n started praying the 

347 Al-DhahabT, Man Al-l'tidal, vol. 2, p. 372. 
348 IbnQayyimAl-Jawziyya, A'IamAl-Muwý ýin, vol. 2, p. 341. 
349 Mu4ammad Al-Banuff, Mearif Al-Sunan, vol. 4, pp. 73-74. 
350 Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 3, p. 223. 
351 Ibid. 
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obligatory prayer. Therefore, they tried to reconcile these hadBhs in their 

interpretation. 352 

3.6. Section Six: When should a person offer the two raffas of the 

dawn praver (Sunan prayer) if he has missed it? 

From UadBhs (1267-16) (1268-17) it is clear from 41-'. 4ynrs commentary on this 

badj1h that he does not agree with Al-Khatta-brs (d. 388 A. H. - 998 A. D. ) opinion that 

the Fajr Sunna can be prayed after the Fajr prayer. His position is based, first, on the 

ýadj7h that there should not be any prayer after the Fajr prayer, until the sunrise. 

Mupammad Ab5dT tried to reconcile these two views by saying that there are other 

special badlhs referring to prayers which are not included in the general prohibition, 

and that prayers prohibited the ones which Muslims pray voluntarily, not the voluntary 

ones that the Prophet specified. Another opinion, from Ibn 'Umar and "Ai'sha's 

narrations, is that the meaning of prohibition in the ýadjlh is to avoid prayers being 

performed at the time of sunrise or sunset, and not for the whole of the period between 

them. 353 

Al-ýAyn, rs second argument, that the chain of authorities is not connected because 

Mubammad b. IbrAhm did not hear any narrations from Qyas, was rejected by Al- 

ShawkAnTwho asserts that there is another narration of the badj1h, which is connected, 

352 Ibn ]Uajar, Fgth_AI-BALT, vol. 2, p. 150. 
3S3 Ibid., pp. 163-164,167. 
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and is mentioned in Sahl-h Ibn lFibbffn and Ibn Khuzavma: the chain of authorities is 

Yah 354 
. Dab. Sd. Td from his father, on the authority of his grandfather. 

Al-"Ayn, rs correction of AI-Khagalbrs citation of the ganafi-opinion is correct, as can be 

clearly understood from their books, and evidenced by the narration which indicates that 

the Prophet prayed the Fajr prayer and its Sunna after sunrise. 355 

3.7. Section Seven: Four rakfas before and four after the noon prayer 

A previous 4adRh (1253-4) referred to the same point, namely the four rakas before 

Zuhur, and a discussion as to whether there should be four or two was presented 

there on page 100. 

In hadl7h (1269-18), Al-. ', 4ynr pointed out another narration in Sunan 41-Tirmidhi, 

narrated by Al-Q&im b. "Abd al-RaPnffn. Among those who supported his narration is 

An Md. Tn, though ImknAbnad has classified this had, 7h as da C1 356 

In the sameftadA the phrase "the fire shall not bum him" ýIaruma ̀, 41, ýAI-N& means 

that if one continues to pray these rakas, Allah will guide him to the right way and 

334 Mubammad Al-ShawkanT, Nayl AI-Awta , vol. 3, p. 25. 
355 e Uthman AI-Zayla'T , Taby-Tn Al-HagLig, vol. 1, p. 183. AVAynT, Minhat AI-Sulok, manuscript, 
p. 53. 
356 Ibn Ijajar, Tahdhib Al-TahdhTh, vol. 8, pp. 323-324. 
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forgive his sins. 357 This reward, however, is only given to those who perform them 

regularly and not those who do so only once. 358 

In ýadlh (1269-18) Al-"Aynr discussed the question of whether the four rakas are 

separated into two pairs or whether they are all performed together at once. However, 

the badj1h after it (1270-19) indicates that they should all be prayed together, without 

separation. These two ftadffh discuss the same topic, which is the four rakas before 

Zuhur and four after it. The opinion of Ao'AynFon this question is also expressed in his 

book, AI-Bin . 
359 The evidence of the Shri ! "School is Ibn 'Umar's badRh (1252-3), 

mentioned previously. The basis of this difference between the Shqý'N' and ganajj- 

Schools is that the Sh, ýVis believe that voluntary prayers, day and night, should be 

divided into pairs of rakas, but the ganafl- School believe that in the daytime, they 

. 
360 -Bukhar there are various narrations should be in groups of four rakas In Sahib Al 

that support the Shqýlfj' opinion. 361 Ibn tlajar pointed to Yaoyg b. Sa'. Td Al-An$&. rs 

,, 362 
narration: "The jurisprudents of our land pray rakas in the daytime in pairs. 

357 Al-Mubarakfhrr, Mishkat AI-Masab , vol. 3, p. 149. 
35g Al-Saharnafarr, Badhl Al-Maih(ld, vol. 7, p. 4. 
359 Al-"AynT, Al-Binaya Fr Sharh Al-Hiday , vol. 2, p. 612. 
360 c Abd Al-RibTm Al-'IraqT, Tarh At-TathrTh, vol. 3, pp. 4849, and for more information on the evidence 
of each School see Al-SarkasT, Al-Mabso , vol. 1, pp. 158-159. APAynT, Minhat AI-Sulak, manuscript, 
p. 53 
361 Ibn Ijajar, Lath_AI-BaLT, vol. 3, pp. 4849. 
362 Al-Bukharr, SahTh, Kitab Al-Tahajjud, section on praying voluntary prayer in two rak"as, p. 9 1. 
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There is another opinion, mentioned by Abffdr in his book 'Awn AI-MdbLd, that the 

four rakas in Padffh (1270-19) are not the Sunna before Zuhur but another voluntary 

prayer called Sunnat 41-Zawg, the midday prayer, and that Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya 

was also of this opinion. 363 Al-MubgrakfCY. F believes there is no authentic badRh that 

requires either the two rakas or the four; therefore either is acceptable. 364 

3.8. Section Ei2ht: The Sunan prayer before the afternoon prave 

These two Withs (1271-20 - 1272-21) seem to conflict, because one mentions four 

rak'as and the other mentions two, but some scholars have suggested that the number is 

optional and believers can choose between them, although four rakas are better. 365 

3.9. Supererogatory prayer after the afternoon prave 

Regarding ýadl7h (1273-22), Al-NawawFs opinion, mentioned by Al-"Aynr, is in his 

book Sharb Sahj-h MusliM, as are the lessons from the badiths that Al--ýAynF indicated, 

except for one that is contrary to his belief, namely, that the daytime prayers performed 

in pairs. 366 Al-Nawawlexplained his opinion saying that Muslims can follow the 

363 Mubammad AbacIT, 'Awn AI-Wbud, vol. 4, p. 148. 
364 Mubammad Al-MubarakfarT, Tuhfat AI-Ahwadh vol. 2, p. 498. 
365 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 163. See also Mubammad Ab3dT, 'Awn Al-Mabad, vol. 
4, p. 150. 
366 At-Nawawr, Sharh Sah1h Muslim, vol. 5, p. 121. 
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Prophet's timing of his prayer (which means that they can pray some nafl prayers such 

as AI-Sunan Al-RawRib after their time ends at the prohibited times), but the practice of 

praying two rakas after the 'A§r prayer is applicable to the Prophet onl Y. 367 It would 

be reasonable to agree with Al-Nawawrs opinion, for it could be understood from 

cA'isha's narration, "If the Prophet started to pray a prayer he would continue praying it 

at the same time .,, 
368 AI-Sh, ýVrs book, Al-Umm, clearly expresses his opinion that the 

confirmed nafl can be prayed after their time ends, at the prohibited times. 369 

In regard to the addition to the badi7h that Am'Aynfcited as evidence that the voluntary 

prayers should not be prayed after their time ends, Al-, VYiz Al-Haythamrs (d. 807 

A. H. /1404 A. D. ) comment on this badffh is that it was narrated by Imkn AlBnad and 

Abnad's chain of authority were the men of the Sabl-A3" However, Abffdr has a 

different opinion. He says that t1ammid b. Salama (one of the badilh authorities) was 

trusted, but in later life his memory weakened, according to An Uajar's description of 

him. 371 t1amm9d also is the only scholar who mentions this addition, and although it 

should be accepted, because gammid is a trusted authority, his narration conflicts with 

that of "Amri7 b. 41-H&A, who is considered even more trustworthy than HaMMid, 372 

367 Ibid. 
369 Muslim, SahTh Muslim, Kitab $alat Al-MusafirTn, the Section on the two rak! as after 'A$r, badith 
number (298), pp. 8-9. 
369 Al-Shafl'T', Al-Umm, vol. 1, p. 149. 
370 Nar Al-Drn, Al-HaythamT, Maima' Al- Zawa'Td vol. 2, p. 224. 
371 Ibn Ijajar referred this opinion to Al-BayhaqL See Ibn Ijajar, TahdhTh Al-TahdhTh, vol. 3, p. 14. 
372 Mubammad Abadr, I'lam Ahl Al-'Asr, pp. 202-208. 
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which means that the evidence of ganafl- School (that the voluntary prayer before 'Aýr 

prayer could not be prayed after it) is doubtful. 

3.10 Section Ten: The Permissibilitv of pravin the two rakas after the 

afternoon prayer, when the sun is at its heigh 

In badffh (1274-23), Al-Ayn. T pointed out badA (1276-25) to support his opinion, 

because the two ýadjlhs are &PIP and conflict. He indicated some scholars' 

explanations to reconcile them. However, that Oadj7h (1275-24) is not documented in 

the six main ýadffh books, and al-Albrmf considered it as Ddf373 It seems that Abi7 

Rffiwad mentioned this ýadjlh, despite its being Ddy, to support the meaning of the 

previous badffh (that it is permissible to pray after the A ýr prayer, as long as the sun is 

bright). 

Matvm7d al-Subkr (d. 1352 AR/1933 A. D. ) argues that this Padith and the following 

WAs in the section are not appropriate to be classified under this section and should 

be classified under the title, "Undesirability of praying after the Fajr and Aýr 

prayers". 374 

313 Al-AlbanT, DhaTf Sunan AbT Dawad, p. 99. 
374 Mabmad AI-SubkT, al-Manhal al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 169. 
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An gajar does not agree with al-Nawawrs opinion on badj1h (1276-25) that there was 

an agreement among scholars that general voluntary prayer performed without a 

specific reason in the two periods of time mentioned in the badl7h is undesirable. He 

claims that there are other scholars who are of the opinion that it is permissible to 

perform any prayer at these times, while others prohibited all prayer in them. 375 He also 

opposed Al-Tirmidhrs opinion on &dPh (1278-27). However, badBh (1279-28) 

indicates that the Prophet used to pray after the 'Aýr prayer. Al-Aynl* referred to Al- 

Kirm. §n, rs (d. 786 A. H. /I 384 A. D. ) opinion in 'Umdat al-O, §-r in rejecting the opinion 

that the Prophet prayed after the AF prayer to clarify that it is not prohibited, but 

unfavourable. . 41-Kirmin. T believed that if the Prophet had prayed after the Aýr prayer 

for that reason, then he need have done so only once and there would be no need to 

continue praying afterwards, as indicated in this ýadl& 376 However, the next ýadBh 

(1280-29) clarifies that to do so was one of the Prophet's privileges. 

3.11. Section Eleven: Prayer before the sunset praye 

, Vadilh (1281-30) seems to prove that praying two rakas before the Maghrib prayer is 

not merely permissible, as Al-Aynj'indicated, but is favourable. This is also the opinion 

of Al-Tabar. T, who cites this Padilh as one of the strongest evidences of these rakas 

being favourable, and some scholars believe the worshipper should perform ablution in 

375 Ibn 13ajar, Lath al-Baff, vol. 2, p. 59. Al-NawawT's opinion is in his book Sharh Sahlh Muslim, vol. 6, 
p. 350. 
376 Al-cAynT, cUmdat Al-Oaff, vol. 5, p. 86. 
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advance, so that he does not delay the Far(I prayer from the time (the Maghrib 

prayer). 377 

In spite of the fact that ýadlh (1282-3 1) is general and did not mention the two rakas 

before the Maghrib prayer in particular, Ab 17 Din-v ad might have drawn attention to it in 

this place to prove that these rakas are permissible. 

Al-ý'Aynf indicated that some scholars considered the badlhs about these rakas to have 

been abrogated. Among these scholars was Aba idfar Al- TaPa; W. F (d. 321 A. H. /933 

A. D. ) (one of the famous scholars of the ffanaji- School) who believed that these 

badBhs were abrogated by Burayda's narration that there are two rakas of voluntary 

prayer for each obligatory prayer except for the Maghrib prayer)378 and that the 

narrations about the companions performing these rakas arose because they did not 

know about the abrogation. He also explained that in, ýadjlh (1282-31)Adhffnffn means 

the real Adh9n, not as Al-Aynisaid, Al-Adhffn and Al-Iq&na. Based on this argument, 

Al- Tabir-wf gave the narrations that prohibited these rakas precedence over others that 

allowed them. 379 On the other hand, Al-ImAW Al-Nawaw. T believes that the hadAs 

ordering these rakas to be prayed cannot be considered abrogated, because an 

377 Ibn Uajar, Fath Al-Barr. vol. 3, p. 60. 
378 This badith is Da'7f because one of the narrators ljayyan b. 'Ubayd Allah is DaTf. Al-TabawT, 
Mushkal Al-Athar, vol. 14, p. 116. 
379 Ibid., pp. 113 -123. 
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abrogation should not be deduced unless it is impossible to reconcile apparently 

conflicting badlhs; moreover, the dates of the narrations need to be known, which is 

not the case in this situation. 380 He also believed that there is little time before the 

Maghrib prayer and the two rakas will not delay the Maghrib prayer beyond its due 

time. 
381 

In badRh (1283-32) as Al-Aynr concluded from the phrase Fa lam Yamurn. § (did not 

order us), that this prayer is not favourable. On the other hand, Al-Subkl'concluded 

from the same phrase"' that it is not hateful, which means that this phrase is neutral. 

Ibn Qa)yim Al-Jawziyya believes that the Prophet did not pray these rakas before the 

Maghrib prayer nor did he prohibit this prayer when he saw his companions praying it, 

which means that he allowed them to pray. Therefore, these rakas are favourable, but 

383 not part of the twelve rakas that were named AI-Rawgib. 

However, Padl7h (1284-33) conflicts with the previous badAs which are considered 

Sabj-h and for that reason have greater authority. Some scholars suggested that the 

reason it might be unfavourable for Muslims to pray the two rakas before the Maghrib 

prayer is that they do not all do so at the same time. If the ImAin has to wait for them to 

380 At-NawawT, Sharh Sah1h Muslim, vol. 6, p. 124. 
381 Ibid. 
382 Al-SubkT, M-Manhal Al-Mawrfid, vol. 7, p. 184. 
393 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad Al- Wad.. vol. 1, p. 80. 
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finish, this will delay the Maghrib prayer, while, if he does not wait for them, some 
384 

would still be praying when it was time for the Iq&na, which is equally hateful. 

3.12. Section Twelve: Prayer before midday (Duhff Prayer) 

In badffh (1285-34), Al-Q&lr 'Iy. §V mentioned, regarding the meaning of (Yu$bibA1, § 

Kulli Sul&na) that each bone of a human body which remains safe from disease has to 

give thanks to God who protected it. 385 

AI-Subk. T believes that the reason the Dubj prayer is to replace all alms is because it 

occurs at a time when people are normally busy at their work and are not thinking about 

worship, 386 so they have to take time off work to pray this prayer. 

In regard to hadith (1288-37), this &djlh is an abbreviated version of a longer one in 

which the DuM prayer was mentioned. 387 But in Aba DJWW's narration there is no 

clear connection to the DuM prayer and it seems to be general. Nevertheless, At-Subkr 

indicated that the prayer mentioned in the badilh is the Dubj prayer, and that it is 

prayed after the Fajr prayer when the sun rises. 388 

3" Al-Saharnatlin, Badhl Al-Maihod, vol. 7, p. 22 
385 Ibid., p. 28. 
396 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 189. 
397 The full narration of this badnh is in Musnad Aýmacl b. Ijanbal, Al-Sahamaf(IrT, Badhl Al-Maohcld, 
vol. 7, p. 32. 
388 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod. vol. 7, p. 19 1. 
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However, inbadBh (1289-38), Ibn Taymiyya's (d. 728 AR/1327 A. D. ) opinion is that 

the four rakas in the hadj7h refer to the Fajr prayer and its Sunna, not the Dutj 

prayer. 
389 

In respect of badilh (1290-3 9), with regard to the meaning of the word Sub& lbn gajar 

explained that it means the voluntary prayer (N. ý711a) and it is derived from AI-Tasbfý. 

An example of this usage in the Quran is 

(Falawla Annahu Kana Mina AI-Musabbiýln). 
(Had it not been that he (repented and) glorified Allah 
(37: 143)). 

Another is 

(Fa Subbana Allahi H-Ina Tumsona wa IjIna Tuýbibfln). 
(So glory be unto Allah, when ye reach eventide and when 
ye rise in the morning (30: 17)). 

In regard to the different opinions of the number of the Putf prayer rakas, Al-Nawawr 

believes that the minimum is two and the maximum is eight, but four or six rakas are 

also acceptable. 390 

On the other hand, other opinions suggest that it can be as many as twelve rakas. All 

these opinions can be supported from the badPhs. 391 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya believes 

that each narrator described the number he knew or saw and there is no set number. 392 

389 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Maad, vol. 1, p. 95. 
390 Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 5, p. 230. 
391 'Iyad b. Masa, lkmal Al-Mu'lim, vol. 3, p. 53. See also Ibn NajTm, M-Bahr Al-Mig, vol. 2, p. 55. 
392 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Maa 

, vol. 1, p. 98. 
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In general, the opinion of the main schools, the ShqýVF, Mgikj* and ginbalFSchools, is 

that the least is two rakas and the most is eight, while in the ffanafi- School the most is 

twelve. 
393 

In ýadlh (1291-40), regarding the phrase, "no-one saw him praying them after", Al- 

Subk, rs opinion is that this is considered 'Aisha's knowledge, but it does not mean that 

the Prophet did not pray them afterwards. 394 

From this ftadffh and the previous one, the scholars concluded that eight rakas is more 

favourable than the other numbers, as this was the number most often performed by the 

Prophet. 395 

Another opinion that tries to reconcile between thehadiths is that of AI-Q&IT 'Iyffg who 

argued that "Aisha rejected performance of eight rakas of Pubg prayer, because the 

Prophet at first used to pray four, then he increased the number, which is why she 

denied that the Prophet always prayed eight rakaS. 396 He agrees with Al-"AynFand Al- 

NawawZ that this prayer is favourable but that the Prophet did not perform it habitually 

because he did not want people to take it as obligatory, as this would be hard on 

them. 
397 

393 Al-MubarakfarT, Mishkat Al-MasAbTh, vol. 2, pp. 229-230. 
394 Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 195. 
395 Al-MubarakfarT, Mishkat Al-MasabTh, vol. 2, p. 23 1. 
396 clyad b. Mosa, lkmal Al-Mu'lim. vol. 3, p. 53. 
397 Ibid., p. 54. See also Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 5, p. 230. 
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Also, with regard to Ibn "Umar's narration that he does not think that the Prophet 

prayed the PuM prayer, IbnUajar believes that Ibn "Umar's denial could be explained 

by the fact that he did not see the Prophet perfonning this prayer. 398 Ibn Vajar quoted 

Ibn Al-Munk (d. 683 AR/1284 A. D. ) as saying that when Al-Bukh&! 'found conflict 

between the ýadjlhs he classified tadith (1292-41) under the Prophet's prayer while 

travelling. 

In spite of ', 4ynrs belief that thepuPiprayer is favourable, some scholars in his School 

(Uanafl) did not consider it among the favourable prayers and did not mention it in their 

books of prayer, because of the conflict between narrations, but Ibn Najim's (d. 970 

A. H. /1562 A. D. ) opinion is that it is favourable, for the same reasons given 

previously. 399 

Another Padlh in which the Prophet's Putlf prayer is not supported is badRh (1293- 

42). AI-QWýf ̀Iy, §dý explained that the word Qaf means that the Prophet was not seen 

to pray it, not that he did not pray it. 400 

Al-Nawaw. rindicated that this ýadjlh shows the Prophet's compassion for the Muslims, 

and that if there was any conflict between the rules concluded from the hadiths, priority 

should be given to the most important. 401 

399 Ibn Hajar, Eath_AI-BaLT, vol. 3, pp. 52-53. 
399 Ibn NajTm, Al-Bahr AI-Raýq, vol. 2, p. 55. 
400 'Iyad b. Mosa, lkmal Al-Mu'lim, vol. 3, p. 53. 
401 Al-Nawawr, Sharh Muslim, vol. 5, p. 230. 
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From all foregoing PadAhs that explained the Prophet's order to perform this prayer and 

cA'isha's narration that he never prayed it, scholars' opinions about this prayer differed. 

Six opinions can be identified according to Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya: the first is that it is 

favourable (and this is the opinion of the four Schools); 402 second, that it is not prayed 

unless there is a reason for it; third, that it is not favourable to pray it; fourth, that it is 

appropriate to pray it sometimes but not always; fifth, that it is appropriate to pray it at 

home but not in the mosque; sixth, that it is an innovation. Ibn Qa)yim aI-Jawziyya 

agrees with the second opinion. 403 

In ftadRh (1294-43), Al-ýAynr pointed out that there is no relationship between the 

badlh and the section on. PuM prayer, but it could be that Abi7 DJ7wi7d believed that 

this badj7h shows that the Prophet did not pray the Dubj prayer, especially as this 

PadRh came after the narration confirming that he did not pray it. Alternatively it may 

mean that the Prophet did not pray the Putj prayer in the mosque. This seems likely, 

since the badffh refers to the sunrise, which is the time when the DuAff prayer starts, 

ending a while before Zuhur prayer. 

3.13. Section Thirteen: Praver by day 

To reconcile the narrations in ýadjlhs (1295-44) and (1296-45) that mentioned praying 

in pairs and others that indicate four rakas are prayed together, the majority of scholars 

believe that performing the prayers in pairs (two rakas together) is preferable because 

402 Al-MubarakfarT, Mishkat Al-MasabTh, vol. 2, p. 230. 
403 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Mead. vol. 1, pp. 89-95. 
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the Prophet prayed in two rakas, or it could be that he wanted to indicate the easiest 

way because praying in pairs is easier than in four rakas. 404 

3.14. Section Fourteen: Praver glorifvina Allah 

In With (1297-46), the phrase (YJ 'Abb& YJ "AmmA) was repeated by the Prophet to 

draw more attention to it, and he also used similar words (Alff Vpk XjAmna, ýuk) for 

the same reason and to make his uncle more keen to know about this prayer. He also 

detailed the kinds of sins that will be forgiven, to encourage people to pray this 

prayer. 405 

The same approach is reflected in ýadRh (1298-47), in which the Prophet is said to have 

ordered 'Abdullah to come to him the next day, to make him more anxious for an 

answer. 406 Abi7 Da;! vCd mentioned Al-Mustamir's and Rawb's narrations to strengthen 

the tadj7h with these different narrations. 407 

There are differences of opinion related to the Tasbi-P prayer. Some scholars trusted the 

relevant narrations, while others thought they are weak, so that the Tasbi-P prayer is not 

required. For example, in the U, §nball'School there is more than one opinion. Im&n 

AjBnad did not favour this prayer, because he did not believe that the &dRh mentioning 

it was authentic. Other scholars in the school believe that even if the badRh is weak, the 

404 Al-SahamafarT, Badhl Al-Maihud, vol. 7, p. 39. 
405 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal AI-Mawrod, vol. 7, pp. 207-208. 
406 AbadT, "Awn Al-MAnd , vol. 7, p. 47. 
407 AI-SubkT, A]-Manhal At-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 212. 
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408 
prayer could be used in voluntary worship. In the ShVI F School, some scholars 

favoured this prayer but AI-Im&n AI-Nawawl disagreed with them, believing that the 

way it is prayed differs from the usual form of prayer and the hadj1h is certainly not 

authentic. 409 However, in his book Tahdhi-b 41-Asmg' he characterised it as 

favourable . 
410 Al-ShirbTnf, in his commentary on Al-Nawawrs book Al-Minhffl. 

indicated that AI-Nawawr did not mention this prayer among the voluntary prayers, 

although and Al-Shirbrnr himself considered it to belong in that category. 411 Ibn tlajar 

also believed that all the narrations of the Padj1h are weak and even if An ', 4bb&s 

narration is Uasan, the prayer is exceptional and differs from the usual form of 

412 a 413 prayer. However, in his book,, 41-Khisal, 41-Mukaffira he corrected this ýadl h. 

Among the scholars that favoured this prayer are Abi7 DA&W, Muslim, AI-SubkI, * Ibn 

AI-SaI94 Al-Mundhirr and others, and among the scholars that did not are Ibn 

. Al-c, 4rabF, Ibn Taymiyya, Al-MizzFand even Ibn Al-Jawzr mentioned its badj7h in his 

book JI-MawdifN (fabricated hadPhs) which was criticised by several scholars, 

including Ibn tlajar. 414 

409 lbrahTm b. Muflih, Al-Mubd? Sharh Al-Mugni, vol. 2, p. 27. See also Ibn Quddma, Al-Mug-hnL 
vol. 1, p. 769. 
409 Al-NawawT, Al-Maimn' Sharh Al-Muhadhdhab, vol. 3, p. 546-547. 
410 Al-ShirbTnT, MughnT Al-Muhta' 

'Ila 

Ma'rifat Alfaz MaAnT Al-Minhai, vol. 1, p. 458. 
411 Ibn Ijajar, TalkTs Al-HahTr, vol. 1, p. 8. 
412 Ibid, p. 7. 
413 Al-MubarakftirT, Mishkat Al-Masa 

, vol. 1, p. 253. 
414 Ibid. 
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From the aforementioned information it seems that no clear conclusion has been drawn 

by scholars regarding whether this prayer should be performed or left out, and this gives 

the worshipper the choice to select from those opinions what is appropriate for him. 

3.15. Section Fifteen: Where the Sunan of the sunset prayer should be 

offered 

This section discusses the Sunna of the Maghrib prayer which is considered one of the 

Rawgib Sunan (more confirmed than other voluntary prayers), specifically, whether it 

was to be prayed at home or in the mosque. The section includes two Padlihs which are 

conflicting. The first one (1300-49) confirms that this prayer should be performed at 

home, while the other reports that the Prophet performed it in the mosque. However, 

the first badj7h is considered ffasan and the other badj7h is Ddly, which means the first 

&dffh is given more credence than the second one. 

The opinions of the scholars regarding this matter vary. In the Hanafl- School, if the 

worshipper is afraid that, if he leaves this prayer until he gets home after praying the 

Maghrib prayer in the mosque because he will be busy with other things, then it is better 

to pray it in the mosque, but if he has no such worry, then he should pray it at home. 415 

On the other hand, Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya indicated that no authentic narration 

pointed out that the Prophet ever prayed this Sunna in the mosque; on the other hand, 

415 Ibn NajTm, Al-Bahr Al-Ra'iq, vol. 2, p. 53. 
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his praying them in his house 416 is indicated in 'Aisha's narration mentioned previously 

(1251-2) and Al-Aynr recounted this in a discussion whether it is better to pray 

voluntary prayers in the house or in the mosque. 417 Another point that is useful to add 

is the wisdom behind praying voluntary prayers in general at home. Some reasons were 

given, including that this prayer will bring blessing to the house .4 
'a This reason was 

inferred from the narration: 

"If one of you finished praying his obligatory prayer in 
the mosque, he shouldpray voluntaryfrayer in his house 

so that it will be a reason to bless it,,. 4 9 

Another reason is that if people saw these prayers performed in the mosque, then they 

might believe they are obligatory, and become confused. 420 

3.16. Section Sixteen: On the prayer after 'IshX 

Previous badAs (1251-2) (1252-3) pointed to different numbers of rakas after the 

'Ishj' prayer, and scholars reconciled the badj7hs by saying that the first two raeas 

which were mentioned in the two previous badj7hs are the confirmed ones and the 

Prophet always prayed them, whereas the second and third pairs of rakas mentioned in 

this badfth or previously in tadffh (1253-4) are favourable. 421 In badith (1303-52) 

416 Ibn Qayyim, Al-Jawziyya, Zad AI-Wad, vol. 1, p. 80. 
417 For more details see p. 3. 
418 AbadT, 'Awn At-Ma'bad, vol. 4, p. 184. 
419 Muslim, SahTh, Kitab $alat Al-MusafirTn, Section on praying voluntary prayer at home, no. 778, p. 
801. 
420 'Iyad b. Mosa, lkmal Al-Mu"lim, vol. 3, p. 70. 
42 1 Al-Saharnafarr, Badhl Al-Malhad, vol. 7, p. 57. 
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OA'isha mentioned four or six rakas. This does not mean that there was doubt, but that 

the Prophet sometimes prayed four and sometimes six. 422 

Night praye 

This section is a very long one which continues until the end of the portion of the Sharp 

edited in this thesis. It is divided into sub-sections, each of which discusses a rule or 

several rules related to QIy&n Al-Layl (Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya summarised the rules or 

dimensions related to this issue). These rules are derived from the large number of 

, ftadl7hs that considered Qiy&n Al-Layl. The first concerned whether or not Qiy&n Al- 

Layl was obligatory for the Prophet; the different opinions of scholars on this matter 

reflect their interpretations of SCrat Al-Muzzamil. The second point is that the Prophet 

habitually performed the night prayer, even when he was on a journey, which indicates 

the great importance attached to this prayer and the high reward for performing it. Even 

if he could not perform it at night, he would pray twelve rakas in the daytime. Another 

issue is the number of rakas that should be performed. This was an important matter 

discussed by scholars, and the most widespread opinion is that their number was eleven 

or thirteen, as mentioned in several ýadRhs. Some of the Prophet's habits with regard to 

the night prayer were indicated by scholars. One of them was the use of a SiwA after 

he woke up to pray. Other issues include the time at which this prayer should be 

performed, i. e. after midnight or before it, and the claim that the Prophet used to start 

422 AbadT, 'Awn AI-Ma'bad, vol. 4, p. 186. 
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this prayer with two short raeas. The manner in which this prayer should be 

performed, whether sitting or standing, is considered, as is the position in which the 

Prophet used to sit during this prayer. The last matter discussed by the scholars, was 

how the Prophet read or recited the Qurffn in this prayer. It is said that he sometimes 

recited it silently and sometimes aloud, and that he used to pray this prayer when 

mounted. 423 Another important point that has been emphasised by scholars is the place 

of this prayer among other voluntary prayers, based on the large number of badiths 

explaining it. In this respect, scholars differ in opinion as to whether this prayer is 

Sunna (voluntary) or Wfiba (obligatory). All these issues and the different opinions of 

scholars will be discussed in detail in the following sub-sections. 

3.17 Section Seventeen: Abrogation 
-of 

the nii! httime praver, and 

convenience in it 

The section consists of two badAs, badj7h (1305-53), and badffh (1305-54). This 

section discusses two important issues. The first one is the rule of compulsory order of 

Qiy&n Al-Layl and the second is the time when the compulsory character of Qiygm Al- 

Layl was abrogated. 

In regard to the first point, scholars hold different opinions as to whether the Mir 424 

prayer is obligatory or confirmed Sunna. The majority of scholars believe it is 

423 Ibn Qayyim At-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Mead vol. 1, pp. 84-89. 
424 It is common among Padith scholars to call the night prayer the Witr prayer, although the latter is only 
part of it, because Wisha used to name it by this name. See Mubammad Zakariyya, Awiaz Al-Masalik, 
vol. 2, p. 325. 
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425 426 "AynT Sunna, while the t1anafl- School believe it is Wgib . Al- , 
in his books, 

supported the opinion of Aba t1anya and, moreover, defended it, rejecting all the 

objections of other scholars and offering explanations to counter them. 427 He indicated 

that in fact Aba Uanfa had put forward three opinions on this matter. The view that the 

Witr prayer is Wgib (obligatory) is the best known opinion and the one mentioned in 

most Hana - books. 428 A I-, 4ynr supported this opinion, as mentioned previously. The 

second view is that it is Far(I (compulsory), and the third is that it is confirmed 

Sunna. 429 

On the other hand, a view among some scholars that this prayer is not obligatory was 

pointed out in Awvaz Al-Masalik 430 (MgikFs book) and Ibn 'Abd al-Barr indicated that 

the Prophet prayed the Witr while riding, whereas he never performed obligatory 

prayers while riding, which means that Witr is not obligatory. 431 Im, ýPn Shrif believed 

that the Witr prayer is not obligatory, basing his opinion on the verse 

"Fa-Iqra'i7 Mff Tayassara Min al-Quran " (so recite as 
much of the Quran as may be easy for you) 73: 20 

425 'IyaO b. Masa, Ikmal Al-Mu'l im, vol. 3, p. 8 1. 
426 The meaning of Al-Wjyib differs between the 11anqJ7 School and other scholars. In the ganafi-School, 

W, fjib is what has been ordained with doubtful evidence (Shubha), and it is judged in the same way as 41- 

Far(I in regard to action, but not belief (rfiq4 so that the unbeliever will not be considered as a rejector 

of faith. However, in other scholars' definitions, Wgib and Far(freceive the same judgement. See Qasirn 

Al-QanawT, AnTs Al-Fugaha' pp. 10 1- 102. 
427 Al-ý'AynT, eUmdat Al-OaLT, vol 5, pp. 427,429. Al-OAynT, Minhat Al-Sulak, manuscript, p. 55 
429 Ibn NaJTm, Al-Bahr Al-Ralig, vol. 2, p. 40. 
429 AVAynT, Al-Binay , vol. 2, pp. 565,567. 
430 Mubammad Zakariyya, Awiaz Al Masalik, vol. 2, p. 311. 
431 Ibn -Abd al-Bar, Al_-_KaLT, p. 26 L 
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which means to pray as much as the worshipper is able to pray. He said this abrogation 

was confirmed by the Sunna that ordered only five obligatory prayers for Muslims to 

pray each day; the Witr prayer was not among them. 432 lm&n Aonad's opinion as 

expressed in the books of his school was clearly that the Witr prayer is confinned 

Sunna. 433 

From the aforementioned information, it can be seen that there was strong agreement 

between Al-ý'Aynf and Abdtlanfa's opinions, even though the latter's famous students, 

Abi7 Yi7suf and Mubammad b. Al-gasan Al-ShqybrWI, * disagreed with him as they 

believed that the Witr prayer is confirmed Sunna and not obligatory. This agreement of 

AI--'Aynj'with Aa ganya supports the criticism levelled at him, that he held fanatically 

to .4b 17 tlanlya's opinions. 434 

The second issue that was discussed in this section is the period between the time of the 

Witr prayer being obligtory, and the abrogation of this rule. AI-SubkT pointed out the 

opinion of Ibn "Abb& and Ibn Al-Jawzj* that the order contained in the verse "Fa-Iqra'd 

MY Tayassara Mina Al-Qur. §n" (recite you of the Qurki as much as may be easy for 

you) 73: 20 

imposed an obligation to perform this prayer during part of the night but not all the 

night, which reduced the obligation, then after the obligation to perform prayers five 

times a day was imposed, the obligation to perform this prayer was completely 

432 Al- Shafft, Al-Risala, p. 115. 
433 Ibn Qudama, AL-_Kaff, vol. 1, p. 149. 
434 This criticism was indicated by AbadT in his book I'larn Ahl Al-Asr, p. 130. 
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abrogated; the period between the obligation and the abrogation was two years. 

However, AI-SubkT believes that the Witr requirement was abrogated by the imposition 

of the five prayers, because in the narration of Rmkn b. Thdlaba, when he asked the 

Prophet about obligatory prayers, the Prophet mentioned only the five daily prayers. 435 

In general, there are different opinions regarding the time between the obligation and 

the abrogation. Some believe it was a year, others that it was sixteen months, and others 

that it was ten years. 436 Those who advocate ten years explain that SCrat Al-Muzzammil 

was revealed in Mecca from the beginning of the revelation, except for the last two 

verses, containing the abrogation, which was revealed in Madina, 437 which means that 

the period must have been ten years. 

3.18. Section Ei0teen: Praver and vip-il at ni6t 

This section deals with the importance of Qiykn 41-Layl. It consists of four badBhs. 

The first badlh (1306-55) criticises those who omit this worship and continue their 

sleep, and highlights the benefit of this prayer. Another badj7h in Sahi-b Muslim 

conveys the same message, condemning the man who sleeps throughout the night until 

morning. The Holy Prophet remarked that such a man is one in whose ears the devil 

urinated . 
438 Al-ý'Aynr in cUmdat AI-Offr explained that the criticism is not general, but 

435 Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, pp. 223-224. Ibn Battal, Sharh SahTh Al-Bukhlrl, 
manuscript, vol. 1, chapter on praying at night, section on the Prophet's night prayer (no page numbers). 
436 AbadT, 'Awn Al-MaNid, vol. 2, p. 132. 
437 c Iyad b. Masa, lkmal Al-Muclim, vol. 3, p. 95. 
438 Muslim, SahTh, (translated), Kitab Al-Sala , Section on what has been related about one who sleeps the 
whole night until morning, vol. 1, p. 375. 
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only applies to one who goes to sleep with no intention of performing the night prayer, 

whereas one who intends to pray but does not wake up is not criticised. 439 Moreover, he 

will still be rewarded for the prayer, even though he did not perform it, because of his 

intention. 440 

The second Padffh (1307-56) stresses the importance of continuing to perform the night 

prayer, in that the Prophet never missed it, even when he was ill. Scholars discussed the 

question of the reward of one who prays in a seated position. A person who performs a 

voluntary or obligatory prayer while seated because of illness or disability, will have the 

same reward as one who prays standing, 44 1 but one who performs a voluntary prayer 

while seated, though he has the ability to stand, will have only half the reward, as it is 

indicated in the ftadffh in Sabi-h Al-Bukh§rTand Muslim that to pray while standing is 

preferable and one who prays while sitting has half of the reward of one who stands. 442 

It is said that the Prophet was exempted from this rule; whether he performed a 

voluntary prayer standing or sitting with no excuse, he would still have the complete 

reward, but this applies only to the Prophet. 443 

The third ýadRh (1308-57) and ýadjlh (1309-58) discuss the reward of the man who 

wakes his wife or whose wife wakes him, to perform the night prayer. Scholars regard 

these ýadlhs as having the same meaning as the verse 444 

439 Al-ýAynT, 'Umdat Al-OaLT, vol. 6, p. 204. 
"0 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrad. vol. 7, p. 224. 
441 AbadT, 'Awn AI-Wbud ' vol. 2, p. 135. 
442 MUSliM SahTh. Kitab Al-$alat, Section on permissibility of observing Nafl standing or sitting, no. 735, 

p. 793. Al-BukharT, SahTh. Kitab At-$alat, Section on the sitter praying, no. 1115, p. 87. 
443 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 23 1. 
444 AbadT, eAwn a] Ma'bud, vol. 2, p. 135. 
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"Wa Td,, 7vvanu'AI, §AI-Birri Wa7-taqwj" (Help you one 
another in Al-Birr and Al-Taqwa) (4: 5) 

and argue that one who calls someone else to do a good thing should first do it 

himself. 445 

3.19. Section Nineteen: On dozing during prave 

This section consists of three ýadjlhs. The first two ýadjlhs (1310-59), and (1311-60) 

have almost the same meaning except that in the second ýadjlh, the meaning is that if 

the worshipper reads the Qurffn while drowsY, he might change it or alter its meaning 

and this is more critical than the mistake in the recitation referred to in the first 

. 
bad. ffh. 446 

Scholars have discussed, in relation to those badiths, the issue of whether a Muslim can 

be punished for something he did not do on purpose, as it is indicated in the Quran and 

the Sunna that a person is not punished for errors he or she makes by mistake. The 

scholars explained that, whilst this is true, what was meant in the badiths is that the time 

the worshipper makes a mistake in the recitation could be the very time at which Allah 

responds to worshippers' callings (Sj 'at Al-Isty9a) at the last third of the night. 447 

From this explanation, Ibn t1ajar concluded that one of the lessons derived from the 

443 AI-SubkT, Al- Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 23 1. 
446 'Iyad b. Masa, lkmal Al-Mu'lim, vol. 3, p. 152. 
447 At-SahamaflirT, Badhl Al-Maihod, vol. 7, p. 67. 
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tadl7h, is that a Muslim should avoid doing certain things to the point of weariness, 

because the Prophet ordered the dozing man to go to sleep, for this reason. 448 

The third Padffh (1312-61) is more detailed and explains the general lesson derived 

from the three tadRhs, that a Muslim should maintain continuity in worship, and this 

may require shortening it and not being too strict with himself, the reason why the 

Prophet hated the behaviour of Zaynab, referred to in the ýadlh, was because he knew 

that she would not be able to continue to worship in this manner. Related to this issue, 

another matter was raised, which was mentioned by . 41-'. 4ynT that of whether it is 

desirable or hateful to pray all through the night. 41--ýAynfpointed out that there was 

widespread agreement among scholars that it is hateful to pray all night. However, 

some scholars disagree with him, explaining that not only did Im&n Malik favour 

praying the whole night, but also AI-Sh, ýVf agreed with him, and that it was the practice 

of the Prophet's companions such as 'Uth=In b. 'Aff. §n and "Abdullah b. "Umar to pray 

all night. The most important thing is that the worshipper does not miss the Fajr prayer 

or get bored . 
449 Nevertheless, some scholars of the ShqýVF School believe that praying 

the whole night is hateful because it harms the body, given that the Muslim cannot 

make up lost sleep in the daytime, since it would prevent him from meeting his 

commitments. 
450 

448 Ibn Ijajar, Fath A]-BarT, p. 314. 
449 Mubammad Zakariyya, Awiaz Al-Masalik, vol. 2, pp. 317-319. 
450 Al-NawawT, Rawdat Al-TalibTn, vol. 1, p. 338, Mubammad Al-ShirbTnT, MujzhnT Al-Muhtli, vol. 1, p. 
463. 
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Im&n Afimad's opinion, expressed in H&iball' books, was that the Muslim should have 

fixed times for prayer, both in the day and at night, and if he feels energetic he can make 

the prayers longer and if he feels tired he can make them shorter. 451 

The essential point made in the above PadRh, i. e. that if the worshipper feels tired then 

he should go to sleep, is considered as one of the principles related to the night 

prayer, 452 for it is better to take up a less strenuous form of worship and go on 

performing it, than to start a more strenuous form of worship then give it up because it 

is too difficult. This is because, by praying more regularly, albeit in shorter spells, the 

worshipper will maintain his mindfulness of Allah and his faithfulness to Him, and so 

his relationship with Allah will grow. 453 

3.20 Section TWenty: On a person who misses his daily round of 

recital - see following section 

3.21 Section TWenty-one: On a person who intends to get up and 

prav at nitzht but remains asleep 

Each of these sections contains one hadj7h. Section 20, Padj7h (1213-62) discusses the 

possibility of praying the night prayer in the daytime if the worshipper missed it at night 

because of sleeping, and says that for this action, the worshipper will receive the same 

complete reward as he would have if he prayed at night. QjVF "Iyj(t concluded from 

451 'Abd al-Rabman Al-NajdT, Hashiyat Al-Rawd Al-Murbi', vol. 1, p. 222. 
452 Mubammad Sa'Td, Adab M-Muslim, p. 78. 
453 Al-Nawawr, Sharh Muslim, vol. 6, p. 71. Ibn Battal, Sharh SahTh At-Bukharl, manuscript, vol. 1, 

chapter on night prayer, section on the undesirable and being strict in worship (no page numbers). 
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this &dj7h that praying at night is better than doing so in the day; however, the 

worshipper would still have the same reward if he missed the prayer because of 

sleeping. 454 However, in section 21,, ýadRh (1314-63) explains that the reward is given 

to the worshipper, even if he does not make up in the daytime for a night prayer he 

missed because of sleeping. 

Different explanations have been presented regarding these badAs. One is that hadj7h 

(1314-63) came after PadA (1313-62) . 
455 However, other opinions tried to reconcile 

between these ýadffhs. One of these opinions is that of Ibn Raslan, who indicated that if 

the worshipper misses a night prayer that he was accustomed to pray and he does not 

perform it again in the daytime before the Zuhur prayer then he will get the reward as in 

badj1h (1314-63) but not doubled ten times, but if he prays it at the time indicated in 

Padj7h (13 13 -62) then the reward will be double, and in both cases, the reward is a grace 

from God. 456 On the other hand, other scholars believed that the rcward will be 

doubled if the worshipper had the right intention, even if he did not perform the prayer 

in the daytime. 457 It is also pointed out that the reward is not a reason for praying at 

other times, and that worshippers should continue in the habit of praying this prayer. 458 

454 c Iyad b. M(Isa, lkmal AI-Mdlim, vol. 3, p. 98. Ibn Battal, Sharh Sahlh Al-BukhaLT, manuscript, vol. 1, 
chapter on praying at night, section on who omits to pray the night prayer because of sickness (no page 
numbers). 
455 AI-Saharnafilrr, Badhl Al-Maihild, vol. 7, p. 36. 
456 Ibn Raslan, Sharh Sunan AbT Daw-ad, manuscript, vol. 3, p. 94. 
457 Al-SindT, Sharh Sunan Ibn-Mgja, vol. 1, p. 404, and'Iyad b. Masa, jkmal M-Mu'lim, vol. 3, p. 98 
459 AbadT, 'Awn Al-MAIld, vol. 2, p. 149. 
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3.22 Section Twenty-two: On the preferred time of night (for praver) 

This section consists of only one Padj7h (1315-64) and the most important issue in it is 

Al-ý'Ayn. rs discussion of the matter of (NuzCd . 41-Rab AN AI-Samff Al-Dunya), God's 

descent to the lowest heaven. . 41--ýAynf in "Umdat 41-O&T gave a more detailed 

discussion of this issue, in which he indicated the opinions of the different 

denominations, referring to the opinion of the majority of the scholars (Al-Jumhrr) the 

companions and the leaders of the four main Fiqh Schools, stressed in other trusted 

books. He said that they believed that God descended to the lowest heaven, and 

accepted literally other verses and badiths that explain God's position, without 

trying to interpret them. 459 Al-ý'Aynr noted that Abi7 Hanfa accepted such verses 

without explaining the matter. However, Al-'AynT's opinion was that God's descent 

could be explained based on other meanings of the word descend (Nazala) in the 

language. 460 

3.23. Section Twentv-three: 
- 
The time of night at which the Prophe 

used to get up to prav 

Aba Da5vCd, after mentioning the tad. Wh that explained the preferred time for prayer, in 

the previous section, followed it by reporting the time the Prophet used to pray during 

the night, which was the same time. ffadPh (1316-65), (1317-66) and (1318-67) are all 

459 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 140, Al-Mubarakftta, Tuhfat Al-Ahwadhl, vol. 2, pp. 524-525. 
460 Al-'AynT, 'Umdat Al-OarT. vol. 6, p. 212. 
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connected and agree in indicating that the time the Prophet performed the night prayer 

was during the last third of the night, and before dawn. 

However, there is another tadj7h in Sahl-h Al-Bukh&F 461 narrated by 'A'isha which 

indicates that the Prophet used to pray at different times of the night. Ibn gajar 

indicated that this does not conflict with badilh (1317-66) because "Aisha narrated 

what she saw in her house and the other hadj7h relates to other places. 462 

From these badiths, the scholars concluded that it is better for a Muslim not to be hard 

on himself in worship, but to hold the middle way in everything, so that he can continue 

practising it. 463 Also, one of the advantages of sleeping before dawn is that it relieves 

the body, leaving it refreshed ready to perform the dawn prayer. 464 

Another issue raised was the time of night prayer. The scholars divided the night into 

two periods, the time when prayer is optional, which is from after the "IshXprayer until 

dawn, and the time when it is favourable, which is the last part of the night. This 

applies to the person who is sure that he can wake up in the last part of the night; but if 

someone has reason to believe that he may be unable to do so, it is better for him to pray 

earlier. This is the opinion of the Malikr, ginbalr and ganaji- Schools, but in the 

461 The badTth narration is that sometimes Allah's messenger would not fast for as many days, as he had 
been expected to fast that month and he sometimes used to fast for so many days that it was thought he 
would not stop fasting throughout the month, and if you wanted to see him praying at night you could see 
him praying and if you wanted to see him sleeping, you could see him sleeping. Al-BukharT, Sah1h, Kitab 
Al-Tahajud, Section on the waking up of the Prophet from his sleep for the night prayer, no. 242, p. 134 
(translation). 
462 Ibn Ijajar, Fath Al-BarTvol. 3, p. 23. See Sayyied b. Ijusayn, Ruhban Al-Layl, p. 209. 
463 Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 3, p. 23, elyad b. Musa, lkmal Al-Mu'lim, vol. 3, p. 87. 
464 Ibn ljajar, LathLAI-Baff, vol. 3, pp. 16-17. 
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A JýV 1.4 65 School, praying before midnight is favourable and praying during the rest of 

the night is permissible. 466 

tladj7h (1319-68) is not connected with the previous ýadj7hs, except that it might be 

said that if someone is concerned or worried about something, he should pray during the 

last part of the night. 467 From this badj7h it was concluded that Prayer helps in 

dispelling worries and makes the person more patient, 468 as indicated in the Qurki. 469 

In the next badith (1320-69) the relation is also general, in that night prayer is a kind of 

prayer. Among the lessons of this ýadjlh are that a leader should consider his 

subordinates and ask them what they need, and that there is a strong focus on prayer in 

Islam, and increasing it increases one's chance of being with the Prophet in heaven. 470 

tladj7h (13 21-70) and (1322-7 1) explain two verses from the Qurffn referred to the night 

prayer. Various explanations have been given by scholars regarding these verses. The 

first is that it means waiting for the "Ish. V prayer, the second, that it is the prayer 

between the Maghrib and "Ishff' prayers, the third, that it refers to the performance of 

the 'Ishi'and the Fajr prayer among the Muslim congregation, and the fourth, that it is 

465 Mubammad b. 'Abdullah, Al--Khurashy, (MalikT), vol. 1. p. 10, Mulýammad b. Muflih, Al-Mubdci 
(Ijanball), vol. 2, p. 4. AI-Zayla'r, TabiyyTn Al-Haga'ig, (Ijanaft), vol. 1, p. 178. 
466 Mubammad al ShirbTnT, MughnT Al-Muhtai, vol. 1, p. 453. 
467 AbadT, 'Awn Al-Macbad, vol. 2, p. 142. 
468 AI-SubkT, A]-Manhal Al-Mawrfid, vol. 7, p. 248. 
469The verse from the Quran is "And seek help in patience in prayer" (45-2). 
470 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod. vol. 7, p. 249. 
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night prayer. 471 The fourth opinion attracts more consensus among scholars, because 

rising from sleep is most likely to take place at night-time, since this is when most 

people sleep. 472 Al-Tabarl tried to reconcile these opinions, pointing out that the 

verse meant prayer during the night in general, whether it was between Maghrib and 

'Ishj'or while waiting for the "IshXprayer or night prayer. However, he believed that 

night prayer is closer to the meaning. 473 

3.24. Section Twent-y-four: Beginning nij! ht praver with two raklas 

This section consists of two badiths. The first badj7h (1323-72) explains that the 

Prophet started the night prayer with two short rakas, the wisdom behind that being 

that it would conserve his energy for the rest of the rakas. 474 One of the lessons of this 

, ýadlh is that if a person wants to achieve something, he should start gradually. 475 

Al-'Ayn, r indicated that the action referred to in the bad1h is desirable, but not 

obligatory. AI-Mirwazfagreed with him, because other hadlihs indicate that the Prophet 

started the night prayer with two long rakas. 476 This was mentioned as the reason why 

this Padffh is followed by the next one (1325-74) which explains that extending the 

period spent standing in prayer is one of the best actions in worship; therefore, it is 

471 Ibn KathTr, TafsTr, vol. 3, p. 606. 
472 Al-SahamafarT, Badhl AI-Maiad, vol. 7, p. 77, Sayyid b. I. Iusayn, Ruhban Al-Layl, vol. 1, p. 5 
473 Ibid., pp. 66-67. 
474 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal M-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 252. 
475 AbadT, "Awn Al-Ma'bcld, vol. 2, p. 144. 
476 M-Mirwiv, Mukhtasar Qiyam Al-Layl, p. 89. 
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permissible to pray long raeas . 
177 Al- 'AynT explained the meaning of "best actions" 

in the ýudjlh, and Al-SubkTdiscussed which action is better, standing for a long time or 

frequent prostration in prayer, his explanation being derived from the Prophet's 

answer. "' However, if his explanation was correct, then there should not be any 

argument among scholars on which is better. Ibn Qayyim 41-Jawziyya discussed this 

issue in detail and classified the scholars' opinions into four categories. The first view 

is that long standing in prayer is better, because the QurAn is recited while standing. 

The second is frequent prostration is better, because of a ýadRh which says that a person 

is closest to his Lord when he is prostrated. The third is that long standing is better 

during the night prayer and prostration is better during the daytime, as it was mentioned 

in the Padj7hs that the Prophet was more inclined to pray long rakas in the night prayer 

than during the day. The fourth opinion is that of Ibn Taymiyya, that the two actions are 

the same and both have advantages; standing because the Qur&i is recited in this 

position, and prostration because of its form. 479 AI-Shawk,, Pfi, after presenting the 

different opinions of the scholars, agreed with the Sh. ýVf and ganafl- Schools that 

remaining standing is better and explained that the badiihs that pointed to the merit of 

prostration do not conflict with the others that indicate that remaining standing is 

477 Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 255. For more details on this issue, see Ibn Bal3al, Sharh 

SahTh At-BukhagT, manuscript, vol. 1, chapter on praying at night, section on prolonged standing during 

night prayer (no page numbers). 
478 Ibid., p. 253. 
479 lbn Qayyim At-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Ma'ad, vol. 1, pp. 235-237. 
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better. 480 Imaen Aftwad remained silent on this issue and did not give an opinion, and 

Im&n Mgik had two opinions on this issue. 481 

3.25. Section Twenty-five: Performance of the night praver in pairs 

of rakas 

tladlh (1326-75) discusses two basic issues related to the night prayer, each of which 

provided scope for great disagreement among scholars. The first issue concerns the 

nature of the prayer, whether the rakcas should be in pairs, more or less. The different 

opinions of scholars on this matter were discussed earlier in relation to badBh (1295- 

44), in the section on daytime prayer. However, there is a connection between the 

scholars' understanding of this issue and the next issue, which is the legality of praying 

the Witr prayer in one raka. 

1. Im, 7#n Aýwad and Sh. ýIT agree that a voluntary prayer may be performed in one 

rak'a. This includes the Witr prayer. In their view, there is no limit to the increase 

on this number, but it is better to pray in pairs of rakas. 

2. Im&n Malik, from his understanding of the Padj7h, believed that it is generally not 

allowed to pray the night prayer other than in pairs, but the Witr prayer is an 

exception. 
482 

480 Al-ShawkanT, Nayl Al-Aylar, vol. 3, pp. 74-76. 
49 1 Al-SahamafarT, Badhl Al-Maihod. vol. 7, pp. 83-84. 
492 Muhammad Zakariyya, Awiaz A]-MasaITk, vol. 2, p. 324. 
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3. Abi7 Uanfa believed that it is not allowed to pray the Witr prayer in one raka and 

if it is done in this way, it is not considered a prayer. 483 

4. Ag. 4ynr, in his explanation of this badlh in Sahl-b AI-Bukh. §r defended the ganajt- 

opinion and reftited Al- Nawawrs statement that the only scholar indicating that it is 

not allowed to pray the Witr prayer in one raka, was Abi7 &nfq, 41-Thawrrand 

their followers. He indicated that a group of the companions and the followers, 484 

among them 'Umar, "AIZ Ibn 'Abb&, and "Umar b. "Abd al-: Azl, * had held the same 

opinion. Another piece of evidence he mentioned to support his opinion is Al- 

t1asan 41-BaFfs assertion that there is agreement among scholars that the Witr 

prayer consists of three connected rakas. In addition, other, ýadffhs refer to the Witr 

prayer as three connected rakas. 485 

Ibn gajar explained that there are ýadffhs that prohibit the Witr being prayed in three 

connected rakas, since that would make it similar to the Maghrib prayer, and this 

chaflenges the view that it is pennissible. 486 

Al-Mirwizrwas among the scholars who chose to pray the Witr prayer in one raka, 

although he believed that praying three connected rakas is allowed because the Prophet 

493 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal AI-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 256. 
4" Al-ý'Aym, 'Umdat AI-Qaff, vol. 5, p 419, 
485 Al-cAynT, A]-Binaya F1 Sharh Al-Hiday 

, vol. 2, pp. 575-579. 
486 Ibn liajar 

, 
Lath AI-Baj, vol. 2, pp. 479,486. 
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did so, but when asked, the Prophet indicated that it was his choice, and so the 

narrations allowing it are more correct. 487 

In regard to the Prophet's answer that the night prayer should be performed in pairs, Al- 

'Ayn. Tindicated that this is indicated as the preferred option, but it is permissible to pray 

four connected rakas. Another explanation is that the Prophet did not want to impose 

too severe an obligation, so he ordered two rakas, but some scholars assumed from this 

badffh, that the night prayer must not be prayed in more than two rakas, except in the 

488 
case of the Witr prayer; this is the opinion of the MAlikT School. 

AI-Tirmldhralso confirmed that it was the opinion of Im&n Malik Al- Sh, 37rand AZmad 

that the Witr prayer could be performed in one raka. 489 

3.26 Section TWenty-six: On loud recitation of the Our-'in during 

niLyhttime Praver 

This section consists of seven PadPhs (1327-76), (1328-77), (1329-78), (1330-79), 

(1331-80), (1332-81) and (1333-82). 

All these tadlhs discuss the manner in which the Qur,!, i should be recited during the 

night prayer. Some of these badlihs, such as ftadBh (1329-78) seem to conflict with 

ýadRh (1330-79) because in the first ýad. Wh the Prophet corrected the practice of Abi7 

'87 AI-MirwizT, Mukhtasar Oiyam A]-Layl, p. 205. 
488 Ibn Ijajar, Lath Al-BaLT, vol. 2, pp. 479,480. 
489 At-TirmidhT, Sunan, P. 1689. 
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Bakr and 'Umar but in the latter, the Prophet accepted their action. However, some 

explanations were given to clarify that there was no conflict; the Prophet's order in 

badlh (1329-78) was to advise on a better or the best way of recitation, but that does 

not mean that any other way was unacceptable. 490 All the previous hadj7hs suggest that 

the best style of recitation is in a moderate tone. This was the Prophet's style. 

Moreover, the Qur, §n choice in the verse 

Wa La Tajhar Bi $zlgtika Wala Takh#it Bihä Wabtagh 
Bayna Dhgika Sabila 
". .. And offer your prayer neither aloud nor in a low 

voice, but follow a way between" 17: 1 10.491 

Another explanation is that reciting in a low voice is better when the worshipper is 

afraid of duplicity, meaning that he may be tempted to try to impress other people, 

rather than reciting sincerely and solely to please Allah, so his loyalty in the worship of 

Allah will be affected. Reciting loudly is better when he does not have this fear 

because it has the advantage for him that it wakes the mind and banishes drowsiness, 

and it also enables others to learn and hear the Qurin. 492 

3.27 Section Twenty-seven: 
- 
On the number of rakas of the nighttime 

prave 

This section is the largest one in this part of the manuscript, as it consists of sixteen 

, ýadjlhs, excluding the duplicated ones. These PadPhs focus on one major issue with 

490 Al-SahamaforT, Badhl Al-Majhod, vol. 7, p. 9 1. 
49 1 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 257. 
492 Ibid., p. 363. 
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regard to nighttime prayer, which is the number of rak'as the Prophet used to pray at 

night. Then, the discussion moves to the number of Mir prayers in particular. 

Scholars had different opinions regarding these two issues, because of the many 

narrations that mentioned different numbers of rakas and appeared contradictory. It is 

in this that the importance of this section lies. In addition, reference is made to sub- 

issues, some of which have been discussed earlier, such as praying the rakas in pairs, 

and performing voluntary prayer while seated. Other issues, such as the two rakas 

after the Witr prayer, were also presented in these narrations. An important point that 

can be noted from Al-Aynrs explanation is-his attempt to affirm that the Witr prayer 

should be offered in three connected raklas, without separation, which is the opinion of 

the. Uanafl- School. Therefore, if a badj7h appears to lead to a different conclusion, he 

tries to interpret it in a way that supports his opinion. 

The different opinions of the scholars regarding these narrations and their attempts to 

reconcile them will be discussed in this section. 

One of the important issues in this part, which is considered fundamental in almost each 

badlh, is the number of raeas in the night prayer. Different numbers and conditions 

have been mentioned by scholars. Ibn gazm enumerated 13 in the Prophet's practice: 

1) Twelve rakas, in pairs, followed by one raka. 

2) Eight rakas, in pairs, followed by a sequence of five rakas. 

3) Ten rakas, in pairs, then one separate raka. 

4) Eight rakas, in pairs, then one separate raka. 

5) Also eight rakas, but all in a connected sequence. The Prophet sat down after the 

eighth raka, then he prayed one raka as Mir. 
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6) Six rakas, in pairs, then a separate one, as Witr. 

7) Seven connected rakas. The Prophet sat down in the sixth then continued with one 

rak'a. 

8) Four rakas, in pairs, followed by one raka. 

9) Five rakas, all connected. The Prophet did not sit down until he had completed 

them all. 

10) Seven rakas, all connected. He did not sit down until the end. 

11) Three rakas. The Prophet sat down after the second one, then prayed one raka 

separately. 

12) Three rakas. He sat at the end of the second one, then continued with the third one 

in the same way as the Maghrib prayer. 

13) One rakca. 493 

Al-Alb, 'mi*classified the night prayers into six kinds: 

1) Thirteen rakas, starting with two short rakas. 

2) Also 13, but eight of them in pairs and then five connected ones. 

3) Eleven rakas; 10 in pairs, then one separately. 

4) Eleven rakas; two groups of four, then three. 

5) Also 11; eight together then the Prophet sat down and prayed one raka, then two 

rak'as separately, while he was seated. 

493 Ibn Ijazm, AI-Muhalla, vol. 3, pp. 42-48. 
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6) Nine rakas; six together, then He sat down and prayed one raka, then he ended the 

prayer and prayed two rakas while seated. 494 

These commentaries concern the forms of the prayer, but another point that arises from 

these different forms is the number of rakas in the night prayer in general, and whether 

there is an upper or lower limit for it. The Imkn AI-ShATIT believed that the prayer 

should not contain more than II rakas, based on Padith (1341-90), and that any greater 

number would not be correce95 and that the lowest number is one raka. 496 Not all his 

students agreed with him, however. The Qffdý! ' 'Iy. §(I, a famous scholar in the School, 

believed that this prayer is a kind of worship in which the greater the number of rakas 

performed, the greater the reward, and no limit is imposed on it. 497 The JMjM 

A I-Nawawl' from the same school, explained more clearly that the number should be no 

morethan II and no less than one raka, but any number between them is permissible; 

moreover, it is allowable to pray several connected rakas, but it is better to pray them 

in pairs . 
498 Ibn gajar, on the other hand, considered that the number should fall within 

certain limits, the highest being 13 and the lowest seven. 499 Each of these opinions was 

based on selected narrations. 

In regard to the gý! nbalj' School, some scholars argue that the preferred number of 

raeas to be prayed is 11, and others say 13; preferably, the number should not be less 

494 Al-AlbanT, Salat Al-TarawTh. pp. 99-112. 
495 AbadT, "Awn A]-Macbad, vol. 2, p. 150 
496 Al-ShirbTnT, MughnT Al-Muhtai, vol. 1, pp. 451-452. 
497 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal, vol. 7, p. 295. 
498 Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 3, p. 20. Rawadat At-Talibm, vol. 1, p. 328. 
499 Al-KandahlawT, Awiaz Al-Masalik, vol. 2, p. 325. 
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than three, two as a pair and one separate raka, but it is acceptable to pray just one 

rak'a. 500 However, Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya explained that the number 11 is the one 

agreed on and the two additional raeas are a matter of disagreement. 501 Ibn Khuzayma 

believed that these different narrations indicating various numbers gave more flexibility 

in this matter, meaning that the worshipper could pray any of the numbers of rakas 

mentioned in the narrations, 502 though this was understood by AI-A1b5nT to mean that 

503 
the number should not exceed those reported in the &dPhs. 

All these opinions were based on the understanding that the numbers of rakas are 

specified in the badiths under the names of nighttime and Witr prayer, since, as was 

mentioned at the beginning of this section, 'A'isha used the same name for both 

prayers. On the other hand, the ganafi- School distinguished between the night and 

Witr prayers. They believed that the night prayer could be prayed in two, four, six or 

eight rakas, but the Witr prayer, they specified, should be three connected rakas, "' 

and they did not accept that it could be prayed in one raka. This last issue will be the 

next point of discussion, as most scholars disagreed with the tlanajj- opinion, and Al- 

'Ayni s main focus in this section was on demonstrating that the Witr prayer is three 

connected raeas, as generally held in his school. Among his evidence was ýudjlh 

(13 62-111) which stated that the Witr prayer is three rakas and the other rakas are the 

300 lbrahTm b. Muffib, Al-Mubdi' FT Sharh At-Mugn'i, vol. 2, Baha' Al-MaqdisT, Al-"Idda Sharh Al- 

'Umda. p. 88. 
501 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Maad, vol. 1, p. 85. 

502 Ibn Battal, Sharh SahTh Al-BukharT. manuscript, vol. 1, chapter on praying at night, section on the 

numbers of rakas of night prayer and the forms the Prophet used to pray (no page numbers). 
503 Sayyid b. Ijussain, Ruhban Al-Layl, vol. 1, p. 113. 
504 Ibn NajTm, Al-Bahr AI-Ra'iq, vol. 2, p. 57, AI-DahlawT, Al-Miswa Sharh AI-Muwatt 

. vol. 1, p. 214. 
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night prayer, 505 and Al-Aynj'concluded from this tadl7h, that in all other tadi7hs when 

Wisha mentioned one raka as Witr, she meant with two other raeas before it. 506 

There is also another badilh which explains that the Witr prayer consists of three 

raeas, the same as the Maghrib prayer. 507 In addition, according to the narrations of 

the companions, such as 'Umar b. AI-Khagalb, Anas b. Mgik; An 'Abb& and others, 508 

Al-gasan AI-BaFf also indicated that there was agreement among scholars on the Witr 

prayer being prayed in three rakas. Moreover, other badlihs suggest that the Prophet 

prayed the Witr prayer in three connected rakas. There is also a badl7h that prohibits 

Al-ButayrX, which ganafl- scholars interpret as meaning the one raka. 509 These are 

the main sources of evidence relied on by Uanafi- scholars to support their opinion. 

The other schools, however, have different opinions, also supported by evidence, as 

follows: 

Im. §n A(Bnad believes that the Witr prayer can be prayed in one raka with additional 

rak'as before it, or can be prayed in three rakas, 510 but not in particular disagreeing 

with ganafl- opinion, and that these three raeas should preferably be prayed as two 

together, because of a narration of the Prophet which orders this, then one separately, 

505 Al-Saharnaphorr, Badhl Al-MaUld, vol. 7, p. 137. 
506 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrild, vol. 7, p. 294. 
507 Al-'AynT, 'Umdat Al-oarT , vol. 6, p. 420. Sharh AI-Kanz, manuscript, vol. 1, p. 54. 
508 Al-KandahlawT, Awiaz Al-Masalik, vol. 2, p. 353. 
509 AI-ZayIar, TabyyTn Al-HaqLig, vol. 1, p. 170. 
510 lbrahTm b. Moammad, Manar Al-SabTI, vol. 1, p. 107. 
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but if they are prayed in a connected sequence, it will be permissible, 511 because there is 

another narration that indicates that the Prophet prayed in this form. 512 

Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya classified the fonns of the night prayer into seven kinds, 

almost similar to the ones previously mentioned, but when he reached the last kind, 

which was praying the night prayer in pairs then praying the Witr prayer as in three 

connected rakas, he indicated that this version is doubtful, because of the other badiths 

that forbid this form of prayer. This leads us to the opinion of his school, the ýffanball, 

that praying the Witr prayer as two rakas followed by one separate raka is better, 

because the narrations referring to this form are more numerous and more authoritative. 

He also permitted the Witr prayer to be prayed in five or seven connected rakas but, in 

his view, the narrations referring to one raka are stronger. 513 

Im. iPn Malik took an intennediate position between those of the &nbalr and tIanafl- 

Schools. He believed that the Witr prayer should be three rakas, as the ganafts argue, 

but as two raeas together then one separate one, as in the gAnbal! * School, though he 

did not accept that the prayer can to be prayed in one raka. 5 14 Thus, the point on 

which he disagreed with the ginbalf School was his insistance that there must be at 

least two rakas before the separate raka. He based that opinion on the consideration 

that there is no narration which indicated that the Prophet prayed one separate raka 

311 lbrahTm b. Muflih, Al-Mubdi'F7 Sharh Al-Mugni', vol. 2, p. 6. 
512 IbrahTm b. Mubammad, Manar Al-SabTI, vol. 1. p. 107. 
13 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad Al-Maad, vol. 1, p. 86. 
14 Al-KandahlawT, Awiaz Al-Masalik, vol. 2, p. 369. Muýammad b. 'Abdullah AL-_Khurashl, vol. 1, pp. 
10-11. 
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without preceeding prayers. 515 However, there is a difference between the ganafl- and 

Mgikropinions in regard to praying the Mir prayer in one raka, in that Imkn AT 

Hanfa considered it prohibited but Im&n Malik considered it hateful. 5 16 

On the other hand, Im&n Sh, 37. r believed that praying the Witr prayer in one raka is 

permissible and criticised the MAI&T opinion, which held that the lowest permissible 

limit is three rakas, a pair and one separate raea. 517 Al- Sh, 37r also believed that the 

Witr prayer is prayed in three rakas, it could be divided; this is in opposition to the 

&nafits who prohibit such division. 518 The Imkn Al-Nawawl' from the same school 

also criticised the ffanafi- prohibition against performing the Witr prayer in one raka, 

saying that the practice is permissible, and it is also permissible to pray several 

connected rakas, but it is better to pray them in pairs, and that there are authentic 

PadAs that contradict the ganafi- opinion .5 
19 These &djlh include (1359-108) which 

states that the Witr prayer could consist of five rakas, and badilh (1336-85) which 

explains that the Prophet prayed in pairs and that the Witr prayer was one raka. "' 

There is also another badPh indicating that the number of rakas in the Witr prayer 

could be seven, five, three or one. 52 1 These are some of the badBhs that support the 

$15 Ibn 'Abd al-Bar, Al-Kaft Fr Figh Ahl Al-MadTna, pp. 257,259. 
516 Al-DahlawT, AI-Miswa Fr Sharh Al-Muwatta. vol. 1, pp. 210-211. 
517 Al- ShafiT, Al-Umm, vol. 1, p. 140. 
518 Al-DahlawT, AI-Miswa Sharh Al-Muwatta. vol. 1. pp. 210,211. 
519 Al-NawawT, Sharh Musli 

, vol. 3, pp. 19-20. Rawdat AI-Tablibm, vol. 1, p. 328. 
520 AbadT, 'Awn A]-Ma'bud, vol. 2, p. 152. 
521 Sayyid b. liusayn, Ruhban Al-Layl, vol. 1, p. 112. 
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opinion of the majority of scholars, against the &naf. 1- opinion, in addition to other 

narrations mentioned in the discussion. In regard to the narration of Al-Bulairff', Al- 

Shawk. ffnr indicated that it is a weak badBh, 522 and other scholars interpreted it as a 

prayer which was intended to be prayed in pairs but was down to one raka. 523 41_ 

Shawkgnj' also stated that permitting the Witr prayer to be prayed only in three 

connected rakas is too restrictive. With regard to the consensus of the scholars on the 

Witr being prayed in three rakas, mentioned by Al-tlasan Al-Basrj, ' if he meant that 

this is one of the forms of the Witr prayer, then it is acceptable, but if he meant that this 

is the only way the Witr can be prayed, then it is invalid. 524 Ibn ffajar discussed the 

opinion of Abi7 tlamya and said that one of their considerations underlying this view 

was that the companions agreed on praying Witr in three connected rakas, but they had 

different opinions on other forms, therefore the tlanafts accepted the form on which 

they agreed and rejected those on which there was disagreement. On the other hand, 

opinions of some companions, such as "Aisha and Ibn 'Abb&, did not favour the Witr 

being performed as three rakas. The narration of one of the companions, Sulayman b. 

Yas&, forbade voluntary prayer being made similar to obligatory prayer (the Maghrib 

prayer), and another narration of the Prophet prohibited the Witr prayer being 

performed in a manner that rendered it similar to the Maghrib prayer. These narrations, 

in Ibn Uajar's view, render the consensus of the scholars invalid. On the other hand, he 

522 Al-ShawkAnT, Al-DararT Al-Mudiyy , vol. 1, p. 156. 
523 AI-SindT, Sharh Sunan Ibn Maia, vol. 1, p. 358. 
524 Al-ShawkanT, Al-DararT Al- Mudiyya, vol. 1, p. 157. 
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stated that it was proved that the Prophet prayed Witr in three rakas, and to reconcile 

this evidence with the narration prohibiting the Witr prayer being similar to the 

Maghrib, he explained that the prohibition referred to praying the three rakas with two 

Tashahhud, in the same way as for the Maghrib. But then he returned to state that 

some of the companions prayed the Mir in this form, and he explained that they might 

not have heard of the prohibition. As a final result, Ibn gajar explained that three 

rak'as are permissible, there is no disagreement on that, but the disagreement is on the 

specification, and that the authentic hadiths are against it. 525 However, the tlanqj. -ts did 

not stop at this point, but they tried to give other explanations for narrations which did 

not support their opinion. 

It can be seen in AgAynFs notes on the baduhs that he followed this approach. For 

example, regarding badj7h (1338-87), the ganafts did not accept the narration because 

they considered it confused, as there are three narrations narrating "Urwa from "Aisha 

and these narrations point to different numbers of rakas in Mir, five and one; therefore 

the tlanafts took account of other narrations such as that of Zur&a b. Awf4 which 

indicate that the Prophet prayed Witr in three connected rakas. 526 In badRh (1357-106) 

Al-'Aynr also emphasised that the Witr prayer was three rakas out of the five 

mentioned in the badAh, which is contrary to the obvious meaning. He also did not 

525 Ibn fjajar, Lath 
-Al-BALT, vol. 2, p. 386. 

526 AI-SubkT, A]-Manhal Al-Mawrod, vol. 7, p. 267. 
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accept the criticism of Al-Nawawr that the sound &dt7hs are against the ganaji-s 

opinion, saying that there are sound Padiths that support their opinion. In regard to the 

narrations that point to the Witr being five rakas, he explained that this was before the 

. 
527 M (1362-111) Al-Aynr forin of the Witr prayer had been fixed Also, in ýad. 7 

explained that "Aisha mentioned that the Witr prayer could be prayed in different 

forms, but that a single raka was not one of them. 528 

All these arguments refer to the different narrations that indicated various numbers of 

rak'as and the scholars tried to explain some of these numbers and reconcile the 

narrations. Most scholars agreed on the night prayer being prayed as II rakas, and 

that the two additional rakas referred to other narrations could be the Fajr prayer, or 

the two rakas that the Prophet sometimes prayed after the Mir, and which 'A'isha 

counted as part of the night prayer. 529 Another explanation is that the different numbers 

refer to different times and situations, and that all these forms are permissble. 530 In one 

of the narrations, when "Aisha stated that the Prophet did not pray more than II 

raeas in the night prayer, she might have meant that this was his usual practice. 531 The 

reason why 'A'Isha could have counted the Fajr prayer with the night prayer is that the 

Prophet kept awake until dawn and the time between them was short. 532 The scholars 

527 Al-m'AynT, 'Umdat Al-QarT , vol. 5, p. 320. 
528 AVAynT, Al- inaya FT Sharh Al-Hiday , vol. 2, p. 578. 
29 Al-SahamaforT, Badhl Al-Maihcld, vol. 7, p. 103. 
30 Ibid. 

531 Ibid. 
532 Al-SubkT, Al-Manhal Al-Mawrild, vol. 7, p. 152. 
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also suggested that confusion exists in 'Aisha's narrations of the night prayer, ýIqjj, 

on-journey prayer and fosterage narrations, and that this confusion comes not from the 

narrators, who were great memorisers, but from her. 533 However, this opinion cannot 

be accepted, because as AI-Bff explained, "Aisha was the best memoriser among the 

companions, and all the scholars agree on that. He went on to suggest that in the 

narration when she indicated that the Prophet always prayed II rakas she meant his 

usual prayer, and in her narrations, the additional number was due to special 

circumstances, or she counted the two rakas the Prophet used to start with as part of 

his night prayer. 534 

In regard to Ibn 'Abb&' narrations, Ibn gajar presented some explanations for the 

discrepancies between them. In hadBh (1364-113) it was explained, the first two rakas 

were the voluntary prayer after 'IshX, which the Prophet prayed late, before the night 

prayer, and regarding ýadffh (1356-106) which indicated that the Prophet prayed four 

rak'as then five, it was detailed in other narrations in Sunan AI-Nisj'i that the Prophet 

prayed pairs of rakas until he had prayed eight rakas, then he prayed the Witr prayer 

in five rakas. 535 Ibn gajar also explained that the most reliable view is that the 

Prophet prayed II rakas in the night and the narrations that mentioned 13 seem to be 

pointing to the voluntary prayer of "Ish5', because the hadAs seem to repeat the same 

story of Ibn 'Abb& which happened on one night only, and trying to reconcile between 

533 AVAynT, 'Umdat Al-OarT , vol. 6, p. 196. 
534 AI-Suyaq, TanwTr Al-Hawalik, vol. 1, p. 142. 
535 Ibn ljajar, Fath 

_AI-BarT, vol. 2, p. 388. 
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the narrations is better. 536 From the aforementioned information, it seems that, as Ibn 

Kuzayma believes, these different numbers gave more flexibility to the worshipper to 

pray according to his abilities, in that he could choose the number and form with which 

he felt most comfortable. 537 On the other hand, it also meant that he should stick to the 

highest limit and not exceed it, though he could pray fewer prayers. 

The wisdom behind choosing the number II for the night prayer was to harmonise with 

the voluntary day prayer, which is four rakas for Zuhur, four for "Asr, and three for 

Maghrib, making 11; when two rakas of the Fajr prayer are added, it comes to 13, 

which is the second number mentioned for the night prayer. 538 

Another issue that was discussed in this section was the legitimacy of the two rakas 

after the Witr prayer, as it is commonly noted in the Prophet's badj7hs that the end of 

his prayer was Witr, then he waited for the dawn prayer. However, some hadjlhs such 

as &dBh (1340-89) mentioned that the Prophet prayed two rakas after Whr. Scholars, 

however, had different opinions regarding its legitimacy, because it conflicts with 

another badith which indicates that the end of the Prophet's night prayer was Witr. 

In regard to the opinions of the four main Fiqh Schools, Im&n Malik believes that this 

practice was one of the Prophet's distinctive characteristics and that it is disliked for 

the same form of prayer to be used by the worshippers. 539 Im, 'Y-n Almad shares 

the opinion of M9ik that it is not desirable, although pennissible, to pray in the 

536 Ibid. 
537 Sayyid b. Husayn, Ruhban Al-Layl, vol. 1, p. 113. 
338 Ibn klajar, Lath Al-BaLT, vol. 3, p. 20. 
539 AI-SubkT, Al-Manhal AI-Mawrad, vol. 7, p. 269. Al-SaharnafarT, Badhl A]-Maihod, vol. 7, p. 103. 
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same manner as the Prophet, while seated. 540 Im&n ShVI i and Aba Hanifa believe 

that this narration could be abrogated, but there is another opinion of AI-Shficithat it is 

permissible. 54 1 AI-Nawawr explained that the Prophet did not make a regular practice 

of praying these two rakas, but prayed them only to demonstrate that it is permissible 

to pray after Witr, and the word used to pray two rakas after Witr (KAna ) in the ýadRh, 

does not mean that he repeated the action, 542 and this opinion was mentioned by Al- 

'Aynrin the relevant section of his commentary on badfth (1340-89) and he criticised 

Al-Nawawr, but he did not mention his evidence that 'A'isha in another hadilh used the 

same phrase (KAna ) to happen, when she meant that the action happened only once. 543 

This is Al-Nawawrs attempt to reconcile the conflicting Padj7hs, but it seems that Ibn 

, Uajar disagrees with his view that the Prophet prayed these rakas to show that it is 

permissible, on the ground that the Prophet usually prayed the Witr prayer at home, 

during the night, so how could the permissibility be shown? Moreover, other of the 

Prophet's sayings and actions contradict it. There is also the possibility of its being a 

private action, reserved to the Prophet, or it could be the voluntary prayer before 

Fajr, 544 which gives the impression that Ibn &jar agrees with that opinion. An 

Qayyim Al-Jawziyya and Ibn Taymiyya indicate that the wisdom behind these rakas is 

5'0'Abdullah b. Qudama, A]-MughnT Wa Al-Sharh Al-KabTr, vol. 1, p. 766. 
41 Ibn Ijajar, Kashf Al-Si , p. 39. 
42 Al-NawawT, Sharh Muslim, vol. 1, p. 2 1. 

543 Ibid. 
544 Ibn Uajar, Kashf A pp. 3944. 
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that the Prophet prayed them when the number of his Witr prayers was nine, seven, or 

five, which is less than the eleven rakas he used to pray, also they create a link 

between the Witr prayer and the two rakas after the Mahgrib prayer, which is 

considered the Witr of the day prayers; in the case of the voluntary prayer after the 

Maghrib prayer, the two rakas are to make up for any shortfall in the daytime 

prayer. 545 

From these discussions on the various issues relating to nighttime prayer, it can be seen 

that there was disagreement among scholars even in the same school, related to the 

different narrations of the badlhs. As a summary for this section, in regard to the first 

issue about the number of night prayers, it seems that there is almost an agreement 

among the scholars on eleven rakas, and that the various alternative descriptions give 

more flexibility to the worshipper to select the number that suits him. 

On the issue of the number of rakas in the Witr prayer, the ffanaji- School disagreed 

with the majority of scholars that it can only be prayed in three connected rakas. 

However, the narrations referring to the fann, two connected rakas followed by one 

separate raka, are more numerous and authoritative. Moreover, to accept only one 

form for this prayer would be too restrictive. 

cA'isha and Ibn cAbb& each offered different narrations indicating different numbers of 

rak'as. However, scholars have attempted to reconcile them. 

Ibn gajar attempted to reveal the wisdom behind selecting the number eleven in most 

of the narrations. In regard to the two ragas after the Mir prayer, which was the last 

545 Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyya, Zad AI-Maad, vol. 1, pp. 332-333. 
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issue of discussion, it was not the Prophet's usual practice, which was the Witr prayer, 

and clarifications were also offered to explain the reasons for its being performed. 

3.28 Conclusion 

This chapter has attempted to give a clear picture of the issues that were discussed and 

the rules that were derived from the narrations, by presenting the different opinions of 

the scholars and the evidence they cited to support them, to aid the reader's 

understanding of these important issues which the worshipper deals with in his daily 

prayer. The opinions of the scholars were derived from various Fiqh books, and 

particular emphasis was given to the opinions of the main Fiqh School, the ganafl-, 

Mgik. F, Sh, 3i. T, and. UanbalF, as reflected in their own books and the books of their 

students. From all these different opinions, it is clear that scholars paid great attention 

to these badiths, investigating every detail. Moreover, the great scholars such as Al- 

Shqý'Ir and Apnad expressed more than one opinion on the same issue, taking account 

of other Padffh they had not previously known, which changed their understanding. 

Also, special attention was given to the opinions of tadRh scholars such as Ibn gajar 

and Al-Nawaw! ', because of their prominent contributions to this branch of knowledge 

and their valuable opinions in their commentaries on Sahi-h Al-BukhkF and Sahi-h 

Muslim. 

It was noted that these two scholars repeatedly tried to reconcile conflicting badPhs, in 

the belief that if reconciliation is possible, it is better than preferring one badPh over 

another, especially if they are considered authentic badiihs, as AI-Nawawr stated in his 
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commentary on ftadl7h (1282-3 1). They also attempted to infer the wisdom behind these 

rules. 

To aid understanding of Al-. Aynr's opinions, reference was made to his other books 

such as Al-BinAW and "Umdat Al-OiK to identify his source of evidence in more detail. 

Ld, to explore Also, reference was made to the other commentaries on Sunan AbT Da7vvu 

their views on these issues and to add the lessons they derived from the Sunan to Al- 

'Ayn, rs commentary, to give the discussion more depth. One of the most detailed 

commentaries was that of AI-Manhal AI-MawrCd which discussed the rules and the 

scholars' evidences, in a very detailed manner. Other narrations in badith books that 

discussed the same rules were indicated, either to support the points made or, even if 

they contradicted Al-", 4ynrs arguments, to understand the scholars' reasoning on the 

matters in question. 

Another kind of Fiqh books, which focused on a single issue, such as 'I'lkn ahl AI-A sr 

which dealt only with the rules of the Fajr prayer, and Ruhbffn, 41-Lavl which dealt with 

the rules of night prayer, were very useful in that they collect all the related narrations 

and the scholars' opinions in one place, for every sub-heading. 

It was noted that the issues that were discussed in this manuscript were presented in 

different ways in Padilh and Fiqh books. In Padj1h books the focus is on the narration 

of the badlh in that they discuss first the Pad., 7h issues relating to the chain of authority, 

and the conditions of the narrators, the documentation of the Padi7h in other badl7h 
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books, the place of the hadRh and the weakness, if it exists. Then they consider the 

content of the badffh, if there are any difficult words or phrases, and discuss the rules 

and point out the lessons derived from the narrations. In contrast, in Fiqh books the 

main issue is the rule itself. Only after presenting the rule does the author express his 

opinion or the opinion of the school about the rule, and to indicate the narrations that 

support his view and other scholars' opinions. 

Returning to the general subject of this chapter, . 41-Naweil worship in general and Nafl 

prayer in particular, there is more flexibiity than in the case of the Fardprayer, to leave 

the door open for worshippers to achieve as much reward as they can, and to 

compensate for any shortcomings in their observation of obligatory prayers. Moreover, 

another advantage of these prayers is that they bring a blessing on the house. 

The following points are worthy of note, regarding the different issues of this chapter. 

1. The M9ikj* School focus predominantly on the obligatory prayer, therefore they did 

not specify any particular time for voluntary prayer, so that it will not affect the time 

of the obligatory one. 

2. The Prophet attached particular importance to the two rak'as before the Fajr prayer, 

among all the RawRib prayers, in that he always prayed it even when he was 

travelling, whereas on such occasions he used to leave out voluntary prayers. Also, 

he specified a great reward for who prays it. This could be because the timing of 

this prayer is difficult, in that the worshipper needs to wake up from his steep to 

pray it; therefore, to do so is a sacrifice that indicates particular devotion. 
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3. ffadj7h (1258-8) is considered Wy, and it could be that AbaDAWCd referred to it in 

his Sunan to confirm the importance of the Fajr prayer, and Al-"Aynf attempted to 

support this Padlh, because it is strong evidence in support of his opinion that these 

rak'as are Wgib. 

4. No clear opinion was given as to the legitimacy of the Tasbi-b prayer. The scholars 

had two opinions, one supporting it and one opposing it, and this could be referred 

to its unusual form. 

5. "A'isha's narrations on various issues seems to contain many contradictions. The 

reason for that could be because she narrated a large number of ýadjlhs and also, 

since she was closest to the Prophet in many different circumstances, for each 

circumstance she was narrating a different story. 

6. One of the general rules derived from these ýadPh is that in Islam it is more 

important to continue in worship, rather than to attempt a lengthy act of worship and 

abandon it due to tiredness. 

7. In the section on night prayer, AM D! MV's nice organisation of these ftadPhs is 

apparent, as the section flows in a logical style. First he refers to the narration that 

deals with the rules, then its time and number, in a consistent style. 

8. Al-, 4ynr strongly supported the opinions of his School, even when the ýadRhs 

provide clear evidence against it. This is consistent with the criticism that has been 

directed to him. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

NOTES 

Hadilh (1250-1) 

1, line II Abi7 Vjtim al-R&T : forenaines, Mubammad b. Idr. Ts b. al- 

Mundhk, one of the famous scholars of t1adith. Born in 195 

AR/810 A. D. Travelled to various countries to collect tladffhs 

enduring much suffering on his journey and even came close to 

dying of hunger. Abi7 Diwad and al-Nisj7 narrated from him 

and he was considered a trusted transmitter of &dl& Died in 

277 A. H. /890 A. D. aged 82 years. See Mu, ýammad b. ', 4bd al- 

tWj, ' Tabaqg "Wamg'Al-Hadi7h vol. 2, pp. 260-262. 

line 17 This badffh has four followers (talbfhn) who reported from each 

other: D&W, al-Nucm, 7oi, cAmr, 7 and cUnbusa See Al-Nawawr 

Sharh Muslim, vol. 6, p. 9. 

Dva is a book on ýIa afl- Fiqh written by Aba al-, Uasan line 22 Al-Hidg n 

"Alf b. AbrBakr al-Marghfngnj'. He first wrote the book Bid-ily-a 

al-Mubta which was a combination of Mukhtapr al-QaddCrl' 

and al-J&nf al-$aghrr on ffanafi- Fiqh. Then he explained this 

book in another one called Kif&at al-Muntahi ; later wrote an 
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explanation called al--HLd.;; ýq Sharb BLd&at al-Mubtadd See Al- 

Marghrnim-f al-I-Fidiva, Introduction, pp. 4-5. 

, 41-Mu, b. Tt is also a book in tlanafl- Fiqh, written by Burhffn al- 

Din MajBnad b. AjBnad. Died, 616 A. H. /1219 A. D. The full 

name of the book is al-Mubrt al-Burh&? FFj*al-Rqh al-Num, 57T. 

ýn, vol. 2, p. 1619. See, Ismfil al-Ba-Unf, al-Idgh FTKashf al-Zun u 

p. 2, line 3 Muslim b. al-gajjg b. Muslim al-QushayrTal-Naysa-barrr Born 

in 204 AR/819 A. D. and died in 261 AR/874 A. D. He was a 

trusted narrator. His book al-Sahl-h had such a high reputation 

among gadith books, that some scholars even preferred it to 

Sabl-b al-Bukh5r and some Naysgi7r scholars tried to imitate 

him, with less success. His other books included al- TabagN and 

al-KunA See Ibn ljajar, Tahdhi-b al-Tahdh vol. 10, pp. 126- 

167. 

AI-TirmidhfAba %§Mu, ýammad b. 'Is, §b. Sawra. He was blind 

and famous for his good memory, knowledge and piety. Among 

his famous books were al-Tal and al-Jknif. He pointed out that 

when he showed the latter to the diacriticals scholar of al. -FIriq 

and Khur&. Fx, they welcomed it, and said that to have this book 

in one's house, was just like hearing the Prophet speaking. He 
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died in 279 A. H. /892 A. D. in Turmudh. See Mupammad b. ', 4bd 

al-gjdi, ' Tabaq , vol. 2, pp. 338-340. 

, 41-Nisj7 Abi7 'Abd al-Ra! Bn&i Alffnad b. Shuayb b. 'Alral- 

Khur&ffnr the judge. Born in 215 A. H. /830 A. D. He studied 

under Ispiq b. RAawayh, Mupammad b. Na§r al-MirwizF, and 

other scholars in Khur&-§n, Okffq, tFY& and Egypt, where he 

lived. He was one of the most knowledgeable scholars of his 

time on Fiqh and gadRh and he was meticulous in examining the 

authority for narrations before he would accept them. He was 

particularly farnous for his book al-Sunan, on Vadi7h. He died 

during a journey to perform the pilgrimage and was buried in 

Mecca, or according to another narration, in Palestine, in 133 

A. H. /750 A. D. See ibid, pp. 418-421. 

IbnMfaMuýummad b. Yaz. TdAbaAbdullahal-QazwTnF Bom 

in 209 AR/842 A. D. He travelled to various countries such as 

cIr. §q, Khur&, §n al-Yy&, Misr and al-Shkn, to seek knowledge. 

He was learned in gadj7h, Tafisir, and Tarl-kh. His book al-Sunan 

collects a good number of gadBh sections, but it contains very 

weak Hadj7h. He died in 273 A. H. /886 A. D. or 275 A. H. /888 

A. D. See IbnUajar, Tahdhi-b, vol. 4, pp. 63 0-63 1. 
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line 7 Ibn tFibb5n: his forenames were Mubammad b. tFibbin b. 

AlBnad. He studied under al-Nisg'rand Ibn Khuzayma, and had 

more than two thousand teachers. He had a knowledge of 

medicine and Arabic language. He worked as a judge in 

Naysgi7r for a while, then travelled to Bukh&g after which he 

returned to Nays9i7r where he taught. Finally, he returned to his 

country, Syist&?, and people travelled to him to hear his books, 

which included al-Musnad al-Sabi-A. to which al-ý'Aynr referred, 

al-T&J-kh and al-D4afg'. He died in 354 A. H. /965 A. D. See 

Mubammad b. "Abd alV111, Tabgggt 'Iflamg al-Hadith vol. 3, 

pp. 113-115. 

line 8 Ibn Khuyzayma is A bi7Bakr Muhammad b. Isp. Nq b. Khuzayma b. 

al-Mughka al-Nays9i7rT. Born in 223 A. H. /837 A. D. From his 

youth he showed interest in knowledge. When he was asked 

about it, he explained that he had asked God for it when he drank 

Zamam water. Among his teachers were al-Muznj' and al- 

Buwayff Al-Bukh&T and Muslim narrated from him but not in al- 

$abl-A He was a leading exponent of Uadi7h knowledge in his 

time and he stressed that if an authentic gadBh conflicted with 

his opinion, then people should set aside his opinion and agree 

with the VadNh. He wrote more than 140 books. He died in 311 
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A. H. /923 A. D. when he was 88. See ibid., vol. 2, pp. 441-446. 

See AbrBakr al-gusaynr, Tabaqg al-Shgfii pp. 48-49. 

ANMm is Abi7 'Abdullah Mubammad b. "Abdullah al- 

NaysgCr. r Born in 321 A. H. /933 A. D. in NaysgCr. He sought 

knowledge from his youth. He travelled to "Iraq, Mecca and 

Khur&ffn. His teachers were more than 2,000 in Nqysalbik alone, 

and he was a judge there. He was the leading scholar of &dilh 

in his time and wrote many books on history, T. Nrj-kh Naysa-bry. 

and in Hadj7h, al-Mustadrak 'Ali al-SaAJA n to which al-ý'Aynr -gy 

referred. The meaning of al-Istidrg is a scholar who follows 

another author who had written Uadffhs and omitted some which 

he missed. The second scholar then writes the omitted Uadiths 

in a book called al-Mustadrak Al-. U, *im added a section in his 

book for some ffadAs which he believed were authentic but did 

not follow the conditions of al-Bukhgrr or Muslim. Al-ffAim 

died in Naysa-bCr in 405 A. H. /1014 A. D. See Al- Dhahabi, 

Tadhkirat al-Mil Lag. vol. 3, p. 1039, Ad Bakr al-thsayni-, 

Tabgg& al-Shg fiva. pp. 123-125. Ibn Khallikiin, WaLavit al- 

Acv&i. vol. 1, p. 484, K&nil Mubammad. al-HAim, pp. 345-56. 
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line 10 Al- Tabar, §nF Aba al-Q&im Sulaymgn b. Atunad b. Ayyi7b. Born 

in 260 A. H. / 878 A. D. in Tabariyya. He lived in Isfahan until he 

died in 360 A. H. /978 A. D. aged 100 years. He was a great Pad. 17h 

memoriser of his time. He travelled to collect knowledge, to 

cIr5q, yy&, Yemen, and Egypt for 33 years, and studied under 

more than 1000 scholars. Some of his famous books were 

al-M&am al-Kabk, al-Awsat and al-Sagh See Ibn Khallkao?, 

fag al-AýE. §n vol. 2, p. 407, see al-Zarkallal-A'I&n vol. 3, ffa 

12 1. 

Hadith (1251-2) 

p. 3, line 6 Im&n Malik b. Anas b. Malik al-Asbabr gave his name to the 

Mgiki'school; he was the Imkn of tladj1h in his time. Born in 93 

A. H. /291 A. D. during the rule of Sulayman b. "Abd al-Malik b. 

Marwin and died in al-Madina in 179 AR/795 A. D. He was 

wise, pious, and famous for his morality, especially with his 

family. He started to seek knowledge when he was young and his 

teachers included Mupammad b. al-Munkadir, al-ZuhrT and 

N, 3"i. He started to teach and answer people's questions at the 

same time as his teachers, when he was 17. Nevertheless, he was 

very careful in answering questions and was not asharned to 

admit his ignorance when he could not answer questions. He was 
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also known for his great adherence to the Qurin and Sunna. He 

was respected and loved by the people and the ruler. His book 

al-Muwa Ug' was the first book on Uadl7h and Fiqh, which Aba 

Jdfar al-ManyCr asked him to write. See cIyAq b. Musa, Tartib 

al-Mad, ffrik vol. 1, pp. 104-190. 

Al-Taba7Rvj:: forenames, Abi7 Jdfar Apmad b. Muftammad b. 

Salama; his nickname refers to a village in Egypt called Tahff. 

Born in 239 A. H. /853 A. D. In his time, he was a leader of the 

tlanaji- school in Egypt and was a narrator of UadBh. He had 

extensive knowledge of Fiqh and Arabic language. Al-ýAynf 

referred to him several times in his manuscript, although he 

disagreed sometimes with &nafl- opinions. Among his famous 

books were al-Agida al- Taha7wi)ya Mushkil al-Ath and 

MaW al-Ath& about the rules of gadRhs, which earned a high 

reputation and was considered by some scholars such as Ibn 

Hazm and al-'AynFto be next in importance to $atlý al-Bukhgrr 

and &tfp Muslim. He died in 321 AR/933 A. D., aged 82 years. 

See "Abdullah NadhFr, Abi7Jalar al-Taha; iv pp. 164,203-205, 

229. See Mu, ýammad b. "Abd al-, ffgr, Tabag& `Ulam-f al- 

Hadi7h, vol. 2, pp. 5 16-517. 
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line 17 Al-Bukh&f Mutammad b. Ismfll b. IbrAhm b. al-Mughka. 

Born in 194 A. H. /809 A. D., died in 256 A. H. /869 A. D. aged 62 

years. He studied under a great number of the Prophet's 

followers. He travelled to collect gadBh and his book al-J&nf 

-al-Sahl-h 
is the most trusted book on gadj1h, as it contains only 

authentic gadlihs. He prayed two rakas before considering each 

tladBh for inclusion, and he set very precise conditions for 

accepting a narration. He was forced out of his country of 

Khur&, ffn because he refused to give special lessons to the ruler's 

sons. He went to Samarqand, to stay with relatives, and died 

there. See Ibn gajar, Tahdhib vol. 4, pp. 47-55. 

line 20 Abi7 Msuf. Ydqi7b b. IbrAjýn al-Kaji-, was one of the closest 

students of Aba ffanya. He sought leaming from an early age 

and, since his father was poor, Abi7tlanfa paid for his upkeep in 

order to give him the chance to study. He was one of the foremost 

collectors of gadt7hs among Abi7 ganfa's students. He died in 

182 A. H. /798 A. D., aged 69 years. See Muýammad b. "Abd al- 

ffjdi, * Tabag. §t, 
-vol. 

1, pp. 421-422. 

Mubammad b. al-&san al-Shaybffnr Born in 132 A. H. /749 A. D. 

He was one of the most famous students of Abi7 ganya, with 
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whom he studied for two years, until Abi7ganjfa's death. Atthat 

time, Al-Shayb&ir was only 18 years old. Then he studied under 

Abi7 Yi7suf He was famous for his numerous writings and he 

participated in spreading Aba ýIanfa's opnions. One of his 

famous books was al-Mabsi7twhich is considered one of the most 

important books by the &nafl- school. He died in 187 A. H. /802 

A. D. when he was 58 years. See al-Shk&f, Tabgg& al-Fugahi 

pp. 13 4-13 5. Ab 17 Zahra, Aba Han pp. 182-183. 

Hadilh (1254-4) 

p. 5, line 8 ARIasan al-Ba§rr b. Yas&. He was bom in the reign of 'Umar 

b. al-Khagalb, and was one of the jurisprudents at that time of the 

followers in al-Ba§ra. Many scholars testified to his learning, 

and his deep knowledge of the Qurffn and Uadj1h. Also he was 

an expert on Fiqh rules. He was one of the most assiduous 

worshippers in al-Basra. His mother worked as a maid in the 

house of Umm Salama (the Prophet's wife) and this led to his 

receiving knowledge from the Prophet's house (he met 120 of the 

Prophet's companions). He died in al-Baýra in I 10 A. H. /728 

A. D. aged 88 years. See Mupammad b. A, (Pnad, TabagN 'Ulam, § 

al-Hadi7h, vol. 1, pp. 140-142. Muhammad al-Dhahabr, al-LaLs 
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Wa I Mufassir vol. 1, pp. 127-128, al-Shlr&. r, -Tabag 

al-Fuaahg p. 87. 

Hadjlh-(1255-5) 

p. 6, line 5 This is likely to be Ya,. by, § b. SdTd b. Qays, who died in 44 

A. H. /664 A. D. or after, because there was a YabyJ b. Sd. Td al- 

'Att& whose Hadiths are considered as dff. See An tlajar, 

Tahdhiib al-Tahdhi-b vol. 11, pp. 221-224. 

line 9 "Umra b. "Abd al-Ra4wim- was the sister of Muýammad b. 'Abd 

al-Rabmffn and not his aunt, as al-'Aynr indicated. See ibid. 

line 17 'Iyjdý b. Masi b. 'IyA(I Abi7 al-Fadl. Born in Sabta in 476 

A. H. /1083 A. D. He was one of the famous Sh, ýVr scholars. He 

started to teach when he was 28 and bec=e a judge at 35, 

presiding first in Sabta, then in Cordova. His books include al- 

Shifj FF Sharaf al-Mus&7fa Tarti-b al-Madj'ri and al-Ikmg FF 

Sharh Muslim. He died far from his country in 533 

A. H. /1134A. D. See ibid., vol. 4, pp. 78-81. 
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Hadfth (1256-6) 

al-Qagin; forenames, Ibn FarrCAh al-TamNE Born in 7, line 10 Yah 

120 A. H. /737 A. D. in al-Ba§ra He narrated from al-, 4wzg "T, 

Sufyk2 al-Thawrj* and many other scholars. He had such great 

knowledge of Uadffh that his teachers cited him as a source of 

reference. He was also famous for his knowledge of the narrators 

and scholars accepted his judgements of them. He was one of 

Im&n Malik's companions in al-Baýra. He died in 198 A. H. /813 

A. D. See Ibn gajar, Tahdhib. vol. 11, pp. 216-220. 

Hadilh (1258-8) 

p. 9, line 18 'Abd al-Haq b. 'Abd al-Rahn&i b. cAbdullah b. Husayn. From 

Ishbiliya. Bomin5lOA. H. /1116 A. D. or514 A. H. /1120 A. D. 

He was a jurisprudent and a memoriser of Hadilh. He was 

known to be ascetic, pious and a keen adherent of the Sunna. He 

also had an interest in literature and poetry. His books included 

al-Ahk&n al-Kubr. § and al-Abk&n al-SuRhný which were 

mentioned by al-FAynr in the manuscript. He died in Byfya in 

581 A. H. /I 185 A. D. See Mubammad b. "Abd al-tljdf, TabqqN. 

vol. 4, pp. 125-127. 
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p. 10, line 7 Almad b. t1anbal b. Asad He was of Arab origins and his 

lineage was linked to that of the Prophet. When al-ShVi r 

described him, he indicated that he was a scholar of gadl7h, Fiqh, 

Qur. ffn, and Arabic language, as he was a great memoriser of 

t1adj1h, and used to refer to them when answering people's 

questions. His students included his sons, $MP, "Abdullah, and 

Abi7 Z&'a. He was also known for his poverty and piety; he 

would not accept any reward from the ruler. He had a reputation 

among scholars for his honesty and they trusted him. One of his 

famous books was al-Musnad in Hadj7h. He died in 241 

A. H. /855 A. D. aged 77. See, 4bTYdl9. TqbqqN al-Hangila. vol. 

1, pp. 4-16. 

line 10 Al-Qadariyya is a doctrine first started in the Umayyid period in 

cIr, ffq. The major belief in this doctrine is that individuals have 

complete free will and that God does not have any knowledge of 

or effect on their actions. See Muýammad Maud, TArAh al- 

Firaq, pp. 82-86. John Esposito, The Oxford Encyclopaedia of 

the Modem Islamic World, vol. 3, pp. 375-378. 
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line 12 Aba YdIff is Atmad b. 'Alf al-MawýUT Born in 210 A. H. / 825 

A. D. He started to collect gadj7h when he was young and 

leamed from A, (ffnad b. "Is. 9 al- TuslurT, A hmad b. Mffni' IbrA! m 

al-Harawfand many other scholars. He was widely trusted by 

scholars. He followed the tlanajj- school. His most famous 

book, al-Musna was highly regarded by scholars. Died in 307 

A. H. /919 A. D. aged 97 years. See. 41-DhahabF, Sivar, 4'lkn al- 

Nubalf. vol. 14, pp. 174-180. 

Hadi7h (1260-10 

11, line 15 "Abd al-'Azj-z al-DrRvvurdf, An gajar indicates that he was from a 

Persian village called Drawurd and he died in 82 or 86 A. H. /701 

A. D. See Ibn tlajar, Tahdhi-b al-Tahdhi7b, vol. 6, p. 354. 

Hadfth (1261-11) 

p. 14, line 3 AI-Ghibb generally means an end, and Ghabba al-Amra means 

"it reached its end". See IbrA. Tm Muspfa al-_My! jam al-WasFt 

vol. 2, p. 648. See Ibn Manzik, Lisffn al-'Arab, vol. 1, p. 635. 

line 6 The judge referred to is al-Q, §ý! 'Iy. §ý b. AM Died 533 

A. H. /I 134 A. D. 
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line 10 The same citation of al-ImPn Muhyyr al-DTn al-Nawawr was 

found in his book but without the last word, Sunna. See 

, 41-Nawaw. T, Sharh Muslim vol. 3, p. 19. 

Al-ImiTin al-Nawawl* refers to Yabyj b. Sharaf b. Murrr, a great 

scholar from the Sh, 37'! * school. He was born in 631 A. H. / 

1233A. D. in NawA When he was nineteen, his father took him to 

Dainascus and he started to acquire leaming there. He first 

wanted to study medicine, then he turned to religious knowledge. 

He was the author of some important books that are referred to by 

Muslims to this day, such as Sharb Sahl-h Muslim ql-_MýqLm 

Sharh al-Muhadhdhab, al-Arbdrn and others. He was famous 

for standing up to kings or the successors with the right word and 

asking for justice. He was also pious, did not eat more than one 

meal a day and did not marry, as he was always busy with 

scholarship. He died in 676 A. H. /1277 A. D. in his country. See 

AI-SuyiýtZ Tadrib al-RAWF, vol. 1, pp. 29-32. 

p. 15, line 3 Vasan &PIO Gharib - this term means that this gadBh is gasan 

from one IsnV and $apl-p from another. Isng Gharib is 

authentic, but resting on the authority of only one companion. 

See Alfred Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam, Glossary, p. 181. 
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line 6 Al-tladlh al-Munqa#' is an IsnW from which a name is missing. 

Ibid. 

line 8 Sdrd b. al-Musay0b, one of the great followers, Tabfih Born 

two years after the succession of 'Umar b. al-Khattalb. He 

studied under 'Uthmffn b. "AffAn, Zayd b. Thalbit, "A'isha, and he 

was the son-in-law of Abi7 Hurayra. He had wide knowledge, 

such that he was called the master of the followers, Tabii7n. He 

frequently fasted and he performed the pilgrimage 40 times. He 

would not accept gifts from the ruler. He died in 94 A. H. nl2 

A. D. See Abmad b. ', 4bd al-g&lf, TabagN "Ulamg' al-Hadi7h 

vol. 1, pp. 112-113. 

line 9 Absibi7h means throw stones at him, and al-Hasab means stones. 

See Ibn ManzCr, Lism al-fArab vol. 1, p. 319. 

line 10 IbrAfm al-Nukha'. F: forenames, Aba "Imr. §n Yaz. Td b. Qays b. al- 

Aswad al-Kafl. Born in 50 AR/670 A. D. He was named FaqA 

al-"Irjq. He studied under 'Alqama, Masr5q and others. His 

students included UammW b. Salama and al-Amash. He died in 

95 A. H. /713 A. D. four months after the death of al-Zlqjjq, from 

whom he was hiding. Mubammad b. 'Abd al-gidr, Tabaq 
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p. 82, al-Shir&. r, Tabaq5t al-Fugah. § p. 82, Ibn gajar, Tahdhi-b. 

vol. 1, pp. 177-178. 

lines 12 and 15 AT Myliz and Ab. FaI-$ddjq al-Ng. F despite extensive searching, 

I have been unable to identify these names. 

line 18 Al-Tamarrugh has the same meaning as AI-Ma'k. See Ibn 

Manz&, Lis5n al-. 'Arab, vol. 8, p. 45 1. 

Hadl7h (1262-12) 

p. 16, line 3 Bishr b. "Umar died in 207 A. H. /822A. D., not in 209 A. H. /824 

A. D., as al-%nr stated. See al-Mizzj, ' Tahdhi-b al-Kam vol. 4, 

pp. 139-140. 

Hadi7h (1264-14) 

p. 17, line 15 Yah 
. Tjb. MdFnAbaZakariyyd Bominl58A. H. /774A. D. He 

was one of the scholars of the. U. §nbalr school and he was among 

the closest fflends of Imkn Alffnad. He was considered one of the 

greatest scholars of ffadt7h, especially as regards the reliability of 

the narrators, and it was said that he wrote thousands of HadAs. 

He died in 233 A. H. /847 A. D. in al-Madfna. See Mubammad b. 

'Abd al-g&lr, -TabagN. vol. 2, pp. 79-8 1. 
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Hadith (1265-15) 

19, line 18 Sdid b. Jubayr. He originated from al-Habasha He was one of 

oldest followers who had great knowledge of Vadj1h, Fiqh, and 

especially of Tafshr. His closest teachers, Ibn '. 4bb&, An Fibb,!, z 

and al-Tabarr, described him as a trusted Im&n and a great 

worshipper. He was killed by al-, Uajjg in 95 A. H. /713 A. D. 

when he was 49 years old. See Mu, ýammad al-Dhahabr, 

ifassiri7n, vol. 1, pp. 108-109. al-Tafsk Wa'lgu 

Ibn STr. Tn: his full name was Mu, ýammad b. Skin aI-An$&j, ' the 

leader of his time. He narrated from Anas b. Malik, Zayd b. 

Tha-bit and others. He was bom in the last two years of 

'Uthm, §n's rule. He was pious and no-one in al-BaFa had such 

I knowledge of Qa(Ij' as he did. He was also farnous for 

interpreting dreams. He died in 110 A. H. /728 A. D. See Ibn 

, ffajar, Tahdhi7bpvol. 9, pp. 214-216. 

line 19 'Afj'b. Yas& al-HilaIr He was a servant of Maymi7na, the wife 

of the Prophet. He was bom in 19 A. H. /637 A. D. He narrated 

from A 17 Dharr and Zayd b. Th9it. He was trusted by scholars 

such as al-NisXFAbi7 Zar"a and Ibn Win, and he narrated a 
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large number of Uadjlhs. He died in 103 or 104 A. H. /721 or 722 

A. D. in Alexandria. See Ibn t1ajar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib. vol. 7, 

pp. 217-218. 

Al-Sh, 37'. T: full name, Mupammad b. IdrTs b. al-ýAbb&. Born in 

150 A. H. /767 A. D., the same year that Aba Van#a died. He 

started to answer people's questions when he was IS or 18 years 

old. Among his teachers was Imkn Malik, with whom he stayed 

until the latter's death, then he travelled to "IrAq and studied 

under Mubammad b. al-tlasan al-Shayb&iT, Im,, Tin AlBnad b. 

ýIanbal was one of his students. He was learned in the fields of 

. Uadj1h, Fiqh, language, poetry and history. His book al-Risga 

which was written in al-'Irffq, was a letter to "Abd al-Raýwffn b. 

Mahdr He was characterised by generosity. One of the rules or 

principles he followed was that if an authentic ýadjlh was found 

to contradict his opinion on any issue, then his opinion should be 

set aside and the badRh accepted. He died in Egypt in 204 A. H. / 

819 A. D. See Ibn '. 4bd al-Bar, al-Intigg'FrFadi 'il al-, 4'imm , 

pp. 115-162. 

ISP.? 
.qb. 

IbrAfin b. Mukhlid, known as Ibn RA-hawayh, meaning 

that his father was bom on the way to Mecca. Born in 161 
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A. H. /777 A. D. or 165 A. H. /801 A. D. Ibn Vibbffn indicated that 

Ispiq was among the foremost scholars of his time on &dRh and 

Fiqh and he was a great memoriser of &dRh, but in the last five 

months of his life, his memory weakened. He died in 238 

A. H. /852 A. D. See Ibn tlajar, Tahdhib. vol. 1, pp. 216-217. 

Abfi Thawr: his forenarnes were IbrA. M b. Khalid b. al-Yam&i. 

He was one of the students of al-Sh. ýV. T, and he narrated from 

him, but he disageed with him on some issues and created his 

own school of law, which was widely followed by the people of 

, 4zerbayan and 4rmenia. He died in 240 A. H. /854 A. D. His 

books included al-SaIN. al-Man& and al-Tah. §ra. See Ibn 

al-Nadhn'. al-Fihris pp. 445-446. 

p. 20, line 5 41-ZAiriyya are the followers of Afvvi7d b. "All b. Khalaf al- 

ZAW' who was the founder of the ZAW' school, which is a 

school of law. He was bom in 200 A. H. /815 A. D. His father 

followed the ganafl- school of law and he was originally with the 

Sh, 37'r school, then he established the ZAirr school, which 

mainly accepts only what is stated explicitly in the Qurffn and 

Sunna and ignores the other means used by scholars to draw out 

rules. This doctrine was first started in BaghdW and Isfahzin 

then spread in al-Andalus. See "Arif Khalil, Al-Im&n DTvval Al- 
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ZAirf, pp. 47-54. M. TH. Houtsma, A. J. Wensinck, 

EncvclopaediaofIsl&n (Istedn. )vol. viii, pp. 1192-1193. 

line 6 AI-JaII9 is a book on Mgikr jurisprudence, written by 

cUbaydullah b. al-Hasan Aba al-Q&im b. al-Jalla-b (378 

A. H. /988 A. D. ). See Ibn Farbi7n, al-DjbgE al-Mudhahab, vol. 1, 

237. 

line 19 Ibn Bittal: his name was Muhammad b. AtBnad Sulayman from 

al-Yaman. He became proficient in grammar, gadl7h and Fiqh in 

his own country, then he travelled to Mecca and studied under the 

scholars there. On his return, he built a school and students 

started to go to him. He was also noted for his piety. Among his 

books was al-Mustdhab FrSharh Gharjr'b al-Muhadhdhab. He 

died in 630 A. H. /1232 A. D. See, 41-Suyiýtr, Bu, %,, hvat al-WycN, p. 

17-18. 

line 22 Al-BayhaqF Abi7Bakr Abmad b. al-tlusayn b. 'All. Born in one 

of the villages of Bayhaq, in Naysgi-r, in 384 A. H. /997 A. D. He 

started to seek knowledge, travelling to 'Irjq and He 

sPecialised in Hadj7h and Fiqh, and wrote books about them, 

unlike any written previously, such as al-Sunan al-Kabrr and al- 

Sap-hFr, Shtfab al-Im9n Dalj'il al-Nubuwwa and others. He 

followed the Shqýfr doctrine and defended it. He also wrote a 
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book, Man&ib al-Sh&_'ijl in al-Sh, ýVI's honour. He died in 

NaysgCr in 458 A. H. /1065 A. D. See. 41-tlusaynr, Taba_& al- 

Shgýziýa pp. 159-160. Muftammad b. "Abd al-, V. Tdi, ' Tabayffl. 

vol. 3, pp. 329-331. Najm Khalaf, al-Im&n al-Behaa , pp. 31- 

43. 

p. 2 1, line 4 YdqCjb b. Shayba b. al-$alt b. "Usf& was the author of al- 

Musnad, a great book on &dj7h, although he did not complete it. 

He was a judge in 'Irffq, and he was one of the great scholars of 

tladi7h. He died in 262 A. H. /875 A. D. See Mubammad b. "Abd 

al-H&Ij'Tabqq&. vol. 2, Pp. 272-274. 

Hadi7h (1266-15) 

p. 21, line 14 In the biography of WarqJ', al-ý'Aynl indicated that Ibn MdFn 

designated him $91b, but according to al-Dhahabr, Ibn Ma'. Tn 

described him as Thip. See Al-Dhahabl, 'M&, §n al-I'lida-1, vol. 4, 

p. 332. 

Hadl7h (1267-16) 

22, line II MuPammad b. IbrAjM al-, ffjrith al-Tam. Mf His grandfather 

was among the first emigrants. He saw Sad b. AT Waqq, §s and 
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narrated from AbiSd. Td al-Khudri. Great scholars such as 

al-Nisji-, Ibn Md. Tn and Ab 17 Hgjýn testified that he was a trusted 

scholar. He died in 120 AR/737 A. D. See Ibn gajar, Tahdhi-b 

vol. 9, pp. 5-6. 

p. 23, line 2 AI-Khagalbf forenarnes, AbiMulaymAn, Hamadb. MuhaMmad b. 

Ibnffhjýn b. Khatt& Born in 317 A. H. /929 A. D. He travelled to 

various countries such as Mecca, Baghdid, and al-Baýra, to seek 

knowledge, and he stayed for a period of his life in Nays9i7r, 

where he wrote his famous book Mdgim al-Sunan, Gharib al- 

Radith and other books. He had knowledge of Fiqh, language 

and poetry. He died in 388 A. H. /998 A. D. See MuPammad b. 

Atmad, Tabagg. vol. 3, pp. 214-215. 

line 6 Ibn Jurayj is 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Abd al-'Azk. His origins were 

Roman, but he lived in Mecca. He was born in 80 A. H. /699 A. D. 

He was one of the closest students to cAfXb. RabO and he heard 

from some of the latest companions. He was among the first 

scholars to start writing books. Ibn tFibb 151 referred to him in his 

book, al-Thiqfft. He died in 150 A. H. /767 A. D. See Ibn &jar, 

Tahdhir-b. vol. 6, pp. 402-406. 
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line 9 Asha-b al-Ra ýv are the scholars of al-"Ingq, specifically the 

followers of Im&n, 4brtIanJya, such as, 4bi7 YasqfMutummad b. 

al-tiasan, Zufar b. al-Hudhayl and others, and they were called 

so because they were more interested in deriving the meaning 

from rules than arrving at judgements by analogy. See Al- 

Shahrast, §nj, ' gl-Milal wa 'I- Mal. p. 208. 

Had, t7h (1268-17) 

p. 24, line 6 In the other t1adRh books that explained Sunan, Abi7 DjwCd 

explained that the correct narration omits the name Zqydan from 

Jaddahum Zaydan or reads Jaddahum Qaysan, because Yab4 b. 

SdId did not have a grandfather of the narne Zayd, except for one 

who died in Jahiliyya. See Al-Subkr, al-Manhal al-Mawri7d, vol. 

7, p. 159. AbffdT, CAwn al-Mdbi7d vol. 4, p. 146. 

Hadl7h (1269-18) 

26, line 15 Aba Zara al-R&T is cUbaidullah b. OAbd al-Hakjýn b. Yazrd b. 

Farrilh. Born in 200 A. H. /815 A. D.; died in 26 AR/877 A. D. 

He was one of the students of Imkn AIDnad, and he himself was 

an Im&n in Vadj1h. He memorised more than six hundred 

thousand gadj7h and scholars of his time used to refer to him to 
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check the gadjlh's authenticity. See AT Ya'14 
-Tabqg§t al- 

Hangi , vol. 1, pp. 199-203. 

line 16 ZFzshiPn b. "Amm& Ab 17 al- WaI. Td, a &dRh narrator and preacher 

from Damascus. Born in 153 AR/770 A. D. He was a student 

of Im&n Malik, and travelled in search of knowledge. Some of 

his teachers, Im&n Mgik; al-Bukh&Z Abi7 D,, Fvvi7d and al-NisJ7 

narrated from him. Scholars trusted him and he had a high 

reputation for his eadA knowledge. He died in 245 A. H. /845 

A. D. See Muýammad b. ", 4bd al-tMIT, TabagAt. vol. 2, pp. 108- 

109. 

p. 27, line 3 The name of Sulaymffn b. Mi7sff was presented in different ways 

in the copies of the manuscript; the correct name is Sulaymgn b. 

Masi . 41-. 4shdaq as in (A) and not Al-Asharras in (B) and his 

narration is in Sunan al-Nis97 See Ibn tlajar, Tahdhib vol. 8, 

pp. 323-324, Al-Nisffr, Sunan. Kita-b Qiv&n allayl. no. 815, p. 

2207. 
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Hadi7h (1270-19) 

p. 27, line 5 Although this Uad, #h is in Sunan Ibn Mfa, al-. ', 4ynr did not 

indicate that as his usual practice, if the UadPh is in the six main 

tladj7h books. 

Hadith (1271-20) 

p. 30, line II Wib al-Mabsat refers to Shams al-DTn al-SarAhsr, a famous 

tlanafi- scholar, whose opinion is expressed in his book, 

al-Mabsat, vol. 1, p. 156. His forenarnes were Mubammad b. 

Onad b. AT Sahl, and the name al-Sarghsl* is derived from 

Sakhas which is an old town in Khurr&, ffn. He dictated his 14- 

volume book, al-Mabsoý4 to his students when he was in jail, 

without any sources of reference, but relying solely on his 

memory, and he was a great scholar of Fiqh. Among his other 

books were Sharh al-Sivar al-Kabrr and Sharh al-Kasb. He died 

in 483 A. H. /1046 A. D. See Ibn QaflubOgh4 Tig al-Targim. pp. 

234-235. 
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Hadi7h (1272-21) 

p. 3 1, line II Al-Aynj"cited the same opinion as Istiq b. IbrArm in his book, 

al-Bindiv, but gave the naffator as Ibn 'Umar, not lspjq. See 

al-'Ayni, 'al-Bin&a FfSharb al-IF7 vol. 2, p. 612. 

Hadilh (1273-22) 

p. 33, line 2 Kurayb died in al-MadTna 98 AR/716 A. D. in the succession of 

Sulaym&i b. "Abd al-Malik. See Ibn Vajar, Tahdhi-b al-Tahdhib, 

vol. 8, p. 433. 

line 6 Al-Numarris Yi7suf b. 'Abdullah b. Mu, ýuMmad b. "Abd at-Bar 

al-Qurtubj' Of Arabic origin, and was a famous scholar of the 

Mgiki'school. Born in 368 AR/978 A. D. in Cordora, which 

was a centre of learning at that time. He had knowledge of Fiqh 

and, ffadj7h and he was called VATIz. He first followed the ZAW' 

school, then the Mgikf, but he took a lot from the Sh, @7r school. 

His famous books included al-TamhTd D Mff fj- al-Muwattg' Min 

al-As. §Wd. and al-Istldhk&, but he wrote many others. He died in 

463 A. H. /1044 A. D. See Ibn '. 4db al-Bar, al-TamhTd, vol. 1, 

introduction. 
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line 8 The author of KU9 al-Kamg was Aba Muhammad "Abd al- 

Ghanr b. 'Abd al-Wgid b. 'Alf b. Surik al-Maqdisr Born in 

Nglus in 544 A. H. /I 149 A. D. In his youth he travelled in search 

of knowledge to various countries such as Damascus, Egypt 

Aýbah5n, Hamadk-i and others and from the outset, he was most 

interested in Hadj7h, which he preferred to other religious 

subjects. This could be the reason why he was so famous for his 

knowledge in that field, that he was called the prince of Uadj7h, 

and he was a great memoriser of Vadiths. He was called al- 

g, fiz. He was also known for his worship, his adherence to 

Sunna, and constant practice of the night prayer. He spent a long 

period of his life in Damascus, teaching, and gained respect and 

admiration. However, because of some spiteful people who 

fabricated a plot against him, he left for Egypt and spent the rest 

of his life there until he died in 600 A. H. /1203 A. D. His books 

included Tuffat al- Ta-libTn al-Tahadud, and al-Kamal FI'Tahdhib 

al-RU which discuss the conditions of the narrators of $apffi al- 

Bukh&!, Muslim, Abfi D&W, al-Tirmidhl, * al-Nis. §'r and Ibn 

Miga. See Ibn Rajab, Tabagfft al-Hana-bi vol. 2, pp. 5-29. 

line 10 Al-ffarra means land covered with black stones, as if it was 

burned by fire, and Zamffn al-garra is meant to be the time of the 
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battle of al-garra which is called garrat W, qim in al-Madina. It 

took place in 63 A. H. /682 A. D. at the time of YazFd b. Mdffwiya. 

The army leader, Yaz. Td b. Muslim b. "Uqba fought the people of 

Mad, Tna in this area and killed huge numbers of them. He then 

entered al-Mad. Tna, stole money, and forced the Muslims to give 

a pledge of allegiance to Yaz. Td. Those who refused were killed. 

See al-Hamawl, My a -Buld, 7m, vol. 2, pp. 283-288. ! L-m al 

p. 34, line I AI-, ffqji7n is a mountain in Mecca, near which the people of 

Mecca used to bury their dead. Al-Hamawf Mifiam al-Buldffn. 

vol. 2, p. 260. 

line 2 41-Manjan. Tq is a machine used to throw stones. It was originally 

a Persian word. Ibn Manzi7r, Liski al-'Arab. vol. 10. p. 33 8. 

Ibn gajar pointed out that the second narration of al-Miswar's 

death is more correct because he was killed in the blockade with 

cAbdullah b. al-Zubak in a rebellion against Yaz. Td b. Mdawiya. 

See An Vajar, Tahdhirb vol. 8, p. 433. 

line 9 The same information about Ban a gar&n is mentioned by Yjq a 

al-, Vamawi*, Mjýtam al-Buldin. vol. 2, p. 27 1. 
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line 12 Khuzfa is a tribe from Azdfrom B=7 Qatfin. Their lands were 

around Mecca, and they were given guardianship of al-Kdba 

before the Quraysh. See cUmar KaMalla, Mj&m Oabril 

al-'Ara7-bvol. 1, pp. 338-339. 

BaRy b. 'Amr is a great tribe from Qud&na from B=7 Qakpi. 

Their lands are between al-Madhna and WWjaI-Qur. §. See lbid, 

pp. 104-105. 

line 14 Al-Qjsim b. 'All' al-IlarbrT was one of the scholars of al-BaFa, 

and the name al-tlarkl' is derived from al-tlark silk, which it 

seems one of his grandfathers used to sell. See Al-Sam', -Tnr, al- 

Ansa-h vol. 2, pp. 208-209. 

line 15 Al-Khutta means all that a person has marked and put his sign on. 

See AbAdj, * al-Q&m7s al-MuhT4 vol. 1, p. 136. 

p. 35, line I Those people were called Zffd al-Rgib, because whoever 

travelled with them did not need to supply himself with anything, 

they would give him all that he needed. See Ibn ManzCr, Lisim- 

al-'Arab. vol. 6, p. 110. 

line 4 AI-Zubayr b. Bakk& b. Atmad He lived in al-Madfna with his 

family BanT al-Abayr, then he returned to his country, 
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and was a judge there, but he used to return to al-Madina to 

teach. He died after falling from the roof of his house, in 256 

AR/870 A. D. See Brockelmann, Tgri-kh al-Adab al- 'Arab 

vol. 3, p. 41. 

36, line 14 AI-Zalim is the male of the ostrich. AWI, al-Oknds al-Muhrt. 

vol. 4, p. 206. 

Istajmal means to be moderate in request, asking not too much 

and not too little. See Ibid., vol. 3, p. 515. 

Hadith (1276-25) 

39, line 13 AI-Zajjg is AbVspjq IbrATm b. al-Surri*b. Sahl. He was one of 

the students of al-Mubarrad, and he began his career as a maker 

of glass. He died in 311 A. H. /923 A. D. or 310 A. H. / 922 A. D. or 

316 AR/928 A. D., having reached over 80 years of age. See 

Brockelmann, Tarlkh al-Adab al-fArabr, p. 171. 

line 17 Ibn Hazm is Abi7 Mubammad AIj'b. Atmad b. Sdid, of Persian 

origin. Born in Cordova in 384 A. H. /994 A. D. He was intelligent 

and a great memoriser of ffadj7h. He first belonged to the Shq'N 

school, then changed to the ZAirr school. Among his books is 

JI-Muiall in Fiqh, which he explained in another book called Al- 

Mubull (in 8 volumes). He also had knowledge of history and 
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literature, as reflected in his book Tawg al-Hamkna. He died in 

463 A. H. /1070 A. D. aged 95 years. See Mu, ýammad b. Aftwad, 

Tabaa. §t "WamXAl-Hadj7h. vol. 3. pp 327-328. 

p 40, line 14 AI-MAvard! : the judge "Alf b. MuýaMmad b. tlabib Abi7 

al-, ffasan. He was a student of AT g&nid al-, 4sfar,, Fy. Tn. T and 

others. He studied in Baghdffd and wrote on various branches of 

knowledge. He was from the Shaý'ffschool. He died in Baghdgd 

in 450 AR/1058 A. D. See al-Shk&T, TabqgAt al-Fuqahg'. 

13 1. 

Hadith (1278-27) 

p. 43, line 19 QudTina b. Masff's grandfather is cAmr, not cAmri7 as was written 

in the manuscript. See Ibn gajar, Tahdhi-b. vol. 8, p. 365. 

line 20 gqfý was the son of Ghiyah not 'Uthmffn. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 415. 

p. 44, line 12 Abi7 'Is, § is al-Tirmidhf and his opinion is expressed in his 

Sunan, Kitg Al-$alfft, section on no prayer after Fajr prayer 

except for two rakas, no. 419, p. 1684. 
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line 16 The book al-Tffri-kh al-KabFr was one of the first books to collect 

the narrators' names and comment on their faithfulness. Al- 

Bukh&rwrote this book in al-Madrna near the Prophet's grave. 

See Al-Bukh&F, al-Tffri-kh al-Kabk (Introduction), vol. 1, pp. 6-7. 

Hadith (1281-30) 

p. 47, line 4 In the narration of al-Bukh&, T, it was indicated that this phrase 

(pray before the Maghrib prayer, two rakas) was repeated three 

times, which means that there is an abbreviation in Aba Dgw i7d's 

j Kitg Al jjud, section on narration. See al-Bukh§rF, &, bJ7 -Taha 

the prayer before Maghrib prayer, no. 1183, p. 92. 

Hadith (1282-31) 

48, line 4 AI-KhattWexplained that al- 'Umarffn referred to Aba Bakr and 

'Umar and that they were gathered under one name as it would be 

easier than naming them separately. See al-Khattaibr, Mdalim 

al-Suna vol. 2, p. 83. 

Hadith (1283-32) 

p. 49, line I In the biography of Sdrd b. Sulaymffn, An ýIqjar indicated that 

Ibn "AsýWr named his grandfather Nashrf (as al-"Aynr named 
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him) but he was wrong and Ibn Ifibbffn named him Kin&7a See 

Ibn tlajar, Tahdhib, vol. 4, p. 43. 

line 5 Mubammad b. "Abd al-Rathn al-Bazz&, known as $, fiqa al- 

HATIz. died in 255 A. H. /868 A. D., is different from Muhammad 

b. 'Abdullah b. "Abd al-Rab. Tm al-Barq. Tal-Mi§rr,, who died in 

249 A. H. /863 A. D. though al-ý', 4ynr named them as one person in 

the biography of SdTd. See Ibid., for Miga vol. 9, p. 312 and 

for al-MisrT p. 263. 

In other copies of Sunan AbiDSvW, badilh (1282-31) comes 

after badith (1283-32). See, 4bi7Dlivvi7dSunan. vol. 2, pp. 26. 

Hadith (1285-34) 

51, line 17 Merv means the white stones used to light a fire. There are two 

cities called Merv. One is Marw al-RCMI, which is a city near 

Marw al-ShAyki. See al-gamawl, Md[am al-Buld&i., vol. 10, 

p. 132. 

p. 52, line 12 41-Unmulah means the upper part of the finger. See AbWT, 

al-O&m7s al-Muhrt, vol. 4, p. 82. 
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p. 54, line 2 Al-Barfil is a bribe. Ibid., vol. 3, p. 49. When al-"Ayni'was 

explaining the meaning of the phrase, ImRat al-AA4 he referred 

to corrupt rulers who gained their positions through bribery, and 

this could be because this was an issue in his day, when such 

practices were widespread and people were burdened with taxes. 

HadA (1286-35) 

p. 56, line 4 In the biography of Abi7 al-Aswad al-Du'alf, Ibn t1ajar indicated 

that his name is "Amr b. "Uthmffn or 'Uthm5n b. "Amr. See Ibn 

gajar, Tahdhi-b. vol. 12, pp. 10- 11. 

Hadith (1287-36) 

p. 57, line 2 Mapilla is a place that consists of one or two houses. See AbWF, 

al-Q&nds al-Mublt vol. 3, p. 527. 

Fusgt is the name of an old state established by 'Amr b. al-Aý in 

what is now known as Egypt. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 556. 

line 8 Sahl b. Mu'gdh, Ibn Hlbbffn mentioned him in his book A-1-Thigg 

but he said that his Uadwh is not to be relied on, since it is from 

Zib, §n b. FXid's narration, which is in this hadr7h. See Ibn gajar, 

Tahdhi-b, vol. 4, p. 258. 
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Hadfth (1288-37) 

p. 58, line 6 Zabarjada is a famous precious stone. See Abjdr, al-Okni7s al- 

Muhrg vol. 1, p. 575. 

Hadz7h (1290-39) 

p. 60, line 14 The Banfl Wgiba are the tribe of Al-Harith b. ThdIaba b. Dad,, z,? 

b. Asd, and Waliba is a place in. 4dhrabf5n. See al-QaIqashandt, 

Nih&at al-Arb. p. 394, also al-. Uamaw. T, Muýtqm al-Buldfn. vol. 

5, p. 408. 

61, line 2 Al-garCriyya is one of the names of the Khawgry who led Imam 

Mrs army in the $ijjm- battle and gathered in one of the villages 

of AWCfa called HarCrJ'. Among their leaders were 'Abdullah, 

b. AI-Akwd, "Abdullah b. Wahb al-R&ib! ' and others. See 

Al-Shahrast. ffn, r, Al-Milal Wq7 Nihal. pp. 114-117, see also 

AWT AI-O&ni7s AI-MuhTt vol. 2, p. 13, also Al-tlamawi, 

M! ýtam AI-Buldimh vol. 2, p. 283. Bosworth, The Encyclopaedia 

ofIslam. vol. iii, pp. 235-236. 
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61, line 2 QadTd is the name of a site near Mecca and it is mentioned in 

other gadBh also. See Al-gamawf, MiOam AI-Buldgn., vol. 4, 

356. 

Hadith (1293-42) 

p. 64, line 22 The word Qaf is related to the past, and means that the events 

referred to happened in the past. See AbVr, AI-O&nas al-MuAi74 

vol. 2, p. 560. 

HadAth (1295-44) 

p. 67, line 6 Biriq is a mountain in Tihiv-na in al-Yaman or, according to 

another theory, a place of water, and the Bani7B&iq are a clan of 

the Khuzd'a, part of the Ban! "Amr who are a sub-tribe of al-Azd 

tribe. See Al-, UaMawr, Mjýtqm Al-Buld, §7. vol. 4, p. 356, also 

, 41-Qalqashandr, Nih&gt, 41-Arb p. 162. 

line 16 "A'isha's narration is mentioned under number (1341-90). 

68, line 4 The opinion of al-Tirmidhr is in his Sunan, Kita-b AI-Juma, 

section on the prayer of the day and night, no. 597, p. 1704. 
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line 9 The opinion of al-Nisff'i is in his Sunan, Kitg QIv&n AI-LavI 

Watatawd 41-Nah§r,, section on the night prayer, no. 1667, 

2199. 

line 10 The opinion of al-Khatta-blis expressed in his book MdRim 

Al-Sunan vol. 2, p. 86. 

HadFth (1296-45) 

p. 69, line 8 'Abdulla b. NA: in his biography Ibn Al-MadInT indicated that 

he is unknown and Al-Bukhgrj' said that his narration is not 

correct. See Ibn Vajar, Tahdhi-b Al-Tahdhi-b. vol. 6, pp. 50-5 1. 

p. 70, line 13 Al-Ffqa means poor and needy. See AWL, AI-Q&nds AI-MuhR 

vol. 3, pp. 401-402. 

p. 71, line 6 AI-Aynr quoted the last part of a line of poetry which begins 

(Tartdu Mi Ghafalat Uattj Idhg Iddakarat). See Ibn Manzar, 

Lis&i Al-"Arab, vol. 11, pp. 19-20. 

In other copies of the Sunan there is a note added after the ýadRh 

saying that Abi7 DAvcd was asked about the night prayer being 

prayed in pairs and he answered that it could be prayed in pairs or 

in four rakas, either was permissible. See Abi7 D&W, Sunan, 

vol. 2, p. 29. 
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Hadith (1297-46) 

p. 72, line 8 AI-Khaga in the &djlh means a characteristic, whether bad or 

good, but it is usually used in a favourable sense. See AWF, 

I vol. 3, p. 539. AI-O&m7sAl-MupJ 

73, line 12 Regarding the meaning of Qinbffr, Ibn gajar indicates that Ibn 

tFibban mentioned that it is a place in Yaman, but Ibn ffajar 

thought that this opinion might be wrong and the first opinion 

which A 1.. 'Ayn. T indicated might be more correct. Ibn ýIqjar also 

pointed out that he saw Al-Qinbffr in AI-Yaman. See Ibn ýIajar, 

TahdhJ6 Al-Tahdhi-b, vol. 10, p. 56. 

Hadilh (1298-47) 

p. 76, line 7 Ubulla refers to a mountain near the Tay' mountain. See AbgdZ 

AI-Oknds Al-MuhT4 vol. 3, p. 479. 

line 8 In the biography of Mahdrb. Maymi7n, Al-Aynrmentioned that he 

died in 192 A. H. /807 A. D. However, Ibn tlajar indicated that he 

died in 171 or 172 A. H. /787 or 788 A. D. See Ibn tlajar, Tahdhi-b 

AI-Tahdhib vol. 10, p. 327. 
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. y. ff AI-Baýrr Al-ganafl- AI-FaqJ-h. p. 77, line 14 Mal AI-Ra ýv is Mal b. Yaý 

He narrated from Abi*', Iwgna and Ibn MahdF Narrations were 

also passed on from HiI9 to Abdullah b. Qakpaba and Al-gusayn 

b. A&ad b. Bisf&n. Ibn tFlbbffn mentioned him in his book 

Al-Difaf, § and pointed out that he cites few narrations but makes 

many mistakes in them. He died in 245 A. H. /859 A. D. In some 

narrations he was called Mal AI-R. §'Ty or AI-R&j. See 

Al-Dhahabf, Miz., Tn Al-"Itidal, vol. 4, p. 317. See Brockelmann, 

Tarjr-kh Al-Adab Al-Arabr. vol. 3, p. 258. 

line 16 AI-Hadj7h 41-Mawqfif is a Hadj7h that was narrated to a 

companion, but stopping short of the Prophet, whether it is a 

saying, action or agreement. See Alfred Guillaume, The 

Traditions of Islam, p. 18 1. 

p. 78, line 17 Rawp b. . 41-Musayyib is AI-Kalbr 41-Ba§rr Ibn "Adiy said that 

his &dPhs are remembered inaccurately. Ibn tFibin said that 

none of his narrations should be accepted. See Al-Dhahabr, 

MizAn Al-I'lidal, vol. 2, p. 61. 
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Hadi7h (1 99-48) 

79, line 4 AI-Qanpra is a bridge or ford across water. See AbWF, O&nas. 

vol. 3, p. 172. 

line 15 There are different opinions regarding cUrwa b. Ruwaym's date 

of death (125-131,135-144-145A. H. /307,748-752-761-762 A. D. ) 

and Ibn tlajar did not choose any of them. See Ibn gajar, 

Tahdhi-b Al-Tahdhi-b, vol. 7, p. 180. 

DhrKhushub is a valley a stage away from Al-Madina on the 

Syria road. See, 41-Bakrf, Mu! Lam ma Ist&am, vol. 2, p. 499. 

p. 79, line 17 In regard to the word al-An$&F in the Hadilh, An gajar indicated 

that it could be Abi7 Kabsha al-Ansffr! See AV!, "Awn al- 

Ma'bud. vol. 7, p. 52. 

p. 80, line 9 Abi7 Jafar is Muhammad b. "Umar AI-. 'UqqyI!, the author of 

AI-Du'afif'. He lived in Mecca and Madina. He was a trusted 

badilh scholar. He died in 322 A. H. /933 A. D. See Wammad 

b. 'Abd al-HjdF, Tabaagt 'Ulami Al-Hadi7h vol. 3, pp. 22-23. 
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Hadilh 1300-49 

81, line 10 Hamdan was a city in Persia, named after HamdAn b. S&n b. No, 

who built it. It was established by the Muslims in 24 A. H. /644 

A. D. under the leadership of 41-Mugh. Fra b. Shu'ba. See 

Al-tlamawZ Mufiam Al-Buld&7. vol. 5, p. 478. 

p. 82, line 7 'Abd al-Ashal are Bani7Jusham b. 'Amra b.. Mgik from AI-Aws 

tribe. Among the famous companions of this tribe is Sdd b. 

Mu c jdh, d. 5 AR/626 A. D. See Ibn Hazm, Jamharat . 4nsa-b 

AVArab. vol. 2, p. 722. 

Had, r7h 1301-50 

p. 83, line 8 Qumm is one of the Persian cities that was established by the 

Muslims under the leadership of ThIpa b. AI-Apwas. It had so 

many wells that no place had more abundant water supplies. 

Several scholars, such as Ydqi7b b. "AbduIIA (one of the 

narrators of this ýudffh), and "AIF b. Mdsj b. Da7vvCd al-QummF 

were given the designation, "from Qum". See Al-gamawf, 

Muýam Al-Buldki, vol. 4, pp. 451-452. 

line 9 Isfah&i was a great and famous city. Its name is derived from 

two phrases: Aýb, meaning the country, and Hin, meaning 
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horseman. Many scholars were named after it, among them, Abi7 

Nd. M Al-IsfahRr It was the scene of contention between ShýpVr 

and ganafi- scholars. See Ibid, vol. 1, p. 249. 

S&a was a city between AI-Ray and Hamadhan. Its People 

followed the Art F school. It had a great library, but the Tatars 

bumed it and destroyed the city. See . 41-, ffamawr, Muýam 

A I-BuldAn, vol. 3, p. 20 1. 

line 15 Al-DArqupiT'Alrb. 'Umar b. A! Bnad b. Mahdj*b. MasW was a 

great and famous scholar. He was born in 306 AR/918 A. D. 

He leamed from Al-Bahgawr and Badr Al-D. Tn. 41-HaythamiAl- 

Q&Ir His students included Aba 9&nid Al-AsfarayTnrand Al- 

Tabarl He was knowledgeable in various fields: ffadj7h, 

grammar, poetry, literature and jurisprudence. His nickname was 

derived from a house of cotton in Baghd&l. He died in 385 A. H. / 

995 A. D. See Muýammad b. Atmad, Tabaa. §t.. vol. 3, pp. 185- 

187. 

Ibn AI-JawzF was the great scholar and preacher in "Irgq. His 

name was 'Abd al-Rabmgn b. "Alf b. MOammad and he was 

descended frornAbi7 Bakr. 41-ýYddrq. He was born in 510 A. H. / 

1116 A. D. and followed the ganbalf school. His father died 
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when he was three years old and his aunt raised him. Among his 

teachers were Mupammad b. Al-, Uasan Al-Mavardf His famous 

students included "Abd al-Ghanj' AI-MaqdIsr He wrote more 

than two hundred and fifty books. He died in 597 A. H. /1200 

A. D., when aged nearly ninety. See Mubammad b. Ahmad, 

TabaqN, vol. 7, pp. 119-122. 

84, line 8 Mdallaq means that in the Isn&I (chain of authorities) of the 

Fadilh, one or more authorities from the beginning is omitted. 

See Azamj, * Hadj7h Methodology, p. 44. 

Musnad means that the IsnW of the badj7h is uninterrupted and 

goes back to the Prophet. See Ibid. 

Hadi7h 1302-51 

84, line 14 Mursal means transmission of a successor from the Prophet 

directly, dropping the companion from the IsnAd. See Ibid. 

Radfth 1304-53 

p. 89, line 15 Shaybf? i b. "Abd al-Ralm7m Aba Mda; wiya. It was said that his 

nickname AI-NatawF, refers to a tribe called NajAv b. Shams, part 

of AI-Azd tribe, but others believe that he was so called because 

he was an expert on grammar. He was known among scholars for 
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his knowledge. He died in 164 A. H. /790 A. D., when he was in 

his eighties. See Muýammad b. AlBnad, TabaqN "Ulamg 

Al-Hadj7h, vol 1, pp. 334-335. 

H&i7n b. Mi7si b. "Abdullah. He was a Jew, then he became a 

Muslim. He studied the Qunjný and grammar, and he taught. He 

also studied badRh and Al-Bukh. Nrj'and Muslim accepted his 

narrations as he was trusted by scholars. He died in about 170 

A. H. /786A. D. See Al-Suy-atT, BughyatAl-Wu'S vol. 2, p. 321. 

line 16 AM Zayd Sd. Td b. Aws AI-AnsjrF He was a famous scholar 

specialising in grammar and language. He taught AI-A ýmdrand 

Si-bawayh. His grandfather was one of the companions who 

participated in the battle of Ubud His books include Al-Lughg, 

Al-Nawidir. AI-Amth and Buvotfft Al-Arab. He was from 

Ba§ra and he died there in 214 or 215 AR/830 A. D., aged 

almost a hundred. See Ibid, pp. 125-129. Brockelmann, Tari-kh 

Al-Adab Al-"Ara-br, vol. 2, pp. 145-146. 

p. 92, line 2 Ibn Qutayba His name was "Abdullah b. Muslim b. Qutayba 

He lived in BaghdW and Icarned from Isp5q b. RAuwayh and 

Abu 99im Al-Syistinr He wrote books on ýadRh and the Qurffn, 

including Mushkil AI-HadR Mushkil Al-Our&? and others. He 
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died in 276 or 270 A. H. /889 or 883 A. D. See AI-Sam. W, 41- 

Ansg vol. 4, p. 452. 

line 3 Ibn MasCd is "Abdullah and sometimes he was called by his 

mother's name as Ibn Um 'Abd. He was one of the first 

companions to embrace Ishffivn, and among them he was one of the 

foremost memorisers of the Qur. §n. The Prophet also loved to 

hear him recite it. He had great knowledge of the Qurffn and he 

was considered one of the greatest exponents of its interpretation. 

He died in, 41-Madha in 32 AR/652 A. D. when he was in his 

sixties. See MOammad Al-Dhahabr, Al-Tafsrr Wa 7 Mufassirl7n, 

vol. 1, pp. 86-90. 

line 4 Zayn. 41-"Abid. Tn is 'Alf b. 41-Husayn b. "Alrb. Abr Talib. He 

was called Zayn Al- 'Abidrn because of his worship. He was bom 

in 38 AR/658 A. D. He was with his father on the day of 

Karbalg, at which time he was aged 23 years, but he did not 

fight because he was ill. He was pious, trusted and 

knowledgeable about Fiqh, but he rarely narrated gadPhs. He 

died in 94 A. H. /712 A. D. and was buried in Al-Baqr" at the age 

of 58. See Al-DhahabF, Sivar A'I&n Al-Nubalf. vol. 4, pp. 386- 

401. 
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line 6 MujAid b. Jabr the great commentator of the Qur. 9n. He was 

bom in 21 A. H. /641 A. D. during the rule of 'Umar b. . 41-Khatta-b. 

He was the most trusted student of An "Abb& in Tafsk. 

AI-Dhahabj* indicated there was agreement among scholars that 

he was a great scholar and they trusted him. He died when he 

was taken ill in Mecca in 104 A. H. /722 A. D., aged 83 years. See 

lbid, pp. 109-112. 

line 8 AI-Amash. His name was Sulaym&i b. Mahrin and he came 

from AI-Kiý'a. He was one of the Sighir al-Th-bi'In ("latest 

followers") and he was considered a trusted narrator, but 

sometimes he would make mistakes in the narration of the badffh. 

He died in 148 A. H. /765 A. D. See, 41-Dhahabl, Miz, 7m. 41-Itidg. 

vol. 2, p. 224. 

line II AI-Suddf is Mutammad b. Marwffn b. "Abdullah b. Ismf J1. He 

was from AI-Ki7fa and he was called AI-SuddrAI-$qghTr. He was 

accused of telling lies, and scholars did not accept his narrations 

as they did not trust him. See AI-Dhahabr, Miz. 5i AI-Ift Vol. 

4, pp. 32-33, also . 41-DAWCUT, Tabaqgt . 41-Mufassirrn. vol. 2, 

pp. 255-256. 

. TJb. Yamur Abi7 Sulaym, §n. He was the judge of Merv, and line 14 Yah 

was a specialist in the Arabic language, which he had learned 
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from AbTAI-Aswad Scholars agree on accepting his narrations. 

See Mubammad b. Alffnad, Tabaqgt 'Wam. VAI-Hadi7h. vol. 1, 

pp. 148,149. 

_&h&_ 
Kitg lines 16 and 17 The badA of 41-guMma is found in 41-Bukh&j 

Bdth Al-KhalZ in the Section on the description of hell fire, 

, ffadj? h no. 3263, p. 264. Muslim, Sahi-A Kita-b Al-Sal&n, in the 

Section, "for each disease there is a cure", tadRh no. 2209, p. 

1069. AI-TirmidhT Sunan Kita-b AI-TIb the Section on cooling 

the fever with water, Padj7h no. 2874, p. 1859. Ibn Mga, 
-Sunan 

Kita-b Al-Tib.., in the Section on fever, ýadjlh no. 3471-3472, 

p. 2686 

Hadilh 1307-56 

p. 96, line 14 In the biography of 'Abdullah b. Ab. FQays, IbnUajar pointed out 

that he was variously known as 'AbdullahAbi7Qays, or An Qays, 

or Ibn AbMi7s4 and he indicated that the first name, AbTQqys, 

was more correct, while Atw'Aynjthought Ibn Qays was correct. 

See IbnVajar, Tahdhjib vol. 5, p. 365. 
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Hadith 1308-57 

p. 97, line 4 The word Nadapa meant rashsha (spraying) and the noun 

Al-Na(ffi means Al-Rashsh See MuýaMmad Al-R&F, Mukht 

AI-Sih&p. 664. 

HadRh 1313-62 

p. 102, line 2 Riwfyat Al-Agh'an Al-Avighir means that the narrator has 

transmitted the badj7h from a person who is younger or less 

knowledgeable than himself. See MaknCd AI-Tahhffin, Ta ys Tr 

Mustalah Al-Hadilh. p. 189. 

line 4 AI-Q&ra is a tribe consisting of "Affal and. 41-Dish. They were 

called by this name because they gathered together and refused to 

be separated when Ibn Al-Shadd, 71h wanted to split them into 

BanTKinina and Quraysh. See 'Umar KaýMala, Mufam Oabfil 

Al-fArab. vol. 3, p. 935. 

"Abd al-Ra, (Bmin Al-Q. §rrj, ' Ibn gajar reported that he died in 85 

A. H. /704 A. D. or 88 A. H. /706 A. D. when he was 78. See An 

tlajar, Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib, vol. 6, p. 223. 
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Had, t7h 1318-67 

109, line 15 41-Sabar is the time before dawn. See . 41-R&T, Mukhtgr 41- 

SihjA p. 288. 

Hadl7h 1320-69 

p. I 11, line 20 Al-$uffa is a place at the end of the Prophet's mosque in 

, 41-Madrna on the north side. Poor people who did not have 

homes or families to live with used to stay there, the number 

fluctuating from time to time. It was believed that their number 

was four hundred or more. See Ibn Taymiyya, AN Al-Sy 

pp. 18-20. 

p. 112, line 15 Rabr"a b. Kdb, Al-. 4ynl*indicated that he has only this narration 

in Padilh books. By this, he meant the six main &dPh books, 

because other hadAs are attributed to him in other ýadlh books. 

See 41-Sah5rnafCri, Badhl, 41--Md d. vol. 7, p. 77. &7 

HadRh 1321-70 

113, line 6 QatWa b. Dfkna b. Qat. Nda b. "Aziz AI-Sadibf He lived in 

Al-Ba§ra. He was blind, but he had great knowledge of Tafsk, 

language, poetry, and Fiqh. He also had a great memory; it was 

said that once he had heard something, he never forgot it. lie 
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died in 117 or 118 A. H. /736 A. D., aged fifly-seven. See Shams 

Al-DFn Al-Dfwi7dF, TabaqR Al-ýLufassiri7n vol. 2, pp. 47-48. 

line 12 Al-Tustariuu, Muhammad b. "Abd al-Malik b. Sulaymffn b. Abr 

, 41-Jdd, 41-tlanbalF. Born in Tustar in 355 A. H. /965 A. D.; came 

to AI-Andalus in 430 A. H.. He followed the &nbalf school and 

narrated from great scholars of "IrAq and Khur&, Di. He was a 

scholar of Quranic knowledge such as Tafsk, fralb and Qirff 'S. 

See Ibid, pp. 189-190. 

Hadith 1322-71 

114, line 6 Muprrif b. "Abdullah b. AI-ShikhkhIr. He was renowned for his 

knowledge and piety. He narrated from "Aisha and Ubay b. 

KaCb. He was a trusted, pious, cultured and intelligent man, 

much given to private worship. He was also a rich man. He died 

in 95 AR/ 712 A. D. See Al-Dhahabr, Sivar A'Ikn AI-Nubalj'. 

vol. 4, pp. 187-195. 

Hadi7h 1325-74 

117, line 16 This ýadlh is in $abl-b Muslim, Kith-b SaIN Al-Mysg§ Lirrn, the 

section on the best prayer, no. 756, p. 796. 
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Hadl7h 1329-78 

p. 121, line 8 Saylathn is a village between AI-Ki7fa and Al-QWisiyya near 

. 41-. Ur-a. It was called by this name because people with weapons 

(sil4) who worked for Kisrff stayed there. See Ygq& 

Al-Hamawr Muiam AI-Buldimh vol. 3, p. 339. 

line 19 Al-Mufa(#1 b. Mutammad b. Ya'IA He was one of the 

greatest scholars of KC#4 in the fields of grammar, literature and 

language. He also had knowledge of poetry. His books include 

Al-Amth Al-A Al-fAr5d. Among his students were Abi7 

ZaydAl-Ansirf See Y. Tq&AI-HamawfMdiamAl-Udabg'. vol. 

19, p. 164. 

Hadl7h 1333-82 

p. 126, line II AI-Sabil is a tribe from tfimyar. Their name is derived from a 

place name. Aman was named after this place, and was 

mentioned by, 41-'Ayn. T, and then the name of this man came to be 

used to refer to any member of that tribe. See "Umar KaMala, 

Mdiam Oabg'il Al-Arab, vol. 2, p. 504. 
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Hadi7h 1338-87) 

p. 132, line 15 AI-Hadffh AI-Mutparib exists in a number of different narrations 

but all are equally reliable and accepted, in that none of them can 

be preferred over the others or reconciliation made between them. 

0 
See Ibn Kath. Tr, Al-Bdith Al-Hathi7h pp. 78-79, Al-TaM, 'm, 

ysTr Mustalah A 1-Hadi7h. p. 18 1. Ta 

line 18 The expression Akhrajahu 41-Jamfa, means that the badRh was 

documented by Al-Bukh&!, * Muslim, Abi7 Dae7vvad Al-TirmidhZ 

AI-Nisj7and Ibn Mga. 

Hadith (1340-89) 

p. 134, line 3 Al-Awzg'r: his name was Abi7 "Amr 'Abd al-yaknki b. 'Amr 

was one of the jurisprudents in Syria. He was bom in 88 AR/ 

706 A. D., and died in 157 A. H. /772 A. D. aged 60. He had been 

brought as a slave from Al-YamT? i but became one of the greatest 

scholars of Sunna in Syria. It is said that he answered 70,000 

questions on Fiqh. From his students, Sufyix . 41-Thawrr and 

'Abdullah b. Al-Mub&ak See Al-ShFr&f, Tabagg . 41-Fugahj'. 

76. 
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line 6 41-'. 4ynr used the phrase, "I said", (QuII) twice on this page, first 

on this line and again in line 13, and they are confusing. The first 

one refers to 41-Nawawr and his opinion, the second refers to Al- 

"AynTand his opinion. 

Hadilh (1341-90) 

p. 135, line 15 HadAh AWAIT, to which AP'AynF referred, explained that when 

the Prophet was travelling with his companions, they slept during 

the night, and neither the Prophet nor any of the companions 

woke up to pray the Fajr prayer until its usual time had passed, 

then they prayed it after the sun rose. This ýadjlh is documented 

in 41-Bukh&T, &hj - Ta I KitZ Al yammum, in the Section on 

Muslims using Tayammum for ablution, no. 344, p. 29, and in 

Aba A&W, Suna Kithb Al-$al&, in the Section on those who 

miss the prayer time because of sleep or forgetfulness, badj1h 

(435), p. 1255. 

HadAth (1342-91) 

p. 140, line 6 AI-IsnW is the chain of authorities that contains fewer 

narrations compared with others. See. 41- TaM&i, Tavsfr Mustalah 

Al-Hadi7h, p. 18 1. 
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Hadith (1352-101) 

147, line 2 Ibn AI-SikkR is Abi7 Yi7suf Yaqab b. IsPiq whose father was 

nicknamcd. 41-Sikkff, bccausc hc was always silcnt. Hc was onc 

of the great scholars of language. His teachers included Al-Farrff' 

and AI-Kis. 97 from AI-Ki7fffand AI-Aýmdr, AT 'Ubayda, from 

Al-Ba§ra. Among his books were Al-Amthal and Sharh DFw, §n 

Turfa. He taught Al-Mutawakkil's son, but 41-Mutawakkil 

noticed his loyalty to "All' b. ANTalib, and he ordered that he 

should be beaten, and he died as a result in 243A. H. /857 A. D. 

or 246. Al-AnbffrZ Nuzhat Al-Alibb. 5 pp. 178-180. See 

Brockelmann, Tarjr-kh AI-Adab Al-fArgj: vol. 2, p. 205. 

Hadl7h (1354-103) 

p. 148, line 20 There is an omission in manuscripts A and B of the name of A 

Khalid. His name is Yaz. Td b. 'Abd al-Ratvnffn. See Al-Subkj* 

, 41-Manhal, 41-Mawr vol. 7, p. 286. 
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HadAth (1357-106) 

152, line 3 Al-gabbalb was named Ibn AbTARIabbalb Al-Andalusr "Abd al- 

"Azk b. A&ad b. Abr Al-&bbalb. His date of death was 411 

A. H. /1020 A. D.; no ftu-ther infonnation is given about hirm See 

iýLamAl-MuffassalFl»AI-Lazh ivinAl- Ydqüb Im il Badt, A L--Mi aw 

'Arab, vol. 1, p. 163. 

Hadl7h (1358-107) 

p. 153, line I Kita-b, 41-Adab was written by Mu, ýammad b. IsmffjI Al-Bukh&. F 

It comprised badiths that are related to morals, and it is one of the 

best books that was written in this field. See 41-Bukh&r, 

Al-Adab Al-Mufrad. Introduction. 

Hadith (1365-114) 

157, line 18 Qanis was a big place between Al-Ray and NaysgCr which was 

comprised of villages, farms and cities. See AbWr, MzýLqm 

Al-Buld, §n, vol. 4, p. 470. 
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Hadfth (1366-115) 

159, line 8 Uskuffa means the doorstep. See Ibn Manzi7r, Liski AfArab, 

vol. 9, p. 156. 

line 10 . 41-Zamakhsharl' is Abi7 AI-Q&Im MahnCd b. 'Umar b. 

Mubammad He was born in 467 A. H. /1074 A. D. in Zamakhshar, 

one of the villages of Khawffrazm. He followed the Yanajj- 

school and he adhered to the Mdtazilr trend or belief. He was 

famous for various branches of sholarship, such as Tafsk, Arabic 

language, grammer and literature, and one of his best books was 

his Qur. §nic commentary Al-Kashshif "An Haqff'tq Al-Tanzil. He 

died in Khawgrazm in 538 A. H. /I 143 A. D. See WuMmad 

Al-Dhatabi, AI-Tafsir Wa7 Mufassirün, vol. 1, p. 429. 

Al- Tabpabj'r, . 41-Tafsrr. p. 152. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DOCUMENTATION OF THE HADTTH 

1. (1250-1) 

I Considered Uasan, Al-Albffnl, ' Sahj-h Sunan AT DAW vol. 1, p. 343, Muslim, &hJ 

Kitalb $419 Al-MusT'irTn, Section on AI-Sunan Al-Rgiba, no. 728, p. 792, Al-Tirmidhr, 

Sunan, Kita-b Section on who prays twelve rakas, no. 415, p. 1684. . 41-Nisff. F, 

Sunan, Kitffb Al-Qiy&n, Section on reward for those who pray twelve rakas, no. 1799, 

p. 2206. Ibn Mifa, Suna Kitg Iq, ýPnat Al-$al&, Section on the twelve rakas from the 

Sunna, no. 1141, p. 2543. 

2. (1251-2) 

Considered 41-, 41b. §nT, Ibid, p. 344,41-Prmidhf, Sunan Kitalb Al-$alg, Section 

on the two rakas after the 'IshJ' prayer, no. 436, p. 1686.41-Nis, §'F, Sunan Kitalb 

Qiy, 7#n Al-Layl, Section on when he starts the prayer standing, no. 1648, p. 2197. 

Muslim, &hJ -b Al-$alg, Section on praying the voluntary prayer, standing or I Kita 

sitting, no. 730, p. 792. 

3. (1252-3) 

A Al-Albgn. T, Ibid. Al-Bukhffrr, S2hll -$alg, Section on the KU9 Al Considered SabTj 

prayer after the obligatory prayer, no. 2, p. 72. Muslim, SLhi I KU9 Al-&II, Section 

on AI-Sunan At-Rgiba, no. 2, p. 162. Al-Nisff 'r, Sunan Kita-b Al-Im&na, Section on the 

prayer after Zuhur, no. 874, p. 2143. 
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4. (1253-4) 

Considered &PLA Al-Albgnr, Ibid, Al-Bukhffrl, &hJ Jb Al-Tahajjud, Section on the I Kith 

two rakas before Zuhur, no. 3, p. 58. Al-Niss'. r, Kitalb Qiy&n Al-Layl, Section on the 

two rakas before Fajr prayer, no. 1758, p. 2204. This badRh could not be found in 

$apih Muslim as Al-Aynr indicated. 

5. (1254-4) 

Considered $abl-A Al-Alb. §nZ Ibid. Muslim, &hJTj Kitalb $al& Al-musar1rh, Section on 

Fajr prayer, no. 724, p. 791. Al-Bukhffrr, &hJ I Kithlb Al-Tahajjud, Section on Fajr 

prayer, no. 1169, p. 90. 

6. (1255-5) 

Considered $4 Al-Albin. T, Ibid. Al-Bukh&. F, S2, bTjA Kita-b Al-Tahayjud, Section on 

what is recited in the dawn prayer, no. 1171, p. 90. Muslim, &hJ I KitO $412 Al- 

MusaTirk, Section on what is favourable to recite in the dawn prayer, no. 724, p. 791. 

Al-Nisi'l, Sunan Kitalb AI-IftitgA Section on reciting in the dawn prayer, no. 947, p. 

2149. 

7. (1256-6) 

Considered &PIP Al-Albraij, ' Ibid, p. 345. Muslim, &hJ -b $al& Al-Musifirrn, I Kita 

Section on Fajr prayer, no. 726, p. 792. AI-Nisff'. F, Sunan KU9 AI-IflitjA Section on 

recitation of the Fajr prayer, no. 946, p. 2149. Ibn Miya, Sunan Kila-b Al-$41N, Section 

on what is recited in the Fajr prayer, no. 1148, p. 2549. 
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8. (1257-7) 

Considered Sabi-A Al-Alb&d, * Ibid. This hadith is not found in the five main hadrth 

books and this could be the reason why A I-"Aynj' did not give any documentation for it. 

9. (1258-8) 

Considered ý)dif,, 41-AINTK Da'g: Sunan, 4br DffwLd, p. 98. This badl7h is not found in 

the five main badith books. 

10. (1259-9) 

Considered $a - Al-Alb, -7n. T, Sahl-h Synan AT D& p. 346. Muslim, Sahgh, Kitg 
. 

PIA 

Al-&Lfft, Section on voluntary prayer, no. 722, p. 792. Al-Nisj'Z Sunan Kimb Al- 

IfIU4 Section on the recitation of the Fajr prayer, no. 945, p. 2148. 

11. (1260-10) 

Considered gasan, Al-Albffnj, ' Sahj-h Sunan AT D& vol. 1, p. 346. This badfth is 

not found in the five main PadAh books. 

12. (1261-11) 

Considered Sabi-A 41-. 41bffnj, * Ibid. AI-Tirmidhr, Sunan Ki1jb. 41-$a1&, Section on lying 

down after the Fajr prayer, no. 420, p. 1684. 

13. (1262-12) 

Considered $abIA Al-Albin. T, Ibid, but the narration on lying down before the Fajr 

Sunna is odd; it is widely known that lying down comes after it. AI-BukhjrF, 
_Sa_h-i-b 

Kita-b Al-SaIN, Section on talking after the Fajr prayer, no. 1161 p. 90. Muslim, LqhjA 
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Kit9 $algt Al-Mus9firin, Section on the night prayer, no. 133, p. 704. Al-Tirmidhr, 

&unan Kita-b AI-Salfft, Section on lying down after the Fqjr Sunna, no. 420, p. 1684. 

14. (1264-13) 

Considered Wif, 41,41b5hr, D5fB: Sunan AT Atvi7d. p. 98. The badflh could not be 

found in the five mainftadilh books. 

15. (1265-14) 

AI-Albanf, Sahj-h Sunan AT DAvi7d, p. 347, Muslim, &, bj KitZ Considered SapTj 

$41& AI-Musqý'Irb; Section on the inappropriateness of starting a voluntary prayer after 

the Imiv-n has started an obligatory one, no. 67, p. 89. Al-Nisil' Sunan Kilalb Al- 

IM, Tinq, Section on people who pray Fajr Sunna while the Imkn is performing another 

prayer, no. 869, p. 2143, Ibn Mfa, Sunan Kitg Al-$al&, Section on when the prayer 

starts, no other prayer should be performed, no. 1152, p. 2544. 

16. (1266-15) 

Considered Saph, Al-Alb5nT, Ibid. The rest of the explanation of thishadlh is missing 

and that is why there is no documentation of it in . 41-', 4ynrs commentary. Muslim, 

SIMA Kitg $419 AI-Musgfirhn, Section on when the time of the obligatory prayer 

starts, no voluntary prayer should be performed, no. 710, p. 789. AI-Tirmidhr, Liman 

Kitalb Al-$aljt, under the same Section, no. 421, p. 1684. Al-Nisil, Sunan Kitalb Al- 

$alg, under the saine Section, no. 866, p. 2143. An Mffja, Kita-b Al-$al& under the 

same Section, no. 115 1, p. 2544. 
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17. (1267-16) 

Considered Sabi A Al-AlbffnF, Ibid, p. 348. AI-Tirmidhf, Sunan Kila-b Al-$alffl, Section 

on who misses the Fajr Sunna, no. 422, p. 1684. Ibn Mfa, Sunan Kitalb Al-$al&, 

under the same Section, no. 1154, p. 2544. 

18. (1268-17) 

Considered Sa Al-Alb. §nr, but the phrase (Laddahum Za PIA 
_) 

is incorrect; the correct r- ydan 

expression is (Jaddahum Oman), Ibid, p. 348. the documentation is the same as for 

the previous badl7h, as it is another narration of it. 

19. (1269-18) 

Considered gasan, Al-Albffnr, Ibid, p. 348. . 41-Tirmidhl, * Sunan KU9 Al-$al&, Section 

on the four rakas before Zuhur, no. 424, p. 1685. Al-Nisj'F, Sunan Kitalb Qiy&n Al- 

Layl, Section on the different narrations of Ismhl b. AbrKhalid, no. 1815, p. 2207. Ibn 

M, ga, Synan Kitalb Iq&nat Al-&IN, Section on who prays four rakas before the Zuhur 

prayer and four after it, no. 1160, p. 2544. 

20. (1270-19) 

Considered gasan, AI-AIbffnF, Ibid, p. 348, although Abi7D&W indicated that Tbayda 

(one of the links in the chain of authorities) is weak (W#). 41-Subkfexplained that there 

are other narrations of this ýad. #h which support one another. 41-Subki, * 41-Manhal 41- 

Mawri7d. vol. 7, p. 162. Ibn M4a, Synan Kitg Iq&nat Al-$41awit, Section on the four 

rak'as before Zuhur no. 1157, p. 2544. 
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21. (1271-20) 

Considered gasan, AI-Alb5fi, 'Ibid, p. 348. Al-TirmidhF, Sunan KU9 Al-$algt, Section 

on the four rakas before the 'AF prayer, no. 429, p. 1685. 

22. (1272-21) 

Considered gasan, Al-Alb&?!, ' except for the narration with the phrase (four rakas), 

Ibid, p. 349. AI-Tirmidhl, Synan lb Al-$al&, Section on the four rakas before "A§r 
, Kita 

prayer, no. 430, p. 1685. Al-Nisi'T, Sunan KU9,41-IflitA Section on the voluntary 

prayer before the 'A§r prayer, no. 775-776, p. 2143. An Miga, Sunan Kitg lqknat Al- 

$alawfft, Section on the voluntary prayer in the daytime, no. 118 1, p. 2545. 

23. (1273-22) 

Considered Sabj-A Al-Alb5nT, lbid, p. 349. 

24. (1274-23) 

Considered Sabi-A Al-Alb, §nr, Ibid, p. 350. Al-Nisj'I, * Suna Kitg Al-Mawjqi7, Section 

on the permissibility of prayer after the 'A§r prayer, no. 574, p. 2124. 

25. (1275-24) 

Considered pacif, Al-AlbffnT DafR: Sunan AbF Da; ýw P. 99. 
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26. (1276-25) 

Considered $abl-A . 41-, 41bffnr, Sahl-h Sunan AN' Da&W. p. 350. Al-Bukh5rI, * &M I 

Kitalb MawjqRA1-$aI&, Section on the voluntary prayer after the Fajr prayer, no. 581, 

p. 47. Muslim, &NIg Kita-b &IN Al-Mus#ir. Tn, Section on the times during which 

prayer is prohibited, no. 825, p. 807. Al-Tirmidhr, Sunan KU9 Al-$al&, Section on 

prayers should be prayed after "Aýr prayer, no. 183, p. 1653. AI-Nisj'r, Sunan Kita-b Al- 

Maw. §qi7, Section on the times when it is prohibited to pray, no. 561, p. 2123. Ibn Mga, 

Sunan, Kitalb IqTmat Al-$al, §t, Section on the prohbition against praying after the Fajr 

prayer, no. 1250, p. 2550. 

27. (1277-26) 

Considered $abA AI-Alb, ýYnf, Ibid, p. 351. Muslim SLhi I Kita-b &IS AI-Mus4lirfn, 

Section on the "Absa embrace of Islam, no. 832, p. 808. AI-Tirmidhf Sunan KU9 Al- 

Ddaw&, Section entitled NuzCd AI-Rab iIIjAI-SamffAI-Dunyff (the descent of God to 

the lowest heaven), no. 3499, p. 311, Ibn Mga, Sunan KitZ Iq&nat AI-, FaIawR, 

Section on which of the night hours are better, no. 1363, p. 2558. 

28. (1278-27) 

Considered &PA, Al-Albffni, 'Ibid, p. 351. Al-Tirmidhl, * Sunan KitZ Al-$alg, Section 

on the speech after the Fajr prayer, no. 419, p. 1684. 
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29. (1279-28) 

A Kila-b Al-$ala, Section Considered Sapl-A Al-Alb, 'v-?!, ' Ibid, p. 351. Al-BukhjrF, &hI, 

on what is prayed after the "A§r prayer, no. 593, p. 48. Muslim, Sahi7z Kitg $al& Al- 

Mus#i'r. Tn, Section on the two rakas after the "AF prayer, no. 835, p. 809. Al-Nisj', r, 

Sunan Kita-b AI-Mawgqff, Section on the permissibility of praying after the 'A§r prayer, 

no. 575, p. 2124. 

30. (1280-29) 

Considered, pdf, 41-AlbffnZ Rfa: Sunan AT Da7iv P. 99. 

31. (1281-30) 

Considered Sa - Al-Albjn. T, Sahl-b Sunan Abi7 D& p. 351. Al-Bukhorr, SIM 
. 

ft I 

KU9 Al-Tahajjud, Section on praying before the Maghrib prayer, no. 1183, p. 92. 

32. (1282-31) 

A AI-AlbanZ Ibid, p. 352. Al-Bukh&. F, Sahi-A Kitalb Al-AdhAn, Section Considered Sabi 

on the time betweenAAM and Iqkna, no. 624, p. 50. Muslim, &hJj Kitalb &12.41- 

Musffj7lr. Tn, Section on a prayer between each two, no. 838, p. 809. AI-Tirmidhr, gunan 

Kitalb Al-AdhAn, Section on the Sunna after the Maghrib prayer, no. 185, p. 1654, Al- 

Nis, §'!, * Sunan Kitalb Al-Adh, 7#?, Section on the prayer between Adh. §n and Iq. §ma, no. 

682, p. 2130. Ibn Mga, Sunan Kila-b Iq&nat, 41-$alawjt, Section on the two rakas 

before Maghrib, no. 1162, p. 2545. 
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33. (1283-32) 

Kita $ Considered $apl-A 41-Albkif, Ibid, p. 352. Muslim, S7hih -b al& Al-MusAfirfin, 

Section on voluntary prayer before the Maghrib prayer, no. 836, p. 809. 

34. (1284-33) 

Considered ý)djfl Al-Alb9nT, Dap: Sunan AT Da;; vv Lid, p. 99. 

35. (1285-34) 

I Considered $aplh, Al-Albffnr, Sahl-h Sunan AT DAv pp. 352-353. Muslim, &hJ 

Kitalb &IN. Al-Musfirfin, Section on Puh5prayer, no. 717, p. 79. 

36. (1286-35) 

Considered Sati-A the same documentation as the previous badBh with different words. 

37. (1287-36) 

Considered D! 'Jf,. 41-Alb. §nZ Afg: SunanAbf DAvLd, p. 100. 

38. (1288-37) 

Considered Sabl-A Al-AlbfnZ SahJ-hSunanAbTDJ; W- p. 353. 

39. (1289-38) 

Considered Sapl-A AI-Alb5ir, lbid, p. 353. Al-TirmidhF, Suna Kitg Al-$alfft, Section 

on. puhiprayer, no. 475, p. 1690. 
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40. (1290-39) 

Considered Dacif, 41-, 41bgnr, Rf&: Sunan AT Da7vv p. 100. Ibn Mqa, Sunan KitZ 

Iq, iýnat Al-$alg, Section on Puhiprayer, no. 1379, p. 2559. 

41. (1291-40) 

Considered Sab. T7 -Alb&iT Sahhh Sunan AT DAvLd, p. 353. Al-Bukhffrf, SLhj g Al 
_I 

Kita-b, 41-Tahajjud, Section on DuhJprayer, no. 1176, p. 91, Muslim, SjhJA Kitg $al& 

AI-Mus, firhn, Section on Puh, § prayer, no. 336, p. 190. Al-TirmidN'Sunan Kita-b Al. 

Witr, Section on. Vuhiprayer, no. 474, p. 1690. 

42. (1292-41) 

Considered $abil -. Albffnr, Ibid, p. 354. Al-Bukhffrl, * &hJ7 lb . 41-Tahayjud, 
.a 

Al Kita 

Section onpuh5prayer, no. 717, p. 790. 

43. (1293-42) 

A Al-AlbffnF, Ibid, p. 354. Al-Bukhgrl, &hJ -b Al-Tahajjud, Kila Considered SapTj 

Section on one who did not pray the Puhg prayer, no. 1179, p. 9 1. Muslim, Sahi-A 

KU9 $412 Al-Mus, 371rhn, Section on the Puhfprayer, no. 718, p. 790. 

44. (1294-43) 

Kita Considered Sapi-A Al-Alb, 7wZ Ibid, p. 354. Muslim, &hj -b Al-Masgid, Section on 

the reward for sitting in the mosque after the Fajr prayer, no. 670, p. 782. AI-Nisff'r, 

Sunan, Kith-b AI-Sahu, Section on the Imkn sitting in the mosque after prayer, no. 1358, 

2176. 
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45. (1295-44) 

Considered $aPIA AI-Alb&iT, Ibid, p. 354. AI-TirmidhF, Suna Kitalb AI-Juma, Section 

on praying two rakas day and night, no 597, p. 1704. . 41-Nisj'r, Sunan Kithlb Qiykn 

Al-Layl, Section on how to pray at night, no. 1667, p. 2199. An Mfa, Sunan, Kitalb 

Iq, 7vnatA1-$alaw&, Section on praying two rakas day and night, no. 1322, p. 2555. 

46. (1296-45) 

, Kitg Considered ý)df, 41,41b&T, Da'B: Sunan, 4br Dgw p. 10 1. Ibn Mga, Sunan 

Qiy&n Al-Layl, Section on praying day and night prayer in pairs, no. 1325, p. 2555. 

47. (1297-46) 

Considered $abj-A Al-Alb. §nf, Sahi-b Sunan AT Da77w5d. p. 355. An M4a, Sunan Kitffb 

Iq,, TmatA1-$alaw&, Section on TasZJ75 prayer, no. 1387, p. 2559. 

48. (1298-47) 

A Al-AlbAnF, lbid, p. 356. Considered SapTj 

49. (1299-48) 

Considered $atj-A 41-AlbffnT, lbid, p. 356. 

50. (1300-49) 

Considered Vasan, AI-Alb&F, Sahl-h Sunan AbF Dfw vol. 1, p. 356. Al-Tirmidhr, 

Sung Kita-b AI-Juma, Section on voluntary prayer after the Maghrib prayer, no. 604, 

p. 1709. Al-Nisi'l, Sunan KU9 Qiy&n Al-Layl, Section on praying at home, no. 1601, 
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p. 2194, Ibn Miya, Sunan Kita-b Iqknat Al-$alaw9l, Section on the two raeas afler the 

Maghrib prayer, no. 1165, p. 2545 narrated by R#i b. Khudayj. 

51. (1301-50) 

Considered ý)dlf, Al-Alb9nZ Da'R: Sunan AT DAvLd, p. 101. 

52. (1302-51) 

Considered pacif, Al-Albffnr, lbid, p. 101. 

53. (1303-52) 

Considered Vdif, A I-A lb, §nr, Ibid, p. 10 1. 

54. (1304-53) 

Considered ffasan, Al-Albgnr, Sahj-h Sunan AT D-5v5d. vol. 1, p. 357. 

55. (1305-54) 

Considered Sablh, Al-Alb. §nT, Ibid, p. 357. 

56. (1306-55) 

Considered SaPJA Al-Alb, §nr, lbid, p. 308. Al-Bukhffr. T, S2hil 
_A 

Kitib Al-Tahajjud, 

Section on satan's tying knots at the back of the head if one does not offer the night 

prayer, no. 1142, p. 89. Muslim, ASahJ7, al& Al-Musfir. Th, Section on preferring I Kitalb ýS 

the recitation in night prayer, no. 776, p. 800. AI-Nisff'r, Sunan KU9 Qiykn Al-Layl, 

Section on encouragement to pray the night prayer, no. 1608, p. 2195. 
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57. (1307-56) 

Considered Sab-, -A Al-Albffnr, Ibid, p. 358. 

58. (1308-57) 

Considered $apl-A Al-AlbgnF, Ibid, p. 358. Al-Nisj'. F, Sunan Kilg Qiy&n Al-Layl, 

, KitZ Section on encouragement to pray at night, no. 1161, p. 2195, An Mqa, Sunan 

Iq&nat Al-, F419t, Section on one who wakes his family in the night to pray, no. 1335, p. 

2556. 

59. (1309-58) 

Considered $api-A Al-Albjnj, 'Ibid, p. 359. Al-Bukhgrr, $abih, Kitg Al-WuVa, Section 

A Kita-b $ on ablution after sleep, no. 212, p. 20. Muslim, &h! 41RAI-Museirin, Section 

on the order that those who feel drowsy should sleep, no. 786, p. 801, Al-Tirmidhf, 

Sunan, KitZ Al- Tah&a, Section on dozing, no. 162, p. 209. An Mga, Sunan Kila-b 

Iq5natAl-$alaw&, Section on praying when drowsy, no. 13780, p. 2558. 

60. (1310-59) 

Considered Sabl-A Al-Alb5nj, 'Ibid, p. 359. Al-Bukh&!, &_h-Jj Kita-b AI-Wufla, Section 

on ablution after sleep, no. 212, p. 20. Muslim, &hJI 412,41-Mus#Irfin, Section I KU9 5 

on the order for those who feel drowsy to sleep, no. 786, p. 801. AI-Tirmidhf, Sunan, 

Kitalb Al- Tah&a, Section on dozing, no. 162, p. 209. An Mqa, Sunan KU9 Iqknat Al- 

$alawN, Section on praying when drowsy, no. 1370, p. 2558. 
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61. (1311-60) 

Considered $api-A Al-Alb&iZ Ibid, p. 359. Muslim, &&& same Section, no. 787, p. 

862. Al-TirmidhZ Suna Ibid. Ibn Mga, Sunan, Ibid, no. 1372, p. 2558. 

62. (1312-61) 

AI-Albanl, lbid, p. 359. Al-Bukh&T, Sahl-A KitZ Al-Tahajjud, Considered Sabi 

Section on the dislike of exaggeration in worship, no. 1150, p. 89. Muslim, S2hil; Kitalb 

&IN Al-Musfirbi, Section on the reward for continuous worship, no. 784, p. 801. Al- 

Nisg'f, Sunan KU9 Qiy&n Al-Layl, Section on praying at night, no. 1644, p. 2197. Ibn 

M, qa, Sunan KU9 Iq&nat Al-$alg, Section on praying when drawsy, no. 1371, p. 

2558. 

63. (1313-62) 

Kita-b Al Considered &P. I-A Al-Albgn. T, Ibid, p. 360. Muslim, &hJ7 -$al&, Section on 

the night prayer and those who sleep and miss it, no. 747, p. 795. AI-TirmldhF, Sunan 

KU9 Section on those who miss the night prayer and pray it in the daytime, 

no. 581, p. 1703. Al-Nisil, Sunan KU9 Qiy&n, 41-Layl, Section on those who miss the 

night prayer and when to pray it again, no. 1791, p. 2206. Ibn Mjj'a, Sunan Kilg Al- 

$412, Section on those who miss the night prayer, no. 1343, p. 2556. 

64. (1314-63) 

Considered Sabi Al-Albgnl, ' Ibid, p. 360. Al-Nisi'T, Sunan Kitg Qiykn Al-Layl, 

Section on those who miss the night prayer because of sleeping, no. 1785, p. 2205. 
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65. (1315-64) 

Considered $api-A Al-Alb, §nT, lbid, p. 360. Al-Bukhgrr, &hV -Taha a Kitib Al Yjud, 

Section on praying and invoking Allah in the last hours of the night, no. 1145, p. 89. 

Muslim, S7hilg, Kith-b &INAI-Musfirk, Section on invoking Allah in the last part of 

the night, no. 758, p. 197. AI-TirmldhF, Sunan KU9 Al-, 9412, Section on Allah's 

descent to the lowest heaven, no. 446, p. 1687. Ibn Mga, Sunan Kita-b Al-$412, 

Section on which night hours are better for prayer, no. 1366, p. 2558. 

66. (1316-65) 

Considered Vasan, 41-AlbffnZ Sahj-h Sunan AblDAv vol. 1, Ibid, p. 361. 

67. (1317-66) 

41-. 41b, §n. T, lbid, p. 361, AI-Bukhir-F, Sahjr-A KitZ Al-Tahajjud, Considered SaPTA 

Section on sleeping in the last hours of the night'no. 1132, p. 88. Muslim, SZhi 1 11 KitZ 

&IN Al-Musfirh, Section on night prayer, no. 741, p. 794, Al-Nisff. T, Sunan KU9 Al- 

&IN, Section on night prayer, no. 1617, p. 2196. 

68. (1318-67) 

A Al-Alb. §n. T, lbid, p. 361. Al-Bukhjrj, SahjA Considered SapTj KilAb Al ahajjud, 

Section on sleeping in the last hours of the night, no. 1133, p. 88. Muslim, &hi I KitZ 

&IN AI-Musfirfin, Section on night prayer, no. 742, p. 794. 

69. (1319-68) 

Considered tlasan, 41-, 41bffnf, SahTh Sunan A bF D& vol. 1, p. 361. 
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70. (1320-69) 

Kita Al-Albgnr, p. 361. Muslim, %zhih -$4151, Section on the Considered SapTj -b Al 

excellence of prostration, no. 489, p. 75. Al-Nisil, Sung KU9 Al-$alfft, Section on 

the excellence of prostration, no. 1139, p. 2160. 

71. (1321-70) 

Considered Sabih, Al-A IbAnZ p. 3 62. 

72. (1322-71) 

Considered $abila Al-Albffnf, p. 362. 

73. (1323-72) 

Considered. pacif, Al-Alb, 7m. F, DacB: Sunan AT DJw p. 102. 

74. (1324-73) 

Considered Sa r-h, 41-. 41bgn. T, Sahl-h Sunan AT Da7vv p. 362. Muslim, SIAJA Kitalb 
. 

bi 
- 

Al-$alfft, Section on invocation in the night prayer, no. 768, p. 799. 

75. (1325-74) 

A Al-AlbgnT, but with the phrase (which prayer) instead of (which Considered SaPTj 

action), p. 362. 

76. (1326-75) 

Considered $abl-A Al-Alb5nj, * p. 363. Al-Bukh&F, &hJ -Whr, Section on the KU9 Al 

I Kita-b &IN Al-Mus5firfin, Section on Witr prayer, no. 990, p. 78. Muslim, SjhJ 

praying the night prayer in pairs, no. 749, p. 795. Al-NisiT, Sunan lb Qi , Kith ykn Al 
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Layl, Section on praying the Witr prayer in one rak'a, no. 12695, p. 2200. Ibn Mfa, 

Sunan, Kita-b Iq&nat Al-$41awN, Section on praying the night prayer in pairs, no. 1320, 

2555. 

77. (1327-76) 

Considered Hasan, Al-AlbffnT, Ibid. 

78. (1328-77) 

Considered 9asan,. 41-AlbDij, ' Ibid. 

79. (1329-78) 

Considered Sapl-A Al-Albanf Ibid., p. 364. Al-Tirmidhl, 'Suna KU9 Al-$alfft, Section 

on night recitation, no. 447, p. 1687. 

80. (1331-80) 

Considered SaPI-A Al-AlHnf, Ibid. 

81. (1331-80) 

.4 
Al-Albffn. T, Ibid. Al-Bukhffr. F, Sahl-A Kitalb FaVj7l Al-Qurffn, Section Considered $apjjr, 

on Qurffn forgetfulness (A Lisvffn Al-Ourffn), no. 5037, p. 436. Muslim, Sahlib. KU9 

FaVj'il. 41-Qur,! Yn, Section on the order to memorise the Qur. §n (, 41-, 4mr b! Taahhud Alm 

Qur, ffn) no. 788, p. 802. 

82. (1332-81) 

Considered $apl-A Al-AlbAnT, Ibid., p. 365. 
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83. (1333-82) 

% 41-Alb, §nr, Ibid., AI-Tirmidhf, Sunan Kitalb FaVjil AI-Quran, Considered Sapil, 

Section on reciting the Qur, 7m, no. 2919, p. 1945, AI-Nisffr, Sunan KU9 Qiykn Al- 

Layl, Section on reciting quietly is better than loudly, no. 1664, p. 2198. 

84. (1334-83) 

Kitg Al yjud, Al-Albinr, vol. 1, p. 365. Al-Bukh&!, * SIM -Taha Considered Sabi 

Section on long standing in night prayer, no. 1140, p. 89. Muslim, SjhIZ.; Kita-b &/at 

. 41-Mus, firk, Section on night prayers, no. 738, p. 794. 

85. (1335-84) 

Kitib Al Considered $apl-A Al-Albffn. T, Ibid. Al-Bukh§rF, 
_Sahi-h -Witr, Section on Al- 

Witr, no. 994, p. 78. Muslim, Sibill Kit9 &IN Al-Musafirk, Section on night prayer, 

no. 736, p. 793. Al-Tirmidhl, 'Sunan Kitalb Al-$al&, Section on describing the Prophet's 

prayer, no. 439, p. 1686. Ibn Mqa, Sunan KU9 Iqknat Al-$alawg, Section on how 

many rakas in night prayer, no. 1358, p. 2557. 

86. (1336-85) 

A Al-Alb&if Ibid., p. 366. The same documentation as the previous Considered SaPTj 

ýadlh. In addition it was documented in Al-Nisj'!, * Synan Kilib Qiykn At-Layl, 

Section on how to pray the Witr prayer in one raka, no. 1697, p. 200. 

87. (1337-86) 

Considered SabTl 7h. part of the previoushadl 
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88. (1338-87) 

Considered Saft 41-AlbgnF, Ibid. . 41-NisX. F, Sunan KU9 Qiy&n Al-Layl, Section on 

how to pray the Witr prayer in five rakas, no. 1718, p. 2201. Muslim, the same 

documentation as (1334-83) AI-Tirmidhf, Sunan Kitg Al-Witr, Section on how to pray 

the Witr prayer in five rakas, no. 458, p. 1688. Ibn Mfa, Sunan Kitg Iqknat. 41- 

$alaw&, Section on how many rakas are to be prayed in the night prayer, no. 1359, p. 

2557. 

89. (1339-88) 

Considered Sati-A is part of the previous badl7h 

90. (1340-89) 

.4 
Al-AlbAnZ Ibid. Muslim, the same documentation as the previous Considered $ajujr, 

badilh, Al-NisffZ Sunan Kitg QiyiPn Al-Layl, Section on prayer between the Witr and 

Fajr prayers, no. 1757, p. 2204. 

91. (1341-90) 

Considered &PLA AI-AlbjnZ Ibid, p. 367.41-Bukh&!, ' &, bi lb 41-Tahajjud, KIM 

Section on the Prophet's prayer in Rama(fin, no. 1147, p. 89. Muslim, the same 

documentation as the previous PadAh. AI-Tirmidhf, Synan -b At-$alil, Section on , Kita 

describing the Prophet's prayer, no. 439, p. 1686. 
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92. (1342-91) 

Considered $abl-A Al-AlbTnZ Ibid. Muslim, &--h-11 Kith-b $alat 41-MvsgfrTn, Section 

on night prayer and those who sleep and omit it, no. 746, p. 794. AI-Nisj'l, Sunan 

Kitalb Qiy,, Tin Al-Layl, Section on night prayer, no. 1602, p. 2194. 

93. (1343-92), (1344-93), (1345-94), (1346-95), (1347-96), (1348-97), (1349-98), 

(1350-99), (1351-100), (1352-101) 

These are all other narrations of ýadlh (1342-91), and all of them are considered $apffi 

except (1350-99), and (1351-100), which are Hasan $aplh, and in (1348-97) which is 

$ab, o except for the word four, whereas two is correct, see Al-Alb. 9nr, pp. 369-371. 

102. (1352-101) 

Considered &pj-A . 41-Nisj'Z Etunan -b Qi -Layl, Section on what to do when Kita y&n . 41 

starting the night prayer standing, no. 1652, p. 2198. 

103. (1353-102) 

Considered SabTj A Al-Albjnr, Ibid., p. 372. Muslim, SLhJ -Mvs, ý' KitZ $al& AI irin, 

Section on the Prophet's night prayer, no. 763, p. 709. AI-Nisff'r, Sunan Kita-b Qiykn 

Al-Layl, Section on how to pray Witr in three rakas, no. 1706, p. 2201. 

104. (1354-103) 

Considered $aft Al-Alb, §nF, lbid, another narration of the previous badj7h. 

105. (1355-104) 

Considered, pdf, Al-Albffnj, 'Da'jSunan AbFDI; wi7d. p. 104. 
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106. (1356-105) 

Considered SabA AI-Alb-ýYnf, p. 373, the samehadilh but a different narration. 

107. (1357-106) 

Considered $aft Al-Alb. §nZ Ibid. Al-Nisil, Sunan Kitg Qiy&n Al-Layl, Section on 

the time of the night prayer, no. 162 1, p. 2196. 

108. (1358-107) 

Considered Sabi-A Al-Alb, §K Ibid., another narration of the previous badj7h. 

109. (1359-108) 

Considered FaPA, Al-Alb&iZ Ibid. 

110. (1360-109) 

.4 
Al-Albffnr, Ibid. Muslim, &b& Kitg $al& Al-MusaTirk, Section Considered $apljr, 

on the number of rakas in the night prayer, no. 738, p. 794. 

111. (1361-110) 

Considered $aft except for the phrase (between the two calls to prayer). See Al- 

Alb. ffnZ Ibid. Al-Bukh&!, ' Sibil Kitalb Al-Tahajjud, Section on continuing to pray the 

dawn prayer, no. 115 9, p. 90. 

112. (1362-111) 

Considered $abi-A Al-AlbfnF, Ibid. 
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113. (1363-112) 

Considered Wif, . 41-AlbAnr, RfR: Sunan, 4bTDAv P. 104. Muslim, SLhi ah Kitg 

$412 Al-Musr1rin, Section on the number of rakcas in the Prophet's night prayer, no. 

790, p. 794.41-TirmidhZ Sunan Kita-b. AI-Witr, Section on praying the Wur prayer at 

the beginning and end of the night, no. 457, p. 1688. AI-Nisff'!, Sunan Kilab Qiy&n Al- 

Layl, Section on how to pray the Mir prayer in seven rakas, no. 1726, p. 2202. 

114. (1364-113) 

.A 
Al-Alb, §nT p. 375. Al-Bukhffrf, the same documentation as hadPh Considered Fapjlr, 

(1355-104), Muslim, the same asftadi7h (1353-102), Al-NisJ'F, Sunan Kita-b Qiy, 7vn Al- 

Layl, Section on what to start night prayer with, no. 1621, p. 2196. 

115. (1365-114) 

Considered Saft Al-AlbffnZ Ibid. 

116. (1366-115) 

Considered $aplh, 41-Alb&iZ Ibid. Muslim, Sibir: 4 Kitg &IN 41-Musfirin, Section 

on the Prophet's night prayer, no. 765, p. 799. Ibn Mfa, Sunan Kithlb Al-$al&, Section 

on the number of rakas in the night prayer, no. 1362, p. 2557. 

117. (1367-116) 

Another narration of the previous ýadlh. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

In the epoch in which Al-ýAynjlived, the commitment to a specific school of law, and 

fanatical adherence to that school, was a common phenomenon. A clear example is 

found in Al-Aynis Sharh which reflects his strong devotion to the ganafl- school of 

law. 

Another feature of the work, characteristic of this epoch, is the focus on abridgement or 

explanation of previous works in the same field, rather than original production. In the 

case of historical work, this is manifested in a tendency to follow the style of previous 

scholars such as, 41-TabaffandIbnAl-Athrr. This tendency was manifested by, 41.. ', 4ynr 

in his book of history, 'Aqd AI-Jum in which he followed the practice of previous 

historians, of arranging the work systematically by year, narrating all the important 

events in each year. This approach afforded him the opportunity for elaboration on the 

political, social and economic circumstances of the events narrated. A notable feature 

of his historical writing, which increases its value as a comprehensive reference on the 

period in question, is his practice of ending each year's account with a brief biography 

of notable personages who died in that year. Again, this was common practice among 

the historians of his time, as well as Ibn TaghrrBardfin AI-Nuift AI-ZAira, and Al- 

MaqrTzj'in. 41-Syh7k However, the latter was distinctive in having authored a work in 

which he focused on a specialised field, namely, the history of architecture, which he 

addressed in Al-KhigatAl-Magrizivvy. 
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The MambIl era was noted for the encouragement of scholarship, reflected in the 

practice of giving endowments. The importance attached to scholarship in this era 

promoted a sense of rivalry among the leading scholars of the day, who abridged or 

commented on the same valuable books, such as Sah1h AI-Bykh&,, I- on which AI-SAyn! * 

and IbnVajar competed to produce the best commentary. On the other hand, the Sharp 

of gadlh books produced by scholars at that time exhibit similarities of content and 

structure, such as the focus on biographies of the narrators, explaining difficult words, 

and noting the documentation. These features seem to be common to all Shuri7h of 

gadlh. Nevertheless, each has its distinctive features, according to the expertise of the 

author in relation to a particular issue, which may result in some sections being 

elaborated in more depth. An example of that is Ibn &jar's commentary on voluntary 

prayer, in which he sought to reconcile the gadj7h, searching for the reasons for any 

discrepancy or contradiction, and giving explanations to harmonise them. AI-Nawawr, 

in his commentary on this subject, concentrated on revealing the rules and the lessons 

derived from the gadiths. A distinctive feature of Al-ýcAynrs work is the attention paid 

to the linguistic aspect; his interest in this branch of knowledge can be clearly inferred 

from the huge number of books on grammar and rhetoric that he abridged or wrote 

commentaries on. This was an interest common to most religious scholars, reflecting 

the close relationship between Islamic scholarship and that of Arabic language. This 

may be at least in part attributable to the system of education in the Mamh7k era, in 

which Islamic education constituted the foundation for any branch of scholarship. 
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The Mamh7ky' support for Islamic scholarship could to some extent be seen as a 

deliberate policy to manipulate public opinion and gain legitimacy for their rule. 

Therefore when they started to seize the endowments, this was a sign of their weakness. 

Another part of their policy, which is connected with this aspect, is their practice of 

ruling by military power and isolating the people from positions of political importance. 

Faced with these constraints, the population turned to religious knowledge as a route to 

status and position. All these factors together contributed in developing the intellectual 

environment in the Mamh7k em. 

In regard to the Sharh Sunan AbiDAW as indicated before, Al-. 'Aynr followed the 

normal practice of his time, adopting a comprehensive approach characteristic of all his 

books, in which he referred to the opinions of the greatest scholars in their fields. 

The originality of this thesis lies in the editing of this unique manuscript, which has not 

been edited before. Further contributions are the elaboration, in a comprehensive 

commentary, of juristic rules discussed in the manuscripts, clarification of points of 

content and vocabulary in all the detailed expanatory notes, and full details of the 

documentation of all the tladlhs in the main ffadj7h books. The originality also lies in 

the evaluation of the commentary of 41-"Aynr, analysing the advantages and the 

shortcomings of this manuscript and checking the validity of the accusation pointed to 

Al-ý'Aynr, as to his fanaticism in his loyalty to the ganaji- school. 

In regard to the main topic of the manuscript, which is voluntary prayer, it is considered 

the most favourable kind of voluntary worship, as the obligatory worship to which it 

relates, prayer is the most fundamental in Islam. Thus, the main reason for the 

ordination of voluntary prayer was to make up any shortcoming in obligatory prayer. 
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The most favourable among these prayers is the Fajr prayer. Al-. 'Aynrs view of these 

voluntary prayers, as expressed in this manuscript, is as follows. 

1. The Fajr prayer is Sunna; it is preferable that it be performed briefly, and it is 

pennissible to lie down after it. 

2. The voluntary prayer accompanying the Zuhr prayer is four rakas before and after 

it, all connected. 

3. The number of voluntary prayers for the 'Asr prayer is four rakas before the 

obligatory prayer; there is no voluntary prayer after it. 

4. The performance of voluntary prayer after the Maghrib prayer is considered 

undesirable, because it will delay the Maghrib prayer, preventing it from being 

prayed at the start of the due time. In regard to the two rakas after Maghrib, it is 

better that they be prayed at home. 

5. The performance of four or six rakas after the "Isha prayer is favoured. 

6. The night prayer was originally obligatory, then the obligation was abrogated. It 

can be prayed while seated, and the best time for it is during the last third of the 

night. It is considered preferable for the worshipper to start his night prayer with 

two short rakas, although praying four connected rakas is permissible. In regard 

to the Witr prayer, it cannot be prayed as one raka, but should be in three connected 

rak'as, contrary to the opinion of most scholars, and it is allowed to pray two rakas 

after the Witr prayer. 

This chapter is characterised by the presence of contradiction within many sections, as 

one &dRh supports a given practice and another in the same section refutes it. It is in 
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this regard that the commentator's expertise in looking for the reason and reconciling 

the narrations is evident. Furthermore, some narrations mention a number of rakas 

while others indicate different numbers for the same prayer. This variation could allow 

scope for the worshipper to select the number that is appropriate to him or her. 

The chapter also contains a degree of repetition, as some issues are raised in more than 

one narration. In some sections the rules are subdivided into other related issues, and 

with the different opinions and contradictory evidences, especially with regard to the 

number of rakas of the night prayer, the discussion seems to be complicated and 

confused. 

A notable feature of 41-ý'Aynrs commentary is the attention given to citing and refuting, 

with evidence, opinions contrary to his own. In this respect, as noted earlier, he tried to 

explain the narrations in a manner consistent with the prevailing view in his own school 

of law. For this reason, the researcher has attempted to explore other scholars' defences 

against Al-Aynrs evidences, in the interest of presenting a more balanced and objective 

point of view. 

It was noted also that some gadffhs do not appear to be consistent with the titles of the 

sections in which they are located, and this was explained as attributable to error on the 

part of the narrators of the Sunan. Other points worthy of note are that in the rules 

related to voluntary prayer, the opinion of the Mgik. Tschool of law differs from that of 

other schools, and that most of the narrations of this chapter are from "Aisha This 

could be because these prayers are favoured to be prayed in the worshipper's house, as 

the Prophet's wife, "Aisha was in the best position to observe the Prophet's practice 

with regard to voluntary prayer. 
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Sunan AbTDJ&vW is a very valuable book on gadj7h, distinguished by its accurate 

organisation. and classification of the UadBhs according to Fiqh sections. This may, 

indeed, be one of the reasons that attracted AP'AynT to select it as a focus for his 

commentary. This combination of the accuracy of the original work and the 

comprehensive Sharh of Al--Aynf creates a particularly valuable resource of UadBh 

scholarship, from which subsequent scholars benefited in their own works. 
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APPENDIX I 

A f-A vn is Wo rks 

1. On Hadilh 

1.1. cUmdat AI-QJrT FTSharp Al-J&ni' Al-$aplh AI-Bukh&T in 21 volumes. This is 

considered to be Al-Aynrs best writing, one of the broadest in his explanations, 

and the most comprehensively useful. Published in Beirut in DYi- AI-Fikr in 1998, 

. yXAI-Turgh Al-Arabi, n. d. Published also in Cairo in 12 volumes, and in Dir Ib 

in Id&at, 41- Tibaa, 41-Munfriyya Press in 1348 A. H. 

1.2. SharP Sunan Ab 17 D,, Tvv i7d in two volumes. One of his best commentaries (a piece 

of the Sunan, not all of it). Two copies of the manuscript in Dir AI-Kalub Al- 

Misriyya, one numbered 19697, the other 286. 

1.3. Al-'Ilm Al-Hayyib FfSharh Al-Kalim Al- Tayyib Li An Taymiyya. A book on, 41- 

AdhkAw Wal Daawit. A manuscript in D& Al-Kutab Al-MiFiyya under the 

number 112 gadi7h m. 

1.4. Mab5iFAl-Akhb, ýo-FTSharbAfainTAI-Athgr. LIAI-Tablia'Win eleven volumes, 

a book about the conflicting &dRhs in Fiqh rules. There is an imperfect 

manuscript in Dir Al-Kutub Al-Misriyya in six volumes under the number 492, and 

another photocopied copy, in IslanbN under the number 29888 in five volumes, 

both manuscripts in the author's handwriting. 
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1.5. NakhbAl-Ajk&FrTanqioMabinfAl-AkhbirFrSharpAfainF AI-Alh& in eight 

volumes, an abridged version of the previous work and considered as the best 

explanation of the gadflh's rules. The manuscript exists in two places. First, there 

are two copies in DJr Al-Kutub AI-Migiyya, one under the number 526 ffadflh, 

and the other under the number 21547 B. The second place is in Sargy Tt7bkjbj' 

museum but the copy is imperfect; in three volumes 2,3,4 under the numbers 

2/653-4/653-5/653. 

1.6. Magh, 5n. TA1-Akhyjr FFRU9 MacTnFAI-AthTr. This is an introduction in Turkey to 

the previous book, which states the narrators of the ffadiths. It has the privilege of 

being the most useful and organised book on this topic, as it contains narrators that 

were not mentioned in the six main Hadilh books. There are two copies of the 

manuscript. One is in Ak Al-Kutub AI-Miýriyya under the number 72 Mu#ap, in 

two volumes but the last part is missing. A complete copy exists in Sargy Ti7bkjbi' 

Museum in Turkey, in three volumes under the numbers 484,485,477. 

On Figh 

2.1. Al-Bingya FT Sharp Al-Hidgya D "Alf b. AbF Bakr AI-MarghTnAnF in four 

volumes, concerning the ffanafl- Fiqh. Published in Beirut in D, 15- AI-Rkr in 1990 

A. D. 
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2.2. Ramz Al-, Vaq, §'iq Sharp Kanz Al-Daqg'iq Ll "Abdullah b. Mapmad Al-Nasq/1-in 

two volumes, inffanafi- Fiqh. Published in Cairo in 1285 A. H. /I 865 A. D. 

2.3. Al-Durar AI-Zjhira FrSharý AI-Bitzk AI-Zalhira Li gus&n Al-DTn Al-Rah, 7ivr, in 

two volumes, regarding the Fiqh of the four main schools. Manuscript in two 

copies, one in Sar. V Ti7bk, §bT museum under the numbers 7036-1037 and the 

other in Dar Al-Kutub AI-Miýriyya under the numbers 183-184 ganafT Fiqh. 

2.4. Al-Masg'il Al-Badriyya Al-Muntakhaba Min Al-Fat&, §AI-ZAiriyya, Li ZAir Al- 

Din Mubammad b. Atmad in one volume. Manuscript in two copies, one in Dir 

AI-Kutub Al-MiF! yya in one volume of 119 pages under the number 428 ýUanqfl- 

Fiqh, and the other copy in the British Museum under the number 5579. 

2.5. Al-Mustajma' F! "Sharp Al-Majma' wa Al-Muntaqj FI*SharP Al-Multaqj in two 

volumes. An explanation of Majmd . 41-Balrayn wa MultaqJ Al-Nahrayn Li 

Aýffnad b. Al-SdgT Al-Ayni'wrote this book when he was only twenty-one years 

old. Manuscript in D55- Al-Kutub Al-Misriyya in two volumes. The first volume 

in 350 pages under the number 418 Yanqjj- Fiqh and the second in 220 pages 

under the number 790 ganafl- Fiqh. 

2.6. Minpat AI-Suli7k FT Sharp Tupfat Al-Muli7k Li Mupammad b. AbF Bakr. A 

manuscript, of which there are several copies in various places; one in KhazXin 

Al-Kutub FF Awq, §f Baghdid in 131 pages under number 3729 and five other 

copies. The second is in gasan Al Ankarlf Library under number 13/13829 in 
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108 pages. The third is in Ti7nis, in Dgr Al-Kutub Al-Wapniyya under number 

855, and the last one in the Central Library in Umm AI-Qurff University in Mecca 

in 146 pages under number 1323. 

2.7. Ghurar Al-Ajk,, 7v- FfSharb Durar Al-Bipir Li Shams Al-Drn Al-Qawnffwrin the 

Fat, rAvj of the four main schools. Manuscript mentioned by AI-Suyoffýlusn Al- 

MuPa(lara 1/474. Al-TamjýnjAl-Tabaq& Al-Saniyya 3/813. Al-Laknaw! *Al- 

Fawj'id Al-Bahiyya 207. Ibn RiyjVT ZWa, Asmj'Al-Kutub At-Mutammim Li 

KashfAl-Zunan 212. No longer in existence. 

2.8.41-Was. Tt FTMukhtasar 41-MuhTt D Muhammad Al-Sarakhsi, in two volumes. 

Manuscript mentioned by Al-Aynf, KashfAl-Qird' 112 B. Ibn TaghrfBardf, Al- 

Manhal Al-Sgfi- 118/353 B. Al-Sakha7vvlAI-Paw'Al-L&nf 10/134. Ibn Al-Im&l, 

Shadharit AI-Dhahab 9/287. AI-Shawk, m-IAI-Badr Al- T9f 2/245. No longer in 

existence. 

On Biograph 

3.1. Al-RawVAI-ZAir FI*STrat AI-Malik Al-ZAir Tapr. Book published in Cairo in 

46 pages in Dir Al-Anw. §r in 1370 A. H., and reprinted in 1962 in Cairo by 

Mugaf. 1 Al-B. §bIAl-&labT Press, edited by Hamsh Arnist. 

3.2. Al-SayfAl-MuhannadFfSh-atAl-MalikAl-Muayyad Book publishcd in Cairo in 

1966-1967 in Dir Al-Kutub Al-'ArabT, edited by FahM Shalt& and presented by 

Muj: ýpqfj Ziyjda in one volume of 346 pages. 
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3.3. Siyar Al-Anbiyj. Mentioned by Al-Sakha7vvF in Al-paw' Al-L&ni, 10/134, Al- 

Tam, TmFAI- TabaqR Al-Saniyya, 3/819, but could not be found in the libraries. 

3.4. Skat AI-Ashraf Birsibay. Mentioned by Al-Sakh&F, 41-, Paw'Al-L&ni' 10/134. 

Al-Tamjýnj'Al-Tabaqjt 41-Saniyya 3/820. ff, §jjrKalifa Kashf, 41-Zuni7n, 2/1015. 

However, it does not exist. 

3.5. Kashf, 41-flithkn 'An STrat Ibn Hisham, however, he did not complete this work. 

Mentioned by Al-Ayni*, KashfAl-Qind 112 B. Ibn TaghrFBardf Al-Manhal Al- 

S4, -t 8/354 A. Al-Sakh&TAI-Daw'Al-Lkni' 10/134. Al-TamFm. TAI-Tabaqg Al- 

Saniyya3l8l9. g, ýyj! 'Khal#'aKashfAI-Zuni7n2l]012. Al-ShawkdnFAI-BadrAl- 

T9f 2/295. AI-Kitt&ir Fihras, 41-Fah5ris 2/839. No longer in existence. 

3.6.41-Taqrk ", 41a, 41-Sira Al-Muayyadiyya Li Ibn NAi(f Mentioned by, 41-Sakh&vF 

AI-Daw'AI-L.,, Tmi' 10/135. No longer inexistence. 

3.7. AI-Jawhara AI-SaniVa FTAI-Dawla Al-Muayyadiyya. Mentioned by Al-Aynr 

KashfAl-Qinf 113 A. Al-SakhAvTAl-, Paw'Al-Ljmf 10/135. AI-SuyDýtf Bughyat 

Al-Wu'R 2/76. Al-TamimiAl- Tabaq& Al-Saniyya 3/820. ýIjjjT Khallfa KashfAl- 

Zundn 2/990. No longer in existence. 

4. On HjqM 

4.1. 'AqdAI-Jumjn FFTffrj-kh AN AI-Zanign in nineteen volumes. The most famous 

of Al-AynF's books on history and biography. It is a manuscript in several 
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copies in DJr AI-Kutub Al-Miýriyya, including a copy in 28 volumes under 

number 8203, another copy number 1584. Another copy in Khiz, §nat WaIFAI- 

D, Fn in B, § Yazfd mosque in Turkey in 24 volumes under number 2374-2396. 

However, some parts of this manuscript were published in Cairo in four volumes 

in Al-Haya Al-MiFiyya Al-Amma. Edited by Mupammad AmTn in 1407 A. H., 

1987 A. D. 

4.2. AI-Thrikh Al-Badrj'FfAwýýAhl Al-Asr in eight volumes. A manuscript of two 

volumes exists in AI-Aýwadiyya Library in Ti7nis, and another copy exists in Jknf 

Al-Duw'al Al-'Arabiyya in two volumes, photocopies from the copy in Apmad 

. Al-Thalith Library in Turkey under number 958F-291 1. 

4.3. Tffrjkh, 41-Akjsira in the Turkish language. Mentioned by AI-Sakhjvv! AI-Daw'AI- 

L,, Dni' 10/134. AI-TamjýnjAl- Tabaqjt At-Saniyya 2/820. Vjjj. T Khalrya KashfAl- 

AnCin 1/282. . 41-Shawkjnf Al-Badr Al- T91 2/295. No longer in existence. 

4.4. Mukhtaxr Tjrjr-kh Dimashq Li An 'Asikir. Mentioned by AI-SuyaýffBughyat Al- 

Wu'5t 2/275. Al-TamimiAl- Tabaq5t Al-Saniyya 3/813. gjjjF Khal#'a Kashf Al- 

Zum7n 1/284. AI-LaknawFAI-FawXid Al-Bahiyya 2/295. No longer in existence. 

4.5. Mukhtaxr Wafay, §t Al-A'yk? Li An Khallik&7. Mentioned by Al-Aynr KashfAl- 

Qind 113 A. Al-SakhjwTAl-paw'Al-L&ni' 10/134. AI-Tibr AI-Musbi7k 379. Al- 

Dha I 'A19 Raf Al-Isr 437. Ibn Al-"Imid Shadharit Al-Dhahab 9/288. Al- y 
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Shawkjni', 41-Badr, 41- Talf 2/295.41-Tam. WAl- Tabaq& 41-Saniyya 3/820. No 

longer in existence. 

4.6. Tabaqjt Al-Shu'arX. Al-Ayn. T Kashf Al-QInd 112 B. Ibn TaghrrBardr Al- 

Manhal Al-Sri 8/353 B. Al-Sakh&wjAl-Paw' Al-L&ni' 10/134. AI-SuyDýtf 

Bughyat Al-Wit 2/275. Al-Shawkinr AI-Badr Al- T9f 2/295. Ibn Al-cIm&l 

Shadharg Al-Dhahab 9/288.41-Laknawf. 41-Fawj'id Al-Bahiyya. No longer in 

existence. 

4.7. Tabaqg Al-, Uanafiyya. Mentioned by Ibn TagrfBardf Al-Manhal AI-Sjfl- 8/354 

B. Al-Sakha7wjAl-Paw'Al-L&nf 10/134. AI-SuyDýtfyusn Al-Mup5pbra 1/474. 

HN r Kalifa KashfAl-Zuni7n 2/1098. Ibn Al-Im&l Shadhar& AI-Dhahab 91288. 
. 
ýky 

Al-Shawk, §nf Al-Badr Al- T9f 2/295. Al-Kitt&? f Fihras Al-Fah&is 2/839. No 

longer in existence. 

4.8. Mujam AI-Shuyi7kh in one volume. Mentioned by Al-"Aynr KashfAI-Qing' 112 

B. Ibn TaghrrBardT. Al-Manhal Al-Sjj"i 8/353B. AI-Sakh, ývvfAl-Daw ' Al-L&ni' 

10/134. Al-TamFmFAI-Tabaqjt Al-Saniyya 3/820. Ibn Al-Imid Shadharg Al- 

Dhahab 9/287. Al-ShawkinF AI-Badr Al- Talf 2/295. Al-Kittinr Fihras Al- 

Fah&is 2/839. No longer in existence. 

5. On Arabic Lanjzuape 

5.1. Maq&id Al-Napawiyya FlSharli ShawAid ShurC217 AI-AUtýya which is Alfty), al 

Ibn MAlik. It is known as Al-ShawAid. Al-Kz4bri Most of the scholars at the time 
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benefitted from it. Book published as an appendix to Al-Baghq&IrS book 

Khizinat Al-Adab by 41-Maffiaa 41-. 4mFriyya in Bi7liq in Cairo in 1299 

A. H. /1879 A. D. 

5.2. Farj'id Al-Qalj'idFrMukhtapr Sharp Al-ShawAid. Known as Al-ShawAldAl- 

, Sughr. ff, which is an abridgement of the previous book and better known. Book 

published in one volume by Al-Maffida AI-KjstJ7iyya Al-ZAira in Cairo in 1297 

A. H. /I 877 A. D. 

5.3. MilTP Al-Alwjh FISharb Mirib AI-ArwA Li APmad h. Musi7d. An abridgement 

in TaFif science, Al-Aynr wrote this book when he was only nineteen. Book 

published in Majallat AI-Mawrid Al-Ir,! Iqiyya in volume four second volume, 

1975 A. D. /1395 A. H. up to volume five fourth volume 1976 AR/1397 A. D., 

edited by 'A bd al-Sattk Jawid. 

5.4. Ras. §'ilAl-FiaFTSharpAl-Aw, ýTtn! IAI-Mia, LiAbdal-QAirAl-Jurj. §nf A book 

on grammar. Manuscript mentioned by Al-'AynT Kashf Al-Qind 112 B. Ibn 

Taghrj'BardFAl-ManhalAl-S, rj 8/353 B. Al-Sakh&. TAI-pw'Al-Lfmf 10/134. 

, Vjjj! Khalifa KashfAI-Zuna7211180. IbnAl-ImFdShadhargAl-Dhahab9l287. 

Brokilmin T&J-kh AI-Adab Al-"ArabT31204. There is a copy of it in Dir Al-Kulub 

Al-MiFiyya under number 4633, pages 27-68. 
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5.5. Was. §71,41-Tdrý' FfMas. §71,41-Taýrjf A manuscript, a copy in D&AI-Kutub, 41- 

MiFiyya under number 3633 from 1-27, photocopied from a copy in Maklabat 

Baladiyyat A 1-Manyi-jra 

5.6. TadhkiraNabawiyya. Mentioned by Al-Sakh, 15vT Al-, Paw'Al-L&nf 10/134. Al- 

Tibr AI-Masbi7k 379. AI-Dha 1AIjRaf AI-Isr 437. AI-Tam, ýn! 'Al Tabaqjt Al- y 

Saniyya 3/819. No longer in existence. 

5.7. Al-Haw&hr 'Ala Al-TawdTA The original book was Awdap Al-Masalik 'iIj 

Atflyyat Ibn Malik Li An Hish, §n. Mentioned by AI-AynI* KashfAI-Qind 112 B. 

Ibn Taghr! 'Bardl. ' Al-Manhal Al-SAfl- 8/353 B. Al-Sakh-7vvr Al-paW ' AI-L, ýnf 

10/134. ffgjjF Khalfa Kashf AI-ZunCm 11155. Al-Shawk. §nl' AI-Badr Al-Talf 

2/295. No longer in existence. 

5.8. Al-Hawishr 'Ala Sharp Al-Shjfiiya Li AI-Jabirtf, and Al-Shifiya is a book about 

Al-TaFif Li Ibn gjjib. Ibid. No longer in existence. 

5.9. Al-HawishT 'Ala SharP Al-AUiyya Li Ibn Al-MuXnnaf. Ibn TaghrfBardf Al- 

Manhal Al-Sgjj- 8/353. Al-Sakha7vvFAI-PaW'Al-LTmi. YjjjT Khallfa Kashf Al- 

Zuni7n 1/152. Ibn AI-Imjd, Shadharit AI-Dhahab 9/288. No longer in existence. 

5.10. Al-Hawish, T 'AIJ AI-Maq5mfft Li Al-tIarkl A book of narrative literature. 

Manuscript mentioned by Al-Shakhfvvf Al-, Paw' Al-LTinf 5/172. No longer in 

existence. 
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5.11. Sharp Tashil Ibn Malik on grammar. Manuscript mentioned by Ibn Taghr! Bardf 

Al-ManhalAI-Sr., 8/353 B. Al-Sakh,, -nvTAl-, PaW'Al-LTtnf 10/134. Ibn Al-Imid. 

Shadhar&AI-Dhahab 9/287. No longer in existence. 

5.12. Sharb Tashil Ibn Malik An abridged version of the previous book. Ibid. No 

longer in existence. 

5.13. Al-, ffa'ývf FfSharp Qafidat Al-$, TvvT on Al-Ardd Manuscript mentioned by Al- 

'Aynj'. KashfAl-Qind 112 B. An Taghr. TBard. T Al-ManhalAI-SfJ- 8/354 A. Al- 

Sakh, fw, T, Al-paw'Al-L, §ni' 10/134. Al-SuyDfi'Bughyat Al-Wu', §t 2/255. Al- 

Tam, ýnj'AI-Tabaqa Al-Saniyya 3/812. Tish Kubrj Ziy&la Miftio Al-SacWq 

1/266. No longer in existence. 

5.14. Sharp Lbniyyat Ibn Al-, ff4ib on Al-"ArOO Manuscript mentioned by Al-Ayn. T 

Kashf Al-Qind 112 B. Al-Sakha'WTAI-Vaw'Al-LTini' 10/134. Al-Tamhn! Al- 

Tabaq& Al-Saniyya 3/819. V: ýjj' Khalffa KashfAl-Zuni7n 2/1134. Ibn Al-'Imid 

Shadharg AI-Dhahab 9/288. No longer in existence. 

5.15. Al-Fawg'id 'Al. § Sharp Al-Llibfb Li Al-Sayyid Al-Naqrg& on grammar. 

Manuscript mentioned by Ibn TaghrlBardT Al-Manhal AI-Srl 8/354 A. Al- 

Sakh,, 7WTA1-paw'. 41-LJW' 10/134.41-TamjW, . 41-Tabaqg Al-Saniyya 3/819. 

Ibn AI-Im&I ShadharR AI-Dhahab 9/288. No longer in existence. 
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5.16. Muqaddima FTAI-Taýrlf manuscript mentioned by, 41-Sakh&F, 41-PaWAl-L&nf 

10/134.41-Tibr AI-Masbak 379,, 41-Dhayl ', 41. ff Raf 41-7ýr 437. . 41-TamFmr, 41- 

Tabaqjt AI-Saniyya 3/819. AI-Shawk. §nT AI-Badr Al- Talf 2/295. No longer in 

existence. 

C 5.17. Muqaddima FFAI- Arad. Ibid. No longer in existence. 

5.18. Mkki Al-Nu. ýds FT 'Ilm, 41-'Ari7V Manuscript mentioned by Al-AynT Kashf, 41- 

Qind 112 B. g, ýjrf Khalifa KashfAI-Zum7n 2/1918. No longer in existence. 

5.19. Al-Taqrrz 'AhT Zahr AI-Rabf FF Al-Badf Li Ibn Qarqam&. Manuscript 

mentioned byAl-Sakha7ivi'Al-Paw'Al-L, ýv-ni'101135. AI-TibrAI-Musbi7k380. Al- 

Dhayl "AhIRaf Al-'Iýr 438. No longer in existence. 

6. On TafsTr 

6.1. Al- ffaw&hF 'Alff TafsTr AT Al-Layth. Manuscript mentioned by Al-Sakh,! 7vvT 

Al-, Paw'Al-L&ni' 10/135. Al-Tibr Al-Masbi7k 380. Al-Dhayl 'Al, § Raf . 41-7ýr 

437. A1-Tam5nTAI- TabaqR Al-Saniyya 3/820. No longer in existence. 

6.2. Al-gaw&hi"Al, §TafskMa', ýilimAl-TanzjlFIAl-Tafs! rLiAl-BaghawT. lbid. No 

longer in existence. 

6.3. Al-Hawishf 'Alff Tafsk Al-Kashshay D Mahmi7d Al-ZamakhsharT. Ibid. No 

longer in existence. 
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7. On Impeachment 

7.1. Tuffitt 41-MulCA manuscript. There is a copy of it in Berlin Library 41/4520 and 

one in Algeria Library 992. 

7.2. Zayn Al-Majgis Wa SU'rip A1-$udCx in eight volumes. Manuscript mentioned by 

, 41-SakhJ7iv, F, 41-Vaw' 41-L, 7#ni' 10/134. Al-Tibr Al-Masbi7k 380. tIajji' Khallfa 

Kashf 41-Zuni7n 2/972. AI-Sakh&vj'A1-Badr 41-Talf 2/295. No longer in 

existence. 1 

These details have been drawn from $alilý Mataq, Badr Al-DTn Al-'AvnT. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Teachers and Students 

1. His teachers of Hadi7h 

1. His greatest Shaykh in ffadffh was Al-gezz Zayn Al-D. Tn Al-IrTqf, bom 725 

A. H. /1324 A. D. He teamed from him $abj-h Al-BukhgrT, and Al-Ilm5n FI'AP&Ijlh 

AI-Aýk&nfor Ibn Daqfq Al, Td. 

2. Al-tl, ý'iz Siný Al-Dfn Al-BulqFnr, bom 724 A. H. /1323 A. D., died 805 AR/1402 

A. D., from whom he learned Mapisin and the introduction of Ibn Al- 

$all! A 

3. Al-MuPaddith MuPammad b. Mupammad, 41-Dajaw. T, bom 737 A. H. /1336 A. D., 

died 809 A. H. /1406 A. D. He learned from him $aplh Al-Bukhjrl, Muslim, Sunan 

Aba Drrwad Al-Tirmidhr, Ibn Mga and Al-Nisj'!, '- also, Musnad Al-Dro-imiand the 

first third of MusnadAb7nad. 

4. Al-Ali"Alf b. MupammadAl-FAWT, died 827 A. H. /1423 A. D. He leamed from 

him AI-Sunan AI-Kubra D Al-NisXl, some of Sunan Al-Dar Quprand Al-Tashil Li 

Ibn Mgik. 

5. Al-, Ujfiz NCr AI-Djý7 Al-Haythamf, bom 735 A. H. /1354 A. D., died 807 AR/1404 

A. D., under whom he studied several books. 
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6. Quffi AI-Mi b. Al-Taq. T, bom 736 A. H. /1335 A. D., died 809 A. H. /1406 A. D. He 

leamed from him the three Ma'jams of A I- Tabargn. F 

7. SharafAl-D. Tn b. Al-Kuwayk; bom 737 AR/1336 A. D., died 821 A. H. /1418 A. D. 

He leamed from him Al-ShifiLi AI-QJýdl 'Iyffcj Musnad AT Hanifa, and also he 

leamed from his father Al--ýIz b. Al-Kuwayk 

8. Najm. 41-D. Tn b. Al-Kushk, bom 720 A. H. /1320 A. D., died 799 A. H. /1396 A. D. He 

learried from him the first part of $afflh AI-Bukhffri 

2. His teachers in other disciplines 

1. . 4b! ' . 41-Fatt Mutammad 41-"AsqahTn. F, died 794 AR/1391 A. D. He leamed 

from him Al-ShMbiyya. 

2.41-', 41,!! ' 41-S. Tramr, died 790 A. H. /1388 A. D. He leamed from him most of . 41- 

tFid. §ya's book, the first part of Al-Kashshaf Al-Talwih 'Ali' AI-TawýZA and 

ShartAl-Talkhis. 

3. Jamil Al-Dfn Al-Mal!!, * bom 725 AR/1324 A. D., died 803 A. H. /1400A. D. He 

leamed from him 'Up7l Fakhr Al-Isl, -Tjn D Al-Bazdaw. F, Muntakhab Al-Up7l and Al- 

Hid, Tya's book. 

4. Al-FaqJh 'IsJ b. Al-Kh& Al-Sirm&, T, died 788 AR/1386 A. D. He leamed from 

him most of AI-Kashshqý, Miftffp Al-'Ul&n Ll Al-Sakjkl, * Al-Tibyin, FFAI-Macin! " 

Wa'l Bayin LiA I- TaybT 
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S. Jibr., l b. Falip Al-Baghdjdj' He leamed from him the book Majmd AI-Ba, ýrayn, 

Al-Kashsh, 3', and Al-TanqA. He died in 794 A. H. /1391 A. D. 

6. Al-Mubaqqiq Shams Al-D. Tn Mupammad b. AI-ZAid. He leamed from him RumCc 

Al-KunCm FIAI-tfik7na Li Al-AmidiSharP Al-Shamsiyya Wa 7 Mitalf Li Al-Quffi 

, 41-R&I, 41-ShaTiya and MirO AI-ArwA. His biography could not be found. 

7. . 41-ShaykMikXJl b. tlusayn, 41-QaddCrT, died 798 A. H. /1395 A. D. He leamed from 

him Manzanat Al-Nasafl-FTAI-Khilif, and Mqjma'AI-Ba, ýrayn Li Ibn Al-Sg'&!. ' 

8. Al-Shaykh Mapmi7d b. Mubammad, 41-'AyntalbT, died around 795 AR/1392 A. D. 

He learned from him Al-FanVidAl-Sir, ýFiyya. 

9. Vusayn b. MupammadAl-Mu'iz Al-Hanafl-, died 792 A. H. /1389 A. D. He learned 

from him the Qur, 7m- and AI-Sh, ýfibiyya- 

10.41-Shaykh DhfAl-Ni7n, died 777 A. H. /1375 A. D. He leamed from him Daw', 41- 

Miýb. §h. 

11. -41-Shaykh Khayr, 41-Drn, 41-Qaýrr, died 795 A. H. /1389 A. D. He leamed from him 

Al-Mi, 5bA. 

12. He also leamed from AI-Shaykh yaydar Al-RC#nj, 'died 830 AR/1426 A. D. Waliyy 

Al-Din Al-Bahnasj, ""AlX Al-DTn AI-KakhtJwrand Shibib Al-DTn Abmad b. Al-Kh& 

Al-Turkr, died 809 A. H. /1406 A. D. 
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3. His Students 

Most of the earliest historians who translated AI-AynT did not refer to his students. 

However, in some modem books, this information is given in detail. 

1. Al-Kamal b. HammiPn, bom 788 or 789 A. H. /1386 A. D., died 861 A. H. /1456 

A. D., heard from Al-"Aynithe seven DFwjn in Arab poetry. 

2.4bi7,41-Fa(ffX-'Asqal, §nl, bom 829 A. H. /1425 A. D., died 905 A. H. /1473 A. D., 

leamed, Vadilh from him. 

3. '. Tsg AI-Tam7bj, bom 801 AR/1398 A. D., died 905 A. H. /1499 A. D. 

4. Abi7AI-BarakjtAl-Asqal, §nj, bom 800A. H. /1397 A. D., died 863 A. H. /1473 A. D., 

leamed history from him. 

5. NCr. 41-Din 41-Dakm-, "r-w. F, bom 814 A. H. /1411 A. D., died 890 A. H. /1485 A. D., 

stayed with Al-AynTfor some time and learned his expositions on Al-Bukh, 7v--i*and 

other books. 

6. Ibn QVg 'Ajh7n, bom 831 A. H. /1427 A. D., died 876 A. H. /1471 A. D., leamed 

from him his explanation of Al-ShawA. Td 

7. Mupammad b. A, (Bnad died 888 A. H. /1483 A. D., also leamed from him 

his explanation of Al-Shaw, §h. Td. 

8. Mutammadb Khalil. 41-BalbrsT, bom 819 A. H. /1416 A. D. 

9. Shita-bAI-DjnAl-AmOýff, bom 808 AR/1405 A. D., died 872A. H. /1467 A. D. 
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10. Alpnad b Nuk,, T? -Al-Shiha-bF His date of death is not mentioned. 

11. A, 6vnad b. Yi7sif AI-Shita-b 41-TilhT bom 817 A. H. /1414 A. D., died 898 

A. H. /1492 A. D. 

12. Aýwad b MnisAI-Himyarf, bom 813 A. H. /1410 A. D., died 878 A. H. /1473 A. D. 

13. Arghi7n ShA AI-ZAirl, died 802 A. H. /1399 A. D., who heard $apl-h 41-Bukhjrr 

and Muslim and AI-Ma. 5ýlp from him. 

14. Badr Al-DTn Al-, Vusayn. T tIasan b. Qalqila, died 802 A. H. /I 399 A. D. He was the 

Im,, Ttn ofAl-Aynrs school. 

15. Abi7AI-Wafj'Al-$9ihj, Khallfb. IbrAjýn, died 901 A. H. /1495 A. D. 

16. SharafAl-Dbz AI-SunbRl"'Abd al-Haq b Muhammad, bom 842 A. H. /1438 A. D., 

died 931 A. H. / 1524 A. D. 

17. 'Abd al-RaýwTn b. Sulayman Al-MinhalT, bom 829 A. H. /1425 A. D., died 885 

A. H. /1480 A. D. 

18. ", 4bd al-Rahn&7 b. Yah yg X-Sk&nT, bom 813 A. H. /1410 A. D., died 880 

A. H. /1475 A. D. 

19. Zayn, 41-Din, 41-MinshJkvj, 'Abdal-Rapjýn b GhulJon, bom 828 A. H. /1424 A. D., 

died 896 A. H. /1490 A. D. 

20. ', 4bd al-Rabhn b. 41-, 4wjffqr, bom 825 A. H. /1421 A. D. His date of death is not 

identified. 
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21. 'Abdal-'AzIz b. A, (BnadAl-Nuwqyrj', bom 848 A. H. /1444 A. D. His date of death 

is not identified. 

22. 'Abdal-Ghanr b. '. 4bdullahAI-Zubaydj', died 886 A. H. /1481 A. D. 

23. Abi7AI-Barak&AI-MaF. T, 'Abdal-Q&Iirb. 'Abdal-Ra, ývn5i, died 874A. H. /1469 

A. D. 

24. ', 4bd al-Q&Iir b. '. 4bd al-Laff Al-F&T, bom 842 A. H. /1438 A. D., died 895 

A. H. /1489 A. D. 

25. ', 4bdal-Q&Iirb. 'Abdal-Waha-bAl-Mard-inf, bom 836 A. H. /1432 A. D. 

26. Fakhr Al-Dfn Al-Tara-bulsi, 'Uthm, -Tn b IbrATm, bom 820 A. H. /1417 A. D., died 

893 A. H. /1487 A. D. 

27. 'Alf b. Al-Baghil, bom 821 A. H. /1418 A. D., died 889 AR/1484 A. D. 

28. 'Alf b. Atmad NCrAl-Dinbom 823 A. H. /1420 A. D., died 889 A. H. /1484 A. D. 

29. 'Ali' b. Da7vvi7d h. Al-$ayrajj-, bom 819 A. H. /I 416 A. D., died 900 A. H. /I 494 A. D. 

He heard history from him. 

30. 'Allb. cAllcAlj'Al-DTn, bom 808 A. H. /1405 A. D. 

3 1. 'Alf b. Mutammad NCY Al-Drn. He read Al-Shawa-h. Td on Al-Aynf, bom 815 

A. H. /1412 A. D., died 882 A. H. /1477 A. D. 

32. 'Umar b. Muhammad AI-Sinf, bom 850 A. H. /1446 A. D., died 887 A. H. /1482 

A. D. 

33. 'Umar b. MuPammad, 41-QurashT, born 812 A. H. /1409 A. D., died 885 A. H. /1480 

A. D. 
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34. MuPammad b. gamad Abi7 At-Khayr, bom 837 A. H. /1433 A. D. He read the 

author's explanation of Majmd Al-Batrayn. 

35. Muýammad b Abf Bakr, bom 799 AR/1396 A. D., died 874 A. H. /1469 A. D. He 

leamed Sharb Al-ShawahTd from him. 

36. Mupammad b Taybagh4 died 844 A. H. /1440 A. D. 

37. Mubammad b. 'Abd al-Rabnki b Yaý ga bom 841 A. H. /1437 A. D. 

38. Mubammadb 'Abdal-RipfnAbaAl-Khayr, bom 812 A. H. /1409 A. D., died 873 

A. H. /1468 A. D. 

39. Mutammadb. 'AliShams, 41-Dfn, died 867A. H. /1462 A. D. 

40. Mutammadb'UmarShams. 41-RTh, died after 860 A. H. /1455 A. D. 

41. Mutammadb. MutammadAl-BadrAl-Amr. T, bom829A. H. 11425 A. D. 

42. Mubammad b Mubammad Kamg Al-D. Tn, died 864 A. H. /1459 A. D. 

43. Mupammad b Mubammad Zayn Al-DTn, bom 829 A. H. /1425 A. D., died 891 

A. H. /1486 A. D. 

44. Mubammad b Muýammad Al-'Uqaylr, bom 846 A. H. /1442 A. D., died 

873A. H. /1468 A. D. 

45. Mubammadb. MutammadAbiMI-Makarfin, bom 824 A. H. /1421 A. D., died 891 

A. H. /1486 A. D. 

46. MuPammad, 41-Najm, 4bi7.41-Ma'. §IFbom 846A. H. /1442 A. D. 

47. MuPammadSalffP Al-Din, bom 833 AR/1429 A. D. 
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48. Majm7d b 'Ubayd Allah Badr Al-Din, bom 794 A. H. /1391 A. D., died 875 

A. H. / 1470 A. D. 

49. MalBnWb "AmrAbi7 Al-Fad, died in 865 A. H. /1460 A. D. Hewasapreacherof 

Al-'Ayn, rs school. 

50. Yi7sifb. MupammadZaynAl-Dln, bom 834 A. H. /1430 A. D. 

5 1. Yi7nis b. 'Alf b. Khalil, bom 821 A. H. /I 418 A. D. 

52.4bi7 Bakr b. Isb5q Zayn, 41-D. Tn, bom 770 AR/1368 A. D., died 847 AR/1443 

A. D. He leamed, 41-TaFffrom him. 

53. AbO Bakr b. OAITFakhr Al-Din, bom 838 AR/1434 A. D., died 889 A. H. /1484 

A. D. 

54. Abi7 Bakr b. Mutammad . 41-H&himT, bom 846 A. H. /1442 A. D., died 893 

A. H. /1487 A. D. ' 

These details have been drawn from $aliý Mahaq, Badr DTn Al-'AynT. 
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